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COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES  ., 
BRUSSELS  1970 The  Commission  considers  this Memorandum  as a  basis for 
thorough discussion within the  Community  not only with  the  Community 
Institutions,  such  as the Parliament,  Council,  Economic  and  Social 
Committee,  Consultative Committee  of the  ECSC  and  the  European 
Investment Bank,  but also with all those  bodies representing economic 
and social forces. 
It comprises: 
1.  An  initial docl.lllent  containing the  principles which 
have  guided the  Commission  and the general lines of action proposed. 
2.  A  second  document  in four parts.  The  first part setting 
out  the state of industry within the Community,  while  the lines of 
action proposed  in the first document  are developed and explained in 
the  following three parts. 
-3-INTRODUCTION 
AND GENERAL GUIDELINES Twelve  years after its inauguration,  with  the transitional 
period culminating in the  achievement  of the common  market for goods 
just come  to an  end,  the Community  embarking  on  a  new  stage  in its 
construction.  The  working out of a  common  industrial develoiJDent  pol-
icy to promote  what  might  be  called a  European  industrial fabric is 
now  seen to  be  assent ial in order to  pt"ovide  an unshakeable  foundation 
for the economic  and,  ultimately political  unit~ of Western Europe, 
continued economic  expansion and a  reasonable  degree  of  technological 
independence  in relation to other major  trading nations. 
The  Commission  decided,  ~ediately after the merger  of 
the Coal  & Steel Authority,  Euratom  and  the Economic  Community,  to 
undertake  a  study of all the  problems  facing industrial development 
inside  the  Community.  In submitting the result of this work  to the 
Council, it is hoped  both  to meet  a  need and  to  contribute to the 
strengthening of the  CamDUnity  and  hence  prepare the  ground for 
enlargement. 
If there is one  field in which  the  Community  needs  to be 
strengthened and  consolidated as  a  preparation tor enlargement,  it 
is that of industrial policy.  It would  be  a  mistake to await  the 
entry of the future members  to  do  this.  On  the  contrary,  the Six 
should give them  as precise  an  indication as  possible  of the direc-
tion which  they intend  the  Community  to take. 
Far from  complicating or delaying enlargement,  this effort 
should facilitate or accelerate it.  Public opinion  in the applicant 
country is questioning the  advisability of joining the  Communities. 
The  attraction which  the  Community  holds  is proportionate  to its 
vitality.  Whereas  the reduction of the  common  customs tariff,  the 
fact that it is lower  than  the British tariff, the  cost of the 
-7-agricultural policy are all factors making for hesitation and appre-
hension,  on  the other hand it ~  be  supposed that a  Caamunity which 
succeeds  in working out an industrial developaent  strategy would 
exercise a  much  stronger attraction (l}. 
It has perhaps  not  been realised the extent to which  the  r,om-· 
~unity would  be  threatened by what  might  be  described as obsolescence, 
if it did not succeed in advancing the present stage of customs  union 
and agricultural policy. 
CustaDs  duties today are no  longer the sole nor even the 
principal instrument  of trade policy.  In the new  advanced technology 
industries,  foreign caDpetition takes the form  of  investment  and 
technology rather than of direct exports.  Customs  duties give no 
protection  in this respect.  On  the  contrary,  they have  the effect 
of attracting overseas  investment,  which  is often in the European 
interest, but which  could also entail disadvantages if the  current 
gap  between American  investment  in Europe  and European  investment  in 
the United States were  to go  on  widening and if this trend should lead 
firms with their management  centres in ~'urope to limit themselves to 
traditional activities. 
If one  adds  to this consideration,  the tariff reductions 
resulting fran  the  "Kennedy  Round",  those  envisaged for the benefit 
of the developing countries and  the fact that duties have  never en-
sured efficient protection with-resard to state-trading countries, 
it must  be  admitted that the custcms  union,  while it remains the 
basic foundation,  must  be  reenforced as  soon as  possible by  new 
machinery for  joint action. 
It is industries serving the private cmsmer which  have 
most  benefited from  the custans  union.  Experience  has  shown  that 
industries which make  use  of the major  new  technologies do  not feel 
the  same  benefit of the customs  union inasmuch  as - since their de-
velopment  depends  on  public funds  and orders  - they cannot  so easily 
break out  of the national market. 
(l} Cf.  The  recent report of the  Council  of British Industries. 
-8-Initiated in the field of coal and steel, economic inte-
gration became  general  in 1958  in semblance  only.  In practice it 
is  l~ited to trade in widely used products,  in certain capital 
goods  and organisation of the agricultural markets.  It has not 
sufficient  impact  yet  on  the structure of industry and  on  advanced 
technology industries. 
Similarly,  in its dealings with other countries,  the  Commu-
nity has succeeded in acting as  one  entity,  and  thereby efficiently 
protected its interests,  in the sphere of tariffs.  It is becoming a 
matter of urgency  to extend the ability of the Community  for common 
action  to other fields of public responsibility where  international 
economic  competition occurs  todayz  investment, anti-trust policy, 
technology and patents, etc.,  the  object being,  as in trade, not to 
make  the Ccaaunity a  closed shop,  but,  on  the contrary,  to develop 
profitable co-operation on  equal terms  with other major trading nations. 
0 
0  0 
It is not easy to define  tbe  industrial policy except  in 
terms of objectives.  In order to increase  the  coamon  good,  industry 
should primarily be allowed in the first place  to make  the most  of the 
existence of the  common  market  on  ita present scale.  ~ven this ini-
tial brief definition show  how  inextricably industrial policy is bound 
up with  the  other aspects of economic  policy and  with the other common 
policies. 
In the first  place,  industrial growth is a  basic condition 
for  economic and social progress,  since it both satisfies needs  and 
creates employment.  But  general  econanic  policy in tum governs  in-
dustrial  developaent,  whose  rate and regularity depends  largely on  the 
overall supply and demand,  position the  co-ordination of economic 
policies and  progress towards monetary union. 
-9-Secondly,  the  market  must  be  kept  dynamic  by appropriate 
'!leasures  to enable organisations to adjust to change:  to pranote 
new  technologies through scientific and technical  policy;  to 
supervise manufacturing orga.nisation by  means  of a  competition 
policy;  to adjust  by means  of  a.  trade  policy;  to adapt  infra.-· 
structures by means  of trans port and  energy  policies. 
The  industrial  policy recommended  in this memorandum  is 
deliberately orientated towards  the future,  i.e.  towards  expansion 
and progress  in the  widest  sense.  Too  often,  in fact,  the  term 
indastrial polic;r has been used to describe  measures  whose  object 
has been to mainta.in obsolete  ortranisPtions.  Growth of Industry 
on a  wide  basis a.nd  increasir.g co-operation between member  States 
which is gradually being established in all fields must  allow much 
more  dynamic  develo!'Dent,  i.e. not  only more  ranid ~owth in pro-
duction and consumption,  but also a  better  de~loyment of workers 
and improved living and working conditions. 
Industrial policy has to  take  ~ccount of the requirements  of 
regional  policy which aim at distributing economic activities evenly 
through the  territory of the Community  thus  avoiding in particular 
excessive  industrial  concentration. 
Similarly,  expansion of  industry and market  dynamism  must  be 
made  canpatible with social and huma.n  requi.renents.  fuployment 
policy must  ensure  dynamic  adjustment  of  manpower  supply and  demand. 
Industrial  policy in highly developed economies must  increas-
ingly  be  directed towards  aims related to  i;·:nro•ring the  quality of 
life:  this  the European Communities  must help to  promote. 
- 10-The  definition of qualitative aims  of economic  and  industrial 
developnent  and the  outline of a  Buropean model  do  not  come  within the 
scope  of this memorandum.  The  Commission  proposes  to deal with this 
important  subject in another document. 
Aims  on  which  agreement  should be  easy,  are  those  designed 
to halt  the widening of gaps  of all types still separating men  accord-
ing to their membership  of a  socio-prafessional, regional  or rational 
group;  to  improve  working conditions and cultural standards;  to  pro-
tect the  environment which  is being threatened more  and  more;  to combat 
excessive forms  of concentration of  power  or of economic  activities, 
and  to increase co-operation with _the  less favrured regions of the world. 
Among  the questions which  are being asked with more  and more 
insistence,  in particular by young  people, who  wish  to see problems 
dealt with on  a  European  or even a  world  scale,  are several  on  which 
the Commission  wishes to make  same  brief points since they are part 
of  the  background to the  preparation of this Memorandum. 
1.  An  improvement  in the conditions and the dimity of  labour 
and  especially of manual  labour is vital if young  people are  not to turn 
away  from  industry.  This  is why  the necessary increase  in productivity 
should not be  achieved by a  worsening of working conditions and a  speed 
up  of the rate of work,  but  rather.  by  organisation of a  nature which 
not  only reducesworkers 1  fatigue but also  develops  their job interest. 
Negotiations between management  and  labour at Community  level should, 
in the future,  allow progress to be  made  in this field;  they would 
also reduce  the  risk of distortion of competition. 
-11-2.  More  active participation by workers  in policy creation 
and  organizationof' their form  is essential nowadays.  The  CCDIIlission 
is convinced that industrial expansion could be  accelerated if two  sets 
of conditions which are  in no way  contradictory,  but rather ccmple•nt-
ary were  fulfilled.  On  one  hand,  private enterprise and c<Dpetition 
must  be  recolJlised and  encouraged and the right to make  profits accepted: 
while  on  the  other, economic  developnent must  be  influenced at all level1 
by caDIIlonly  defined objectives. 
For these conditions to be fulfilled it is essential that 
there should be a  better understanding in all quarters of the conditions 
for  progress.  From  this point of view,  participation is not  only a 
requireaent  for hlD&n  progress,  but  a  factor of industrial efficiency. 
It must be established gradually in various fame at all levels.  The 
Camnission,  which  has already held numerous  consul  tat  ions prior to 
adopting this Memorandum,  will encourage as wide-ranging a  discussion 
as  possible with all parties concerned.  It does  not  believe that the 
policy it recommends  can be  pursued unless all professional and  social 
classes involved are fully informed and  have  had an opportunity of 
putting their point  of view. 
3.  Until now,  the educational sector has had very little 
part in the  process of Community  integration.  The  absence  of harmo-
nisation in this field impedes  the  freedom  of movement  and of estab-
lishment  of u.nagerial.  staff and is thus an obstacle  to economic and 
industrial  union.  During the discussions,  fruitless up to now,  on 
the creation of a  European University,  the  need for closer co-operation 
between all the  European Universities has been recognised.  This is the 
line  of approach which  should now  be  taken,  reserving the creation of 
new  establishments for  the  training of certain specialists.  The  aim 
of a  l!.'uropean  education policy would be  first  of all to promote  the 
mutual recognition of diplomas,  a.nd  then to foster a  degree  of approx-
imation of methods and  programmes  necessary to facilitate  exchanges  of 
teachers and students,  while preserving the diversity required in this 
field.  it should also be to seek jointly, at European level,  the best 
solution to  the difficult problems  posed by the crisis in educationa 
- 12-encouraging the adaptation of mental attitudes to the  increased inte-
gration imposed by the modern world and enabling men  to make  the best 
use  of the new  aeans  of action and the leisure ste•ing from  material 
progress.  The  requirements of economic  development  do  not  demand,  as 
is often thousht,  an increasingly utilitarian and specialised education, 
but  on  the  contrary, a  basic training designed to facilitate re-adjust-
ment  and conversion,  ttat is to say a  change  of occupation during adult 
life.  It is therefore no  exaggeration to say that humanistic and eco-
naaic aims  may  be  perfectly compatible,  and to reconcile  them would 
se• to be  one  of Europe's  foremost  missions. 
4•  .lt the same  tille it is becoming urgent to find an answer 
to the prdblems  posed by the necessity to protect the natural environ-
!!n1 at  Community  and  international level.  If this is not done,  the 
result will be  not  only a  delay in seeking the best solutions,  but 
even the re-appearance  of obstacles to the operation of the  common 
market  and  distortions in competition.  Efforts already mde  towards 
the harmonisation of national regulations designed to protect workers, 
cons\Ders or the natural environment have hitherto been governed above 
all by the need to ensure free movement  of goods  (elimination of tech-
nical obstacles).  Henceforth they will have  to become  part of an 
environmental  policy,  the need for which  is increasingly evident and 
which will tend in particular to orientate industrial development 
towards taking more  account  of the burden placed on society by the 
concentration of industry.  National accolmts,  by failing to deduct 
fraD  the  value added  by  industry, the value  of what  such activity is 
destroying in the envirolllllent,  conceals the extent of what  are  known 
as external diseconomies.  Such  a  policy would  inevitably impose  cer-
tain restraints on  industries,  but it would, at the  same  time,  open up 
a  new,  extremely rich field of expansion for them  in the future.  There 
is a  whole  programme  of action to be undertaken in connection with the 
-13-development  of collective facilities,  the definition of common  standards, 
research  into new  appliances and  products,  town  and country planning. 
SUch  considerations and action must  be  considered as the 
natural extension of a  European  industrial policy which  should not aim 
exclusively at increasing the volume  of goods  put at the disposal of 
consumers,  but should also set itself the task of  improving people's 
living conditions. 
5.  Lastly,  no  industrial development  policy for  ~Urope can  be 
drawn  up  without heed to the requirements of a  more  even distribution 
of wealth thr09Bhout  the world.  On  this  point,  the  Commission  wishes 
to emphasise  that it is not only just, but  also in the  interests of 
Europeans  to encourage  the industrial development  of the third world 
countries.  The  Community,  like all advanced countries,  can  indeed 
only benefit from  increasing the number  of ita solvent trading part-
ners and making a  more  rational use  of its own  productive resources 
thanks to a  trade  policy more  favourable to the  expansion of certain 
industries in the  developing countries.  In s.ddition to the special 
effort which  it is making  in favour  of the European and African 
Associated States, the Community  must  be  ready to  accept the progress-
ive and orderly transfer of certain industrial activities to the de-
veloping countries.  It must  take this need  into account  in working 
out its long term plans  in all fields,  as well as  in the  choice  of 
sectoral measures to accompany  or encourage  the  necessary development. 
The  almost  unlimited resources offered to man  by  modern 
technology have  the effect, as yet not  sufficiently realised,  of 
attenuating farmer  clashes of interest.  In a  world where  man  has 
more  and  more  powerful  means  at his  disposal, it is becoming  possi-
ble to reconcile interests and  ccmcerns  which  formerly appeared 
totally conflicting. 
0 
0  0 
- 14-Before  submitting and ccmmenting  on  the fundamental  pro-
posal  outlined in this memorandum,  the  Commission wishes  to clear up 
the misunderstandings arising fran the  imprecision of  the  term  "in-
dustrial policy". 
First of all,  the  Commission  is far from  claiming to solve, 
at public and  Caamuni~y level, all the  problems  of industrial and 
Community  level, all the  problems  of industrial development.  On  the 
one  band, it is aware  that enterprise and competition are  the  primary 
and  irreplaceable factors for expansion,  so that the  industrial policy 
which it recommends  is more  concerned with freeing industry from  the 
restrictions which still exist and  making it dynamic  than with sub-
jecting it to new  restraints.  The  Commission  does  not  envisage under 
any  circumstances creating complex  administrative superstructures 
which,  by  detailed regulations,  would add  to the burden  that govern-
ments  are  sanetimes obliged to impose  on  industry.  The  Commission's 
essential aim  is,  on  the contrary,  to eliminate  the  obstacles to 
development  resulting from  the flaws  in the customs  union and the 
deficiencies  in the economic  union in its present state.  It is more-
over convinced that many  problems  must  continue  to  come  under national 
or even regional supervision.  Community  action must  help,  however,  to 
make  their action of national and  regional authorities more  consistent 
and thus more  efficient. 
Another misunderstanding may  result from  a  clash of inter-
est among  certain Member  States.  The  more  industrialised States seem 
to fear that,  under the cover of industrial policy,  the Community  is 
seeking to slow down  their growth  in order to attain more  even over-
all development.  others on  the contrary seem  to fear that the elimi-
nation of the remaining obstacles may  accentuate  industrial concen-
tration at their expense.  Far from  ignoring these fears on  the  pre-
text that they are contradictory, the Commission  recognises their 
validity. and  has endeavoured to res  pond  to them  by  seeking a  canpro-
mise  between  the general  interest of the Community  for which it is 
responsible and  that of keeping a  certain balance between the  indi-
vidual  interests of Member  States which it does  not feel it realistic 
to ignore for the sake  of the  common  good. 
- 15-A third source of confusion lies in the  simultaneously 
horizontal and sectoral nature of any industrial policy.  To  some, 
the horizontal approach,  while  too theoretical,  stops short per 
force at the  stage of a  general economic  policy while,  to others, 
any sectoral policy is to be  suspected of dirigism,  protectionism 
or even mal thusianism.  It is true that an  industrial policy which 
sets out to encourage  the evolution of structures, rather than their 
conservation,  is essentially horizontal.  It must  none  the less be 
adapted to special conditions in the various  sectors of industry. 
Although all sectors require some  forecasting and  innovation,  two 
categories of industry call for specific attention at Community 
level, namely  industries in difficulty, whose  adaptation must  be 
provided for and  facilitated,  and the growth  industries which must 
be  offered a  better framework for expansion. 
This fact may  in turn lead to another misunderstanding 
resulting from  a  wrong  interpretation.  Has  the  tendency  in certain 
countries not been to allocate a  major proportion of public fUnds 
to these two  categories at either end of the scale, at the expense 
of those  in between which  are less likely to ask for the help of 
the public authorities ?  The  emphasis  placed by the Commission  on 
the  problems  of adaptation or of promotion tends,  on  the contrary, 
by  improving the efficiency of public intervention in these  two 
fields,  to reduce their coat and  consequently lighten the  burden 
they place on  the economy  as a  whole. 
It will be  noticed,  moreover,  in glancing through the 
various chapters of this memorandum,  that the Commission has by no 
means  confined itself to examining the  problems  of the sectors at 
the extremes  of the  industrial scale. 
- 16-Lastly,  two  kinds of undertakings raise special problems. 
These  are  on  the  one  hand,  public undertakings,  and on  the  other 
small firms  and handicrafts.  However,  just as it has not made  a 
report on  each  sector,  the Commission  has not  thought it appropriate 
to single out the  problems  of these two  types  of undertaking for 
examination though it reserves the right to return to certain spe-
cific questions at a  later date.  Nevertheless it wishes  to empha-
sise the valuable contribution that such undertakings  can make  to 
developnent. 
Public undertakings have  been set up  for different reasons 
in the various member  countries.  Their size ,and  nature vary both 
according to the country and  their purpose.  Where  they compete  with 
other forms  they should not  be  granted special advantages by the 
a.uthorities with the effect of distorting canpetition.  They  must 
contribute in a  special way,  not  only to expansion,  but also to the 
improvement  of industrial relations and to the multi-national inte-
gration of the structures of production and  of the major  industrial 
and  commercial  public services. 
small firms  sometimes  wonder  about  their future.  In 
spite of the movement  towards  concentration,  the scope  and diversity 
of industrial expansion leave them  considerable  opportunities, as  is 
shown  in the United States where  medium-sized  firms make  a  large 
contribution to technological innovation and to the  dynamism  of the 
economy.  It is even  probable that the  increase  in consumer  demand, 
the maintenance  requirements of more  and more  complex  equipment  in 
private homes  and concern for the quality of the environment will 
give small firms  and in particular the handicrafts fresh  possibil-
ities for development. 
- 17-GENERAL  GUIDELINES 
In the  light of the principles set out  in the foregoing 
pages,  the Commission lists below the five basic lines of action 
proposed in this document: 
- the achievement  of a  single market, 
- the unification of the legal, fiscal and financial framework, 
- the reorganisation of industrial structures, 
- adjustment to change 
- greater Community  solidarity in relations with third countries. 
- 18-I.  THE  ACHIEVEMENT  OF  THE  SINGLE  MARKEl' 
To  allow all firms  and all industries to  take full advan-
tage  of the existence  of a  large market  without  internal frontiers 
is the first requirement of an industrial developnent  policy. 
The  establishment  of a  single  internal Community  market 
demands  the elimination of technical obstacles to trade,  free  access 
to public contracts and the abolition of  tax frontiers within the 
Community. 
1. The  elimination of technical obstacles 
The  differences remaining in national regulations  designed 
to ensure the  protection of workers,  consumers  or the natural environ-
ment  have  the effect of preserving the  obstacles  in the way  of intra-
Community  trade and  of obliging manufacturers  to adapt their produc-
tion to requirements which  vary from  one  member  State to another. 
After much  difficult work,  the Council adopted,  on  28  May, 
1969,  a  general programme  ensuring member  States a  balanced harmo-
nisation process.  It embodied  a  timetable  in relation to which  the 
work  is alreaqy considerably behind schedule  because  of the  slowness 
of the experts•  proceedings.  Only  one  directive was  approved  in 1969, 
whereas 44  were  prescribed in the  programme. 
Consequently,  the  Commission  is appealing to the political 
will of the  Council  to speed up  this work  and  avoid as far as  possible 
a  repetition of the  same  technical  discussions at the various  stages 
of the  procedure.  Nevertheless,  if it is confirmed that the  provisions 
of the Treaty of Rome  relating to the harmoniss.tion of legislation 
which  prescribe unanimous  decisions  prevent  decisions from  going 
through reasonably quickly,  their revision should be  envisaged when 
the Treaties are merged. 
- 19-The  recent recognition of the dansers which  industrial 
developnent brings to natural environments on which  hU11&n  life 
depends  is bound  to give  a  new  dimension  to the  problem  of so-
called technical specifications.  The  need appears not  only to 
harmonise national rules but to work  out  new,  more  efficient and 
better adapted rules.  This is a  task which  cannot  be  improvised 
and which must  be  carried out  on  an  international scale going 
beyond  the boundaries  of Western Europe. 
While  reserving the right to return to these questions 
at a  later stage,  the Commission wishes to bring to the attention 
of the Council here and now: 
- the need to avoid uncoordinated national  initiatives which  could 
lead to the emergence  of new  obstacles; 
- the  importance  in this respect of the  proposal to put a  "CCIIIIIlunity 
Reference Bureau",  with a  view to the adoption of  common  methods 
of analysis and standardisation; 
- the advisability of a  concerted attitude on  the  part of member 
States, in view  of the work  being undertaken in this field by 
international organisations,  namely  the Council of Europe  and 
OECD. 
2. Free access to public contracts  • 
The  practice of reserving public or semi-public contracts 
to na.tional  industry may  appear to be  in the best  immediate  interests 
of  industry in each member  State.  However,  this  practice has  the 
effect of depriving certain key  industries in the Community  of the 
advantages of a  large  internal market.  The  sectors which  suffer in 
this way  are,  in particular,  those  of certain capital goods,  public 
transport equipment  and,  more  generally,  those manufacturing many 
types of advanced technological equipment.  The  result  is that  these 
sectors have  less favourable  conditions for development  than those 
producing current consumer  goods  for the  private market. 
-20-Such  practices became  completely illegal on 1 January 1970. 
However,  the  implementation of directives designed to e!Uiure  free 
access to public contracts will be  the aore assured as the  aim  of 
achieving a  single market has  the goodwill  of buyers.  In a  field 
like this,  a  change  in mental attitudes is essential to ensure 
compliance with legal provisions. 
Consequently,  the Commission  is asking the ...  ber States 
to give public buyers very careful instructions as  to their duty to 
comply with the provisions  of the Treaty and  the part they can  play 
in achieving a  single market  by  seeking the best supplier irrespective 
of aationality.  The  CaDIIlission  for its part is proposing to compile 
and publish detailed statistics of public purchases  from  firms  in 
other aeaber States and  asks all member  States to co-operate fully 
with it in this task. 
In certain sectors,  in particular those  of the advanced 
technologies,  public contracts represent a  major outlet.  Where  this 
is so,  a  coordinated public  purchasing policy can  be  a  decisive fac-
tor for the  progress  of industry on  a  Community  scale. 
In these sectors,  the  closed market  is in practice still 
the rule  and the impossibility of resorting to open  tendering makes 
checking compliance with the Treaty in this respect extremely diffi-
cult.  Moreoever,  important private buyers may  be subject to political, 
psychological,  financial or social restraints which  cause  them  to be-
have  in a  similar way  to the  placers of public and semi-public orders. 
- 21-However,  the advanced  technology industries cannot  develop properly 
in a  closed market  framework.  It is  therefore  in the sectors where 
it would be most  useful that  an open market  is also most  difficult 
to achieve. 
The  Council already recognized the  importance  of a  coor-
dinated policy in regard to orders for advanced technology goods 
when  it adopted the  second medium  term economic  policy programme. 
Now,  it is a  question of implementing it effectively. 
The  Commission  proposes  organ1s1ng in these sectors a 
co-ordinated purchasing policy in which  certain private  purchasers 
should also be  invited to participate.  This action which,  in order 
to be effective,  should be  accepted in principle by the  Council and 
encouraged by  governments,  would not  seek to impose  new  restrictions 
on  buyers to ease existing ones.  It would  tend to ensure  the  achieve-
ment  of a  single market  in advanced  technology products without 
excluding third country firms,  subject to real reciprocity and having 
regard to the  need to ensure a  certain balance  in the technological 
and  industrial development  of the various regions of the  Community. 
To  this end the Commission  is proposing to su.bnit  to the Council an 
annual report,  with a  view  to examining the results achieved. 
3.  The  abolition of tax frontiers 
The  existence of tax frontiers is a  factor that contributes 
to keeping certain markets  closed.  So  long as  such frontiers exist, 
the  investment,  sales and  buying trategy of firms  cannot be  worked  out 
entirely in terms  of the Community  market.  This  is why  the harmo-
nization of  indirect taxation (value  added  tax,  excise) and  the align-
ment  of rates are essential if controls and compensatory taxation 
measures at internal frontiers are to be  eliminated. 
- 22-II. UNIFICATION  OF  THE  LIDAL,  FISCAL  AND  FINANCIAL 
FRAIIEJIORK 
If industry is to derive  from  the  existence of the Community 
all the advantages it is entitled to expect,  the efforts to harmonise 
and unify the  institutional  framework  governing the  life of firms  must 
be  considerably speeded up.  As  things are,  firms wishing to  extend 
their activities throughout  the  Community  are still a  long way  from 
finding the facilities of a  real internal market  and are  continuing 
to encounter numerous  legal, fiscal and financial  obstacles. 
1. Legal  obstacles 
Firms  meet  with great difficulties when  they wish  to take 
part in cross-frontier cooperation or grouping. 
The  absence  of a  European  company  statute makes  real mergers 
very difficult.  In effect it obliges firms which  wish  to join together 
either to resort to methods  which  are  too complex  to be  employed at all 
generally,  or else to adopt  one  of the six nationalities,  which  fre-
quently raises psychological obstacles. 
However  firms  may  even now  extend their cross-frontier 
collaboration by making greater use  of the existing opportunities 
which  are  analysed in detail below  (Part 2,  Chapter II).  While 
emphasising the need  for a  firmer control of  concentration likely 
to interfere with effective competition,  the  Commission  confirms 
that the  application of Article  85  of the  EEC  Treaty leaves firms 
considerable  opportunities for collaboration. 
The  Commission  considers it necessary: 
- to complete work  on  the  ~uropean company  statute and  to adopt it 
as  soon as possible; 
- for all member  States to introduce  legislation on  corporate groups 
such as exists only in Germany  at  the  present time; 
- to harmonise domestic  company  law. 
- 23-It is further necessary in the  Commission's  opinion to  investigate 
the possibility of: 
- extending the  joint company  statute to sectors other than that  ot' 
nuclear energy,  in order to facilitate industrial cooperation,  in 
particular between  public corporations; 
- the  adoption by all the member  States,  or at Community  level, of 
a  "groupement  d' inter@t economique"  statute,  such as exists at the 
present time  only  in France. 
2.  Tax  harmonisation 
In this field the most  urgent measure  should be  the adop-
tion by  the  Council  of the directives on  fiscal law  relating to 
mergers  and the rules governing parent companies  and  subsidia.ry 
companies  which  were  submitted by  the  Commission  on  15 January 1969. 
The  pursuit of tax harmonisation is also necessary if 
industry in the various member  Sta.tes is to be  placed on  an equal 
competitive footing. 
3.  Finance 
Firms  in the Community  are obliged,  to ensure their ex-
pansion,  to make  substantial calls on  outside capital, i.e. outside 
the firm.  Direct  or indirect access  to sources of outside capital 
meets  with a  certain number  of difficulties stemming  from  the struct-
ure  of national financial markets and the  absence  of a  common  capital 
market.  The  capital drawn  off by  the public authorities and  the 
drain on  savings for the benefit of firms  in third countries also 
serve to aggravate the  situation. 
-24-In addition to the monetary and  financial  proposals 
already made,  the  Commission: 
- recalls the  need to modernise banking and finance machinery and 
its operation in most  member  States; 
- is studying the possibility of improving the  taxation system 
applicable  to stock financing; 
- recommends  that an  increased volume  of capital from  Euro-bonds 
be  made  available to firms  in the Community  through specialised 
credit  institutions.  On  this latter point the Commission will 
explain its view  in detail to a  later stage. 
-~-III. THE  REX>RGANISATION  OF  INDUSTRIAL  STRUCTURES 
If the Community  means  to maintain its fundamental  option 
in favour of foreign competition,  Community  firms must  be  able  to 
face  such  competition on  equal terms.  There  is no  doubt  that  in 
certain cases a  higher  degree  of concentration is required to ensure 
optimum  development,  provided that effective competition can be  pre-
served. 
A vast movement  is already in progress  in the Community, 
even  in those member  States where  firms  were  lagging far behind in 
size.  The  Commission  considers this trend a  good  one  on  the whole; 
however  a  policy to promote  maximum  concentration in a  national con-
text while  seeking to restrict trans-national link-ups, would_present 
very serious dangers. 
On  the  one  hand,  the national market  is often too  small and, 
particularly in the advanced  technology sectors, it is impossible to 
reach the  indispensable  size without  joining up  with firms  in other 
countries. 
On  the  other hand,  a  trend towards  a  single national firm 
in each of  the major sectors where  concentration is necessar,y for 
reasons  of technology,  finance  or outside competition, would,  in the 
event of difficulties,  inevitably place  pressure  on  governments which 
would  be  difficult to withstand and  which  would  result in such under-
takings being placed under direct State control,  so  that operation of 
the single market would  became  a  mere  fiction. 
-26-The  only international  linkages that are expanding rela-
tively rapidly are those  between  Conmunity  firms  and firms  in third 
countries,  generally the United States.  Most  often they consist in 
a  more  powerful  firm  in a  third country acquiring or taking over 
control.  While  acknowledging the  great  tmportance  of links with 
outside firms,  the Commission  considers that it should be  one  of 
the Community's  aims  to seek a  better balance  in this field. 
The  conjunction of the  two  phenomena  - national concen-
tration and acquisition by third country firms  could, if care were 
not taken,  reduce  or even wipe  out the possibility of a  common  European 
development  policy in the advanced technology sectors. 
In the  face  of this situation,  the Commission  considers it 
necessary: 
- to eliminate the  obstacles which  make  the formation of trans-
national  ~Uropean firms  difficult, 
- to use for this purpose  public funds  for industrial development 
in the advanced  technology sectors. 
Trans-national European firms  should be  understood to mean 
not  only those which  spread their activities over several countries, 
but  those  whose  capital and management  come  from  several countries and 
whose  decision centre is in  ~1rrope.  It is a  question of making  possible, 
if not facilitating the emergence  of such firms,  which would not neces-
sarily have  to group capital and men  from  all six member  States,  or even 
from  several member  States,  but  which  would  have  to be  in a  position to 
face  competition in Europe  and on  the world market  from  the giant trans-
atlantic firms. 
The  unification of the legal,  fiscal and financial frame-
work  would  serve  to facilitate the setting up  and control of such 
firms  and  certain constructive measures  to that end  can already be 
envisaged. 
-27-The  Commission  is not  thinking for the moment  of setting 
~P a  public law  bo~ transposing to Community  scale the measures 
taken in the United Kingdom  by  the Industrial Reorganisation  Corp~­
ration or envisaged in France  by  the "Institut de  Developpement 
Industrial" whiCh  has  just been set up. 
However,  it does  hope  for close co-operation between all 
the  public  or  private  bodies concerned with promoting  the  gr&Uping 
of  firms.  It is only if such  co-opera.tion should prove unsatisfac-
tory or non-exitent  that other measures  would  have  to be envisased. 
The  Commission  considers nevertheless that the European 
Investment Bank  could contribute by  offering financial facilities 
for the grouping of firms  in different member  States.and has also 
decided to use  funds  it administers itself for this purpose  in pur-
suance  of the Treaty of Paris. 
These  measures will however  have  to be  contained within 
strict limits if they are not to be  discriminatory.  They  are  jus-
tified by the specific difficulties which  such  transactions come  up 
against,  in relation to national concentrations and,  it seems,  in 
relation to groupings  comprising firms  in third countries.  Similarly 
such measures  should not be  confined to the  largest firms.  The  Can-
mission is of the opinion that the unqualified encouragement  of con-
centration would  be  contrary to the  needs  of  a  healthy industrial 
policy,  as medium-sized firms are  often seen to be  more  dynamic,  more 
adaptable,  more  prompt  to seize new  opportunities or to exploit new 
lines of action than the very large  ones. 
It is however  in th&  advanced technology sectors that tranfl-
national undertakings are  most  obviously necessary to ensure  the effi·· 
ciency of l!.."'uropean  technological co-operation {cr.  part 4 below).  But 
the large amount  of  public financial aid and  the national character of 
the funds which  firms  receive  in pursuance  of  research and  technolog-
-21-ical development  policies,  together with the  present watertight 
public and  semi-public markets  a.nd  considerations  of prestige are 
all factors which,  in a.ddition  to the  imperfections  of  the environ-
ment  referred to in the  preceding chapter,  are obstacles to the 
appearance  of trans-national European  firms  in these sectors. 
Until now  efforts - both national and  international -
have  been almost  exclusively directed towards  the manufacture  of 
prototypes without,  in most  member  States,  sufficient attention 
being paid to the building up  of  industrial structures.  Changing 
this situation and working for the  creation of competitive  indus-
trial structures through the execution of technological  programmes 
must  be  considered as  a  principal aim  ot·  the Community's  industrial 
policy.  This necessarily involves  new  methods  of financing the 
technological  development  programmes,  which  avoid the  drawbacks  of 
intergovernmental financing and  the disastrous principle known  as 
"fair return".  The  Coamission accordingly proposes  introducing 
Community  development  contracts to be  offered primarily to firms 
which  intend to enter upon  a  process of trans-national cooperation 
and restructuring ( cf.  part 4  be low) • 
The  considerable  leeway  in European  industrial development 
in these  sectors,  the  keen competition offered by  firms  in third 
countries,  either by  means  of their direct exports  or through the 
subsidiary companies  they have  established in the Community,  whose 
valuable  contribution to  the  development  of  the Community  economy 
must  be  recognised,  should in the Commission's  opinion,  lead the 
Council to pay  particular attention to this proposal. 
The  Commission is intending to analyse,  in respect of 
each  of the principal sectors·of advanced  technology- electro-
nuclear,  aero-space,  electronics,  data processing - the evolution 
of industrial structures and solutions designed to reconcile the 
demands  of efficiency and those  of competition.  It will submit its 
conclusions to member  States as well as  to the firms  concerned. 
-29-Cross-frontier economic  interpenetration necessarily 
takes forms  other than mergers  and  take-overs.  These  are analysed 
in part 2  below.  The  Commission  does  not  intend to single  out 
certain of them  for  privileged treatment  but merely wishes  them 
all to be  open  to firms  and for the particularly numerous  obstacles 
that stand in the  way  of mergers  between  fiDns  of different nation-
alities to be  removed. 
Though  the Commission  condemns  the  principle of "fair 
return", it does  not however  overlook the need  to maintain a  certain 
balance between  industrial interests in member  States in such sensi-
tive areas.  It would however be  a  tremendous  step forward if member 
States were  to argue  that the balance  of  interests must  be  sought  on 
the widest  possible basis.  This  principle, which  the Commission  has 
already suggested in point 1  (public  purchases) also applies to the 
restructuring of industry and  to technological developnent and  leads 
the Commission  to propose  an examination of current or contemplated 
groupings  in an  appropriate  context at its own  or at a  member  State's. 
The  overall allocation of industrial development  contracts,  having 
regard to the geographical location of their execution,  should also 
be  examined  periodically by the Council. 
·- 30-IV •  .ADJUSTMENT  TO  CHANGES 
Speeding up  the rate of change  is a  necessity for industrial 
progress,  which  in turn governs  economic  and social progress.  However, 
the indispensable  processes of adaptation must  be  brought  about  with 
due  regard to the specific requirements of the Community;  otherwise 
failure would  be  inevitable. 
The  abolition of numerous  jobs in certain sectors must  be 
compensated for by  the creation of new  jobs in other more  dynamic 
sectors.  This is why  the  industrial exploitation of technological 
innovations and  forecasting combined with the strengthening of re-
gional policy must  be  encouraged as much  as  possible. 
Lastly,  the adaptation of industry demands  an effort to 
improve  management  methods  and  the  training of future executives and 
managers  of firms. 
1. Changes  in employment 
The  figures given in part 3 below reveal  the extent  to 
which  changes  have  already come  about  in employment.  It is not  only 
a  question of a  movement  of agricultural workers  to the secondar.y 
and  tertiar.y sectors,  but  of substantial movements  within the in-
dustry.  To  quote  only one  figure,  almost  500,000 workers  have  left 
the textile sector within the  last ten years,  although the turnover 
of this industry has  increased considerably in the  same  period.  And 
this figure does  not  take  into account  the changes within the textile 
sector.  But  as against this the  number  employed  in the mechanical 
and electrical sectors has  increased by  1,600,000. 
- 31-Far from  slowing down,  this movement  will become  more 
marked  in the next  few  years and will make  it necessary for many 
workers  to change  their trade.  It should also result, however, 
in improved  working conditions,  remuneration and  occupational 
qualifications for the greatest possible number. 
Far-reaching and forceful action is needed  if the  pain-
ful effects of such changes  are to be  kept to a  minimum  and,  on  the 
other hand,  their constructive aspects exploited as fully as possible. 
Such  action must  be  taken at all levels:  in the  firm,  the 
member  States and  the Community.  Its various forms  are analysed 
extensively in chapter 1 of part 3 below. 
Here  we  shall merely emphasise  the role of forecasting, 
the value  of negotiations between management  and labour,  the  impor-
tance of regional  policy and the urgency of  reforming the Social 
Fund. 
Changes  are  less difficult when  they have  been foreseen. 
F.ixms  accordingly have  a  duty,  where  possible,  to warn  workers as 
soon as  possible of any reductions or changes  in employment  which 
they may  have  to decide  upon.  Also,  where  it seems  that a  branch 
or a  region will be  affected as a  whole,  consultations should be 
held between management  and  labour as well as with the regional or 
national authorities,  so that changes  are brought about as harmo-
niously as possible. 
For its part,  the Commission  is endeavouring to foresee 
changes  in employment  for the greatest possible number  of sectors. 
Although numerous  difficulties still have  to be  overcome,  results 
are  already available for certain sectors. 
-32-However,  the Community  must  contribute more  directly and 
constructively to solving the  problem  of industrial change.  The 
projected reform  of the  Social Fund  and the memorandum  on  regional 
policy fulfil this requirement. 
Apart  from  the aims  pertaining to social policy and  to 
regional  policy, it is essential for industrial policy that the 
occupational and,  to a  certain degree,  geographical mobility of the 
labour force  should be  encouraged.  Various  forms  of aid to the 
mobility of workers,(occupational training,  compensation for loss 
of earnings,  aid for household removal,  housing allowance)  is in 
most  cases a  form  of indirect aid to industry that is more  judicious 
than the majority of direct aid, which  is too easily diverted from 
its object and  too open  to higher bids. 
In conclusion,  the  Commission  again emphasises: 
- the urgency of reforming  the Social Fund  to make  it an  effective 
instrument for adaptation and promotion that would  permit  the 
Community  - which  tends  to be  held responsible for changes  - to 
make  a  constructive contribution to the solution of the human 
problems  they pose; 
- the need for better coordination of regional policies (cf.  the 
memora.nd:um  on  regional  policy),  with more  emphasis  on siting 
conditions than on  direct aid to investment. 
In addition the Commission  affirms its intention of 
excercising more  effective control over the various forms  of direct 
aid to firms,  including regionally motivated aid. 
-33-2.  Industrial exploitation of new  techniques 
The  ~ism  of industrial development  and  the creation of 
a  sufficient number  of new  jobs depend  on  the readiness of  indust~ 
to exploit the  results of scientific and  technological research (l • 
To  this end,  the Commission  recommends  three steps which 
may  be  taken immediately: 
- periodic meetings at Community  level of the best technological 
fqrecasting specialists to examine  the  new  opportunities offered 
to industry by  changes  in techniques  and  needs:  these meetings 
should contribute to the  integration at Community  level of tech-
nological forecasts and  economic  forecasting as a  whole; 
- a  joint examination of the criteria for the allocation of research 
among  public centres,  universities and  industry and  of the possi-
bilities of improving collaboration between them;  this study has 
already begun  in the working group  presided over by  M.  Agrain  ( 1); 
- an  effort to pranote the spread of technical knowledge  in the 
Community  after examining sector by sector or by  types of firm 
the difficulties this encounters. 
3.  Improving the management  of firms and  the recruitment 
of their executives and managers 
The  principles of management,  with which  the Community 
firms  should be  imbued,  are analysed below  (Chapter 11 of Part 3). 
They  may  be  summed  up  as  follows: 
- the need for  long-term  objectives  (European  firms  sometimes  have 
a  tendency  to rely here  on  the  public authorities); 
(l) The  problems  of the  organisation and promotion of research and 
of certain aspects  of  technology are  outside  the  scope  of this 
memorandum  and will be  dealt with by  the Commission  at a  later 
date. 
-34-- attention to the market  even more  than to  production; 
- cost/benefit analysis of alternative decisions,  or the quantitative 
method  of management; 
- participation of staff at all  ~a~els in the firm's  options and 
progress. 
The  shortage of certain categories of technical staff 
(particularly data-processers),  the qualitative and quantitative 
shortage of management  training establishments and the  poor adjust-
ment  of general education to the requirements  of an industrial 
society are analysed below. 
Apart from  the work  which  is already being done  in this 
field at national or European level,  the Commission appeals to firms 
in the Community  to take the initiative and  bear the cost  of setting 
up  a  European Management  and Education Foundation whose  terms  of 
reference would be: 
- to set  up,  in conjunction with the universities and specialised 
institutes, a  centre for the study of modern  management  methods 
and  their adaptation to the  particular. conditions  in Western 
~ope; 
- to forecast  industry's requirements in management  specialists,  and 
where  appropriate other specialists and  notify them  to the spe-
cialised institutes and  universities; 
- to develop contacts at Community  level between  industry and  the 
universities in all fields of mutual  interest. 
Although  the  initiative in this matter,  in the Commis-
sion's opinion,  should be  left to  industry,  government  support would 
considerably improve  the  chances  of success. 
-~-V.  !XTENSICN  OF  CODUNITY  COOPERATIW  IN  lOOONOKIC 
RELATIONS  WITH  THIRD  COUNTRIES 
The  Community  is even now  the foremost  trade  power  in the 
world - a  position that would be  considerably reinforced by  the ac-
cession of the applicant countries. 
The  Communitj''s  responsibilities as regards the expansion 
of world trade are therefore  considerable and  destined to increase. 
The  Canmunity must  take  this fact  into account in deveJ.oping its trade 
policy. 
However,  international economic relations today extend to 
new  fields which  had  scarcely been opened  up  at the time  of drafting 
the Treaties,  so  that Community  solidarity has  not yet been  organised 
in spheres which  are nevertheless of  primary importance from  the point 
of view of industrial development. 
1. Trade  policY 
It has been  possible up  to  the  present  to effect the Kennedy 
Round  tariff reductions  in the best possible conditions thanks to the 
general expansion of the world econany. 
However,  even after its enlargement,  the Community  could not 
contemplate  further tariff reductions if it is not guaranteed an ef-
fective  reduction in the  principal disparities still existing in 
respect of numerous  items between  its own  tariff and that  of its 
principal competitors. 
The  circumstances  in which a  progressive and  ordered 
transfer of certain industrial activities coUld be  organised for the 
benefit of developing countries will be  the subject of study and 
proposals at a  later stage.  It is indeed in the Community's  inter-
est to  open  its doors  more  to exports  from  de~eloping countries. 
However  this trend,  already well under way  within the fr,amework  of 
the Association Treaties,  and  which  should  culminate  in the work  of 
UNC'l'AD,  should be  programmed  as  precisely as  possible  so that the 
-36-sectors· concerned are  informed in advance  of  the time  they are allowed 
to adapt  to a  new  situation.  The  Commission  will present  proposals on 
this point to the Council for the various sectors concerned. 
2.  New  problems 
It will be  impossible  to solve satisfactorily a  number  of 
new  problems  of  primary importance  to the developnent  of Community 
industry unless member  States  succeed in recognising and  organising 
their solidarity in these fields. 
(a) Export  credits and aid 
Aid  for development  serves as a  pretext for an aggressive 
trade  policy which  is,  in the  long run,  harmful both  to the  indus-
trialised countries and  to the  less-developed ones.  The  coordinated 
action already taken in the credit insurance  COQlDlittee  should be 
considerably reinforced.  The  Commission  proposes  in particular that 
member  States should fix a  dead-line for the adoption of the  projected 
common  policy in the  credit insurance field. 
(b)  Barter operations and  investments  in state-trading 
countries are developing in a  chaotic fashion without 
a  sufficiently attentive examination at Community  level of the counter-
parts offered.  The  new  provisions adopted  in trade  policy should over-
come  these difficulties; if not  they should be  reinforc~d. 
(c) Non-tariff barriers,  in particular regulations governing 
public contracts,  are  already being actively studied in several inter-
national  orga.nisations;  which  makes  it more  urgent  to eliminate  such 
obstacles between the Six and  to define a  common  attitude towards  out-
side  partners. 
-37-(d) The  same  remarks  apply to the  problems  posed by the 
protection of the natural environment  (cf.  I  above). 
(e) The  security and regularity of supplies  of  raw  mate-
rials and energy today pose,  for certain products,  problems  whose 
soluti~n cannot  only be  sought at national level only,  lest the 
operation of the  Coamon  Market  should falter in the event  of a  crisis. 
(f) The  flow of  investments to outside countries is des-
tined to grow.  Far from  recommending  a  protectionist attitude,  the 
Commission considers this a  good  trend,  provided an appropriate 
balance is kept  between facilities offered far foreign  investment 
in the  Community  and facilities obtained for Community  investment  in 
the  principal outside countries.  It also considers that the propos-
als  in section III above,  if implemented,  should allay the fears which 
are sometimes expressed with regard to the  developnent  of foreign 
investment  in the  Community. 
(g) The  development  of multi-national  companies  poses 
problems with regard to taxes and canpetition which  will be  the 
subject of negotiations with  the  principal outside countries in 
the years to cane.  The  Commission  intends to study these  problems 
in close collaboration· with the experts  of member  States. 
(h)  Technological  cooperation with third countries is 
essential~  However,  the  way  in which it has been practised until 
now  - as with  intra-Community cooperation - has  led to very  ~erious 
miscalculations whose  reasons are  analysed extensively in the  part 
IV  (Ch.  1) below.  The  pursuit of more  consistent  technological 
cooperation inside the  Communities  is inconceivable without  a 
similar effort being made  in relations with third countries in 
and  outs  ide Europe. 
-38-In these different fields,  the Commission  is resolved to 
do  its part to safeguard the  interests  of  the Community  and  of its 
industry better.  However,  it considers it essential that member 
States should show  a  firmer political will to establish solidarity 
before any  proposals more  precise than made  here can be  formulated. 
The  prospect  of the enlargement  of  the Camnuni ty pranpts 
the Commission  finally to emphasise  that not  only would  the guidelines 
and conclusions  outlined in this memorandum  be  just as valid for an 
enlarged Ccmnunity  but they would be  even more  timely. 
+ 
+  + 
This  memorandum  on  industrial policy is destined in the 
Commission's  eyes  to serve as  the  point of  departure  for wide  ranging 
discussion with the authorities of member  States and the various 
professional circles concerned.  The  Commission  emphasises that it 
wishes  to secure from  the Council: 
1.  The  speeding up  of certain current work,  namely: 
- the achievement  of the single market,  including the 
coordination of  public or semi-public  purchasing 
policies, in particular in the advanced  technology 
sectors; 
- the harmonisation of the legal, fiscal and financial 
environment  {company  law,  tax harmonisation,  patents, 
progress towards  the  common  capital market); 
-39-- trade  policy,  including the harmonisation of export 
credit policies. 
2.  The  adoption of proposals already submitted to  the 
Council,  for example: 
- the reform of the  Social FWld; 
- the measures  proposed in the memorandum  of regional 
policy; 
- the adoption of the European  company  statute; 
- certain fiscal directives. 
3.  The  examination and approval  of new  guidelines or 
measures: 
- the preparation of European legislation to protect the 
natural environment,  the  coordination of current work  in this field 
and  a  common  attitude with regard to work  being undertaken in other 
international organisations; 
- the adoption of measures making it possible  to set up 
trans-national European  firms  in certain sectors; 
- Community  development  contracts for the  industrial 
promotion  of new  technologies; 
- procedure  for consultation in regard to the formation 
of industrial groups  ( cf.  page  24  above); 
- the annual  examination by  the Council  of the result of 
coordinated action in relation to purchasing policies; 
- the  intervention of the E.I.B.  in favour of trans-
national concentration; 
- common  exploitation of technological forecasts and  the 
rational organisation of the  dissemination of knowledge; 
- a  concerted attitude and  joint action in the  new  fields 
of external economic rela.tions. 
+ 
+  + 
-40-La.stly,  ~ral  of the suggestions  in this memorandum  are 
addressed to firms  and call for  no  decisions  on  the  part of the 
Council.  Certain of them  could nevertheless be  considerably fur-
thered by  the action of the member  States.  This applies in partic-
ular to the proposed £Uropean  Management  and Education Foundation. 
Following consultations  it will hold with the various 
circles concerned and  in the  light of the  deliberations of the 
Council,  the Commission will amplify and  add to its proposals as 
appropriate. 
The  first  two  categories of decisions mentioned above 
correspond for the most  part to the  implementation of the medium-
term economic  policy programmes.  With  regard to the  new  consid-
erations and:  guidelines,  it will be for the Committee  on  medium-
term economlc  policy to  examine  the  pOssibility of their incorpo-
ration in t~ third programme,  now  in preparation.  However,  certain 
sectoral mersures  of 8ll urgent  nature arising out  of this memorandum 
will be  proposed to the Council very shortly. 
-41-Part  one 
THE  POSITION 
OF  COMMUNITY  INDUSTRY INTROIIJCTION 
It is hardly possible  to deal with the  problems which are 
the subject of the three main  parts of this document  without placing 
them  in a  particular context,  without quoting certain facts essential 
to their understanding or,  above  all, without ascertaining whether 
certain lines of thought  on  the subject of industrial policy which  are 
frequently developed  in current economic  literature are consistent with 
the real situation. 
The  Commission  89Ve  a  group  of eminent  economists  the  task 
of analysing bow  competitive  the  Community  economy  is in relation to 
that of its principal third countries rivals and  to investigate the 
causes of the differences  noted.  This  group will not submit  its report 
for some  months. 
We  have  accordingly confined ourselves here to a  fairly 
brief' examination,  pending the experts'  report, which  should come  as 
a  valuable addition to this document  and furnish the essential point 
of departure for subsequent  thinking. 
When  we  seek to analyse  the  significant features  of indus-
trial life,  in particular its contribution to people's standard of 
living, the break-down  of this contribution between  the remuneration 
of  wage  and salary earners and  other utilisations,  the changes re-
flected in the creation of  new  industries, alterations in the size 
of companies  and establishments,  the  trend towards  concentration and 
the closing down  of firma,  we  find ],'urope  singularly lacking in the 
systematic and  coherent  information necessary for analysis purposes. 
Numerous  statistics exist on  the quantities of goods 
produced but  they do  not provide sufficient information about the 
profitability of the various  industrial activities. 
-45-Information in terms  of value is, nevertheless,  often 
available,  but with the exception of the years covered by  industrial 
surveys,  they are generally incomplete  and,  above all, are not suf-
ficiently standard from  one  country to the next to allow comparisons 
to be  made  with the necessary accuracy. 
The  figures given  here  sometimes  include estimates which 
have  had  to  be  introduced precisely in order to improve  the compara-
bility of data published by  the Statistical Office of the European 
Communities  or by  national Statistics Offices. 
It may  appear strange  that an analysis carried out  in 1970 
has frequent recourse  to old data. 
Since  the setting up  of the Common Market,  only one  more 
or less uniform statistical survey of industry in the  Community  has 
been  carried out.  It refers to the year 1962,  although certain 
items  included in it concern either 1961  or 1963.  Its final and 
detailed results have  not yet been  releas~d and  in many  cases, it 
is the figures resulting from  the provisional analysis of this survey 
which  have  had  to be used here. 
In any case, it is not  a  survey carried out  on  a  common 
basis, but a  subsequent adaptation of the findings  of various national 
s~4ys with a  view  to their expansion. 
A second survey can hardly be  expected before 1972.  There 
are also some  "input-output" tables for the year 1959  but these will 
have  no  point of comparison  until those relating to the year 1965  are 
available for all the member  countries,  which  is expected by the spring 
of 1970.  It should moreover be  noted that  the  improvement  in national 
accounting methods  between 1959  and 1965  could mean  that the comparison 
-46-will reflect progress in statistics, rather than economic  development. 
The  point of departure for  the Community  countries has 
therefore been the 1962  survey,  supplemented or adjusted on  the basis 
of information drawn  frcm  the  "input-output" tables for  1959  and 
national accounts.  In respect of third countries,  the  base selected 
has  been  either 1962  or 1963,  because an industrial survey was  carried 
out in that year,  or because certain work  by the Statistics Office  of 
the United Nations  improved  the  comparability of national  data for the 
year in question. 
The  analysis here is not a  course in industrial geography. 
It is therefore not exhaustive,  and numerous  aspects worthy of inter-
est have  been by-passed,  either for lack of information,  or because 
they are unconnected with the  themes  developed. 
In  particular,the aspects relating to the rate of invest-
ment  and to capital invested in industry have  been passed over 
because  a  first approach did not allow a  picture of them  to be  given 
which  could be  developed subsequently. 
~ime did not  permit, at this initial stage,  an extensive 
analysis of the  composition of the Community's  external trade  in 
industrial products.  This  type  of analysis, which  is as essential 
a  guide for Camnuni ty trade policy as for industry i tee  1f, will be 
developed as soon as possible. 
Consequently,  this Part of the  document  should be  con-
sidered as a  first, very incomplete stock taking,  which will  be 
followed by  more  thorough analyses,  designed to pinpoint the  strength 
and weakness  of the Community  industries compared  with those  of their 
main rivals,  to ascertain their causes and where  appropriate,  suggest 
appropriate  remedies.  Such  ana~ses could also enable certain desir-
able guidelines for industrial production to be  worked  out  in the 
light of the  specific advantages and handicaps  of European  industry. 
-47-This  line of approach would direct choice  in the  light not 
only of anticipated outlets but also of the  aptitudes of Community 
industry. 
As  an initial contribution,  this part of the document will 
accordingly concentrate  on two  fundamental aspects of the industrial 
economy a 
- the efficiency (1)  of Community  industry,  i.e. its capacity to pay 
its workers  properly,  to cover its capital expenditure and if pos-
sible to finance  its own  development,  the basis of its future 
dynamism; 
- the life history of companies,  i.e. their birth, growth  (in size), 
betrothal (co-operation),  marria~ (mergers),  reproduction (estab-
lishment  of subsidiaries) and  disappearance. 
Before commencing this analysis,  some  reference  to size 
is advisable.  Of  the  present  population (2),  excluding the State-
trading countries,  whose  statistics cannot be  ascertained on  a 
comparable  basis,  the  population of the  Community  represents about 
8%,  that of EFTA  4%,  that of North America  (United States and Canada) 
1~  and that  of Japan 4%.  Thus,  these four regions make  up  a  quarter 
of the total world population. 
(1) This  term,  which  is not entirely adequate,  has finally been 
adopted,  since  the  concepts of profitability, returns and 
productivity are,  in one  sense  or another,  narrower than what 
is meant  here. 
(2)  On  the basis of  UN  statistics for 1961  brought up to date  in 
the light of  the  trends recorded  in the following years.  The 
State-trading countries referred to are those  of Eastern Europe 
and mainland China. 
-~-Community  industry employs  21%  of all the  people employed 
in industry in the world (1),  that of EFTA  13%,  that of North America 
16%  and that  of Japan 9%.  Almost  60%  of the  people  employed  in 
industry are  therefore concentrated in these four regions. 
The  value of the  Community's  industrial  production repre-
sents about  25%  of the world figure,  that of EFTA  12%,  that of North 
America  38%  and  that of Japan 10%.  These  four regions  thus account 
for  8~  of the world's industrial production,  excluding that of the 
controlled economy  countries. 
These  figures already allow some  conclusions to be  drawn. 
The  ratio of people employed  in industry to total popula-
tion is much  lower in North America  than in the  other regions,  while 
the ratio of  the value of industrial production to the world total 
is much  higher. 
Indeed,  referring to the total number  of people  employed 
and the world's total industrial production,  with 16%  of the  people 
emplo,yed,  North America  accounts for 38%  of industrial production, 
while the  Community,  with  21%  of the epople employed  accounts for 
only 25%.  Thus,  with 2~  fewer  people employed  than Community 
industry,  North American  industry produces  50%  more. 
Industry in the Caamunity employs  44%  of the working 
population and supplies 44%  of the  gross  domestic  product.  Agri-
culture employs  a  further  16%  of the  working population to supply 
only a%  of the GDP.  On  the other hand,  the services make  up  48% 
of the  GDP  while employing only  40%  of the working  population. 
(1) The  world being taken here to exclude the  planned economy 
countries of Europe  and Asia. 
-49-In the United States,  industry employs  34%  of the worki.ng 
population and supplies 4~  of the GDP.  .Agriculture employs  5%·  of' 
the working population to  supply only 3%  of the GDP,  while the  serv-
ices are well ahead,  employing  61%  of the  working population to 
supply 57%  of the GDP. 
While,  In absolute  terms,  the  performances  per employed 
person are higher in the United States than  those  in the  Caamunity 
in all three sectors,  these canparisons make  it clear that it is in 
industry that the output of the working population of the  Camnunity 
is the  least satisfactory when  a  comparison is made. 
-50-CHAPI'ER  I 
THE  EFFICIENCY  OF  INDUm'RY  IN  THE  CODUNITY 
The  year 1961  is the most  recent for which comparative  studies 
on  industry carried out  by  the United Nations  (1},  are available and 
for which  there is infonnation covering all the countries in the world 
except the Asian state-trading countries (2}. 
If it be  sought to estimate the  present degree  of industrialisa-
tion in various countries  in terms  of value added to  the  per capita 
factors  (3}  in the mining  and  manufacturing industries: 
- Luxembourg  would be  2nd after the United States; 
- Ge1'1118.ey,  3rd, 
- United Kingdom,  4th, 
- Sweden,  8th,  after Canada,  Switzerland and  Denmark; 
- Belgium,  11th, after New  Zealand and Norway; 
- France,  13th,  after Austria, 
- the Netherlands,  15th, after Australia; 
- Italy, 18th, after Venezuela  and  Israel; 
- Japan,  20th,  after Finland. 
If the extrs.ction industries are  disregarded,  Belgium,  France, 
the Netherlands and Italy move  up  one  place,  while Venezuela disappears 
from  the list of the first 20,  to be  replaced by Japan. 
In carr,ying out  this  comparison,  the United Nations did not 
simply convert  national currencies in accordance with the official 
exchange  rates,  but also tried to take  into account  the differences 
in purchasing power. 
One  cannot fail to be  surprised at finding Belgium,  for example, 
lower than DeiJDark  and New  Zealand,  which  were  long considered pre-
dominantly  ~icultural countries. 
(1}  The  growth  of world  industry 1938-1961,  analyses and  interna-
tional tables,  UNO,  1965. 
(2}  The  USSR  and  the Eastern European  countries have  been  left out 
because of the lack of  canp~rsble data. 
(3) Which  reflects approximately the contribution of industry to the 
gross domestic  product at factor coat. 
-51-It must  be  pointed out  in addition that while  the  value added 
by  industry in Germany,  Luxembourg  and  the United Kingdan  represented 
in 1961  about  eo%  per inhabitant of that of  the United States,  th~ 
latter country employed  in industry only 97  per 1,000 inhabitants, 
as against 155  in Luxembourg,  183  in the United Kingdom  and  196  in 
Germany,  (Belgium,  France and  Italy employing 148,  121  and 87  respect-
ively).  The  same  stu~ also contains canparisons by  region of the 
value added  per person employed  in industry.  This value  does not 
reflect the degree  of industrialisation so much  as  the relative 
efficiency of the  industrial working population.  Expressed in 
thousands  of dollars at  their 1958  value,  it was  in 1961: 
10.8 in North America 
4.5  in Australia and New  Zealand 
3·9  in EFI'A 
3.8  in the EEC 
As  the attached table No.  1  shows,  it is only in some  important 
sectors such as  chemicals,  basic metal-working and mechanics  that the 
Community  managed  to overtake EFTA. 
It must be  noted however  that the rapid expansion of Italian 
industry had not yet  borne all its fruit  in 1961.  Nevertheless, 
according to this United  ~ations study,  the  Community,  taken as  a 
whole,  had at that time  an industrial efficiency per  person employed 
which  could only be  envied by  the  developing countries. 
It accordingly appeared essential to study the  problem  in 
greater depth  than the United Nations had done. 
For this purpose,  the  industry of the  member  countries has 
been compared  to that  of some  third countries - the United States, 
the United Kingdom,  Sweden  and Japan - chosen either for the absolute 
level reached,  the similarity of the  position, or the rapid rate  of 
growth. 
-52-TABLE  No.  1 
VALUE  ADDED  TO  FACTOR  COST  PER  PERS>N  D4PWYED  IN  1961  IN  THE 
INDUSl'RIJ.LISED  RmiONS 
(IN  THOUSANDS  OF  1958  DOLLARS) 
JDJUSI'ED  IN  THE  LIDHT  OF  PURCHASING  POWER 
North  Australia 
Sector  America  and  EF'l'A  ED:: 
New  Zealand 
Industry  10.8  4-5  3-9  3.8 
Mining and 
Quarrying  20.2  5·6  3.8  3.6 
Coal  10.5  5-6  3.4  3-4 
Metal Ores  13.8  4·4  8.8  4.2 
Petrolellll  32.0  - 11.0  14.8 
Manufacturing  10.2  4·3  3·1  3·1 
Food  11.0  5-0  4-2  3-5 
Textiles  6.3  )  3·5  2.7  2.4 
Clothing  5·5  )  2.8  1.9  1.5 
Timber  and Furniture  6.4  3·1  2.0  2.5 
Paper and  derivatives  11.5  6.6  4-4  4-6 
Chemicals  and refin-
eries  20.1  8.5  7.1  a., 
Non-metallic minerals  11.0  5.2  4.1  3·9 
Basic metal-working  12.2  5-9  4.6  5.1 
Mechanical  industries  10.4  ,.6  3-1  3.8 
Electricity, Gas  17.6  12.6  8.8  9.8 
Source:  The  growth  in world  industry 1938  - 1961,  UN  1965 
-53-The  figure• used are nearly always  expre•sed in relative terms, 
generally per person ..  ployed,  a  practical denaainator which  reflects 
the  optimisation of the pr&iuct  and the  income  of the working  popula-
tion.  Unless  otherwise  indicated,  conversions  into dollars have  been 
made  at the official exchange  rates. 
A fairly precise picture has  been built up  at the level of the 
large industrial sectors for 1962  and  1963  in respect of turnover, 
industrial purchasing and value added.  However,  the wage  bills, 
including charges  on  employers,  could not be  used since the refer-
ences in the  1963  industrial survey differed too much  from  one 
country to another. 
The  picture built up  for 1962  to 1963  was  too old to be  of any 
real use.  Updating it to 1968  by  using national statistics to extra-
polate  from  the 1962  to 1963  situation would  only  lead,  having regard 
to the considerable variations  in the economic  situation which  took 
place between 1964  and  1968  and  to the national accounts currently 
available,  to very unreliable  ~esults.  This explains why  it has not 
been  possible to submit  a  sectoral analysis for a  recent year. 
At  the level of the manufacturing industry as a  whole,  the national 
accounts  show  the development  of  the value added  and of the wage  bill, 
including employers'  charges,  betwt:ten  1962  and 1968.  However,  with 
regard to value added,  the figures,  also supplied by  industrial sta-
tistics, reveal  in some  cases considerable differences.  These  may  be 
explained partly by different criteria,  industrial statistics being 
generally based on  the  concept  of net  production value,  which  includes 
the cost  of non-industrial services borne  by  industry {for example 
advertising) while  the national a.ccounts  use are based on  the  concept 
of value  added,  which  excludes these costs.  Such  differences do  not, 
however,  explain certain serious contradictions:  according to indus-
trial statistics, for example,  the efficiency of German·industry 
-54-distinctly exceeds  that of French  industry,  while,  according to the 
national accounts,  the reverse is the  case. 
With regard to the wage  bill,  including social security con-
tributions, etc.,  borne  by  the employer,  there seem  likewise to be 
certain inconsistencies between  industrial statistics, national 
accounts  and social statistics.  Without  the results being neces-
sarily contradictory,  certain differences appear which  so far have 
not  been  satisfactor~ly explained.  For example,  the annual wage  per 
person employed  in manufacturing in Belgium  and France appears  in 
the report to be  in the opposite  proportion to that shown  by  the 
hourly wage  figures  in the social statistics.  This is obviously a 
case  of two  different concepts,  but  the various differential factors 
such as  the  hours  of work,  the  office worker/manual worker ratio, 
the different proportions of  self-employed workers and the fact that 
social surveys  cover establishments employing mare  than 50  people  do 
not  seem  sufficient to explain such a  reversal. 
All  these difficulties, which  seem  to exist only in the  case 
of the Community  countries,  the United Kingdom  and Japan,  but not 
the United States, for which the statistics appear consistent, have 
led to the adoption of the following line of approach: 
- analysis at sector level,  on  the basis  of the industrial survey, 
of turnover,  purchases and net  production value  or value  added  in 
1962  - 1963; 
- the development  from  1962  to 1968,  in the manufacturing industries, 
of value added,  the wage  bill including social security contribu-
tions, etc. borne  by  the employer,  and  gross operating profits,  on 
the ba.sis of the national accounts. 
-55-The  analysis  compares  the  various factors without  looking into 
the causes of the  differences in level,  which  may  range  from  customs 
protection to occupational training,  technological development,  prices 
policy and the structure of firma.  Subsequent  work will need  to con-
centrate  on  ascertaining these causes. 
I. THE  POSITION  BY  SECTOR  IN  1962  - 1963 
The  figures given are for 1962  in respect of Germany,  France,  the 
Netherlands,  Belgium,  Luxembourg,  the United Kingdom,  Sweden  and the 
United States and for 1963  in respect of Italy and Japan. 
1)  The  turnover of Community  industry 
The  information relating to the extraction industries is indicative 
only,  since in this particular sector geological conditions are 
highly unfavourable  to the Community  countries,  the United Kingdom 
and Japan,  at least in respect of coal,  iron ore  and  petroleum and 
this does  not allow the  influence of the other factors  in efficiency 
to be  suitably appreciated. 
The  value  added by  the  Canmunity's  extraction industries and the 
people  employed  in them  represents  only on  average  5%  of total 
industry,  ranging from  2%  in Italy to a%  in Belgium  .. 
-56-The  inherent characteristics of building and civil engineering and 
of the  production and distribution of electricity, gs.s  and  water similarly 
explain their exclusion from  th~ analysis carried out  in this cha.pter. 
Attention must  be  drawn  to the economic  significance of turnover. 
At  the level  of  the firm,  turnover represents  the  total value  of 
sales which  does  reflecting not only the  scale of its production  but  also 
of its purchasing and  sub-contracting. 
At  sector level,  to add together the  turnover figures for several 
companies  means  duplicating accounts  in so far as  they trade among  them-
selves.  In particular, all sub-contracted work  is counted  twice.  Con-
sequently,  the more  firms  there are  in a  sector,  the more  risk there  is 
of turnover figures being distorted upwards. 
Lastly,  turnover includes costs and  indirect taxes,  which  means 
that in countries where  the  cost of energy and  indirect taxes are high, 
the  turnover may  be  correspondingly higher. 
-57-I 
In 1962  - 1963,  industrial turnover figures  per person employed 
could be  compared as follows: 
United States 
E~ 
Luxembourg 
Sweden 
France 
Netherlands 
Germany 
Belgium 
United Kingdom 
Italy 
Japan 
Manufacturing  Extractive  industries 
(in thousands  of dollars at the  then 
rate  of exchange) 
23.2  17.4 
9·3  6.9 
12.3  6.3 
11.7  18.5 
10.9  6.3 
9-7  5·1 
9·5  7.1 
.8.6  5·1 
1·9 
7.1  8.0 
6.8  3·3 
The  turnover achieved per person employed  in the manufacturing industry 
in the United States was  about  twice  that  of Sweden  and  Luxembourg,  and 
more  than three  times that of Italy and Japan. 
This situation had various  causes.  With  respect  to Luxembourg,  as is 
shown  in table No.  2  attached,  the relatively high  turnover reflected 
essentially that of the  iron and  steel sector,  which  accounted for  mo~t 
than  two  thirds of the turnover of national  industry.  Indeed at that 
time,  in the basic metallurgy industry in most  countries other than the 
United States,  the  turnover per person employed  was  12  to 13  thousand 
dollars  per year.  In Sweden  and France, most  sectors showed  a  high  levEil 
of  turnover per person employed. 
The  figures  in Japan were  lower than those  in the Community  countries, 
except  in clothing,  chemicals,  metal engineering, electrical engineeri~~ 
and tra.nsport equipment where  they were  close to those  of certain member 
countries, if not higher,  and  in the  basic metallurgy  industry, where 
they exceeded  the  Community  average. 
-51-~
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 2. Purchases 
The  purchases of raw  materials (1),  energy and  sub-contracting factor 
is difficult to analyse if the details,  and  the special characteristics 
of each sector and each  country are not  gone  into. 
In fact,  a  high purchase figure  per person employed  may  reflect: 
- a  competition handicap as regards  supplies,  due,  for example,  to the 
distance of raw  ma.teria.l  sources  (iron ore and  coking coal  in the 
case  of the Japanese  iron and  steel industry),  to the protection of 
farmers  in the case of the  food  industry,  or to an  inadequate  or 
overtaxed  sourc~ of energy or again to poor negotiating power  at 
the  raw  materials end  of the  production process; 
- a  predominance  of sectors using a  small  labour force  in relation 
to the  value of the  product  (oil refineries)  or situated at an 
advanced  stage  in the manufacturing process  (assembly of motor 
vehicles); 
differences in the  types of activity within sectors (ordinary or 
special steel, basic chemicals  or pharmaceuticals); 
- a  high  sub-contracting frequency; 
- a  combination of trading (resale of products)  and  manufacturing 
whose  effects cannot  alw~s be  eliminated by the statistics avail-
able. 
(1)  Including purchases  of semi-finished products  and  products for resale 
unaltered. 
-··-In 1962  - 1963,  per capita purchases in the manufacturing  industry of the 
various countries were  as follows: 
United States  14.3 
EEt  5·3 
Luxembourg  8.5 
Sweden  7.1 
France  6.9 
Netherlands  5-9 
Belgi\D  5.2 
United Kingdom  5·2 
Germany  4·9 
Japan  4-5 
Italy  4.1 
Table No.  3 attached,  which  shows  the figures  per sector,  deserves closer 
examination than it is possible to  give here. 
It sets out,  sector by sector,  the  considerable disparities existing in 
purchases  of supplies in the various countries.  Differences ranging 
from  1  to 3 may  be  seen between  one  country and another in the Community. 
The  high level of purchases by  French  industry is repeated in most  sectors 
and  probably arises in part from  the relatively unintegrated structure of 
industry and  the  high level of indirect taxation.  The  French  figure  is 
however  slightly exceeded by  that for Sweden  (1) and also in some  sectors 
by that far Luxembourg.  On  the other hand,  the level of  purchases  in the 
Italian industries is low  and  often lower that that of Japan. 
(1) The  very high  purchase figures  per person employed  in the timber and 
paper  industry in Sweden  is to be  interpreted not as a  handicap but 
as a  reflection of the  high productivity of labour. 
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-
-It is specially in  the field of heavy  industry,  probably as a  result of 
its marked  vertical concentration,  that Germany  has  lower purchase  levels 
than Japan,  which allows her to achieve a  relatively low  general average 
for the whole  of the manufacturing industry.  The  real yield of  industrial 
activity is not  simply sales less purchases.  Indirect taxation still has· 
to be  deducted. 
The  object  of this chapter is not  to judge  the advantages  or disadvantages 
of the  various methods  of taxation.  Consequently,  it is enough  to state 
that in 1962  - 1963  the amount  per person employed  of indirect taxation 
net of subsidies in the manufacturing industry m&¥  be estimated at (1): 
(in thousands  of dollars per annum  at the  then rate of exchange) 
1962  - 1963 
France  1.2 
United States  o.a 
~  o.a 
Sweden  0.7 
Germany  0.7 
Netherlands  0.7 
United Kingdom  0.6 
Italy  0.5 
Belgium  0.4 
Luxembourg  0.4 
Japan  0.2 
If purchases  and  indirect taxation be  deducted from  the turnover figure, 
we  obtain the  gross value  added  to the factor cost  per person employed 
(2)  and this reflects the  operating profits of industrial activity. 
(1)  ~stimates based on  the national accounts or,  failing these,  on  relative 
positions deduced  from  input-output tables for 1959. 
(2)  The  wear  on  equipment  reflected by  depreciation is not,  however, 
deducted  from  this result. 
-~-~) The  value added  by  industry 
This  is the  increase  in the  value  of products brought  about by  industrial 
activity. 
Different variants of this concept  are in use  in the different countries. 
It has  been said that the net  value  of production is the value added  plus 
the cost of non-industrial services borne  by  industry.  The  figures  of 
the 1963  SO~ survey are  value added  figures for  France  and net  production 
value figures for the other Community  cotmtries (1).  The  figures  relating 
to third countries are  those  for value  added. 
The  value added may  be  gross,  i.e. including depreciation,  or net,  where 
this is excluded.  The  figures  listed here  include  depreciation in all 
cases except for  Japan,  where  depreciation is not  included for firms 
employing more  than 10 people. 
Finally,  the  value  added may  be calculated at market  prices,  i.e.  include 
taxes,  or at factor cost, where  indirect taxes are  deducted. 
As  far as  possible,  the figures have  been adjusted to reflect gross values 
calculated on  factor cost. 
Here,  also, attention must  be  drawn  to the meaning which  may  be  attached 
to this concept.  The  gross  added value at  factor  cost unquestionable 
represents the  sum  of money  gained by  industry thanks  to its activity 
and with which  it must  ~  its workers  and executives  (2),  cover its 
depreciation,  pay  its direct taxes,  service its debts  and  ensure  the 
remuneration of its capital.  However,  the differences in levels which 
may  be  recorded do  not necessarily reflect differences  in productivity 
or rates of profit. 
The  value added is still in fact  influenced by  price  levels,  which  may 
be  artificially raised by  a  highly protective customs  system,  the 
(1)  An  est~te supplied by  the Statistics Office  of the Federal 
Republic  of Germany  puts  the difference  between  the  two  concepts 
at about  16%  for Germany. 
(2) and also its non-salaried employees. 
-64-existence of a  monopoly  or of concerted practices or else artificially 
lowered price-freezing measures. 
However,  in so far as the value added does not arise fran abnonnal  prices, 
a  high value may  be considered favourable.  It is not  however a  guarantee 
af a  break-through in trade,  in the face  of competitors who  record lower 
values but whose  lower wa.ges  may  allow them  to sell at  lower prices. 
In 1962  - 1963,  the gross value added  per person employed calculated on 
factor cost wasc 
(in thousands  of dollars per annum  at current value) 
United States  8.8 
.m:  3·4 
Sweden  4.4 
Germany  3·9 
Luxembourg  3.8 
France  3·5 
Netherlands  3.2 
Belgium  3.1 
United Kingdom  2.7  (1) 
Italy  2.6 
Japan  2.1 
In relation to the situation resulting from  the  turnover figures,  Sweden 
maintained its position, Germany  and the Netherlands  improved theirs. 
Luxembourg  and France went  down  considerably by comparison with the 
United States, while Belgim,  the United Kingdom,  Italy and Japan, 
although not falling so far,  remained at the  bottan of the list of 
countries considered above. 
( 1) figure  fran  the national accounts. 
-65-Table  No.  4  attach~d hereto sets out by sector the figures far value 
added.  As  it has  not  been  possible to  deduct  the  indirect  taxes  for 
all sectors,  two  sets  of figures are  submitted,  one  based on  factor 
cost and  one  on  market  prices,  for Community  countries  in which  this 
calculation has  been made.  The  sector figures available for the  United 
Kingdom  seem  too far from  the  concept of value  added  to be  usefully 
included in this table. 
In 1962,  the value added  per person employed,  calculated on  factor cost, 
represented,  in the United States,  in the various sectors, at least two 
or three  times  that of the member  countries of the Community  with the 
best results. 
In terms  of value  added calculated on  market  prices,  Sweden  reached 
somewhat  higher levels than the best recorded  in the Community,  except 
in three sectors:  rubber and  plastics, where  it was  slightly exceeded 
by  Germany,  basic metallurgy where  the Netherlands was  ahead and the 
refining of petroleum products  where  the  Common  Market  countries achieved 
higher figures,  perhaps as a  result of  differences  in indirect taxation. 
As  for Japan,  its level of value added  calculated on  market  prices was 
lower  in all cases than the  lowest  f~e  recorded in the  Community, 
except  with respect to transport equipment,  where  it was  higher than 
that  of the Netherlands and  about equal  to that of Italy and  Luxembourg. 
Within  the Community,  the situation differed from  one  sector to another. 
Germany  reached  the highest  levels in most  of the sectors, but yielded 
first  place to France far the  food  industry and  to  the  Netherlands for 
the  paper industry,  basic metallurgy and  electrical engineering. 
The  lowest figures  were  in Luxembourg  in all the  sectors other than non-
metallic minerals,  basic metallurgy and  metal engineering where  it was 
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-replaced by Italy,  and transport equipaent,  where  the Netherlands recorded 
the  lowest figure. 
The  general  impression given by the table is that,  apart from  some  sectors 
where  one  country or another was  strong,  the situation was  marked by an 
average level in moat  sectors in France and the Benelux countries,  Germany 
being somewhat  above  this and Italy to about  the  same  extent  below it. 
-61-II. DEVELOPMENT  B1!1l'WEEN  1962  .AND  1968 
As  has already been shown,  there are differences between 
industrial statistics and national accounts for most  of the Community 
countries,  as well as for the United Kingdom  and Japan. 
The  most  striking fact  is that, whereas  the national accounts 
give relatively lower  values than the  industrial statistics in respect 
of four countries, the opposite  is the case  in respect of France. 
Such  differences seriously complicate analysis and make  well-
informed choices more  difficult.  Consequently,  without  underestimating 
the  psychological and financial difficulties holding back  the  progress 
of statistics in most  ~~opean countries,  the need for greater uniform-
ity of existing statistics must  be  emphasized. 
The  developaent  between 1962  and  1968  is set out  for the whole 
of the manufacturing industry.  The  information conceming the  CCIIIIIlUility 
countries,  the United Kingdom  and Japan,  is taken from  national accounts. 
No  information ia r.'&VailMble  f"or  the <Jr&nd  Dbchy of Luxembourg. 
1. Added  value at factor cost 
From  1962  to 1968,  the gross added value at factor coat per 
person employed,  developed aa  followsa 
-69-Gross  added value at factor cost per person employed  1962  - 1968 
In thousands  of dollars  United States - 100 
per annum  percentages 
1962  1968  1962  1968 
United States  8.8  11.7  100  100 
Em  2.9  4·1  33  40 
France  3.8  6.1  43  52 
Netherlands  2.9  5.3  33  45 
Germany  3.1  4.8  35  41 
Belgium  2.8  4·4- 32  38 
United Kingdom  2.7  3·4  31  29 
Japan  1.7  3·3  19  28 
Italy  1.9  3.2  22  27 
It will be  seen that in 1968,  in spite of a  certain amount 
of progress,  the efficiency of Community  industry still only reached 
40%  of that of American  industry. 
Between  1962  and  1968,  it was  the Netherlands,  Japan and France 
who  improved  their positions most  in relation to the rest, while  the 
United Kingdom  lost ground.  The  relative progress made  by Italy, Belgium 
and Germany was  lower  than the Community  average. 
Attention must  be  drawn  to  the fact that improvements  expressed 
as  percentages are  not confirmed in absolute  terms, as  ia shown  by the 
disparities in thousands  of dollars per annum  per person employed,  in 
relation to the Community: 
1962  1968 
United States  +  5·9  +  1·0 
Japan  - 1.2  - 1.4 
- 70-2. The  wages  and salaries bill 
This covers all money  paid out either directly in the form  of wages, 
or indirectly in the  fo~ of social security contributions, etc.,  borne 
by employers,  for the remuneration of all wage-earners and  salaries 
staff at all levels. 
For the requirements  of this analysis,  the wages  and  salaries bill is 
divided here,  as all the  other variables,  by  the  number  of persons 
employed and  not by  the number  of wage-earners.  The  figures can  there-
fore  not  be  used for canparisons  of wage  levels, for which  they a.re  not 
intended.  Indeed,  the figures given here are  particularly low  as  the 
number  of non-salaried persons  employed  is high when  one  takes account 
of self-employed persons, members  of their families  or other persons 
paid out of the profits of undertakings. 
The  proportion of non-salaried persons employed varies considerably 
from  one  country to another as is shown  by the following percentages 
relating to 1967  - 1968: 
United States  2% 
Sweden  r:f/o 
Germany  7% 
Netherlands  7% 
France  7% 
Belgium  12% 
Japan  17% 
Italy  19% 
If it were  a  question of comparing the direct and  indirect  incomes  of 
wage-earners,  the figures  presented should at least be  corrected on 
the basis of these  percentages. 
- 71-Between 1962  and 1968,  the wages  and salaries bill (including social 
security contributions etc. borne by employers)  per person employed 
grew as follows: 
Wages  and salaries bill per  person employed - 1962  - 1968 
In thousands  of dollars  United States  a  100 
per annum  percentaees 
1962  ~  1962  1968 
United States  6.3  8.2  100  100 
EEC  1.8  2.9  29  35 
France  2.3  3.8  38  46 
Netherlands  1.8  3-3  29  40 
Germany  1.9  2.9  30  35 
'Belgium  1.8E  2.{- 29  3' 
United Kingdom  1.9  2.4  29  30 
Italy  1.2  2.0  19  24 
Japan  o.8  1.6  13  19 
E •  l!!stima.te 
Thus,  between  two  dates,  the wages  and salaries bill per person employed 
progressed more  in all other countries than in the United States.  The 
most  outstanding increases were  in the Netherlands,  Japan and France and 
the least in the United Kingdom. 
As  in the  case  of added value,  the absolute disparities continued  to 
increase: 
United Sta  tea 
Japan 
3.  Gross yield 
1962 
(in thousands 
+  4·5 
- 1.0 
1968 
of dollars  per annum) 
+  5·3 
- 1.3 
The  dPvelopment  of groRs  operating profits still has  to be  briefly looked 
at.  This corresponds  to what  remains  to industry after ~ving for its 
- 72-purchases  of all types,  its sub-contracting,  indirect taxes, wages  and 
salaries and social security contributions etc. borne  by  employers. 
It is accordingly the amount  remaining to cover depreciation,  to finance 
its own  investments,  to service its debts,  in particular in the  form  of 
interest ~ble  on  bonds,  to set aside reserves, to pay direct taxes and 
to  distribute dividends.  This notion is therefore not  very far fraD  the 
gross cash flow  concept  which  has recently become  popular in Europe. 
It is a  concept  that must  be  interpreted with  care, and  is not the  same 
as profit.  A  company  which  is heavily in debt or which  has  to set aside 
a  large amount  of capital per person employed for depreciation may  have 
a  very high gross operating profit without making any  real profit. 
From  1962  to 1968,  the gross operating profit per person employed  devel-
oped aa  f'ollowss 
Gross  operating profit per person employed  - 1962  - 1968 
In thousands  of dollars  United States - 100 
per annum  percentages 
1962  1968  1962  1968 
United States  2.5  3-5  100  100 
EEC  1.1  1.8  44  51 
France  1.5  2.3  60  66 
Netherlands  1.1  2.0  44  57 
Ge1"1118ey  1.2  1.9  48  54 
Belgium  l.OE  1.-f  40  49 
Japan  0.9  1.7  36  49 
Italy  0.7  1.2  28  34 
United Kingdom  o.8  1.0  32  29 
E •  Esti-.te 
-73-Over  this period,  the  Community  has thus  improved its position in 
relative  value  compared  with  the United States, although less than 
Japan,  while  the United Kingdom's  relative  leeway  increased somewhat. 
In the Community,  the  progress made  by the NetherLands  was  oarked,but 
in the  other member  countries more  or less  unifo~. 
In absolute figures,  the  phenomenon  recorded for the  other variables is 
repeated and  the disparities  in relation to the Community  increase,  or 
remain almost  the same. 
United States 
Japan 
(in thousands of dollars per annum) 
+ 1.4  + 1.7 
- 0.2  - 0.1 
The  following table sets out  the  share  of  the  added value allocated to 
the  principal factors  in 1962  and  1968. 
Percentage breakdown  (1)  of added value at factor cost  betwe~n: 
United States 
EEC 
United Kingdom 
Italy 
France 
Netherlands 
Belgium 
Germany 
Japan 
E ..  Estimate 
( 1) Added  value 
Wages  and salaries 
(including social security 
contributions etc.  borne 
by  employers) 
1962  1968 
72  70 
62  62 
70  70 
63  63 
61  62 
62  62 
64E  61E 
61  61 
47  48 
-100. 
- 74-
Gross operating 
profit 
1962  1968 
28  30 
38  38 
30  30 
37  37 
39  38 
38  38 
36E  39E 
39  39 
53  52 If the much  higher percentage of non wage  or salary-earners 
among  persons  employed  in the  Community and Japan than in the United 
States be  taken into consideration,  it would appear that this would 
account  for most  of the  disparity recorded.  In fact,  what  is striking 
about this table is the  similarity and rela.tive stability of these  two 
factors  in time  and  in each of the regions  concerned  (1). 
In the United States,  the analysis  of gross  operating profits 
may  be  taken further.  The  figure  of 2,  500 dollars  per  person employed 
in 1962  may  be  apportioned as follows: 
in thousands  of dollars  per annum  at the  then rate  of exchange 
depreciation  0.8 
miscella.neous  0.2 
grcss  profit  1.6 
direct taxes  0.7 
net profit  0.8 
of which  - distributed  0.4 
held in reserve  0.4 
This  information is available  by sector for each year. 
On  the  other hand,  in the  Camnuni ty,  the  information available 
of the sane type  covers  samples  which ra.rely exceed  50%  of industry and 
therefore  ca.nnot  claim to  be  sufficiently canparable,  in particular on 
an  international scale. 
(1) The  Director General  of the Sta.tistics Office of  the United Nations, 
Mr.  P.J.  LOFTUS,  reached similar conclusions  in respect of 17  coun-
tries in all five  continents  in a  report entitled "La  part des 
sa.laires dans  le  produit  industrial",  which  appeared in "Analyse 
et Prevision", February 1970. 
-75-III. THE  TAX  WAD 
Taxaticn rates are not  without influence on the  dynamism  of 
industry.  Thlrefore,  a  brief examination of the relative tax-load 
borne  by industry in the various countries can scarcely be  omitted 
here. 
In 1967,  the share  of indirect taxes in total taxes was  as 
follows  (l)a 
France  73.1~ 
Italy  65."' 
Belgium  59·o1-
Germany  58.8.' 
United KingdCJD  54-~ 
Luxembourg  50-~ 
Japan  49·~ 
Netherlands  43·8" 
Sweden  40."' 
United States  38.6~ 
These  differences bad considerable repercussions on  price 
levels aa is shown  by  the ratio of turncwer to added value at factor 
coat which,  on the basis of the above fii(Ul'tla,  gives for ex•ple for 
France a  turncwer equal to 3.4 tmea the added value at factor cost 
and 2.  7 times for the United States and Snden. 
This  underlines the danger of comparing industrial firma  in 
terms  of turnover figures  which  appear higher because they  include 
an •ount representing taxes  paid by  the  cona\IDer. 
A cona\ller tax has more  repercussions  on price levels than 
other tuea and at the same  time  reduces  the •rket which  it affects. 
(1)  .!!£~ National  accounts. 
-76-Anart  from  its specifically sectoral effects, its influence on 
domestic demand  is caaparable  in overall econcmic  terms to that of 
a  direct tax on  households.  The  difference in impact is therefore 
found abcwe all in the level  of prices.  Consequently,  it is not  in 
the  f1'811lework  of industrial  policy but  in that of a  cCIIIIlon  monetary 
policy that the Six Member  States should proceed to such harmonisation 
of taxation methods  as appears necessary to ensure  converging price 
level  trends in the various member  countries. 
It baa not  been  possible to isolate here the direct tax load 
borne  by  industrial firma alone. 
Although the rate of ccmpany  profits tax varies inside the 
Caaaon Market  (1},  an ezamination of national accounts leads to more 
unitol'll results, as the table below showsz 
luxembourg 
United States 
Japan 
Netherlands 
United Kingdcm 
Germany 
Sweden 
France 
Italy 
Belgium 
Direct taxes on companies  in percentages 
of the gross dCDest ic product at market 
prices 
1960  13.§1 
5-6  2.5 
4·5  4.6 
4-1  3.6 
3.2  2.5 
2.7  2.0 
2.7  1.9 
2.4  2.1 
2.3  1.9 
1.7  1.8 
1.6  1.9 
The  converging trend is striking.  Apart  fran the United States, 
where  the  percentage is more  or less constant, all the other countries 
have  converged towards ~  of the Gross Domestic  Product which  is roughly 
the figure for six of the  ten couiltries tested. 
(1)  9 to  2~  in Italy, 20  to 4~  in Luxembourg,  ~  in Belgium,  43  to 
4~  in the Netherlands,  50%  in France,  and  in Germany  15,t  on dis-
tributed profits,  51,t  on undistributed profits. 
-77-The  proportion of direct company  tax  in total tax revenue  has 
converged similarly in most  of the  countries to a  figure  of between 
8  and  1~  of  the  total tax  load. 
La.stly,  total direct and  indirect taxation affects, as we  have 
seen,  the volume  of demand  and may  thus  influence  industrial activity. 
Consequently, it is  interesting to look at the differences in the 
overall tax load in the various  countries. 
Overall tax  load in percentages of the 
gross domestic  product at market  prices 
1960  12§1. 
Sweden  27.9%  34.6% 
United Kingdcm  24.7%  26.8% 
Germany  23.8%  24.6% 
United States  23.4%  23.2% 
Netherlands  22.2%  24.5% 
France  22.2%  22.6% 
Luxembourg  21.4%  22.1% 
Belgium  19.2%  23.2% 
Italy  18.4%  19.5% 
Japan  15.9%  15.5% 
Two  countries stand  out significantly from  the rest - Sweden 
at  the top and  Japan at the bottom  - while the remainder gravitate 
around the United States level,  i.e. 23%.  Among  these,  the United 
Kingdom  is situated at the  upper  limit of the bracket and Italy at 
the lower limit. 
It would  appear  therefore that the overall tax load is not un-
favourable  to the Community  countries in relation to their main 
-78-competitors,  except Japan.  Inside the Community,  however,  there are 
still substantial differences in taxation methods. 
0 
0  0 
CONCLUSIONS 
Without  claiming to be  completely accurate,  the  information 
given in this chapter brings to light certain salient features 
concerning the  position of industry in the Community  in relation to 
that of certain of its competitors.  The  comparisons  have  been made 
by  converting the  national  currencies  into dollars at  the official 
exchange  rates,  which  do  not reflect the real differences in purchasing 
power.  As  a  result, they are over-pessimistic for Japan and  for the 
Community  (in particular Germany  ,  since the statistics used refer to 
the  period before  the revaluation of the  German  mark). 
Complex  studies have  been  undertaken,  notably by  OECD,  under 
the direction of first M.  GILB.l!.:RT,  and  then M.  MADDISON,  with the 
aim  of estimating the  discrepancy between  exchan~ rates and  the 
real local purchasing power  of currencies.  Their findings are no  doubt 
imperfect,  but it seemed  here,  for  the comparison undertaken,  that it 
would  have  been even  less accurate to take  the official exchange  rates 
- 79-rather than  to  make  corrections whose  margin  of error is less than 
if no  corrective were used.  The  figures  quoted here are only 
approximations. 
The  influence  of non-salaried employed  persons  has  also already 
been underlined.  In an effort towards better understanding another 
adjustment has  been attempted by allotting to such persona an income 
equal to that of the  others and deducting that income  from  the gross 
operating profit.  The  two  aeries of figures are presented together. 
The  table seta out  the three main  component  factors in terms 
of real  purchasing power. 
Main  components  of value added  in terms  of real purchasing power  - 1968(l) 
In thousands of dollars 
Gross  added  Wages  and Salaries  Gross  operating 
value at  including social  profit 
factor coat  security contribu-
tioos etc. borne 
b:£  em:elol!ra 
A  B  A  B 
United States  11.7  8.2  8.3  3-5  3·4 
l!lliX:  7-1  4-4  4.9  2.7  2.2 
France  8.5  5·3  5-7  3.2  2.8 
Germany  7-7  4.7  5.0  3.0  2.7 
Netherlands  7.2  4.5  4-9  2.7  2.3 
Japan  6.3  3.1  3-7  3.2  2.6 
Belgium  6.2  3.8E  4.3E  2.4E  1.9E 
Italy  5.1  3.2  4.0  1.9  1.1 
United Kingdom  4-4  3.1  1.3 
E •  estimate 
A •  ~r person employed 
B •  corrected to take account  of  the remuneration of  persons employed 
but not  earning a  wage. 
_  .. _ According to these figures,  in 1968 the value  added  per person 
employed in the Japanese manufacturing industry,  expressed in terms  of 
real purchasing power,  would  have  exceeded that  for the English,  !tali& 
and BelgiM manufacturing industries.  The  wages  per person employed 
would  have  been similar to those for the United Kingdan.  The  gross 
opera.ting profit of Japanese  industry would have  even been higher than 
the  Community  average. 
There  was  a  difference of  4,600 dollars  per  annum  per person 
employed between the valtat  added  by  the  manufacturing industry in the 
Community  and the aae industry in the United States.  Having regard 
to non-w~-earning employees,  the remuneration  of labour in the 
CoDIIlunity  was still 3,400 dollars per annum  per head of working  popu-
lation lower than that recorded in the United States. 
Finally,  the  ~oss operating profit per  person employed after 
the remuneration of non-wage-earners  would have  been 1,200 dollars 
lower in the Community  than  in the United States. 
(1)  The  purchasing power/rate of exchange coefficients have been 
brought  up to date  at  1968,  on the  basis of price  indices of 
capital goods,  from  the  data  supplied for  1965  by A.  MADDISON 
in "Production,  employment,  productivity,  levels compa.red 
twelve  industrialised countries" a  translation of  which 
appeared in "Analyse et Prevision" V,  1968, who  a.re  h:!"inging 
up to date  the  work  of I\!.  G  ILDf:Rr  and his  team  (  OE~D 1  9~  '3). 
-··-Comparison  is made  easier if the different values are expressed 
as  percentages  of those  of the United States. 
Main  comEonents  of value added in terms  of real  Eurchasi!!&  Eower 1  as 
coml!!:!:ed  with  the United States =100 
Gross  added  Waees  and  Salaries  Gross  operating 
value at  including social  profit 
factor cost  security contribu-
tiona etc.  borne 
bl emElOl!!rs 
A  B  A  B 
United States  100  100  100  100  100 
l!:EC  61  54  59  77  65 
France  73  65  69  91  82 
Germany  66  57  60  86  79 
Netherlands  62  55  59  77  68 
Japan  54  38  45  91  76 
Belgium  53  46~  52E  69E  56E 
Italy  44  39  48  54  32 
United Kingdom  38  38  31 
E ..  Estimate 
A  ..  per person employed 
B ..  corrected to take account of the remunera.tion  of non-wage-earning 
persons. 
-82-~stimated in real  purchasing power,  the value added  per  person 
employed  in Community  industry would  have  been,  in 1968,  61%  and  in 
Japanese  industry 54%  of that of  the United States.  The  industrial 
efficiency of  the United Kingdom  would  have  been the  lowest  among  the 
countries studied.  Within the  Community,  German  industrial efficiency 
would  have been ~  higher than  Italian.  Given  the  contradictions 
between  industrial statistics and national accounts, it is difficult 
to drew  conclusions about  the high rate of efficiency of French  industry. 
~stimated in terms  of real purchasing power,  the average wage-
bill would  have  been,  in the Community,  more  than 4~  lower than that 
recorded in the United States. 
However,  the  above  table calls for the  following reservation: 
the fact  of excluding from  the  gross operating profit the remuneration 
of non-wage-earning persons  employed  in industry and  including it in 
the wages  and  salaries bill on the assumption of equal  payment  as 
between wage-earning and  self-employed persons,  probably results in 
an overestimate for Japan,  where  it is a  question above  all of self-
employed workers  on  low  incomes,  and  in a  slight under-estimate for 
the western countries. 
In conclusion,  while  the  position of Community  industr.J  is 
improving,  it is still very far from  that of American  industry and 
it may  even be  stated that  in absolute figures,  the gap is not  closing, 
but widening. 
In terms  of local  purchasing power,  the  value  added  per person 
employed  in Japanese  industry already exceeds  the  figure for industry 
in two  Community  countries. 
Considerable disparities persist within the Common  Market,  not 
in the allocation of value added as between  the remuneration of labour 
and  gross  operating profit which  is similar, but  in the absolute  levels 
of the different data just mentioned. 
-~-Balanced industrial development  must  nevertheless be  achieved 
for the  Community. 
The  differences  in situation which  have  been recorded do  not 
all arise from  differences  in the organisation of production techniques. 
Certainly it is important that  industrialists should modernise  and 
adapt the  production process.  But  these differences also originate in 
the environment  and the  policies pursued,  which  may  help to stimulate, 
or else to slow  down,  industrial activity. 
The  following three parts of this document  deal with environmental 
improvements  and  types  of action likely to contribute to consolidating 
the structure of Community  industry and  increasing its efficienc.J. 
-84-CHAPI'ER  II 
THE  LIFE  OF  FIRMS 
The  purpose  of this Chapter is to consider how  the  life of 
fil"'ls  is reflecting the efforts made  by industrialists to adjust to 
the new  situations resulting from  structural changes,  the new  dimen-
sions  offered by  the Coamon  Market  and  the  extra canpetition conseqw.nt 
on  the liberaliKtion of trade with third countries.  In concludes with 
a  ca.paratiT& analysis of the size of industrial establishments. 
I. BIRTH-RATE  A!JD  DEATH-RATE  OF  FIRMS 
The  appearance and disappearance of fims are part of industrial 
life and a  brief analysis of this phenomenon  might  be  usefUl.  Statis-
tics on  the  subject are rare and the  info~tion available is not 
comparable  from  one  country to another because  the mode  of compilation, 
the concepts used and the fields covered are different.  Figures were  found 
for Gel'll8ny,  France and Belgil.ID  but those for Belgium  bad to be rejected 
because they concerned joint stock companies  only.  Consequently,  indi-
vidual firma  in existence earlier which  have  opted for the joint stock 
caapany s.ystem  appear in these statistics as  newly-established businesses 
and  this leads to a  considerable overestimation of  the number  of new 
firma. 
The  impression which  emerges  from  the German  statistics could be 
surprising.  As  shown  in Table  5 attached,  in 1966  and 1967,  in all 
sectors of the manufacturing industry,  the number  of businesses which 
closed down  in fact greatly exceeded the  number  of newly-established 
businesses and each year left a  job deficit equal  to appraxisately o.~ 
of the  persons employed  in the manufacturing industry. 
However,  it should be recalled that the two  years for which 
information  is available are  precisely those  of economic  regression. 
-85-TABLE  No.  5 
ESTABLISBJIE!fl'S  SEl'  UP  AND  CLOSED  DOWN  IN  GERMANY 
SECI'OR  YEAR  SET  UP  CLOSED  lX7IIN  BALANCE 
Number  Persons  Number  Persons  Number  Persons 
employed  employed  employed 
Manufact.  1964  159  5191 
1965  161  4731 
1966  114  4624  803  58372  689  53748 
1967  130  3969  887  73431  757  69462 
Food  1964  13  649 
1965  11  287 
1966  7  229  39  2297  32  2068 
1967  14  432  60  3161  46  2729 
Textiles  1964  10  599 
1965  5  132 
1966  2  32  73  9819  71  9787 
1967  6  188  102  7811  96  7623 
Clothing  1964  25  648 
1965  31  755 
1966  18  1310  212  10669  194  9359 
1967  23  688  211  9666  188  8978 
Timber  and  1964  8  303 
fln"niture  1965  4  161 
1966  3  74  57  2608  54  2534 
1967  11  394  53  3584  42  3280 
Leather  1964  5  106 
1965  6  292 
1966  4  90  66  3548  56  3458 
1967  4  113  72  4128  6~  4015 
Chemicals  1964  22  552 
1965  23  534 
1966  16  820  36  2208  20  1:588 
1967  22  749  49  5555  27  4806 
Non-metallic  1964 
minerals  1965  1  218 
1966  2  178  8  598  6  420 
1967  1  10  8  1029  7  1019 
Metallurgy,  1964  38  813 
Mechanical  1965  43  1169 
engineering  1966  39  962  161  16168  122  15226 
1967  29  806  190  24343  161  23537 
Electrical  1964  8  188 
engineering  1965  13  265 
1966  12  629  44  4532  32  3903 
1967  8  127  55  7010  47  6883 
Other  1964  30  1333 
1965  24  910 
1966  11  300  123  5905  102  5605 
1967  12  552  87  7144  75  6592 
Note  :  Close-downs  in the extractive  industries were  aa  follows: 
In 1966  - 21  establishments employing 33,558  persons 
In 1967  - 15  establishments employing  19,675  persons. 
Source:  Die  Standortwah1  der Industriebetriebe in der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland  - Insti  tut fiir  Ra\lllfor~~chung - Bonn  1966. 
-86-As  the  newly-established businesses  were  obviously recorded 
while  they were  starting up,  it is possible that  the  number  of staff 
shown  is under-estimated,  the figure  being that of the  initial staff. 
The  statistics show  indeed that newly-established businesses employ  on 
average far fewer  persons  than did those  which  have  been closed down. 
It should however  be  noted  that  in respect  of sectors which  are  overall 
in a  state of expansion,  the  labour released probably finds employment 
in fims  alrea.dy in existence whose  a.ctivities are expanding. 
The  French statistics differ considerably in character from  the 
German  statistics.  Unfortunately they do  not  give the total number  of 
persons  employed,  but  cover a%  per annum  of the total  number  of firms  in-
0l·  .:_.~.-1  i"'  :.:·r:  1'.1"?  "':-:--·:,\·.changes  of activity are recorded a.t  sub-sector 
level,  which  means  that a  firm  which  changes  from  one  sub-sector to 
another within the  same  branch appears  in the statistics both as a 
newly-established business and as  a  business which  has closed down. 
Although these figures are  not  intended to cover all cases  of  newly-
established or terminated  businesses  and while estimates exist which 
exceed them  by more  than one-third for certain years,  the fact remains 
that this method has  a  tendency to exaggerate the  number  of changes  of 
activity and that the most  rel  i.able  infor.na.tion  is to  be  drawn  from  an 
examination of  the balance  of  the  two  operations.  If these statistics 
were  to be  believed,  the total  number  of manufa.cturing firms  is de-
creasing in France  by approximately 2.5%  per annum. 
As  shown  in Table  6,  the French statistics are more  differen-
tiated than the German.  They  show  indeed sectors where  the  number  of 
newly-established  busine~3es prevail  over the  number  of businesses 
closed down.  This  is  the case  in the  paper  industry for  the  year 1964 
only,  but  it is regularly true  for  the  rubber a.nd  plastics industry 
and electrical engineering,  while  in the  oil refining,  non-metallic 
minerals  and  machinery sectors,  the direction of the  movement  alter-
nates from  one  year  to  the  next. In the transport equipment  sector  the 
-87-TABLE  No.  6 
FIRMS  SEn'  UP  !.'1D  CIDSED  :OOWN  IN  FR&'1CE 
SECTOR  OPERATION  1962  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967 
Manufacturing  estab.  18  681  17  759  18  590  19  297  19  085  18  442 
clos.  28  827  29  301  27  354  27  660  27  329  27  061 
bal.  -10 146  -11  542  -8 764  -8 363  -8 244  -8 619 
Food  estab.  1 619  1  590  1  535  1740  1744  2 031 
clos.  2 895  2  564  2 863  2 838  2  994  2  769 
bal.  -1  276  .  - 974  -1 333  -1 098  -1  250  - 738 
Textiles  estab.  709  619  "677  649  576  519 
clos.  1. 504  1  540  1 203  1  518  1 479  1  574 
bal.  - 795  - 921  - 526  - 869  - 903  -1 055 
Clothing  establ.  4186  3 810  3  511  3 218  3 134  2  934 
cloa.  9  316  9 096  8  894  8  273  1  518  1 218 
bal.  -5 130  -5 286  -5 383  -5 055  -4 384  -4 284 
Timber  and furniture estab.  2  152  1 995  2  182  2  284  2 100  2  008 
clos.  3 220  '078  3 010  3 157  3 034  3 202 
bal.  -1 068  -1 083  - 888  - 873  -934  -1 194 
Paper  estab.  151  138  162  143  156  13~ 
clos.  196  198  144  165  192  165 
bal.  - 45  - 60  +  18  - 22  - 36  - 30 
leather  estab.  262  292  232  232  219  182 
clos.  193  858  770  751  692  691 
bal.  - 531  - 566  - 538  - 519  -473  - 509 
Rubber  and  plastics  estab.  495  427  444  445  471  45~ 
clos.  410  469  347  363  436  450 
bal.  +  85  - 42  +  97  +  82  +  35  +  5 
Chtmicals  estab.  496  447  418  327  472  462 
clos.  578  716  420  434  513  474 
bal.  - 82  - 269  2  - 107  - 41  - 12 
Oil refining  estab.  26  32  62  44  65  2E· 
c1os.  26  37  18  30  45  86 
bal.  5  +  44  +  14  +  20  - 58 
Non-metallic  estab.  751  138  921  928  853  79} 
minerals  clos.  862  926  750  755  814  926 
bal.  - 111  - 188  + 171  +173  +  39  - 13! 
Basic metal working  estab.  102  112  120  112  123  12(1 
c1os.  187  189  140  148  196  19L 
bal.  - 85  - 11  - 20  - 36  - 13  - 1L 
Metal  engineering  estab.  2  522  2  336  2  557  2  670  2  383  2  335 
clos.  4  073  4  117  4 230  4  203  4  061  4 035 
bal.  -1 551  -1 781  -1 673  -1 533  -1 698  -1 700 
Machinery  estab.  726  627  708  700  748  666 
clos.  659  133  557  927  670  697 
bal.  +  57  - 106  + 151  - 147  +  78  - 31 
Electrical  estab.  1 013  9')7  1 103  1 255  1  373  1  286 
engineering  clos.  850  982  765  803  987  1 010 
bal.  + 163  +  15  +  338  + 452  + 386  + 276 
Tra~po~  estab.  2  195  2  182  2 491  2  838  2  922  2  779 
equ1.pme  clos.  1 998  2  235  2 029  2  117  2  247  2  220 
bal.  +  197  - 53  + 462  t  721  + 675  +  559 
-II-number  of newly-established businesses almost always  exceed3that  of 
businesses closed down  and reflects above all the expansion of the 
ca.r  manufacture  sub-sector.  The  real reduction  in the  n:.unber  of 
firms  is particularly pronounced  in  the furnitu-re  and food  industries, 
the sector which  employs  the  largest  percentage  of staff in establish-
ments  of 1  to 4 persons.  In relative terms,  the reduction in the number 
of firms  in the textile sector is equally important,  since for 1967  it 
reached  7%  of the total number  of firms  in the sector.  The  decreas~ is 
also considerable  in the leather industry,  where  it has exceeded  ~  each 
year fran 1962  to 1967. 
These  statistics make  it clear that industry is a  "melting pot" 
in which  many  firms are  disappearing,  many  others  changing over from 
one  activity to another,  while at the  same  time  many  new  units are 
emerging. 
II. ESTABLISHMENT  OF  SUBSIDIARIES,  COOPERATION,  HOLDIYGS  m OTHER 
FIRMS,  MERGERS 
Their establishment,  conversion  and  closing-down a.re  not the 
only great events  in the life of fims.  They  may  go  into partnership, 
merge  and establish subsidiaries.  A brief analysis of the trends as 
regards  cooperation,  the acquisition of shares  in other firms,  mergers 
and  new  subsidiaries in other  countrie~ is called for here. 
For this purpose,  the Commission has entrusted to Opera Mundi 
Europe,  the task of a.nalysing the  infonnation it has  been collecting 
since 1961  in this field.  The  survey has  been limited to the 15 
sectors or sub-sectors of the manufacturing industry which  seemed 
to  be  the most  significant,  but nevertheless it covers more  than 
15,000  operations.  These  have  been classified in three broad 
cat~::~gories: 
- unilateral establishment  in another country,  i.e.  the establish-
ment  of a  subsidiary in another member  country of the  Community 
or in a  third country or  the establishment  of a.  subsidiary by  a 
third country canpany  in a  member  country.  Operations confined 
strictly to one  country have  not  been  included; 
_.,_ - cooperation  agreements,  minority holdings  of shares,  reciprocal 
h~ldings, the  establishment  of  common  subsidiaries or  common 
parent  companies  - all these  operations  represent  partnerships 
between firms  in which  they co-opera.te  more  or less closely, 
while each  preserves its identity a.nd  the greater part of its 
independence.  They  may  be  broken down  into-three classes: 
- operations within one  country,  those  between firms  in  two  or 
more  member  countries and those  involving firms  in third 
countries and companies  in the Community; 
- mergers  or take-overs, i.e. the most  extreme  forms,  which  imply 
the domination of one  com9any  by  another or the  legal disappear-
ance  of at least one  of  the  partners.  These  are broken down  into 
national  operations,  Community  partners  opera.tions  and  operations 
involving third countries,  bu.t  in the  latter case,  an  additional 
breakdown  shows  where  the  Community  comoany  dominates  and where, 
on the  contrary,  the third country company  is dominant. 
The  field of the  survey covers  the period from  1961  to the 
first half of 1969  inclusiYS.  The  overall data for all 15  sectors, 
analysed for each year,  are reproduced  in Table  7. 
Apart  from  a  fall  in 1963,  the  number  of  operations  carried 
out  each year has  continued to increase, rising from  1,507  in 1961 
to 2,096  in 1968  and  to an annual average of 2,716  in the first half 
of 1969. 
Among  the  interna.tional  operations  the cormnonest  is the 
unilateral establishment of subsidiaries, representing as it does 
59%  of the total, while  mergers  and take-overs are less  common  (11%). 
The  figures  have  been analysed from  three  different angles, 
namely: 
- the  types  of operation practised betwt:1en  the  Common  Market  coUntries; 
- the rela.tion between national and  trans-national  concentration 
inside the  Community; 
- the role  of third countries. 
-90-There have  been 2,300 cases  of unilateral establishment in 
other member  countries as against  1,001 of coopera.tim and 257 
groupings  (1).  However,  from  1961  to 1968,  growth  rates were  in 
the  inverse  order,  namely  26%  for subsidiaries established in other 
countries,  54%  for firms  depending on  cooperation a.nd  84%  for mergers. 
It can therefore  be  estimated,  in a.  sense,  that the  evolution is 
relatively favourable  to the  industrial integration of the Community, 
since all three forms  of unification are progressing and  those  involving 
the collaboration of companies  in several  countries are  tending to make 
up  their leeway in relation to unilateral operations. 
However,  it should  be  stated that cases of cooperation and 
mergers are multiplying more  rapidly at  the national  level at Com-
munity level.  While  in 1961  there were  100  cases  of "national" 
cooperation as against  104  of  "Coumunity"  cooperation,  in 1968, 
there  were  231  as  against  160.  Again,  in 1961,  there  were  131 
national mergers  and  19  Community  groupings recorded,  while by 
1968,  the  number  had reached 272  as against  35.  This  phenomenon 
is the more  disquieting since it is combined with another,  namely: 
in all the categories,  operations  involving third country companies 
exceed  intra-Community ones,  often very considerably. 
(1) For simplicity's sake,  the  terms  "cooperation" and  "grouping" 
are  used hereaftAr to cover all the more  or  less similar 
operations  previously described. 
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 3,546  third country companies  have established subsidiaries 
in the Community  as against 2,300 COIIDDunity  films  in other member 
countries;  2,797 cases  or  cooperation with third country firms  are 
recorded as against 1,001 cases between firms  in the  Community; 
there have  been 820  take-overs by  third country companies as against 257 
groupings  of member  country companies.  It should be  pointed out, 
however,  that all three types of operation on  the  part of third country 
companies are  increasing only very slightly from  year to year,  whereas 
Community  operations are  developing more  rapidly. 
Another aspect  should be brought  to light: relations between 
Community  and third country firms.  Whether it is a  question of 
establishing subsidiaries abroad or of taking over a  controlling 
interest, third countries are approximately four times as active 
in the  Community  as  Community  countries in third countries.  Here 
again,  in particular in regard to the unilateral establishment of 
subsidiaries in other countries a  progressive rectification of the 
situation can however be noted,  for the number  of operations initiated 
by the COIIIIIWlity  is increasing more  rapidly than those originated by 
third countries (1). 
Table  8  shows  in which sectors the different operations have 
been carried out.  It is impossible here  to analyse  them  in detail for 
a  series or  other parameters  would have  to be  introduced in order to 
be able to assess the relative importance  of the sector in terms  of 
the  number of firms,  the value added and the rate of developaent, 
which would  take us outside the  province of this report.  H~ver, 
this type of analysis will be  carried out later by  the General 
Directorate of Industrial Affairs.  It appears that the  sectors  in 
which  the various  operations moat  frequently take place are mechanical 
engineering,  chemicals,  electrical engineering,  metal-working and 
foodstuffs.  If account be  taken ot·  the number  ot·  firms  in the dif-
ferent sectors,  the figure  o~ 199  operations in the aerospace  indus-
tries is by no means  negligible, even although half involve cooperation 
with  third countries.  For this  sector as for iron and steel, national 
grouping predominates and cases  of trans-national  grouping are rare. 
(1) It has not  been  possible,  in this preliminary survey to distin-
guish between  operations  involving firms  in third countries in 
~Urope and those  involving firms  outside tUrope. 
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 The  table also brings out  the sectors which  are at  present in the 
process of va.st  re-organisation,  in particular the  foodstuffs  and 
textile  industries,  as revealed  in  the  high  figure  given for mergers 
by  firms  in the  same  country  (277  for the  food  industry,  225  for the 
textile  industry). 
Most  of the general  phenomena  described are repeated in almost 
all the sectors.  For example,  in all the dealings with third countries, 
the third country is dominant  in a.ll sectors, with the exception of 
mergers  in the  iron and  steel industry where  the  balance has  been  ke~t. 
An  exception to the general  rule  however  are the glass  industry and 
aeronautical  en~ineering where  cases  of  co-operation within the  Common 
Market are more  numerous  than cases of unilateral establishment in 
other countries. 
III.  THE  SIZE  OF  ESTABLISHMENTS 
According to  the 1962  survey,  the  number  of companies  differs 
little from  the number  of establishments  in the  Community  countries. 
In the manufacturing industry,  there were  1,583,653 establish-
ments  for 1,540,  795  companies.  The  number  of persons employed  per 
esta.blishment  ard  per firm was  therefore practically the same  (13  as 
against 14).  The  difference varied from  sector to sector,  but was 
always  lower  than 10%,  with the exception of the  chemical  industry 
where  there were  19,170 establishments for 16,207 firms  and  in oil 
refining which  had  580  local units for 382  firms.  The  difference 
was  marked  too in the extraction industries,  where  19,689 firms  had 
25,428 establishments. 
Different criteria may  be  used to evaluate the  size  of  com-
panies and establishments. 
It has  not  been  judged necessary to  reproduce  here any 
information relating to the  large world-wide  companies,  which  is 
given regula.r  ly in  the  ape cial ist press. 
The  ba.sic  criterion used here will,  as  in Chapter I, be  the 
persons  employed.  This  is by  no  means  ideal,  but  is the  only infor-
mation  available in detail.  The  other usual criterion is turnover. 
-95-Detailed statistics as  to size classification established on 
comparable  bases according to turnover are unfortunately not available. 
In  addition,  we  recall the  remarks  made  in Chapter  I  above  on  the risks 
inherent  in  international  comparisons  made  on  the  basis of  turnover. 
However,  the average  turnover figures  per establishment  in the manufac-
turing industry alone  in 1962-1963 reveal fairly  impressive differences. 
average  tl.n"Ilover 
per  establi~hment  per company 
(manufacturing industry) 
in thousands  of dollars 
United States 
United Kingdom 
Sweden 
Luxembourg 
Germany 
Netherlands 
France 
Japan 
Belgium 
Italy 
1,431 
862 
770 
~~ 
189 
149 
147 
118 
116 
56 
1,125 
223 
204 
170 
1~3 
114 
59 
It is  clear that these  differences are not  normal,  as will be 
seen from  the statistics based on  persons employed;  they result for 
the most  part from  the very large number  of small  firms with a  low 
turnover which still exist  in the  Community  and  in Japan. 
The  folJ owing analysis  covers establishments in the manufa.c-
turing industries (1). 
In 1962-1963,  the average  number  of  persons employed per 
establishment was  as follows: 
United States  53 
Belgium  27 
Netherlands  27 
Germany  17 
France  11 
Italy  1 
(1)  The  figtn"es  reproduced are for the  most  part taken from  "Structures 
industrielles et concentrations - essai de  comneraisons  inter-
nationales",  a  paper represented in November  1968  a.t  the University 
of Paris  by  Y.J.P. NIOCHE. The  influence  of very small  establishments on  these averages 
was  a  determining factor,  as is shown  by the  percentage  of the total 
labour force  employed  in establishments of less than 10 persons. 
United States  3% 
Belgium  ~ 
Netherlands  B% 
~ 
Germany  1-
Japan  15% 
France  1~ 
Italy  28% 
A comparative  analysis of the  size  of establishments  in the 
manufacturing industry as a  whole  has little meaning as  the  optimum 
sizes differ from  one  industrial sector to another. 
The  phenomenon  of industrial structure according to size of 
establishment is difficult to describe  in a  few  pages  as it does  not 
lend itself to a  synthesis  of the multitude  of cases encountered,  and 
the coefficients used by  the experts  on  industrial concentration, 
apart  from  the fact that they are  often incomprehensible  to the  non-
initiated, are not  ideal. 
The  method  used here, which  is not  ideal either but has  the 
merit of simplicity,  will consist  in shwoing for each  sector a.nd  for 
each  country the size category accounting for the highest percentage 
of  persons employed  in 1962  - 1963  referred to below as the standard 
size. 
If the  standard size most  frequently encountered in industry 
in the more  developed countries be  taken to be the optimum  size,  this 
survey tends to show  that it be  the  category of more  than 1,000  persons 
per establishment for: 
- rubber and plastics, 
- chemicals, 
- glass, 
- basic metal  working, 
- mechanical  engineering, 
- electrical engineering, 
- ship-building, - car manufacture, 
and even  precision  instruments 
and  the  category  of 100  to 499  persons for: 
- foodstuffs 
- textiles 
- clothing 
- leather 
- timber 
- furniture 
- ps.per 
- printing and publishing 
- non-metallic minerals  (except  glass) 
- metal  engineering 
Curiously enough,  the  intermediate  category of 500  to 999 
persons  does  not  seem  to fit any pa.rticular secto::-- and  seems  to be 
essentially a  transition size. 
This  explains  that according to the  relative  importance  of 
the different  sectors  in the manufa.cturing industry of a  country, 
a  predominance  of the size  of  100 to 499  over the size of more  than 
1,000 persons  may  quite well reflect a  better degree  of adaptation 
than the  opposite  case. 
In all the coWitries  studied,  the first two  places were  taken 
by  these  two  categories of establishment,  except: 
- in the Netherlands,  where  the  second  place was  not taken by 
the  class of 100  to 499  but  by  that of 50  to  99  persons, 
- in Italy,  where  the establishments of more  than  1,000 person:3 
employed  less of  the  labour force  than  those  of 1  to 4  persom 
- in Japan,  where  the establishments of more  than 1,000  personfl 
shared second place with  those  of 20  to 49  persons. 
It is  indispensable  therefore to examine  each  sector separately 
and  Table  9  below  reproduces  the  key  data. 
-98-T  A  B L E  No.  9 
STANDARD  SIZE 
I 
Sector  Germany  France 
Manufacturing  1 000 +  100  to 499 
28%  27% 
Food  1  to 4  1  to 4 
22%  ~3% 
Textile  100 to 499  100  to 499 
41%  42% 
Clothing  100  to 499  1  to 4 
~o%  29% 
Timber  1  to 4  1  to 4 
25%  2~ 
Furniture  100  to  499  1  to 4 
54%  41% 
Paper  100 to 499  100 to 499 
45%  45% 
Rubber  and  1 000  +  1  000  + 
Plastica  ~~"  29% 
Chemical a  100  to 499 
~4% 
Non-metallic  100  to 499  100 to 499 
minerals  52% 
Basic metal- 1000+  1  000  + 
working  66%  67% 
Metal  100  to  499  100 to 499 
engineering  52%  2~ 
Mechanical  1 000  +  100 to 499 
~9%  ~6% 
Electrical  1 000 +  100 to 499 
engineering  48%  ~~ 
Car 
~~anufacture  1 000 +  1 000  + 
7~  66% 
(a)  but  also:  500  to 999  - 24% 
(b)  but also:  1 000 +  - ~2% 
(c) figures subject to professional 
secrecy rules 
Source:  1965  Survey  E.c.s.o. 
United  Italy  Netherlands  Belgium  States  Japan 
1 000 + 
100 to 499  1  000 +  100  to 499  ~1%  100 to 499 
22%  28%  28%  100 to 499  22% 
~1% 
1  to 4  50  to 99  100  to 499  100  to 499  100  to 499 
27'{c  22%  ~1%  41%  22% 
100  to 499  1  000  +  100 to 499  100 to 499  100 to 499 
H%  ~1%  44%  42%  22% 
1  to 4  50 to 99  100 to 499  100 to 499  20 to 49 
49%  ~~%  29%  44%  22% 
1  to 4  50  to 99  20 to 49  100  to 499  20  to 49 
51%  ~1%  ~  ~  28% 
1  to 4  50  to 99  20  to 49  100  to 499  20 to 49 
~8%  5~%  24%  41%  22% 
100 to 499  50  to 99  100 to 499  100  to 499  100 to 499 
~6%  29%  39%  46%  25% 
1  ()()()  +  1  000  +  1 000 +  1 000 +  1 000  + 
24%  24%  5'7%  ~4%  ~6% 
100  to  499  1 000  +  100 to 499  1  000  +  1  000  + 
28%  ~7%  ~5%(b)  ~7%  5~% 
100  to 499  50  to 99  100 to 499  100 to 499  100 ·to 499 
29%  57%  52%  56~  26% 
1 000 +  1  000 +  1  000 +  1 000  +  1000+ 
41%  5o%  70%  54%  42% 
100 to  499  50  to 99  100 to  499  100  to 499  20  to 49 
~1%  24%  51%  ~7%  2~% 
1 000  +  100  to 499  1  000  +  100  to  499 
25%  28%  ~}%  28% 
1 000 +  1 000 +  1 000 +  1 000  +  1  000  + 
59%  67%  6~  5~%  40% 
! 
1  000  +  1  000  + 
82%  4~ 
The  first line indicates the size of establishment  in 
which  the highest percentage of the  total labour  force 
of the  sector is concentrated. 
The  second line gives this  percentage. 
-99-In the food  industry,  the  standard size of 100 to 499  persons 
prevailed in the United States  (41%  of the total labour force  of  the 
branch),  in Belgium  (31~) and  in Japan  (22%).  In the Netherlands it 
was  replaced by  the  class of  50  to 99  persons which  employed  22%  of 
the  labour force.  In the  three countries,  Germaqy,  France and Italy, 
a  completely different  phenomenon  a.ppeared,  the  predominant  class 
being that of 1  to 4 persons, with  33%  of  the  labour force  in France, 
27%  in Italy and  22%  in Gennany,  where  21%  of the  labour force  wa.s  also 
accounted for by the 5 to  9  categor.y.  In  none  of these  three countries 
however  was  the standard size  (100 to 499)  negligible,  as it employed 
24~ of the  la.bour  force  in France,  22%  in Italy and 19%  in Germany. 
In the  textile  industry the standard size accounted for 44%  in 
Belgium,  42%  in France  and  in the United States,  41%  in Germany,  33% 
in Italy and  22%  in Japan.  The  Netherlands differed considerably from 
this figure,  with 54%  of their la.bour force  in larger units than the 
standard one  (1)  as against 43%  in the United States and  34%  in Gennany. 
In the clothing industry,  three countries were  in the standard 
category:  the United States  (44%),  Germany  (30%),  Belgium  (29%).  The 
Netherlands were  centred strongly on  the size  immediately below,  of 
50  to 99  persons  (33%),  Japan on  the size of 20  to 49  persons  (22%), 
while  in Italy and in Fr,ance,  it was  the size of 1  to 4  persons which 
predaninated,  with respectively 49%  and 29%  of the labour force  of 
the sector.  In contrast with !tal  y,  France  employed  a  fairly high 
percentage of  the  labour force  (25%)  in firms  of the  standard size. 
In respect  of the timber  industry,  it is difficult to speak 
of a  standard size,  the  United States having 30%  of the  labour force 
in the 100  to  499  category,  the Netherlands  31%  in the  50  to 99 
category,  Belgium and Japan respectively 30%  and 28%  in the  20  to 49 
category.  On  the other hand,  the  smallest size  (1 to 4),  prevailed 
in Italy, with  51%  and  in Fra.nce  and Germany  with  25%,  of the labour 
force  of  the sector. 
(1)  i.e.:  in the  two  categories  of more  than 1,000 persons and  500  to 
999  persons • 
- 100-For the furniture  industry,  countries were  in  the  same 
categories as  for timber,  except for Germa.ny,  which  moved  into the 
100  to 499  ca.tegory where  it came  near to the  percentage of  the 
United States  (34%  as against 41%).  The  situation was  reversed also 
for France and  Italy, very small firms  employing 41%  of the  labour 
force  in France  as against  39%  in Italy. 
In the pa.per  industry, all countries  came  in varying degrees 
into the  100 to 499  category,  except  for the Netherlands,  where  the 
50  to 99  category predominated,  although  26%  of the labour force was 
in fi~s of the standard size.  It should be  noted that  in that sector, 
Germany  and  France  came  particularly close to the American  structure. 
As  regards  the rubber and  plastics tpdust;y,  in all countries 
the labour force  was  employed  by  units of more  than 1,000 persons,  but 
in the Netherlands and Belgium  by  those of 500  to 999  persons  also, 
whilst everywhere  second  place was  taken by  the 100  to 499  category. 
In the  chemical  industry,  three countries were  situated in the 
:ooo  +  category:  the United States and the Netherlands with  37%  and 
Japan with  3~.  Ge~aqy, for which  the  figures are  not  available, 
was  certainly in that group.  On  the  other hand,  the class of establish-
ments  with 100 to 499  persons  wa.s  predominant  in Belgium  (35%),  in 
France  (34%)  and  in Italy (28%).  Belgium  belongs  however  to the  class 
of more  than 1000 with  32%  of its labour force. 
In the non-metallic minerals sector, all countries were  in the 
100  to 499  category,  except again the Netherlands,  which  favoured the 
size of 50  to 99  persons. 
For basic metal-working,  as for rubber and plastics,  the  1000  + 
category took first place,  but  to different degrees:  70%  in Belgium, 
67%  in France,  66%  in Germaey,  54%  in the United Sta.te s,  50%  in the 
Uetherla.nds,  42%  in Japan and  41%  in Italy. 
-Ill-For metal engineering,  the standard size of 100  to 499  employees 
was  again found  in the United States  (37%),  Germany  (32%),  Belgium and 
Italy (31%)  and  France  (26%).  The  Netherlands kept  to the size of 50 
to 99  (24%)  and  Japan to that of 20 to 49  employees  (23%). 
In  the mechanical engineering industry,  three countries were  in 
the  1000 +  category:  Germany  (39%),  the United States  (33%)  and  the 
Netherlands  (25%).  Three  others were  in the  100  to 499  category:  France 
(36%),  Belgium  and  Japan (28%).  The  lack of comparable data did not 
allow Italy to be  placed here,  although she  probably belonged in the 
latter group. 
For electrical engineering all countries, except for France, 
clearly fa.voured  the  1000 +  category,  the  Netherlands coming first 
with 67%,  followed  by Belgium  (65%),  Italy  (5~), the  United States 
(53%),  Germany  (48%)  and Japan  (4o%).  At  the  time France  had 3o%  of 
her labour force  in the  100  to 499  category as against  26%  only in 
firms  employing more  than 1000. 
Details  of transport equipment,  which  is a  hybrid class, will 
be  illustrated here  by  two  sub-sectors. 
In ship-building, all countries favoured the  maximum  size, but 
to varying degrees:  Germany  69%,  Belgium  64%,  Fra.nce  and Japan 61%, 
the United States  56%,  the Netherlands 44%. 
For car manufacture,  the  standard size was  also everywhere  more 
than 1000  employees:  82%  in the United States,  79%  in Germany,  66%  in 
France and 4o%  in Japan,  where  sub-contracting is a  well-known  phenom-
enon. 
Quoted  here almost  as a  Greakish  phenomenon,  the  precision 
instrument  industry had opted for very large sizes in the United 
Sta.tes  (43%)  and  in Gennany  (28%).  It evolved in Japan from  the 100 
to 499  category  (24%)  to the  1000 +  category (22%),  whilst  in France 
it remained firmly  in the  100  to 499  category  (2~) with a  slight 
upward break-through to that of  over 1000  (9%),  while remaining 
strongly rooted in firms  employing less than  5  p~rsons,  (16%),  which 
is a.  unique  case among  the  countries under consideration. 
- 102-Another fact  should be  mentioned.  The  proportion of small 
establishments which  is particularly high in Italy and  in France  is 
not  found  only in light industries,  but  in nearly every sector,  even 
the most  unexpected such as chemicals and  electrical engineering. 
For rubber and  plastic~, which  a.re  greatly similar,  showing a  high 
level of concentration in all countries,  establishments employing 
less than 10  persons employed  nevertheless  12%  in France  and  15%  in 
Italy of the  labour force  working in that sector, while  the  percen-
ts.~ varied between  2  and 4%  in all other countries.  S~ilarly, in 
Italy, basic metal-working,  a  sector which  is symbolic  of large-scale 
activities, employed  over 1%  of the labour force  in establishments of 
less than  5 persons. 
It is rather edifying that Japan,  whose  industry is generally 
considered as consisting of several giants and  a  vast  number  of very 
small firms,  never reached a  level approaching that of France  or 
Italy as regards  the  proportion of the  labour force employed  in estab-
lishments  of less than 5 persons,  except for the  paper industry a.nd 
ship-building. 
It is difficult to make  a  balanced assessment  of these various 
situations and of the effects of  their superimposition in the manu-
facturing industry. 
However,  as  regards  the  three standard sizes of firms,  the 
countries are pla.ced as follows: 
Labour  force  employed 
1000  +  100  to 499  under 20 
persons 
United States  31%  31%  7% 
Germany  28%  25%  18% 
Netherlands  28%  14%  15% 
Belgium  25%  28%  13% 
France  17%  27%  25% 
Japan  16%  22%  26% 
Italy  14%  22%  35% 
- 103-It is significant to note  that this order is practically the 
same  as for the value  added  per  person employed  expressed in terms of 
real purchasing power  at  the  same  date,  as set out  in Chapter  I. 
Attention should still be  drawn  to the very big establishments 
which  employ  more  than 1,000 persons, for which  it may  be  seen that 
size is not necessarily the  privilege of the  United States. 
Indeed,  in terms of average staff per establishme,tt of more 
than 1,000 persons,  the following are the sector figures: 
FIRm'  PLACE  SECOND  PLACE 
Foodstuffs  Italy  :  2  033  United States  1 853 
Textiles  United States  1 734  Netherlands  1 657 
Clothing  Germany  17~  Italy  1 637 
Timber  United States  1 856  Japan  1  355 
Furniture  Germany  1 637  United Sts.tes  1  514 
Paper  Netherlands  :  2  224  United States  1  539 
Rubber  and  plastics:  Italy  2 904  France  2 879 
Chemicals  (  +)  Netherlands  2 355  United States  2  2~·5 
Non-metallic  Netherlands  2 405  Belgium  1 725 
minerals 
Basic metal working:  Netherlands  4 070  Germany  3 417 
Metal manufactures  :  Germany  1 959  United States  :  1 732 
Mechanical  industry:  Belgium  3 840  Netherlands  3 330 
.!!;lectrical  eng.  Netherlands  6 389  United States  3 683 
Ship building  Germany  :  4 212  Japan  :  4 OC9 
Car manufacture  Germany  5 053  France  4 025 
(+)  Figures for Germany  not known,  being subject to professional secrecy. 
- 104-T A B L E  No.  10 
SIZE  OF  ESTABLISHMENTS 
.Average  n1.111ber  of staff per establishment  of more  than 1 000  persons 
(year 1962-19g3) 
i SECTOR  I 
!  I  '  ~  Ger.  Fr.  i  It.  , Neth.  Belg.  USA  Jap. 
i 
: 
j 
2  311  I 2 245 
'  I  Manufacturing  ! 2 680  : 2  519  2  331  2  580  i  2 266 
Foodstuffs  ! 1  585  1  301  I 2 033  1  361  1 670  1 853 
! 
1 636 
~ 
1 603  I 1 619 
; 
Textiles  I 1 526  1 657  1 525  i  1 734  1 485 
I  I 
; 
I  Clothing  I 
1786  1 300 
I 
1 637  1 612  - 1 600  -
! 
Timber  ! 1 065  - - 1 243  -
i  1  856  1 355  I 
I  (1) 
I 
I  (1) 
I 
i 
Wooden  1 637 
I 
1 317 
I 
1  514  I  1 285  I  - - -
furniture  I  (2)  (2) 
Paper  I 1  384  1 348  1 162  2  224  1 116 
I 
1 539  1 449  I 
I  (2) 
Rubber  and  I 2 471  2 879  2 904  i 1 ·266  1 6o3  2 189  2 061  ! 
plastics  i  .  (2)  (2) 
Chemicals  I  - 1 769  2 116  2  355  2209  2 255  2 179 
PetroleUD 
Non-metallic  - 1 667  1 234  2 405  .1  725  1  598  1 653 
minerals  I  (2) 
I 
Basic metal  3 417  I 2 919  2 460  4 070  2  776  3 179  3 287 
working 
Metal  1 959  1 474  1442  1  705  1 665  1 732  1 574 
engineering 
Mechanical  2  340  1 790  - 3 330  3 840  2 174  1 883 
Electrical  2 390  1  830  2 190  6  389  3 070  3 683  2  568 
engineering 
Ship-building  4212  3 503  - 2  357  2 406  3 925  4009 
Car  manufacture  5 053  4 025  - - - 3 232  3 238 
......  ·--·---- •.• l....-....--
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
Where  the number  of establishments  of more  than 1  000  persons  is less than 
5,  the figure  is given in brackets. 
The  dashes  replace the data which  are business secrets. 
- 115-It would  seem  therefore that any weakness  in EUropean  industry 
in this particular field would  not  come  from  the fact that the size 
of the large establishments would be  less than that in the  principal 
competitor countries {see Table No.  10), but rather from  the fact that 
there would  be  proportionately fewer  of them,  at least than in the 
United States,  particularly in France and Italy. 
Passing from  the  establishment to the firm,  in 1962  firms  of more 
than 1 000  persons employed  in the highest  percentage  of the total 
labour force  of the manufacturing industry in all the Coamuni ty coun-
tries except  Italy,  where  it was  still concentrated in the firms 
employing less than 10  persons.  The  percentage  of the labour force 
occupied by  firms  employing more  than 1 000 persons were: 
Luxembourg  59% 
Germany  4o% 
France  32% 
BelgitJD  2~ 
Netherlands  24% 
Italy  22% 
It has been stated above  that there is a  fairly large similarity 
between the  degree  of concentration and  the value added  per person 
employed.  In the United States from  a  thorough  stuQy of the  1963 
survey it may  be  concluded that a  certain relationship exists between 
the size  of establishments and the  level of wages  (1). 
The  statistical year book  of  the Federal Republic of Germany 
gives further confirmation,  as is shown  by the following Table No.  11 
which  shows  for a  series of  industrial sectors or sub-sectors a  cer-
tain number  of firms classified according to their volume  of production 
and at the  same  time  indicates for each of the classes the value added 
per person employed. 
(1)  "AN  INTER  IN1IJSTRY  ANALYSIS  OF  WAGES  AND  PLANT  SIZE"  by  Stanley H. 
Masters  in "The  Review  of t.:conomics  and Statistics" August  1969 
Harvard University Press. 
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 It can thus be  seen that,  although in certain sectors such as 
non-ferrous metal  foundries the size does  not  seem  to affect the value 
added,  in almost all the  others,  the differences are often considerable. 
In the mechanical  industry,  for example,  the  value added  per person 
employed  in 1966  in 40  fims employing on  average  42  persons,  was  19.1 
thousand  DM  as against 23.9  thousand Dl  in the 22  firms  employing  on 
average about  4 000  persons.  In the  paper  industry it was  17.3  thousand 
DM  in the  11  firms  employing an  average of 18  persons  and  35.3  thousand 
:mf  in the  5 firms  employing an  average of 4  342  persons.  The  table 
shows  various other examples  of this trend. 
The  1963  French  industrial survey also gives an  indication at the 
level of industry as a  whole.  From  the following table it can  be  seen 
that  in 1962  in France  the value  added at market  prices per person 
employed  was  12  600 francs for firms  with less than 10  employees  as 
against 28  600 francs  for those with more  than 1  000  employees. 
Size of fi:rm  Number  of firms  (as %)  Value  added at market  prices 
per person employed 
(in thousands  of Fr F.l 
Less than 10  88.2  12.6 
lo to 19  4-7  17.3 
20  to 49  4.0  17.6 
50  to 99  1.5  17.8 
100  to 199  0.8  18.4 
200  to 499  0.5  19.9 
500  to  999  0.2  20 .. 8 
1  000 +  0.1  28.6 
100.0  20.8 
_..,_ The  English surveys  of 1958  and 1963  also confirm this relation-
ship between the value  added  per  person employed  and  the  size of firms, 
as  shown  in the  table below: 
-
J  Gross  added value  Size  of firms  Number  of firms 
(number  of persons  employed)  1  at factor cost per 
j  person employed 
(in pounds  sterling) 
1958  1963  1  1958  1963 
l 
1  to  24  -- 45  276  I 
896  1 019 
25  to  99  14  257  11  551 
I 
859  1  115 
100 to  199  4  261  3  376  880  1  142  i 
200  to  499  2  979  2  342  i  916  1  205 
I 
500 to  999  993  845  i  953  1  314 
1 000 to  1  999  488  449 
I 
1 045  1  333 
2  000  to  4999  289  318  1 084  1  418 
5 000 to  9  999  106  112  1  083  1  523 
10 000 to 19  999  42  60  1  100  1  501 
20  000  to 49  999  24  28  1  182  1 440 
50  000 and over  8  10  1 .159  1 612 
- IIO-
I 
I 
l 
I 
I There  are  certa.in obvious  exceptions,  such  a.s  the  size categories 
25  to 99  and  100  to 199  in 1958  and  20  000  to 49  999  pers~ns in 1963. 
However,  these are  not  enough  to affect the general  impression of the 
systematic differences  in value added  per  person employed  between  the 
smallest and the largest firms,  which  may  be as much  as  60%. 
Incidentally, this table shows  the evolution of the structure of 
firms  in the United Kingdom  between  1958  and  1963,  where  there  is a 
considerable decrease in the  number  of firms  in all the categories 
below  2 000  persons and a  clear increase  in all the  categories  above 
tha.t  number. 
UnfortunatGly,  in the  absence  of a  second harmonised  survey,  it 
has not  been possible to present  a  picture of recent trends in the 
size of establishments and  firms  in the  Community. 
In respect  of establishments,  the French example  would  seem  to 
show  that, while  the  labour force  employed  in industrial establishments 
with  less than 10  employees  has  decreased steadily from  1906  to 1966, 
the degree  of concentration of industrial establishments employing 
more  than  10  persons has  on  the contrary rema.ined  very stable  over 
the  same  period (1).  On  the  other hand,  in view of the  movement 
towards  mergers  and the acquisition of holdings  in other companies 
described under section 2  of this Chapter,  there  seems  to be  no  doubt 
that the size  of firms  has,  at least for the last few  years,  been  ~ 
tending to increase rapidly. 
CONCWSIONS 
Several conclusions may  be  drawn  from  this Chapter. 
Section 1  shows,,although very imperfectly,  the significant 
(1)  "Is. concentration de  l'industrie s•est-elle accentuee  de?uis  le 
debut  du  siecle ?"  by  M.  DIDIER  and  E.  MALINVAUD  in ".C:Conomie 
et Statistique" 2  June  1969. 
-Ill-proportions  of the  phenomena.  of  industrial finns closing down  and  new 
ones  established.  Cases  are  reported daily in the newspapers,  but 
they are not  adequa.tely reflected in statistics.  Such  movements 
have  serious  industrial and social consequences  and the  third part 
of this document  will be  devoted to  the  means  which  industrial policy 
can  employ  to guide  them  and minimise  their social consequences. 
From  section 2  it can be  seen that  the  industrialists of the 
Community  tend mainly to join forces either with other national firms 
or with firms  in third countries but much  less with firms  in s.nother 
Community  country.  The  Commission  on  the  other hand  is bound to 
consider this latter form  of co-operation more  orthodox  in the best 
interests of building up  the Community.  Chapter II of the  second 
part of this report will be  largely devoted to this problem. 
Section 3  shows  that,  in numerous  industrial sectors,  the size 
structure in certain member  countries was,  at least in 1962,  far from 
that which  appeared to be  the most  efficient.  It hardly seems  probable 
that  these weaknesses  in structure can have  been entirely eliminated 
since.  There  are then,  in the  industry of the Community,  restructuring 
problems  which  must  be  solved in order to ensure  the  independence  and 
expansion of industry a.nd  a  proper income  for the workers.  We  shall 
be  returning to this subject  in all the three following parts of this 
document. 
0 
0  0 
The  inadequacy  of the statistics available for  industry has been 
brought  out several  times  in this first part. 
In order to ma.ke  the forecasts,  the need for which  is expounded  in 
?nr~ three below,  and  in order to make  the choices called for by  indus-
trial policy,  we  need at least to know  the  present situation,  and  such 
is not the  case at  present  a.t  Community  level. 
- 112-Need  it be  recalled tlBt  in Chapter  I  above,  it has not  been 
possible to present  the  position by sectors for any year later than 
1S62,  and that considerable differences which .it has  not been possible 
to explain have  been  found  between the data derived from  industrial 
statistics. national accounts  and  social statitics. 
Obvi~usly, the first act of industrial policy should be  to endow 
the Community  with industrial statistics machinery comparable  to that 
which countries like the United States and  Japan  have  succeeded in 
perfect~, and which  is probably not without  some  effect on  the 
success of their industry. 
Among  the  improvements  to be aimed at the following may  be 
mentionedz 
- first of all, the expla.nation and then  the elimination of disparities 
in statistics thanks to the  general adoption of common  definitions at 
Community  level and if possible at the level of the main  industrial 
countries for the factors  which  are essential for the  analysis of t1e 
industry,  particularly with regard to the value a.dded  variants and 
the definition of industrial sectors; 
Here,  some  tribute should  be  paid to the work  done  by  the  services 
of the United Nations,  OECD  and the  SOEC,  which  however  have  not yet 
been carried through to a  conclusion. 
- more  account to be  taken  in statistics of the objectives of  industri~l 
efficiency and  growth  which  have  been  expressed in the  past mainly by 
physical values which  do  not reveal  the relative economic  importance 
of the various  types of  industrial production.  The  result is that, 
in the more  difficult sectors,  such as  chemicals,  mechanical or 
electrical engineering,  i.e.  those where  the  only common  denominator 
is monetary value,  the  present statistics do  not  provide sufficient 
indications; 
- 113--~oat industrial statistics are  only illustrative and  partial in 
character;  from  special surveys it is possible  to find out  the 
hourly wage  of a  male  or female  worker for the various  industrial 
sectors,  but this  information is not generally embodied  in a 
coherent whole  which  would  allow it to be  situated in relation to 
industrial activity.  At  the  present time,  it seems  that only 
national a.ccounts  and  input-output tables  present a  coherent 
picture from  which  serious analysis of economic  phenomena  can be 
made; 
- The  minimum  factors  on  which  information should be  available a.t  the 
level of the  sub-sectors of the Community  industries nomenclature 
(NICE  3 - f~  classification) are: 
- turnover; 
- indirect taxes; 
- subsidies; 
- value added at factor cost; 
- wage-bills; 
- social security contributions etc.  payable  by  employers; 
- gross operating profit; 
- depreciation; 
- investments; 
- reserves; 
- loan servicing and rents; 
- direct taxes; 
- distributed profits; 
-number of persons  employed  (annual average); 
- number  of wage-earners  (annual  average) ; 
- the value of fixed assets. 
In the first stage it is not essential to have  information on 
all these factors each year,  but industrial policy choices will not 
be  possible at  the  level either of the  public authorities or of the 
firm for as  long as there  is not most  of this information available, 
say  once  every ten years,  which  is not  too  dated. 
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at fairly close intervals,  information broken down  by  sector on: 
- newly  established businesses; 
- businesses  closed down; 
- concentrations; 
- the size of establishments and firms  by number  of persons  employed 
and  by  turnover,  or better still by value  added at  factor cost,  with 
the firm  categories  indicating also wage-bills and  opera.ting profits. 
For the  purposes  of competition policy,  it would  a.lso  be  useful for 
the Commission  to receive regularly more  complete  information con-
cerning firms  which  would  enable it to calculate the  degree  of 
concentration in the various sectors. 
Much  of this  information is in fact available,  but  is kept by various 
authorities and departments,  such  as  the tax authorities,  who  use it 
for their own  purposes. 
With  present organisation,  the existing information is not  generally 
assembled by Sta.tistics Institutes and therefore  does  not become 
available. 
The  means  allocated to statistics should therefore be  increased,  in 
particular with a  view  to more  frequent  surveys  on  the  subject of 
industry,  and  speed up exploitation of the results.  The  frequency 
df  industrial surveys  in most  .l!;uropean  countries answers  the 
requirements of the  19th century and no  longer responds to  the 
current rate of change.  Computers  will not be  of any use  unless 
information is available to be  fed  in. 
In making these  p~oposals,  the  Commission  is not  unaware  of the 
efforts made  by  the national Statistics Offices of the Member  States 
and  by  SOEC.  It wishes  to  support  these efforts, which  are  develop-
ing in an  insufficiently favourahle  environment  where  the essential 
ire~oTtance of the  assistance to  be  gained from  good statistics is not 
yet grasped. 
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IMPROVEMENT  OF  THE  ENVIRONMENT 
OF  COMMUNITY  FIRMS INTRODUCTION 
Part one  has  shown  that there is still a  considerable gap between 
industry in the Community  and industry in the United States.  This gap 
has  not been evaluated in terms  of overall  production,  because  the 
iumediate concern of the  Cormnission  is not  to achieve records for 
Community  industry.  It is concernedessentially with  the reasons why 
it is  not yet  possible for  Cormnunity  industry to ensure  for  its own 
population  a standard of living equal  to that reached elsewhere when 
this state of affairs is not  even justified by sacrifices made  in the 
interests of further  development. 
It is not for the  Commission to enter into the considerations 
of the delicate balance  to be maintained between  the  immediate 
satisfaction that  ought  to be  given to workers  and the limits that 
must  be  set to  ensure the future growth  of industry.  These  problems 
are  the  province  of  ~reements between employers'  organisations and 
trade unions  whose  long-term aims  are  identical.  It is,  in fact,  only 
thanks  to considerable greater profitability that  it will be  possible 
to a.chieve  a  lasting improvement  in the workers'  standard of living. 
The  Commission has  the  simplest aim  of helping as far as  possible to 
give  industry in the  Community  the  means  it requires to retain its 
independence,  improve  its profitability and  accelerate its expansion. 
This  part of  the  report will be  devoted to the :.environmental 
problems  facing firms,  which  are very significant and  which  the  public 
authorities can  often help to solve without encroaching upon  the 
prerogatives which  industrial management  must  retain. 
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be  touched upon.  A  selection has  been made  which  takes account  of 
action by the  COIIDilission  in the  sphere of other policies which  it  is 
not yet  time to be  explained in detail.  Energy policy plays  an 
essential role  in industry,  being such  an important  factor  in deter-
mining product  ion costs.  This policy has already  been  tl'l!  subject 
of a  memorandum,  so that it need  not  be  further expanded here.  It is 
sufficient to recall the  need for  great  stringency in examining the 
reliability of supplies,  so  that  there may  be  no  pretext far measures 
which  would  obstruct  the  lowering of  the  price of energy. 
An  efficient industrial  policy is inseparable  from  a  dynamic  social 
policy.  It is indeed the latter which  ms.kes  it possible  to ensure 
the  proper training of workers  - an  essential condition of effie ient 
industry,  the  occupational  en geographical mobility of the  labour 
force and,  for those who  have  not  been able  to  anticipate industrial 
conversions,  temporary  support to  enable them to catch up.  The  pro-
jected reform of the social  Fund  is the  answer to  these fundanental 
preoccupa. ti  ons. 
Regional  policy is also complementary  to  industrial policy and 
can,  moreover,  by enlightened selection,  ensure a  better geographical 
balance  of industrial  developnent and reduce any excesses which tha 
latter might dis play in its quest  for efficiency.  The  11emorandl.ID  on 
regional policy has  already examined these aspects. 
Industrial activity is affected by short-term econcmic fluc'-
tuations  in some  sectors more  than others,  especially in those which 
demand  a  heavy capital outlay which  is slow to show  returns, and even 
more  when  they are  confronted by a  demand  which  speculates  on their 
lack  of elasticity.  Although  present  preoccupations concern the  more 
permanent  aspects  of development, it must  not be  concluded that short-
term economic  policy,  which  is also the subject of important  work  by 
the  Commission,  does not form an inherent  part of  the research into 
the  improvement  of output and the development  of industry. 
-··-Transport policy has contributed towards  the realisation of 
the common  market in goods  in particular by suppressing unjustified 
discrimination and  support meaatn"es.  It is at  present carrying on 
its mare  fundamental  task,  which  consists of harmonising conditions 
of competition and  organising the Community  transport market.  This 
task,  on  Which  the Community  institutions must  concentrate their 
efforts, is of great  importance for the whole  Community  economy  and 
in particular for  industry. 
It is particularly important  for industry that the restructuring 
to be  achieved by the  common  transport  policy sh:Y.:ld  lead to the 
creation of  dynamic  companies able to satisfy collective needs 
efficiently at  the  lowest  possible cost. 
Mare  simply,  this  part of the report will deal successively 
with: 
- obstacles whid'l  still exist to the achievement  of an internal 
market at  Community  level and which  make  it less attractive to 
industry; 
- obstacles  to the  essential grouping of firms  so  that  they may 
adapt their structures and activities to Canmunity requirements; 
- problems  of financing which  may  hold back the  developnent  of 
Community  industry; 
- new  problems  which the developaent  of  international economic 
relations  poses for  Community  industry. 
- 121-CHAPTER  I 
} CH:lliVEMENT  OF  THE  INTERNAL  C<M':UNITY  M.ARKI!,'l' 
One  of the most  important  aims  referred to in the Treaties,  ~ar.dl ir,g 
the  free movement  of goods,  is  not  an end in itself.  The  end  pursued 
was  certainly not to increase the  volume  of transport without any other 
benefit.  It was  to give  firms  a  market  proportionate to the size they 
must  attain so  that  their productivity may  ensure a  hir,-h  standard of 
living for the  population and at the same  time  the capacity to resist 
outside competition. 
This result has  not yet been fully attained.  Considerable  progress 
in  liberalisatic~ has  certa~~ly been a~hieved between the six countries, 
but their six mrkets taken as  a  whole  are far from  resembling a  J9.1ngle 
market. 
The  different price  levels for similar products  in the different' 
member  countries bear sufficient witness to this.  There  are many 
explanations and they often derive from  mental attitudes and traditions. 
In particular the following should be  cited: 
- insufficient knowle.ige  on  the  pa.rt  of consumers  of products manu-
factured in other Common  Market countries,  combined with a  routine 
fidelity to accustomed brands; 
- insufficient adaptation of  products  of  one  country to the  tastes 
and habits of  consumers  in another; 
- the price policies of certain producers and distributors and  agree-
ments which  are contrary to the  Treaties,  which  in some  cases  tend 
to consolida.te differences rather than eliminate  them,  sometimes 
through fear of  reprisals. 
Apart from  these  psychological and economic  factors,  which 
should gradually diminish if the;v  are not so directed as to become 
antagonisms,  two  institutional factors stand in the way  of free 
competition between member  countries of the  Common  Market. 
- 123-On  the one  hand,  an almost  inextricable network of technical 
obstacles arising from  legislative provisions concerning safety and 
health,  industrial standards or the regulations goveming public 
services make  a  product designed to give  the maximum  guarantees  in 
one  member  country unacceptable in another and  vice-versa.  The 
result  is that a  •nufacturer who  wishes  to sell a  product  in the 
single DBrket  must  often manufacture  six different articles. 
On  the other hand,  public contracts are still, at  COIIIDunity 
level, reserved principally for national producers.  At  present  in 
the Community  countries,  less than one  per cent of public contracts 
are  passed with firms  in other member  States.  This  percentage, 
which  scarcely exceeds that of the  contracts signed with third 
countries, is certainly not normal  for a  singie market. 
One  must  therefore ask what  are the  consequences  these  imper-
fections for the building of Europe,  seen here  from  the angle of the 
efficiency and expansion of industry. 
I. TECHNICAL  OBSI'ACLES  TO  TRADE 
Technological and industrial develo~ent carry steadily 
increasing threats to the  individuals who  use  the  products,  either 
because of  the serious defects which  certain of their essential 
components  may  show  or of the nuisances resulting from  their use 
or production.  This  places upon  the  public authorities the obligation 
to  take  steps to guarantee  the health and  safety of the workers, 
commercial  integrity and respect  for  nature and  the  hl.IDan  habitat. 
The  objectives  pursued are essentially the  same  in all the 
countries,  but the regulations differ enough  to wall  off markets 
in spite of the abolition of customR  barriers And  the  other res-
trictions referred to in the Treaties. 
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another depends  on  a  whole  series of reasons bound up  with history 
legal  procedure.  The  chief reason is  to be  sought in the differing 
situations of industry in the member  countries.  A country where  a 
product  is entirely imported tends to  lay down  strict rules, often 
based on  inspections prior to putting it on the market,  without too 
much  concern with the cost of the operation.  On  the  other hand,  a 
country heavily engaged in production of the same  article will have 
to tales  into consideration the  effect on  industry of rules which,  if' 
excessively severe,  would  penalise its own  production. 
Article  100  of the  EEC  Treaty empowers  the  Commission and the 
Council to seek,  at  Community  level,  a  harmonisation of national 
provisions. 
It is  important first of all to harmonise  objectives by defining 
the nature of the protection which the public authorities wish to 
ensure.  It is then appropriate to harmonise  the machinery - rules 
for manufacture  or inspection - which enables these  objectives to be 
achieved. 
The  work  undertaken  in this field has already shown  the  improve-
ments  to which  comparison of several national systems can lead thanks 
to the ensuing exchange  of experience but it is more  specifically the 
industrial aspects which  need to be  dealt with here. 
The  disparity of regulations within the Common  Market affects 
the  profitability of industrial establishments  in different ways. 
First of all it obliges  producers who  wish to export to the markets 
of. other member  countries to spend money  on  investigations,  studies 
and research in order to adapt their products to different specifi-
cations.  Then it requires them to manufacture different components, 
to diversify their production lines and  their stocks,  in short to 
complicate  the whole  process  of  production,  stocking, sales, after-
sales service and sometimes  sub-contracting,  or even procuring 
supplies  of raw  materials. 
- 125-In any case its consequence  is to make  Community  production 
more  costly than it ought  to be  {1). 
The  principal  consequence  of  the first factor,  that of expen-
diture  on  research and the adaptation of  products,  is to establish 
discrimination between large  companies,  particularly if they are 
multi-national,  and small and medium-sized firms. 
The  means  of ascertaining the  special featm"es  of the different 
countries•  regulations in sectors where  international trade has not 
hitherto been general,  are not in fact within the reach of all.  It 
involves, for the  export market,  setting up  or calling on  the 
assistance  of technical services and sending very highly qualified 
personnel abroad for long periods. 
All this can be  achieved fairly easily by  large firms  because 
they have the qualified staff and  because  the additional cost  is 
spread out  over a  very long production line and  represents only a 
negligible fraction of the  cost of the  individual article.  For 
medium-sized and small firms  the  difficulty is often insuperable 
unless there is an arrangement with a  trade association.  Small 
firms  have  n~t the means  and  the cost of  the operation would  be 
prohibitive in comparison with  the quantity of products marketed. 
The  continued existence of technical obstacles in the  Common  Market 
thus favours  large firms  in relation to medium-sized and  small  ones. 
To  remedy  this situation the Commission  has worked  out a 
general  programne  covering: 
- a  work  schedule  in respect  of industrial products and  foodstuffs; 
- measures for simplifying the  procedure for adjusting Directives 
adopted to technical  progress; 
(1)  As  an example,  it has been calculated that an agricultural 
tractor costs 4.27% more  ex-factory for the market  of other 
member  countries than for the  home  market. 
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quo"  for all products  included in the  general  programme; 
- the  decision to allow automatically reciprocal recognition of the 
checks  carried out in a  country  provided certain conditions are 
met. 
This  last decision is by far the most  important  from  both  the 
policy and  practical points  of view.  It marks  the  point of no  return 
of Community  action in this connection,  because it will henceforth 
allow a  product  checked or approved  in its country of origin to be 
sold on  the market  of other member  States without  repeating these 
formalities  provided the rules for  checking and approving have  been 
harmonise  d. 
The  general  programme  was  approved by  the  Council  on  28  May 
1969.  It provided that  by  1 January 1970  the Commission  would subnit 
94  draft directives of which  the  Council would  adopt  44  (1). 
If it be  remembered  that according to the  programme  the 
Commission must  submit  91  additional  proposals between  now  and 
1st July 1970 and  that the  Council must  approve  152  directives  in 
1970, whereas  it only approved  one  in 1969,  it will be  realised 
that an exceptional effort is needed. 
0 
0  0 
To  ensure real  progress  in this field a  number  of conditions 
must  be  fulfilled: 
1.  State regulations 
(a) Mere  harmonisation of existing regulations runs  th~ risk of 
perpetuating or even aggravating a  difficulty which  is already 
f~lt by  member  States owing  to the extremely voluminous  and 
technical nature  of this kind of legislation. 
(1)  Th:is  estimate takes account  of  certain groupings  subsequent  to 
the  approval of  the general  programme. 
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the  responsibility between  the Community  and national public author-
ities on  the  one  hand,  and industrial circles on  the other.  The 
public authorities would  define the  interests to. be  protected and 
the fundamental  requirements to be  complied with.  Industry would 
supply,  throughvoluntarily  dra~n up  rules and also by  its harmo-
nisation agencies,  the parameters to make  it possible to determine 
easily, but at the  same  time definitely, whether a  product  complies 
with  the  general  legislative provisions. 
This  idea, which is already developing in certain member  States, 
should be  widely encouraged and pursued at Community  level.  In 
certain specific cases  the  solution lmown  as "reference to standards" 
has already been  proposed  to the Council by  the  Commission. 
(b) The  task of harmonising manufacturing specifications is never com-
pleted.  It has to follow the  industrial improvements  and  innovations 
which are succeeding one  another a.t  a  visibly increasing rate,  while 
the  need for strict control of industrial nuisance is rapidly being 
grasped by  public opinion and the  public authorities. 
States are therefore led to introduce more  and more  new  regu-
lations.  In such cases,  the  State which  first discovers the need 
for a  new  regulation should give  priority to a directive adopted at 
Community  level,  in order not  to add  to the difficulties of harmo-
nisation.  Although it is not specifically provided for either in 
the Treaties or in the 1969  General Programme,  this  solution would 
be  a  logical follow-up to Community  action in regard to the 
elimination of obstacles to trade. 
{c) It has  been shown  that the  implementation  of the General  Programme 
demands  considerable efforts m  the part of the Commission  and the 
Council.  It is too soon  to judge the results which  may  be  achieved 
during the next months  and it is only in their light that the 
adequacy  of the  procedure at present in force  can be  gauged. 
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necessary to provide machinery better fitted to deal with  this 
problem than that  prescribed in Article 100 of the  EEC  Treaty. 
::t may  indeed be  wondered whether the directive is the legal 
:~nstrument best sui  ted to  the end  in view. 
Whereas more  flexible  procedure  ought  to  be  introduced where 
tasic decisions are concerned,  the total elimination of technical 
c>bstacles might,  however,  necessitate Coomunity measures for applying 
1;he  harmonised law.  Indeed,  while  the harmonised legislation is 
applied by each member  State  in its territory, there  is still the 
danger that divergent administrative measures may  detract fran the 
uniformity  of  the  law. 
•  1~tandards 
To  a  certain extent  the absence  of harmonisation  of industrial 
fJtandards  has similar effects on the profitability of industry to. 
1;hose  deriving from  disparities in regulations. 
The  field of industrial standards is in fact  governed by four 
pressure groups: 
-·  produeers who  want to standardise  in order to broaden their range 
of production,  but who  in general would like to avoid a  too 
strmgent check  on  the quality of their products; 
- private consumers who  would  like to have  a  wide  range  of products 
available for their own  needs,  but who  insist on  the stringent 
checking of quality; 
..  public users who  include certain private  ones dominating the market 
who  impose  purely and simply their own  conditions; 
- public authorities who,  in their capacity as  public users generally 
have  their own  specifications independently of the regulations which 
they issue in the  public interest. 
129-This has given rise to three  types  of situation.  In some 
cases public authorities and users  who  are  in a  strong position 
have  imposed their desires,  which  in general are reflected in the 
conditions of contract.  In others  producers en,joying a  strong 
position have  succeeded in imposing their desires an  users.  In 
the majority of cases  producers and users co-operate  in national 
standards  institutes in order to fi!'l.d  common  denominators for 
their divergent  interests. 
Thus,  according to the relative strength of all the parties 
concerned - which varies for each industrial product  in each  of 
the member  countries of the  Community  - and according also to 
existing traditions and mental attitudes,  a  variety of solutions 
have  been adopted  in an  enormous  number  of cases which must  now 
be  harmonised at Common  Market  level. 
To  overcome  such difficulties collaboration between the 
Commission  and standards institutes should be  promoted  by  inducing 
the Community  countries to set up  proper machinery for it.  In 
particular it seems  necessary for standards institutes to pursue 
certain definite courses  of action,  two  of which  are  indispensable: 
the first, the  immediate  one  of eliminating existing obstacles as 
quickly as  possible;  the  second,  the  permanent  one,  of organising 
action on  the basis of criteria of economic  interest. 
In addition,  standards institutes should co-ordinate their 
programmes  with a  view  to developing the  "reference  to  standards" 
system mentioned above. 
The  creation at  present being envisaged,  of a  Community 
Reference Bureau whose  function would  be  to contribute,  in 
collaboration with existing advisory bodies,  to working out 
certain parameters  in the matter of safety,  nuisance and in-
dustrial standards,  would  make  a  very large contribution to  the 
definition of  standards and the adoption of  common  regula.tions 
applicable  throughout  the Community. 
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are assuming entails  the risk in particular,  in the absence  of a 
common  method  of analysis and of definition of regulations,  of 
producing a  plethory of new  technical obstacles whose  justification 
could not  be  contested if the Community  had not taken measures to 
forestall  them  by preparing regulations to meet  the threats that 
oertain industrial developments  might  hold for society. 
0 
0  0 
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The  functionjng of an integrated market  presupposes that the 
parties concerned,  sellers and buyers,  are willing to take advantage 
of the abolition of customs  barriers.  Such  is the  case when  the  two 
parties respond  primarily to motives of profitability. 
On  the other hand,  when  one  of the  parties  pursues  other 
objectives,  considered more  important than profitability, the 
movement  for integration of the  markets may  be  thwarted.  This is 
the case with public contracts. 
Public contracts have  in fact  sometimes  become,for States, 
an  instrument  of industrial, regional and short-term economic policy. 
Only  one  country in the Community  possesses  a  central body for 
all public contracts.  Here  detailed statistics are available which 
it has not been possible  to gather for the  other member  count~ies 
where  the fragmentation of the  public markets  prevents  any overall 
picture.  This report will therefore give  figures  for that country 
only,  simply because  of the  inequality  of the  information available 
and not with  any  view  to judging that country's policy.  In France, 
the  proportion of public contracts concluded with foreign suppliers 
represented 0.55% of the total  in 1966,  of which 0.29% were  with 
suppliers in other member  countries.  In 1967  th~se percentages rose 
to 0.9~  and 0.51%  (1)  respectively.  The  Commission  is convinced 
that similar situations exist in th~ other member  States,  the 
s~llest countries,  however,  being those which most  often have  to 
get their supplies  from  outside. 
Nevertheless,  the  economic  importance  of  public contracts is 
far from  negligible.  Goverment expenditure  in goods  and  services 
(1)  "Le  recensement  des  marches  publics en  1967"  in Statistiques et 
etudes financieres" No.  244,  April 1969. 
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United Kingdom  in relation to  the gross national  product.  In the 
Community  countries it varies from  about  3%  in Luxembourg,  Belgium  and 
Italy to 5%  in the Netherlands and  France  and  9%  in Germany. 
From  these figures it is not  possible to deduce  the  impact  which 
public contracts may  have  on  the free movement  of goods  and  services 
at industrial sector level.  On  the basis  of  the French statistics (1) 
one  finds that in 1962  the  proportion of public contracts  in the  total 
consumption of the various  products was  as follows  (in%): 
Aeronautical engineering 
products 
Natural  gas 
Shipbuilding products 
Building,  public works 
Electronic equipment 
Coal  lignite,  patent hard 
coal fuel 
Sen  and ai- tran~oort 
Electrical equipment 
Telecommunication services 
Auxiliary transport 
services 
Electricity 
Heavy machinery 
Water and miscellaneous 
Precision tools 
Main gas 
Press and  publishing produc1s 
Rubber  a.nd  asbestos  products 
99.6 
67.3 
59.1 
43.0 
30.1 
17.8 
17.4 
17.0 
14.7 
12.5 
12.2 
11.2 
10.9 
Refined mineral oil products 
Primary  processing steel 
products 
Metal-working products 
Semi-finished non-ferrous 
metal products 
Services to firms 
Iron and steel products 
Foundry products 
Motor-cars,  motor-cycles, 
bicycles 
Miscellaneous minerals 
Transport  by  rail, road and 
inland waterways 
Paper and board 
Furnitln"e and  bedding 
Organic  chemicals 
Pharmaceutical  products 
Unworked  and  sawn  timber 
Parachemical  products 
10.2 
11.7 
11.0 
10.1 
9.6 
8.8 
8.2 
1·1 
7·5 
7.0 
6.8 
8.4 
6.2 
6.1 
6.0 
5.2 
The  sectors considered are still relatively vast  and if it were 
possible to get down  to the level of the product, it would  doUbtless 
be  found  that for certain of  them  public demand  accounts for the main 
part of the market • 
The  Commission's  action aims  at el]minating  n~tional measures  to 
regulate  public contracts which  constitute an obstacle to the free move-
ment  of goods  or supply of services.  This action is based on  three 
provisions of the Treaty of Rome. 
(1)  including figures for public corporations. 
- 133-Pursuant to Article  30  and  the following Articles  of the EEC 
Treaty on  the  elimination of measures  ha.Ying  equivalent effect to 
quantitative restrictions,  the  Commission  aims  at abolishing all 
laws, regulations and administrativa mea.sures  or practices which  give 
preference to national products  in relation to products  imported from 
other Community  countries or which  exclude  products of other member 
States from  supply contracts. 
Pursuant  to Article  59  and the  following Articles on  the free-
dom  to provide  services,  its action aims at abolishing any provisions 
of the same  nature as  the  above  which  apply to public works  contracts. 
Finally,  pursuant to Article 100,  the Commission  is working 
towards  the harmonisation of administrative  procedures relating to 
contracts both for supplies and for public works. 
This action by  the  Commission  and the Council relates, however, 
only to  public contracts  in the strict sense  and  the explicit rules 
which  the  State  lays  down  for  public  undertakings,  even where  governed 
by private  law. 
On  the  other hand,  a  growing  percentage of public contracts 
are carried out by mutual  agreement,  a  procedure whose  freedom  from 
discrimination at Community  level it is difficult to judge.  This  is 
a  phenoaenon,  common  to  the majority of countries,  which has origi-
nated in the growing specialisation of public works  and services and 
the  purchases resulting therefrom.  In these cases in fact  the formal 
procedure  of calling for tenders and their public or limited adjudi-
ca.tion  do  not  permit  of the thorough,  quick and efficient negotiation 
necessar,y  in such  cases.  This  system is, moreover,  often useless 
because  of the very limited number  of firms  likely to comply with 
the  require~ents. 
As  a  percentage  of all public contracts,  contracts by mutual 
agreement  during the last few  years represented approximately: 
in France  7CY/o 
in the  United Kingdom  50% 
in Norway  30% 
in the  United States  25% 
in the  Netherlands  25% 
- 134-The  proportion rose with  the  degree  of specialisation and 
technicality of the sector,  but  was  not negligible  in the more 
traditional sectcrs, as the French statistics show:  (contracts 
·Jy  mutual  agreement as  percentages  of total public contracts) 
- aerospace  industria  s  99% 
- electric and electronic machines  and  appa.ratuf'l  se% 
- machines  and mechanical  apparatus  76% 
- building  46% 
- civil engineering  3~ 
At  the  present stage it is evident that the advantages of the 
Common  Market  are not granted to all industrialists and in any  case 
hardly ever in respect  of  public contracts.  For sectors whose 
«:!xistence  and developnent  are essential to the future  of .i!:urope  and 
whose  activity often depends  on  Government  decisions,  finding a 
:3olution is the  subject of the fourth  part of this document. 
For the traditional sectors,  the Commission,  while  pursuing 
:its action in the  legal sphere,  hopes that the  development  of the 
Community  will make  it possible  to  overcome  the  psychological 
•)bstacles which are  a  determining factor here. 
Far from  leading to a  reinforcement of a.cininistrative  protect-
ionism in relation to third countr.ies,  the progressive free  access 
"to  public contracts  prop-:>sed  by the  Commission  could also be  of 
·Jenefit to third countries,  subject to reciprocity and to reason-
able attention being devoted to the  "infant industries".  A coiJIJlon 
public  purchasing policy would allow the  Canmuni ty to adopt  a  more 
.!lctive and  positive attitude in international negotiations  concerning 
public contracts. 
- 135-Lastly,  compliance with  the Treaties in the matter of public 
contracts must  be  furthered by  action at Community  level to achieve 
really free access to the market  in sectors where,  for reasons  other 
than the  existence  of laws or regulations,  free movement  is not 
really ensured.  This  action,  which  is of value  in particular for 
certain sectors of advanced technology,  is explained in Part IV. 
+ 
+  + 
- 136-CHAPI'E..'R  II 
co~OP.I!:RATION AND  CONCENTRATION  AMONG  FJRMS  IN  THE  ~OMMUNITY 
This chapter deals with the means  at the disposal of finns for 
modifying their structure and size  and establishing ties with other 
undertakings.  It does not  imply  any  judgment  concerning the econanic 
problem  of the size of firms.  It concerns  small and medium-sized 
firms  as much  as  large  ones. 
Nor  is to be  construed as systematically encouraging co-operation 
and concentration,  whose  effects are beneficial to firms and the  public 
at  large only in certain situations and  certain conditions.  In a  given 
situation,  firms  require  the types ar  organisation,  dimensions  and 
strategies which  one  might  term  optimum,  that is to say best capable 
of ensuring their profitability and their development.  The  small  or 
medium  size of very many  firms  in modern  industrial society often 
satisfies that requirement.  The  continued existence and  indeed the 
increasing number  of such small and medium-sized firms  meets  the need 
forth~ fulfilment  of a  multitude  of specific functions which  the 
large firm is not  in a  position to do  so as effectively:  specialised 
production,  the manufacture  of new  products,  provision of services, 
sub-contracting,  etc.  But  like the  large firms,  the  small and medium-
sized ones  must  move  with  the times. 
Intra and extra-Community competition should speed up  the re-
structuring process and  help to adapt  the  structure and  size of 
Community  firms more  rapidly to the  new  economic  conditions. 
- 137-The  modest  size of some  of them  is a  question of tradition rather 
than of economic  necessity,  just as the structure of certain large 
firms  is inherited from  the  past and  can no  longer ensure profitability 
and dynamic  growth.  The  tra.nsi  tion from  a  national economy  to a.  con-
tinental economy  demands  a  measure  of co-operation,  reorganisation and 
concentration at European level, which  had hitherto been  postponed and 
it also gives  the  lesser undertakings fresh opportunities to set up 
new  establishments and  to  expand. 
0 
0  0 
The  effect of the  creaticn  of a  single market for all products 
and  the free movement  of  people  and  the  means  of  production within 
the Community  is not  solely to widen  the  outlets for  ~uropean firms 
and  intensify competition on  the markets  of the Six.  The  economic 
union thus created greatly alters the strategy situation for Community 
firms  and  forces  them  to change  their structure, their methods  and 
often their size  in order to adapt  themselves to the  new  conditions 
of the  Common  Market. 
These  changes  in the attitude, structure and  size of  fi~s are 
indeed the economic  ends  to be  sought s.fter if the Community  is 
expected to provide  increased productivity,  a  better capacity for 
financing and research, greater ability to  compete  in  the  inter-
nationa.l field,  in a  word,  quicker and more  assured industrial growth. 
- 138-We  kr.ow  that  industrial  competition is not  solely a.  question 
of the quality and the  price of products,  but equally depends, 
according to the case,  on  dynamic  marketing,  on  policy as regards 
setting up  subsidiaries,  on  the  ability to change,  to diversify and 
to expand,  on  finance,  on  research potential and  on  the varying 
degrees  of association with other groups  or finns  in the technical, 
financial and commercial fields. 
Competition obliges groups  or companies  constantly to adapt 
their overall  policy and calls for effective strategy on  their part, 
~ich can lead to considerable restructuring at a  group,  firm,  company 
or factory level.  It must  be  noted that  such restructuring does  not 
always  mean  greater concentra.tion;  it may  also be  expressed in spe-
cialisation or the  grouping of certain activities Rnd  the  dropping of 
others. 
But  to bring about  the  free  movement  of  people,  producer goods, 
consumer  goods  and capital without at  the  same  time  creating for 
firms an environment  chara.cterised by  the  same  security and facilities 
as  the  national one  amounts  in sane  cases to a  considera.ble  reduction 
in the benefits derived,  and which  one  is entitled to expect,  from  the 
Cormnunity  in the matter of the organisation,  efficiency and  dynamism 
of firms. 
It is true  that a  certain number  of firms  in the  Community  have 
already extended their subsidiaries to other countries  of the Community 
or to third countries. 
- 139-But  the  legal, fiscal and political difficulties of these 
operations,  no  doubt  inevitable between countries which  do  not 
belong to the  sa&~ community,  must  be  eliminated fran  our member 
countries for the benefit of Community  industry as  a  whole.  Those 
firms  which are alreaqy widely established within the  Community 
would  then be  in a  better position to make  use  of their potential. 
Those  which have  been deterred so far from  such operations  by  the 
difficulties and cost of setting up an establishment  outside their 
national frontiers, would find throughout  the territory of the 
Community  easier and  surer conditions for development. 
Thus,  the  objective as regards  the  Community  must be: 
- to adapt or introduce,  national or Community  legal  provisions 
relating to company  law  so as to allow companies  in the Community 
to co-operate,  to enter  into contracts,  to set up  establishments 
or to merge,  while respecting the  rules of competition,  anywhere 
in the territory of the  Community,  as simply and with a  great 
legal  security as  in their own  country; 
- to adapt existing legal provisions to ensure that  there is no 
fiscal inequality in the  relations between companies and esta-
blishments active  in more  than  one  Community  country; 
- to reach a  stage where  industrialists realise what  new  dimensions 
and opportunities the  Community  is opening up  for them; 
- to establish within the  Community  a  political climate favourable 
to the development  of ties of all kinds between companies  in 
different member  states. 
To  achieve that objective,  member  States and the Commission 
have  taken a  certain number  of steps to faciliate establishment 
of subsidiaries,  co-operation and mergers accross frontiers  inside 
the Community.  The  progress made  is still far from  satisfying the 
requirements of the  situation. 
- 140-That  is why  in the  interests of the Community  and  of firms, 
it is indispensable .in the  face  of growing  international competition 
to carry the ate ps al reaczy  taken to a  rapid conclusion and to add to 
them  wherever necessary. 
I. THE  LEGAL  AND  FTIUNCIAL  F~ORK 
A  merger  in the accepted legal  sense  is generally little more 
than the final stage of a  process of co-operation between the 
companies  concerned.  Indeed,  there are many  cases  of companies 
which do  not consider such a  step necessary.  For this reason 
other legal forms  of association assume  considerable  importance. 
Many  forms  are  open  to firms  and are already being used.  Some 
improvements  and extensions are,  however,  desirable  in order to meet 
the manifold requirements that are necessary for firms  in the  Com-
munity. 
The  various modes  of association reviewed below are not an 
exhaustive  catalogue;  only the most  important  ones  have  been 
selected.  It must  be  noted moreover,  that in practice the re-
quirements  of ea.ch  specific case lead to variants,  intermediate 
or combined  forms  and  ad hoc  arrangements.  All grouping is a 
"made  to measure"  operation. 
1. Co-operation agreements 
These  allow for all kinds  of variants in purpose  and  choice 
of partners.  The  best known  fo~s are  joint  purchase  or sales 
contracts,  research  and  development  agreements,  and  specialisation 
agreements. 
An  enquiry by  the German  section of ECESP  (the European  Com-
mittee for Economic  and Social Programming)  covering nearly 1  500 
cases of  international co-operation,  shows  that of 850  examples  of 
association for a  specific  purpose  (disregarding licence contracts) 
5~  relate to co-operation in marketing,  35~ to research and 
development  and  20%  to production (1). 
(1}  ECESP/RKW  (Rationalisation Board for German  Industry), 
Grenzuberschreitende Unternehmenskooperation  in der  hlWG, 
Stuttgart, 1968. 
- 141-Co-operation agreements  do  not,  of course,  mean  a  concentration, 
since  they neither create an  irreversible situation nor even,  in most 
cases,  an organic link.  Nevertheless,  this form  of co-operation may 
lead in practice to a  certain unity since with the  passage  of  time, 
economic  units tend to  overlap and  to become  more  or less permanently 
interdependent. 
Co-operation may  even be  of  a.  structural na.ture,  that is to say 
it may  involve certain oommon  management  bodies. 
Co-operation agreements  are as a  rule an  essential stage  prior 
to more  integrated collaboration between  two  or more  firms.  Because 
they allow the  status and  independence  of the  partners to remain 
intact,  they  do  not arouse  the  same  psychological  inhibitions as 
would a  merger or  a.  take-over. 
The  be~  fits and difficulties of colla.boration can be  estimated 
during this phase  which  is often an essential testing bench for more 
extensive economic  integration a.t  a  later stage. 
In many  cases these  co-operation agreements  have  to be  modified, 
since they do  not always  provide  a  satisfactory solution to the  pro-
blems  of organising, managing and financing  the  partner firms. 
Particularly as  regards finance,  it does  not appear  that co-
operation agreements  allow of an appreciable  increase  in the  amount 
of external finance  which  the  partners can  obtain over and above  their 
joint resources.  For  that reason the contracting firms  may  consider 
it essential to adopt  a  more  structural form  of  integration. 
Co-opera.t ion  agreements  may  create difficulties with regard to 
the  rules  concerning competition laid down  in the  European treaties. 
More  than once,  industrial circles in the  Community  have  given it as 
their opinion that the rules of competition and  the  interpretation 
and  application thereof by  the Community  authorities are such as  to 
hinder the necessary efforts towards  co-operation betwPen  firms  in 
the  Community:  the  rules  of  t~e  ~EC Treaty,  the  Regulations  in appli-
cation of them  and  the  administrative  provision reveal,  so they say, 
- 142-a  mistrust from  the start on  the part  of the  Community  with regard to 
co-operation agreements;  the few  decisions  of general  import would 
seem  to place  the  firms  in a  legally insecure  position;  the  complex 
notification and examination procedures would also appear to be  a 
serious obstacle. 
While  the uncertainty inherent in all new  regulations  may  indeed 
have  created such an  impression,  no doubts  can be  entertained today in 
the light  of the  Commission's  declarations  of principle and  its 
decisions  which  have  created precedents. 
The  Commission  has  pointed out on  many  occasions  in recent years 
that it had not  the slightest  intention of hindering the efforts 
towards co-operation which  the Common  ~arket and the current  com-
patition conditions required and  which  the Commission  itself supported. 
I~ its coamunication of July 1968,  in particular,  the Commission  gave 
n~tice of its intention to  encourage  and facilitate  co-operation between 
sJDal.l  and medium-sized finns and also of its conviction that co-operation 
b~tween large  firms  was  both permissible and desirable. 
The  decisions of the Court  of Justice and the Commission have 
apecified that Article 85  (1) shall apply only when  competition is 
restricted to an appreciable extent. 
Moreover,  even  in cases where  competition was  appreciably 
rastricted,  the Commission  ~ve the  parties the benefit  of Article 
85  (3)  in so  fs.r as the agreement  was  essential to improve  production, 
t~ promote  technical or economic  progress  and was  at  the  same  time 
reasonably s.dvantsgeous  to users. 
The  experience gained with  the  Decisions  of the Commission  and 
the  Judgments  of the Court  in specific cases makes  possible the pro-
gressive formulation  of rules of general application. 
These  may  be  of various  types.  Article 85  (1)  prohibits in 
general all agreements which  have  as their object  or effect the 
restriction of  competition within the  Common  Market.  By  a  negative 
attestation concerning the application of  that clause  the Commission 
gives  legal confinnation that a  certain form  of co-operation is not 
prohibited because  competition is either not restricted at all or 
only very slightly so: 
- 143-- the  communication  of the Commission  of July 1968  listed the categorius 
of agreement  which  do  not  come  under the  prohibition embodied  in 
Article 85  because it is neither their object nor their intention 
to restrict competition. 
- moreover the Commission  intends to take steps to deal  with  the  case 
of agreements  of limited importance  entered into by  firms whose 
total turnover and  share  of the market  do  not exceed certain limits. 
Pursuant  to Article 85  (3),  co-operation affected by the  prohi-
bition in 85  {  1) ma.v  be  exempted  therefrom where  it can be  shown  that 
the  constructive aspects  of the agreement  outweigh the appreciable 
restriction of competition.  In this context: 
there  is a  first Regulation  on  exemption  by  category in favour  of 
exclusive  agency agreements, 
- the Commission  is currently working on  draft regulations  to  introducE~ 
similar exemptions by  category for types  of  co-operation connected 
with the establishment  of  common  standards,  research and  development, 
specialisation and certain agreements  on  joint selling or  purchasing. 
Regulation  No.  17  made  it compulsory  to notify all agreements 
between firms  so that the  Commission  could watch  over the application 
of Article 85.  Generally speaking,  finns  in the Community  have  over-
estimated the administrative or legal difficulties of  that requirement 
or have  read into it prejudice  on  the part of the  Community  against 
such agreements. 
Meanwhile,  in order to simplify the task of firms,  ex~ptions 
from  notification for certain categories have  also been  introduced 
{to date for agreements  on  common  standards and prototypes,  and  in 
the  sphere  of  research).  The  Commission  intends  to propose  an 
extension of such exemptions  to cover development  and specialisation 
agreenents,  subject to certain conditions. 
- 144-The  Commission  looks to the measures  adopted as  a  whole  or  in 
preparation to simplify to a  large extent the  task of firms.  It 
intends to pursue its course  of action by  interpreting Article  85 
in such  a  way  as to give considerable  support  to the desired forms 
of  co-operation.  I 
The  various  jr-.terpretations  of Articles  85  and  86  may  have  led 
to the belief that  the  !!;BC  Treaty forced  the  Commission  to  adopt  a. 
sterner attitude towards  co-operation than towards  concentration. 
That  is not  the  Commission's  own  interpretation which  is conscious 
of the fact that co-operation agreements  are  often the  prelude to 
closer forms  of  integration and tha.t  it is not always  possible  for 
undertakings  to change  over to concentration without going  through 
a  transition stage.  Bven  where  there  is no  ultimate  prospect of 
concentration,  Article 85  (3)  allows  co-operation if it produces 
the  desired economic  effects. 
2.  The  intermediate forms  of  co-operatic~ and concentration 
In the  na.tional  law  of all the  member  States there are various 
legal  procedures which  allow firms  to exercise  one  or more  of their 
functions  jointly. 
These  legal  procedures are characterised by  a  flexibility of 
form  and functioning which  is akin  to that of  purely contractual 
co-operation;  like  the latter,  they  do  not  in principle change the 
legal status or independence  of the participating compa.nies. 
They  are,  therefore,  undeniably more  akin to co-operation than 
to concentration,  even when  they have  legal personality. 
This  is expressed  in fiscal  terms as  the  enjoyment  of"fiscal 
transparence",  that  is to say that the profits shared among  the  parties 
are considered to have  been earned by them  dir~ctly and  are  not  taxed 
at association level,  thus  considerably reducing the risk of  double 
taxation. 
- 145-With regard to the rules of competition,  t~e question of knowing 
whether concentration or co-operation has  occurred is answered first 
and  fort:tmost  in the light of facts  and  not of legal  procedure.  It is 
certain that  the modes  of association mentioned  below will lead only 
o~ rare occasions to an overlapping of functions  of  such extent  and 
consequence  as to entail an alteration in the  internal structure of 
the  undertakings  and  be  considered as more  than co-operation. 
The  legal  forms  described below have the great advantage,  how-
ever,  of  providing old and tried frameworks  for co-operation,  making 
provision for structuring and for the  means  of operation and  also make 
legal  provision where  appropriate, for the  omissions  of  the  partici-
pants.  By  having recourse to  them,  canpanies are on  firm  a.nd  familiar 
ground  which  is  psycholoaically very good. 
Without wishing to  draw  up  a  list, one  may  mention a  few  which, 
it is acknowledged,  may  be  adopted by  partners of different nationality. 
The  best-known  are certainly the holding partnership and the 
temporary partnershio which  exist  in most  member  States  of the  Com-
munity and are associations without  legal  status.  They  are formed 
with a  clearly defined activity or objective  in view  (often in the 
field of public works). 
The  consorzio  in Italian law  is an agreement  between firms whose 
activities are  identical or related.  It allows  considerable latitude 
with  regard to  the definition of decision-making bodies and the rules 
for operation. 
The  Interessengemeinschaft  in Germany  is an  agreement  between 
undertakings all independent  of each other,  jointly pursuing one  or 
more  objectives and sharing the resultant  income  and expenses  in a 
pre-arranged proportion. 
- 146-The  most  interesting form  is without  any doubt  the  Groupement 
d' interet .l!:conomique  (G. I .E.) which was  specially devised  in France 
to provide a  framework for co-opera.tion and  is enjoying increa.sing 
:3uccess  in that country.  This  intermediate  stage between a  company 
and  a  partnership allows  considerable flexibility to the  partners 
as  regards  the definition of structures.  Although  it may  be  formed 
without capital,  it possesses legal  personality.  Natural persons as 
,,ell as  legal  persons may  participate.  There  is no limit as  to size, 
:3o  that this kind of association is not  confined to small  and medium-
:3ized finns.  The  participants may  be  of  any nationality. 
The  types  of collaboration which have  just been  named  may  serve 
as a  model  for establishing international co-operation  (1). 
However,  the  psychological advantage  already mentioned of having 
l! suitable and uniform  framework  for co-operation might  induce  the 
Gommission,  in conjunction with  industrial circles in the Community, 
-to  examine  the possibility of adapting or supplementing the  laws  of 
member  States to this end or wen to establish a  Community  framework. 
The  success of  the French  Groupement  d'interet economique 
e;lncourat:es  the  a.s'3umption  that  a  real  need exists in this field. 
It will  soon be  possible to judge  in proper perspective whether 
the experience has  proved conclusive  and whether,  as  some  national 
professional federations  in European countries desire,  the  other 
member  countries of  the  CoDmuni ty should adopt  a  similar formula. 
(1)  If however,  these  forms  of colla.boration involve appreciable 
restrictions on  competition 1 i.ke ly to a.ffect trade  between 
member  States of the  Community  they must,  as  Community  law 
stands at present,  be  notified and approval awaited. 
- 147-3.  Financial  participation 
In itself,  the acquisition of a  more  or less large  proportion 
of a  firm's  capital does  not necessarily show  any  intention on  the 
investor's part to change  the structure  or influence the  policy of 
the  firm  in which  he  is taking out  a  holding.  He  may  simply be 
making a  financial  investment. 
However,  in most  cases financial  participation reflects a  very 
specific strategy on  the  part of the  investing company. 
Such  acquisitions of holdings by a  mutually agreed direct 
transfer of part of the capital,  or by  buying shares  on  the market 
(in some  cases by  public offer),  ~by  exchange  of shares (1), 
g~arantee in  the first place greater cohesion than mere  contractual 
ties.  They  are very often a  step to confirm existing co-operation 
which has become  so close that its disappearance would  threaten the 
stability of  one  of the  partners. 
However,  in certain cases another fonn  of financial  association 
is preferred for the  purposes  of co-operation between firms,  namely 
the foundation of a  joint subsidiary.  This makes  it possible to 
define  clearly the  functions  to be  nooled,  to  isolate the  risks and 
to ascertain the results of co-operation.  A certain number  of joint 
subsidiaries,  however,  have experienced serious difficulties as a 
~sult of disagreement  between  the  parent companies  over  providing 
the financial means  indispensable  to their subsidiacy for keeping 
up  developing its activity.  Such  difficulties are particularly 
frequent  when  the  joint subsidiary is  intended far the development 
of new  products,  where  the financial  risks are greater. 
( 1)  Reciprocal holdings nevertheless  take a  fo:nn  which  company  law 
tends  to reject.  Already prohibited in Italy between  parent 
and  subsidiary companies,  they are limited and  regulated in 
France,  Italy and Germany. 
- 141-The  acquisition of a  holding is the most  frequently employed 
f·:>rm  of concentration.  Used  to a.  great extent  by  Conmunity  companies 
a:r1d  even more  by  those  of certain third C9Untries  because  of their 
g.~eater financial resources,  the acquisition of holdings is not  only 
m1  alternative  to the merger,  which  is not always  possible  legally 
or fran taxation standpoint;  it also has the advantage  of being easier 
t•:>  achieve,  particularly as it can be  spread over time. 
Such  acquisitions  of holdings  designed either to secure control  of 
a  firm or to guide its policy,  nevertheless do  not  always  lead to  the 
e:cpected structural  improvements.  While  they result generally in 
changes  in the  board of directors,  they do  not  however  always  lead 
to the concerted policy needed to derive  the greatest advantage  fran 
the concentration so undertaken.  This is  particularly true when  the 
holding does  not  constitute a  take-over,  which  is why  companies  may 
have  been  tempted to resort to more  complex  forms  of organisation that 
can ensure  a  more  concerted policy and  management. 
Such  in particular is the  case  of the holding canpany which  is 
equivalent to the constitution of  a.  joint  parent  company.  Side  by 
s:ide  with holding companies  which  are straightforward finance  com-
plmies,  these are growing up  in the Community  holding companies  whose 
function  is to co-ordinate the  companies  of one  group. 
The  different forms  of financial association just discussed are 
all possible  between Community  companies,  as also between Community 
ccnpanies  and  companies  in third countries.  A very serious difficulty 
a.:::-ises  however  when  establishing such association,  namely  which 
taxation system is applicable to transfers  of profits between com-
panies in different Community  countries.  This aspect will be  examined 
b•~low. 
Furthermore,  in acquiring holdings Community  companies  suffer 
a  serious handicap by  comparison with certain third country companies, 
since  they have  less capital available.  For this rP.ason  we  must  point 
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to facilitate mergers  between compa.nies  in more  than one  member  State, 
since mergers that are  not total take-overs do  not  generally require 
such extensive financial means  as the acquisition of holdings. 
4.  The  law governing industrial groups 
Forms  of  concentration other than mergers  and  take-overs  in the 
legal sense  just discussed give rise to a  new  economic entity:  the 
industrial group.  Financial  co-operation,  whether or not  ba.cked  up 
by  personal co-operation together with commercial  or technological 
interdependence create relations of domina.tion  or of solidarity between 
firms  whiph are legally separate entities. 
Such  forms  of association are not governed by  any  laws  and 
regulations  in most member  States. 
In fact,  except  in the Federal  Rpublic of Germany,  company  law 
recognises  only the  company,  an  autonomous  corporate  body  whose 
administrators are supposed to administer its assets  in the  exclusive 
interest of the company  itself and  of all its shareholders. 
Obviously in practice it is often otherwise and the  interests 
of  one  company  are frequently subordinated to those  of another com-
pany which  dominates it.  This raises the  problems  of the liability 
(sometimes  criminal) of the  administrators,  the  protection of the 
interests of the  minority shareholders,  and  the protection of the 
creditors of the  dominated comJBny. 
German  law codified  th~ phenomenon  of economic  concentration 
in the new  "Aktiengesetz"  of 1965.  This defined  in law  the  concepts 
of associated firms;  dominant  and dependent  companies;  the  "Konzern" 
(several  dependent companies  under the sole direction of a  dominant 
comps.ny;  or the  "Konzern"  said to be  "egalitarian",  where  several 
companies  join under  the  one  management  while remaining  independent 
of one  another. 
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IJ.otification and the  drawing up  of association ccntracts)  in which 
the association may  be  legally recognised,  and it fixes  the limits, 
penalties,  compensations,  liabilities and controls required to 
g~antee the  interests  of  the minority  shareholders and  creditors. 
Other member  States are  pursuing prepara.tory work  in this 
sense.  Such  adaptation of legal frameworks  to economic  realities 
is equally necessary at Community  level since groups  of firms are 
d~stined to become  a  more  widespread phenomenor  throughout the 
Community territory. 
The  draft statute for a  European Commercial  Company  (Sanders 
draft) contains a  chapter regula.ting the formation of groups  by 
legally autonomous  companies  (one  of which has  to  be  a  European 
c.anpany). 
It is likewise  important to introduce rules for associations 
C•f  canpanies governed by  different national  laws.  This would  mean: 
- that the  Community  would  need,  in pursuance  of Article  54  (3)  (g), 
to adopt a  directive laying down  common  principles for a  body  of 
law governing  industrial groups  in the  matter of the  protection 
of the  partners ,and creditors of their constituent finns  (the 
Commission  has  indeed begun work  on  these  lines); 
- that  the member  States other than Germany  would  also need  to 
initiate or  pursue  the  formation of a  body  of  law  on  industrial 
groups. 
•·  <:ompanies  set up under Public  law 
To  achieve specific common  objectives,  the States occasionally 
have  recourse  to ad hoc  legal  procedures which  allow them  to set up 
companies with multinational  status.  The  functions  of such  companies 
t~e very varied,  ranging from  non-competitive  public services to 
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The  negotiation of an  international treaty to govern  the status 
and conditions of operation of such companies  would nevertheless be 
such a  complex matter that one  cannot  easily propose  recourse  to this 
solution.  At  most  recourse  could  be  had to it if the need arose  to 
merge  or bring about  co-operation between public services and  public 
corporations in different member  States. 
In the Euratom  treaty another form  of multinational  company  is 
mentioned:  the joint enterprise.  At  this stage the joint company 
represents  the  most  elaborate  company  form  in the  Community  framework. 
True,  ita functions  are restricted to activities in the  nuclear field. 
Moreover,  the rules governing the  setting up  of joint companies  seem 
such as to encourage the setting up  of joint subsidiaries limited to 
a  specific activity rather than real reorganisation. 
While the little use which  the Community  industries  (2)  have  made 
of this possibility may  be  regretted,  it might  also be  asked if this 
form  of co-operation could not be  made  available,  after adapting its 
existing legal basis,  to industrial activities other than nuclear ones 
(1)  One  may  quote  by  way  of examnle: 
- the  Basle-Mulhouse airport 
- Eurofima (a European  cOmpany  financing railway rolling-stock) 
- the  "Societe internationale de  la Moselle" 
- Scandinavian Airlines  (S.A.S.) 
- the  "Union  charbonniere  Sarro-Lorraine  (SA.ARLOR)"  which  is a 
Franco-German  joint-stook company,  with two  registered offices, 
and with  subsidiaries under both French and German  law. 
(2)  So  far four  joint enterprises have  been set up,  of which  only 
one  engages  in plurinational co-operation. 
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Indeed the  granting of this status could allow the  member  States 
to place certain specific forms  of industrial co-operation (for example 
between one  or more  public corporations)  on  a  suitable legal footing. 
6. Mergers 
Ey  merger is to be  understood the  greatest  degree  of concentration 
whereby the  partners either both  lose their legal identity and assume 
together a  new  one,  or else one  of  them  is ab~orbed into the other. 
Such  operations are  almost  impossible between  companies  of 
different na.tionalities,  as  oompany  law in member  countries raises 
obstacles that are difficult to overcome. 
Such is the  case  in the Federal Republic  of Germany,  where  merger 
operations are subject to judicial control.  As  such  control cannot be 
imposed legally on a  foreign company,  a  merger between  a  German  company 
and a  company  of another nationality is not  possible. 
In the Netherlands,  company  la~ does not recognise mergers, 
either at national or international level.  ''Mergers"  are a  form  of 
financial concentration (purchase of a  controlling interest or total 
purchase  and tra.nsformation of the company taken over into an  invest-
ment  company). 
In Belgium,  France,  Italy and  Luxembourg,  interrational mergers 
are legally posfible when  it is a  matter of  a  foreign company being 
taken over by a  national  canpa.ny.  In other cases,  canpany  law in 
France,  Belgium a.nd  Luxembourg requires the unanimous  decision of the 
shareholders,  a  requirement which it is impossible  to fulfil when  the 
capital is dispersed.  In Italy no  unanimous  decision is required, 
(1)  The  Commission's  study of the question of extending the 
application of this statute is in progress. 
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except to sell out. 
Such  requirements severely limit opportunities for international 
mergers. 
In addition to fiscal obstacles,  which will be  considered later, 
differences between member  countries•  legislation governing company 
cha.rters are also an obstacle to association between companies  of 
different nationalities. 
The  Community  is endeavouring to remove  these  obstacles by a 
combination of measures • 
.Amongst  the functions carried out  in pursuance  of Article  54 
(3)  (g)  of the  EEC  treaty (right  of establishment:  directives co-
ordinating  the guarantees required from  profit-making companies), 
there  should be mentioned: 
- as a  first achievement,  the  Directive of 9 March  1968  on publicity 
to be  given to action on the  part  of companies,  the  validity of 
commitments  asstJDed  by companies  and acts whicil  are void; 
- the  forthcoming subnission to the  Council  of a  Commission  proposal 
for a  directive on  the constitution,  maintemnce and modification 
of the  company's  registered capi  ta.l; 
- the proposal far  a  directive soon  to be  submitted on  the  harmoni-
sation (or introduction in countries where  they do  not yet exist) 
of  provisions  governing mergers  between companies  of the  same 
country.  The  adoption of a  Community  mergers  system will  indeed 
be  greatly assisted by  simultaneous harmonisation  of the  internal 
systems  of each country; 
- the existence of a  preliminary draft  proposed on  the  ha.zmonisa.tion 
of the content  of annual accounts  and  methods  of valuation. 
In pursuance  of Article  220  (3)  of the E~ treaty: 
- member  States signed a  Convention on  the  mutual recognition of 
companies  and  legal  persons  on  29  February 1968; 
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companies  in different member  countries,  by  take-over or by the 
establishment  of a  new  company,  is in preparation and  may  be 
submitted during 1970  to the  Council of Ministers.  It will provide 
the necessary framework  fer  intra-Canmuni  ty mergers. 
Finally,  in 1965,  the government  of a  member  State  proposed 
adopting a  statute for a  European Commercial  Company  as a  specific 
and  speedier solution to the  problems  of  concentration and co-
operation between companies  in the Community. 
This idea immediately aroused lively interest in economic 
circles.  One  uniform statute is easier for  firms  to apply than 
different  harmonised charters.  The  major  psychological  obstacle 
inevitably raised by  the change  of nationality would disappear or 
be  greatly attenuated if multinational mergers  were  to tend to the 
formation of a  European Company. 
The  resulting facilities would  be  particularly appreciated 
by medium-sized undertakings which  experience more  difficulty than 
very big ones  in expanding across frontiers. 
As  early as April 1966  the Commission  submitted to the Council 
of Ministers a  memorandum  on a  European  limited liability company. 
The  same  year, it requested Professor Sanders to produce  a  report 
and  draft statute for such a  company.  The  Council  then  instructed 
a  group  of experts to examine  the  problems  in the way  of concluding 
an agreement  in this field.  Significant differences of a  political 
and  technical nature have  prevented any decisive  progress being made. 
- 155-The  Commission can only point to all the  importance it attaches 
in coamon with ecananic circles generally,  to the rapid completion of 
the draft statute as a  substantial step towards  providing the  nece~­
sary legal framework for the developnent  of Community  industry.  The 
technical difficulties still remaining are not  by any means  insuper-
able.  Whether it be  a  matter of registered or bearer shares,  workers' 
participation or entitlement to the  statute,  these  must  be a  political 
will to  work  out  solutions acceptable  to all.  That  is why  in the 
spring of 1969  the Canmission  decided to prepare  its won  draft statute 
for a  European limited  liability company whicil  it will be  submitting 
to the Council very soon. 
The  resumption of work  on this project,  with determination at 
political level to remove  the last obstacles,  would  show  better than 
anything else the gover!llllents  1  intention of encouraging the  developnent 
of c<>-operation between companies  in the  different  Community countries. 
The  adoption of a  European statute would  have  considerable 
psychological  impact,  especially if it were accanpanied by other 
progress in the  achievement  of economic  and  monetary union.  It 
would be  interpreted by business circles as an encouragement far the 
creation of really multinational undertakings  and  would  grea.tly 
contribute,  by removing or considerably attenuating the  mtional 
lo,yalties of'firms,  to solving the difficult  problems of moving  the 
decision centre or not,  which will  be  considered later. 
In conclusion,  while  the  legal means at  the disposal of Com-
munity  firms  display serious deficiencies,  opportunities exist 
nevertheless,  although very little use  has  been made  of them. 
This state  of affairs depends  on  a  certain number  of factors which 
deserve  furhter examination. 
Before  proceeding to that examination,  one  last problem must 
however be  touched on:  the  interpretation of Article  ~6 of the  EEC 
treaty with regard to the process of concentration of firms  in the 
Ccmn unity. 
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with  the  definition of the forms  of co-operation which  enable  fi~s 
to operate more  rationally and  to  increase their productivity and 
competitivity in an enlarged market. 
In fact, it has  been rightly pointed out  that  in most  indus-
trial sectors Community  structures so far  dis~l$1 a  dispersion of 
production  potential rather than an excess of concentration. 
From  now  on,  however,  several sectors will be  seeing a  greater 
degree  of concentration and their number  must  grow  if the  process of 
intra-Ccmnunity co-operation and concentration develops as required. 
Such  developments  pose  the  political and  economic  problem  of 
the  preservation of  real competition inside  the Community,  having 
regard to external competitors. 
Already in its memorandum  of 1965  on  the  problem  of concen-
tration in the Common  Market,  the  Coumission stated its opinion 
that a  concentration of firms  amounting to a  monopolisation of the 
market  must  be regarded as abusive exploitation of a  position of 
power. 
The  principle  of supervision and approval  a  posteriori which 
prevails at present by virtue  of Article 86  in all fields other than 
coal and steel, may  seem  advantageous to firms.  However,  there is 
no  evading the conclusion that  public authorities will be unable to 
remain  indifferent to certain developments.  That  is why,  at the right 
time, it will doubtless be  necessary to formulate more  modern  and 
precise legislation on concentration - legislation which,  while 
simplifying administrative procedures to the maximum,  would also 
allow the  Commission  to guarantee  the  preservation of real compe-
tition, whatever forms  are taken by that  concentration  (1). 
(1) The  Commission already made  a  proposal  to this effect in regard 
to the energy sector in its memorandum  on initial guidelines 
far a  Community  energy policy. 
- 157-Moreover,  for sectors where  the  degree  of concentration is 
high,  the authorities of the  Community  and of member  States might 
do  well to introduce machinery for consulta.tion without delay. 
lastly, the  tendency to form  groups  covering several sectors, 
which is emerging  in the majority of highly industrialised economies 
constitutes a  new  form  of concentration.  This  process,  which raises 
important  problems  as much  from  the  point of view  of competition as 
from  that  of industrial efficiency, calls for a  thorough examination 
by the competent  Community  authorities. 
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Apart from  certain legal obstacles of which we  have  just been 
speaking,  fiscal  obstacles are the most  serious ones  in the way  of 
the  international grouping of firms,  which  is why  the  Commission 
has listed them  in detail  in its programme  for the harmonisation 
of  direct taxation (1). 
These  obstacles differ according to the  fonD  of concentration 
concerned: 
- in the  case  of real mergers and transfers of assets it is the  tax 
on  the  transaction itself which usually constitutes a  prohibitive 
obstacle; 
- in the  case of the acquisition of holdings, it is the system of 
taxation to lil.icil  tis  group  (parent company  and subsidiaries) will 
be  subject which  constitutes a  serious obstacle. 
The  importance  of these two  questions led the  Commission  to 
give  them  priority and,  on  15  January 1969,  to lay before the Council 
two  proposals for Directives,  one  concerning the  taxation regime 
applicable to mergers,  the other with  the taxation regime applicable 
to parent companies and subsidiaries. 
The  proposal for a  Directive concerning the  common  tax system 
to  be  applied to mergers,  break-up of companies and transfers of assets 
between companies  of different member  States is based on the  principle 
that the tax system where  mergers  are  concerned must  be  neutral, that 
is, it must  neither constitute an obstacle nor an encouragement  to 
concentration.  Mergers must  be  prompted by economic  and  not fiscal 
motives. 
This  proposal for a  Directive is designed essentially to  solve 
the  two  problems of taxing the  increase  in capital assets the merger 
brings about  and of the taxation regime  to which  the  merger company 
and its foreign establishments  (the  company  taken over) are subject. 
It is  proposed that  increases in assets no  longer be  taxed when 
the merger  is decided but  only when  they  are actually realized (for 
exampla,  on  the  transfer of the  property concerned or on  the winding 
up  of the company  taken over). 
(1)  Communication  to the  Council of 26.6.67. 
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the assets to be  transferred must  be  entered in the accmnts of a 
continuing  establishment  in the country of the  company which is 
taken over and be written off against the  value for which  they a:ppear 
in that company's fiscal balance-sheet. 
With regard to taxing the  profits  of the consolidated company, 
the  Directive allows  firms  a  choice  between two systems  1 
- the taxation of profits  in the country where  they were  made;  or 
- the world system,  i.e. calculation of tax in the  country of the 
head office and  in accordance with the rules in force  there  on 
all the  profits made  in the  Coamuni ty,  deducting all taxes  paid 
in other member  States,  such system not  implying,  however,  that 
unchanged establishments are  exempt  from  paying taxes to the 
member  States in which  they are located. 
Both methods have  the advantage  of eliminating double  taxation, 
which as things are may still take  place. 
The  second  proposal for a  Directive is concerned with a  common 
taxation regime  to be applied to parent companies  and their subsid-
iaries in different member  States.  Its practical importance  is 
great, since the acquisition of holdings  is already possible and 
indeed frequent  within the  Community. 
The. aim  of this Directive is to eliminate  double  taxation when 
the  profits of subsidiaries are distributed to the parent  company. 
The  network of existing bilateral agreements  in this matter between 
Community  countries is incomplete  and  they  do  not always  operate 
satisfactorily.  According to the  proposed Directive: 
- profits transferred or distributed by  the  subsidiary and taxed 
before distribution will no  longer be  taxed at the level of the 
parent  company; 
- profits will no  lon88r be subject to tax deduction at source, 
either at  the  level of the subsidiary or at  that of the  parent 
canpany  {though there will of course  be  deduction a.t  source where 
the  parent  company  redistributes such profits to its own  share-
holders). 
- 160-For this system to apply,  the holding must  represent a  certain 
percentage of the capital.  Member  States are nevertheless authorised 
to retain their own  figure where  this is more  favourable. 
The  Directive finally proposed that the  Community  should give 
groups an opportunity,  where  the holding in the subsidiary exceeds 
50%,  of opting for the  system of consolidated profit. 
These  two  proposals for Directives do  not solve all the fiscal 
problems  posed by concentration between companies  of various member 
States.  However,  they seem  capable of solving the main  ones,  leaving 
the others for solution as fiscal harmonisation is progressively 
achieved within the Community.  That  is why  a  prompt  decision on 
these  two  Directives is likely to make  a  decisive contribution towards 
the restructuring of Coamunity  industry.  Such  a  decision is all the 
more  necessary because external competing companies established in the 
Community  often make  use of a  certain number  of  tax expedients  (1) 
which  lessen the effects of double  taxation. 
III. THE  ROLE  OF  COMPANY  JUHAG.E2tiENT 
There  is no  need to stress that the abolition or adjustment of 
the  obstacles and difficulties just mentioned will have  real signif-
icance  only if Community  firms make  use  of the opportunities thus 
offered to them.  It must  be  admitted that hitherto tley have  availed 
themselves only to a  limited extent of possibilities already in 
existence.  The  instances  of co-operation or concentration achieved 
in the  Community  in past years have  mainly concerned fiDns  in a 
single member  State, and in the case  of multi-national operations, 
cases  of association between companies  in member  States and  others 
in third countries have  been more  mmerous  than those between  com-
panies  in different member  States, as shown  in Chapter II of Part 1 
above.  This  past developnent  is easily explained.  In many  indus-
(1)  such  as the setting up  of an  intermediary "tax haven company" 
between  the  external parent company  and the  income-producing 
establishments in ~Urope, enabling - thanks  to  the action of 
prices and to various  sums  payable between the  group's com-
panies - taxable  income  to be  kept  down  to a  minimum  in the 
various member  States while  the  main  part of the profits is 
transferred to the  "tax haven company"  situated in a  third 
country where  taxation rates are more  favourable. 
- 161-trial sectors of the Community  and more  especially in certain countries, 
the  dispersion of industry was  such that certain groupings,  easier to 
achieve  in the  national  fl'&IISwork,  were  necessary before  any further 
developnent of the firm's strategy.  The  merger of certain firms  in 
third countries looking for European partners, their more  favourable 
financial propositions for  the  immediate future  in  the  case of buying 
of business or acquiring holdings  (1),  and their technological  lead 
has  often encouraged European firms  to give  preference to offers from 
outside.  Without  being unmindful  of the value and advantages  for 
Community  firms  of association with others in the  same  country or 
outside the  Community,  the  Commission  is convinced that the  pursuit 
of the  present.  trend would  not  be  favourable either to the achievement 
of a  real  single market within the Community  or to the future  vigour 
of Community  industry. 
As  previously recalled,  Community  countries have,  during recent 
years,  seen a  substantial increase  in national concentration which  in 
certain sectors has  led to  the  formation of units  powerful  in national 
terms but still not  large enough  to  face  international competition or 
to  conduct the research and make  the necessary investments  to remain 
in the  technological and economic  forefront of modern  industry. 
Following the fonnation  of such  numerous  groups,  the  opportunities 
still existing in the national field are  now  fewer  in certain sectors, 
either because the  present  degree  of concentration allows no  further 
advance  in that direction within the  country or because  the  prospective 
partners  seem  insufficiently complementary  from  the  technical,  trading 
or financial  points  of view.  Very  often the efficiency of concentra-
tions  in the  national field is limited because  the rationalisation of 
the means  of production is not matched  by a  parallel enlargement  of 
the  market. 
(1)  The  reason for these more  favourable  propositions seems  to be 
not only in the more  dynamic  strategy and more  powerful financial 
resources  of certain third country firms,  but also in differences 
in the real purchasing power  of currencies  in relation to their 
exchange  rates. 
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particularly in weak  or declining industrial sectors,  in dynamic 
sectors it no  longer constitutes the best answer  to mode:xn forms  of 
competition or does  it make  the best use  of the  new  opportunities 
offered by  the setting up  of the Coomunity.  The  success of large 
world-wide  companies rests  on a  rational division of powerful  pro-
duction units  or  on marketing in many  countries, rather than on 
exporting from  the country of origin.  The  change  in competitive 
conditions has  often meant  that  to  succeed on a  market  a  firm  has 
to be  i.n  it not  only at  the distribution but also at  the production 
stage,  in order to be  able to make  better adjustments  to market 
condi  tiona. 
These considerations are equally valid inside the Community. 
Indeed,  the abolition of customs tariffs is only a  first stage  in 
the  setting up of a  single market. 
The  price differences  which exist from  one  country to a:.1other 
for identical products  alone  show  the  imperfections  of  the single 
market  in its present state.  The  previous Chapter recalled some  of 
the  causes at the root of these discrepancies. 
In the  face  of this situation,  whose  consequences may  continue 
for some  time  to  come,  firms have  several  possible attitudes open  to 
them: 
- either to isolate themselves within their own  market,  which  for 
the firm amounts  to rejecting the  opportunities of the  Common 
Market  and adopting a  defensive attitude which  in the  long term 
can only result in loss,  or 
- singlehanded or in collaboration with firms  in the  same  country 
to try to  overcome  the  obstacles  by  setting up an entirely new 
distribution network or  new  production units in other Community 
countr_ies,  or 
- to seek co-operation or concentration with a  company  in the 
country where  it is desired to enter the market. 
It is not  possible to give  a  clear preference  to one  or other 
of the  two  last-mentioned solutions.  The  sector and  the size of the 
firm wishing to establish itself abroad are determining factors. 
- 163-It must  however  be  recorded that the setting up  of an entirely new 
trade netwa.Dk  or production un~t in a  little-known co,xntry,  in a 
country whose  trade  practices and  consumer  attitudes a  firm  knows 
little, gives rise to acute difficulties of adjustment and is very 
costly,  often prohibitive  indeed for small  and medium-sized firms. 
To  sum  up,  should a  widening of its field of action prove 
necessary for a  fim, it seems  that there are often specific 
advantages  in effecting it by means  of concentration or co-oper-
ation on  a  multinational rather than a  nati0nal ba.sis. 
The  problem  of  choosing between a  CODDDunity  partner and  one 
from  outside the Community  is also posed very differently according 
to the characteristics of the firm,  the sector and  the  form  of 
association envisaged. 
It is for the management  of  the firm  to assess the  advantages 
and disadvantages  of the various  choices  open  to them  as regarde  co-
operation,  the acquisition of holdings,  the founding of subsidiaries 
or of joint holding companies.  It would  seem,  however,  that in the 
choices which have  been made  two  important factors  have  not been 
given their proper weight. 
The  first is concerned with legal and political security and 
the facilities which the Community  framework  offers alreaqy and 
will be offering increasingly.  Although  there are obstacles and 
difficulties within the Community,  institutions and procedures 
exist to overcome  them  and the Treaties are there to guarantee 
the sane  sec11rity to canpanies and,  later,  the  same  facilities in 
the  Community  market as  in the national market.  However,  many  firms 
which still lack  international  dimensions are seeking to acquire 
them  in the first place  by association with third country companies 
although  they are  not yet  properly established in the Community 
where  collaboration conditions might well prove  easier or more 
fruitful and serve as  a  test-bench for subsequent extensions 
towards  third countries. 
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another Community  country which do  not  wish  or are unable  to carry 
on  independently. 
Community  companies have  most  certair.ly shown  much  less eager-
ness than their third country competitors to exploit such situations. 
Such an  attitude appears  to disregard the substantial growth  prospects 
of the Community  economy.  Through  failure to investigate or sometimes 
for want  of satisfactory offers,  potential Community  purchasers have 
thus missed decisive  opportunities for their subsequent expansion. 
The  Commission  is not unaware  of the complexity and risks 
attaching to any co-operation or concentration which  is not  in the 
form  of a  controlling-interest, especially as  between firms  in 
different countries.  It seems  indeed that the fa.ilure  of many 
grouping operations may  be  ascribed to difficulties of a  socio-
logical and psychological order. 
The  few  surveys  (1) carried out  show  that  the reasons for the 
breaking up of groups already formed are mainly:  disagreement re-
garding objectives,  lack of confidence,  incompatible management 
methods.  In the experience  of specialists in this field,  those 
same  factors are responsible for a  very much  larger number  of 
failures at the  negotiation stage. 
f.very  operation sef· kirl€"  to place several 1 inns unuer  the  one 
management  •r'~cessi  t&.tG:J  colllpromises  which are difficult whe .1.  each 
of the firms  concerned ha.s  its peculiarities, its own  management 
traditions,  objectives,  ways  of dealing with its workers,  production 
and  marketing techniques.  Between  partners of different nationalities, 
there must  be  added· the  la.nguage difficulties and clinging national 
practices in particular with regard to  relations  between management 
and  labour,  with canpetitors arrl  with the  public authorities.  Lack 
of knowledge  of what  is norma.l  practice  in other countries easily 
gives rise to misunderstandings  and mistrust. 
(1)  In particula.r the ECESP  survey,  already mentioned,  which  records 
20  failures  far  a  total of almost  1  500 cases  of international 
co-operation,  but specifies that the real percentage of failures, 
regarding which  those concerned preserve a  very understandable 
discretion,  must  be ·rery M 1Ieh higher. 
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direct action by public authorities.  Only finns  themselves can 
avoid or overcome  them  and this only by the meticulous and  systematic 
preparation of the  grouping operation. 
The  experience of specialists in this field,  of whom  there  are 
still too few  in Europe,  it is true,has enabled certain rules of con-
duct  to be  worked  out  - a  "merger management"  guide which if followed 
will avoid disappointment and failure. 
Thus,  co-operation or  concentration presupposes  a  knowledge  on 
the  part of each of the  partners of their own  potential and objectives. 
The  existence of  long-term forecasts enabling the future develop-
ment  of ea.ch  of  the partners to be  foreseen with accuracy is an  impor-
tant factor  in success. 
The  grouping operation itself must  be  planned and organised. 
The  analysis and comparison of the structures of the firms  seeking 
to amalgamate  and  of their technical,  economic  and human  potential 
makes  it possible to define reserved spheres  a.nd  the  objectives of 
tb3  new  group. 
The  organisation of the grouping operation is  generall~above 
all between equal partners,  a  gradual  process.  A full organic merger 
is not only technically difficult to achieve straight away  but it also 
carries the risk of missing  out essential  s~ages and ending up  with 
an  artificial structure.  Very frequently,  the group has to be  fonned 
gradually. 
Lastly,  regroupings  not  only  do  most  grouping operations not 
yield immediate financial  results but  they involve costs of re-
orga.nisation,  investment  and withdrawal of capital which,  for a 
relatively long time,  will be  a  drain on  the  partners'  profits. 
The  strict planning of the  operation will enable this expend-
iture to be  foreseen and  the  ~cessary funds to be  allocated to it 
~o as to achieve faster the  increased profitability which is the 
end  in view. 
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responsibilities of company  managers  in the  structural changes  in 
progress  in industry.  It is la.rgely they who  must ensure  that these 
chan~s contribute to  the  establishment of a  real single market  and 
to the creation of firms  able  to confront severe competition on  the 
world market  in the  best  possible conditions.  It is also up  to  f:· ms 
themselves to ensure that the major  sectors of European  industry are 
not relegated to the role  of sub-contractors for firms  outside Europe. 
That  is why  the Comrr.ission  thinks it essential that industrial-
ists in the Community  who  wish  to join forces with other firms  should 
first ask  themselves whether  &I~ possibility exists of a  partner 
inside  the  Community.  Professional bodies and  employers'  organi-
sations  in the Community  could  play here  an  even more  active and 
useful role by ma.king  their members  aware  of  the restructuring 
problems  which  are arising in one  or other branch and in bringing 
the various parties concerned together.  The  difficulties which  indus-
try faces  in adapting to a  Community  dimension  are partially explained 
by the  lack of documentation and information  on the  development  of 
each branch of  industry at Community  level and at interna.tiona.l level. 
A  syste~tic examination of the situation in the  professional organi-
sations  of  the  S]x  in the  light of thorough  documentation would 
facilitate preparation for the changes which must  come  about. 
It is particularly desirable that small and medium-sized  firms 
should be  given help in seeking possible partners  in other member 
States.  Despite a  few  small attempts  in this direction,  scarcely 
any organisations exist  i~ Burope  to whom  such  offers or requests 
could be forwarded with  the necessary quarantees  of discretion. 
The  banking sector would  seem  at first sight to  be  the  best 
equipped for undertaking or deYeloping  such opera.tions,  as  is shown 
by the action of the American banks  set  up  in the Community  who  give 
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firms in the Community. 
It would  therefore seem  eminently desirable that,  by 
collaboratillf§ with  one  another and creating where  necessa.ry 
specialised joint subsidiaries,  the large  banks of  the  various 
member  countries should come  to the assistance of industry in 
this field and thus encourage  the  necessary restructuring activ-
ities.  In order to be  truly effective,  such services should not 
be  restricted to the regular clients of the  participating ·banks 
but should be  open to all the firms  interested. 
IV.  POLITICAL  AND  SOCIAL  PROBIBlS 
The  Governments  of member  States have  on  certain occasions 
in the past  shown  serious concern regarding moves  towards  ca'D.ab-
oratian,  the acquisition of holdings and concentration going on 
between firms  in the Community.  Their concern has  on  occasion 
been reflected in a  refusal to allow the  proposed  operation to 
be  carried out. 
The  reasons behind this attitude should not,  in the opinion 
of the  Comrr.ission,  remain insuperable obstacles to the reorgani-
sation of the Community's  industry.  So  much  is at stake for the 
future  of the economy  of the Coomuni ty and  for the industries  in 
question that it is essential to tackle  the  basic causes  of these 
difficulties in order to devise a  concerted or  joint solution. 
1.  The  social aspects 
In order to  be  efficient,  grouping operations may  entail, in 
the first  instance, rationalisation accompanied by  reductions 
in the  number  or chang€s  in the  nature of jobs.  The  cutting 
down  of staff in the case  of multi-national  ~ou~, ev~n if 
accanpanied by the creation of jobs of another kind or in 
another place,  has a  particularly serious  social and  psycho-
logical effect.  Such  social  changes  are the less welcane  be-
cause their cost is borne  by the  country concerned.  The 
difficult but essential retraining of coal and  steel workers 
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conditions because  of  the considerable means  which  the High 
Authority was  able to devote  to the  various  forms  of social 
action which  accompanied  the  changes of occupation. 
The  Ccmmission  dE:Iems  it essential that  the  expansion of Ccm-
munity solidarity (1) with rega.rd  to social questions  should benefit 
first and foremost  those  industries where  restructuring is required 
as a  result of Community  integration. 
Moreover,  trans-national restructuring and  the moving  of decision 
centres which may  follow present extremely complicated  problems for 
mana.geusnt  and labour in pa.rticular for the workers  1  representatives 
since negotiations become  international and practices and conditions 
may  change.  Such  problems  must  be  solved by efforts to seek co-
operation at Community  level in the trade  unions  and between manage-
ment  and  labour. 
2. Foreign investments 
On  several occasions  in the  past,  the  Commission  has emphasized 
the vital contribution which  foreign  ivestments make  to the economy 
of the Community.  These  investments  frequently represent a  sizeable 
contribution to the productivity,  technology and  financial resources 
of  Community  industry and are  one  of the  most  effective means  of 
achieving international division of labour. 
The  Commission  is convinced that the right response to this 
competition which  the  industry of the s]x countries has to  fa~e from 
within the  Community  itself does  not lie in a  restrictive attitude 
but in the  strengthening of the structure and vigour of  ~Uropean 
undertakings. 
(1) cf.  The  Commission's  op1.n1.on,  subnitted to the Council on  4  May 
1969,  on  the  reform of the  ~~ropean Social Fund. 
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place  them  in an artificial environment which  would scarcely be 
favourable  to their expansion in or  outside the Community. 
The  very rapid growth  of foreign  investments in the Community 
during the last ten years may,  however,  in certain sectors,  present 
difficult political and economic  problems,  as is demonstrated by the 
attitude displayed by  one  or other member  State in the  course of 
specific operations. 
These  problems are  posed in different terms  depending on  whether 
the  operation is a  new  investment or the acquisition of a  minority or 
majority holding in companies  in the  Community. 
In the first case,  the net  increase  in the means  of production 
leads undoubtedly to fiercer competition but necessitates the creation 
of new  jobs and recourse  to new  technologies.  Such  new  investments 
have  not  usually caused member  States to take different attitudes. 
It can even be  said that the  general desire of member  cotmtries  to 
attract such  investments has  led to such vying in the granting of 
state aid that sometimes  foreign firms  ba.ve  been placed in a  better 
investment  position than their competitors  in the Community. 
H.a.rmonisation  of aid is essential  (1)  in order to reconcile the 
necessities  of  regional  developnent with fair conditions of competitior 
When  it canes to take-overs  or the acquisition of minority hold-
ings  in Community  firms  by  firms  from  third countries,  member  States 
have  adopted attitudes which  are  often at variance;  this may  be 
explained by the different views  as to the relative  importance  of 
the various sectors and by  differences in the  policy they each follow. 
This  divergence  of national policies is undoubtedly a  serious  problem 
(1)  See  part III Chapter I. 
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community  grouping.  Indeed the  creation of multi-national  groups 
in the  Community  presupposes  the adoption of a  common  policy by  the 
member  States with regard to them. 
An  essential component  of  this  canmon  policy is the adoption by 
member  States of a  common  attitude to the  taking-over of firms  in 
certain sectors by companies  from  third countries.  Member  States 
have  been studying the far-reaching changes  which  the acquisition 
of such  interests produces  in the  structure of the  sector of  industry 
concerned and which,  much  more  than the  setting-up of  new  firms with 
foreign capital,  distorts the  balance of the  forces at work. 
This  problem  is particularly marked  in sectors where  as a  result 
of  tl"e  present weakness  of European industry,  such take-overs are 
likely to create an obstacle for  some  time  to come  to  the birth and 
development  of trans-national European industries.  The  consequences, 
not  only as regards  competition between  products but also for the 
future  of  the sector in question {balance  of financial and technolo-
gical forces at work  in the sector,  possibility of keeping up  activ-
ity in the sector at  national or Community  level,  in short the  need 
to amend  the entire strategy in the  sector concerned)  illustrate the 
interdependence of industrial structure policy and the attitude to 
the acquisition of holdings  by outside companies.  A  Community  indus-
trial structure policy would  indeed be  very difficult to put  into 
practice if a  common  attitude to such  operations were  not defined. 
The  Commission does  not think by any means  that a  concerted 
attitude  in this matter should be reflected in a  restrictive policy 
in regard to take-overs  or the acquisition of holdings  by finns  from 
third countries.  But  in cases where  such  opera.tions  run counter to 
the  objectives  pursued by governments  - which  need not  necessarily 
be  purely economic  but  may  also be  bound  up  with security consider-
( 
/ 
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considerable financial and economic  sacrifices - the  Commission 
considers that a  concerted attitude is essential.  It does  indeed 
appear necessary for member  States henceforth to  take action at 
Community  level of  the  kind they have  been taking hitherto at 
national  level and which  is  no  longer satisfactory precisely be-
cause the national framework  is too small.  This concerting of their 
action should make  it possible to adopt a  common  policy in regard to 
the few  sectors in which  take-overs  on  a  large  scale would  imperil 
the  legitimate aims  pursued by member  States or defined by  the  Com-
munity.  It would rest with  the  fraocers  of industrial policy to work 
out  on  a  Community scale  the  alternative solutions which  m~ prove 
necessary. 
3.  Problems  of national defence 
Some  firms  devote  part of their production to  items  required 
for national  defence.  Whether  these are specifically military or 
also have  uses  in civilian life,  the  firms  in question may  experi-
ence  like problems  of reorganisation and  growth which  justify an 
endeavour to co-operate or join with other firms  in the Coamunity. 
In the absence  of any Community  authority for defence and armaments, 
such  projects might  arouse  legitimate apprehension on  the  part of the 
governments  concerned. 
There  is no  need to stress that the existence of dynamic  firms 
is basic to defence  potential and that the withdrawal  of a  firm from 
international competition is no  guarantee of efficiency.  That  is 
why,  in the Community  framework,  the  problems  which  arise can  <;>nly 
be  settled case by case with governments  negotiating individual 
solutions where necessary. 
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cannot be  solved satisfactorily unless considerable  progress is made 
towards  political union.  The  absence  of European political union 
represents in particular a  major handicap for the rational organi-
sation of  technologically advanced military production. 
4·  Public enterprises 
In the  past,  public enterprises in the competitive sector have 
stood aside  from  the  co-operation and  reorganisations which have 
occurred among  firms  in the  Community.  While  some  technical agree-
ments  have  been concluded in recent years,  they have  not led so far 
to any specialisation or restructuring.  The  basic  reason for  this 
lies in the  function  and  structure of  public enterprises.  The  advan-
tages from multi-national  co-operation or concentration are,  however, 
as great for  public enterprizrls  in the competitive  sector as  for 
private firms,  and there is  no econanic  reason for  dismissing the 
possibility or necessity of co-operation  or mergers  in this sector 
too.  The  same  is true,  moreover,  for  public services in the non-
competitive  sector.  It must  be  admitted "that  the creation of the 
COIIIJlon :Market  has had scarcely a.ny  effect on  progress in co-opera-
tion between the  public services of the six countries of the Com-
munity beyond such collaboration as had been  instituted in a  wider 
international framework.  It seems  desir.able that  the whole  of the 
Community  econany should benefit from  the  advantages which would 
undoubtedly result from  closer co-operation and  perhaps  in some 
cases from  a  measure  of integration on  the part of non-competitive 
public  services  in the  Community.  One  such aspect  of this could be 
a  joint purchasing policy. 
In respect of co-operation and concentration amongst  publicly-
owned  competitive enterprises,  such operations would no  doubt  raise 
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these  problems  present  themselves  in different ways  according to 
whether  the  two  partners are both from  the  public sector under-
takings  or whether  one  is  publicly-owned and  the  other privately-
owned.  In the latter case,  the differences  in objectives and 
management  methods  have  hitherto represented particularly difficult 
obstacles to overcome. 
The  sol~tion of a  common  subsidiary seems at the  present  time 
the best method  of organising collaboration between  public enter-
prises  or between public enterprises and private firms  in the  Com-
munity.  ..l!:xamples  of such  operations are however  very few  and,  as 
was  stressed above,  we  must  ask ourselves whether,  in order to 
encourage  such collaboration, it is not necessary,  to  widen the 
field open to the establishment of joint undertakings, within  the 
meaning  of the  ~Uratom Treaty,  which  thanks  to their statutes would 
correspond to the requirements of the parties concerned. 
The  problem  of association between  public enterprises in 
different member  countries requires closer examination,  in partic-
ular with regard to the  possibility of working out  a  special legal 
fonnula  for this kind of co-operation.  For the  immediate  future it 
is still possible to resort to an  ad hoc  formula worked  out by  inter-
governmental  negotiation. 
The  activity of  public enterprises,  even those  in the compet-
itive sector,  has  to benefit the  whole  of  the economy.  In the  Com-
munity,  this can  no  longer be  simply  a.  national  ma.tter  but must 
ta.ke  into account  the  objectives of  the  new  economy  of  which  the 
national economy  is henceforth to become  a  part.  That  is why,  far 
from  remaining outside the  movement  towards  collaboration and re-
structuring inside  the  Community,  their very nature  obliges  public 
enterprises  to facilitate a.nd  effect in their own  field the modern-
isation and restructuring required from  the  Community  point of view. 
Public  concerns  can and  rnust  make  an  especially large contribution 
to furthering the  objectives  of  Comm~ity industrial policy by 
methods  of collaboration which  may  perhaps differ from  those  open 
to private  firms. 
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This is a  psychological a.nd  political problem which  is probably 
the  most  difficult obstacle  to be  overcome  where  multi-national mergers 
inside the  Community  are  concerned. 
The  union between the six countries has been conceived in order 
to enable  them  together to attain the  rank of a  great economic  power. 
However,  in the  absence  of political integration, the  process  of 
economic  integration engenders national  rivalries which  prevents  the 
Community  from  achieving its true objective.  Thus,  steps which  have 
recently been taken towards  sizeable multi-national grouping operations 
have  immediately aroused disquiet, reserve and  even opposition on  the 
part of national authorities and attitutes showing very little  'Com-
munity spirit'  on  the  part of  public  opinion.  However,  it is impossible 
to evolve joint production and joint markets while at  the  same  time 
refusing to divide responsibility for the  organisation and control. 
In recent years  some  member  States have  rightly been concerned 
at the unsuitable structure and  inadequate size of  some  of their 
firms.  Grouping was  necessary at nationa.l level in cases where  the 
sector structure was  not yet  on  a  large enough scale nationally to 
ensure  the  survival of firms and also  to enable a  policy of restruct-
uring to  be  pursued at Community  level.  But  in order to put their 
firms  in a  better bargaining position vis-a-vis their potential 
partners  in the  Community,  member  States have  continued to encourage 
and even farce  certain grouping operations at national level.  Trends 
being mostly parallel,  discrepancies in size have  sometimes  taken on 
different  proportions,  but they remain nevertheless. 
The  grouping possibilities depend  on  the  overall size of  the 
industrial sector concerned,  which  is in fact  never the  same  from 
one  country to another.  That  is why  to seek an equilibri:.lL1  thanks 
to purely national  solutions leads  to an  impasse. 
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in the economy,  this method  is likely to lead to the loss of the 
dec is ion centre  in the  grouping process. 
The  movement  towards  national  concentration of industry cannot 
go on  in some  sectors without  making  any further restructuring at 
European level  impossible  and without  leading to a  number  of monop-
olist situations at national  level.  This  process,  if not arrested, 
will not  only cause the  industrial sectors  so  organised to  lose the 
advantages  of multi-national structure but will also constitute an 
obstacle to the  final establishment  of a  single market,  in particular 
in the  growth  industries which depend  on public  orders and funds. 
Lastly,  this process is likely to transfozm the  balanced and  stimu-
lating competition intended by the  Treaty of  Rome  into a.  confrontation 
where  political considerations and na.tional  prestige will carry more 
weight than  economic  arguments. 
The  problem  of the different size  of  partners in proposed grouping 
operations,  especially mergers,  is quite considerable.  Between large 
firms,  the  larger one  considers that its size  should assure  its supe-
riority, which  often causes  the  other firm to lose its, identity in 
fact if not  in law,  whilst the smaller concern will temporize  in the 
hope  of finding an alternative solution that will allow it to retain 
its identity or  put it into a  better bargaining position.  These  two 
attitudes mean  that restructuring plans which are essential for Com-
munity industry are  sometimes  suspended. 
In fact,  at ccmpany  level the fate  of being swallowed by one  or 
other industrial giant is rarely unavoidable.  If no  partners  can be 
found of their own  size firms  have to resort to methods  which  safe-
guard their own  identity and  also carry some  at least of the advan-
tages to be  gained by forming a.  group.  As  we  have  seen,  there are 
forms  of association such as  co-operation or the founding of joint 
subsidiaries or holding ccmpanies which,  coupled with  provisions  to 
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without automatically making  the smaller subservient to the larger. 
In addition,  the  problems  arising often present themselves 
differently if one  considers the  sector as a  whole.  At  sector level, 
a  country's largest firms do  not  necessarily have  to take  over their 
equals  in a  neighbouring country,  particularly in the light of the 
maintenance  of effective competition on  the  Community  market.  Very 
often several possibilities exist for  a  firm which  is  not the largest 
in the Community  to absorb smaller companies  in other member  countries 
where  the  sector in question is nevertheless  in general more  developed. 
Thus,  a  multi-national  framework  undoubtedly offers many  mare  possibil-
ities of achieving a  balance in the size of undertakings and in the 
distribution of decision centres than a  purely national  framework. 
In certain sectors vital to the future  of the  Community  - in 
particular in the advanced teclmology sectors - {cf. Part  IV  below) 
it is  not  possible for one  firm to maintain itself in each sector in 
each of  the  six Community  countries and sometimes  the Community  is 
not  large enough to support a  firm in the sector in question at all. 
Often these sectors are those which  have  most  prestige in the  eyes 
of  public opinion and  of the authorities and where  the  problems 
raised by  losing the  decision centre are most  severely felt.  The 
choice in this case lies however between keeping the decision centre 
in the  Community  and  transferring it to a  third country. 
Movement  of decision centres within the  Community  is unavoid-
able,  but a  watch  should be  kept  to ensure  that it does  not happen 
in one  direction only.  This  problem has becane  urgent  above  all 
because  the member  States have  decided upon  a  degree  of economic 
integration which  overlaps the  political field.  The  answer to this 
problem  cannot be  found in halting economic  integration but  in 
improving political  decision-making. 
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for a  speedy reorganisation of the Community's  industry,  the  Com-
mission considers that this cannot  be conceived at national level. 
That  is why  the policies  pursued hitherto and the action taken by 
governments  or specialist orgmisations  in existence or to be  set 
up must  be agreed jointly at a  Community level. 
0 
0  0 
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As  the European  Community  assumes  its full dimensions,  it seems 
essential that the  instruments and machinery necessary for a  common 
industrial structure policy should be at its disposal.  Such a  policy 
cannot  be  concerned solely with measures  to smooth  out  difficulties 
in certain sectors,  nor again solely with action  to promote  sectors 
of advanced  technology.  It must  also be  aimed  at  industrial struct-
ures as such,  that  is to  say,  at the main  altermtives for reorgani-
sation which  the  public authorities cannot regard with  indifference 
since they more  or less determine  the whole  future  development  of 
the  se~tors in question. 
There is already one  method whereby it is  possible  to  study in 
common  general problems  of  industrial structure and to work  out guide-
lines,  namely the drawing up  of detailed medium-term  economic  policy 
programmes.  Certain important  sectors  such as shipbuilding,  electro-
nics and the  textile industr.t are  already or will soon be subject to 
common  guidelines of this kind. 
Such  moves,  however,  do  not always  permit agreement  to be  reached 
with regard to certain specific  problems which give rise to great 
anxiety and call for decisions  by more  than one  member  State,  on 
account either of the under-organisation  of one  sector,  over-haste 
concentration or a  large  influx of foreign  investment. 
For reasons which  have  been stated in this chapter,  the  Com-
mission believes that it  is no  longer  possible  to  postpone  the 
confrontation and  co-ordination of action by  member  States  in these 
different fields.  It should concentrate  on  the  policies  pursued 
with regard to the restructuring of firms and  their consequences 
for the  Community.  It should also be  concerned with the attitude 
- 179-to be  adopted in regard to certain foreign investments,  with particular 
reference  to the continuance  of real  competition on  the Canmunity 
market  and  the need to allow the development  of  ~uropean companies 
in certain sectors.  Lastly without  prejudice to the Commission's 
powers  with respect to concentration and to those  few  sectors where 
only a  limited number  of firms will be  able to continue in existence, 
it could lay down  guidelines for the necessary grouping operations. 
Invest~ations should be  limited to the most  critical sectors  in each 
member  State and  should be  opened at the request  of a  member  State or 
of the Commission.  In short,  the Commission  considers that a  machinery 
and a  for'Wil  for  discussion should exist in the  Comm1m.ity  far specific 
structural problems  which,  because  of  their importance,  have  a  bearing 
on the future  of CoiDDuni ty  industry. 
The  framework  for discussion should be  such as  to  ensure  the 
rapidity, flexibility and efficiency.  Bearing in mind  the political 
and economic  importance  of the  problems, it would  seem  necessary to 
discuss  them  at ministerial level. 
The  problem of machinery to facilitate and encourage the cross-
frontier restructuring of Community  firms  is one  that was  first raised 
some  time ago. 
The  function  of such machinery is twofold.  On  the  one  hand,  it 
gives financial assistance  to  fi~s which  need capital for certain 
tak~-over operations and  to meet  the charges and costs of all kinds 
which  mergers and take-overs generally involve.  On  the  other hand, 
such machinery can take the  place  of a  middleman  to whom  the  prospec-
tive partners know  that  they can address themselves. 
- 180-With  regard to the middleman  function,  the national agencies 
which exist or are being set up  are supposed to  intervene in national 
affairs.  The  Banks  of the  Community,  despite the creation of certain 
specialised multi-national subsidiaries, have  until now  had few 
successes to their credit at Community  level: it is certain that to 
intensify their activities in this field,  in particular b,y  creating 
or strengthening specialised agencies responsible for putting pro-
spective  partners in the Community  in touch with one another and 
providing all the  accompanying services,  would  meet  a  particularly 
urgent need.  Should  these initiatives come  to nothing,  the  possibil-
ity of setting up  Community  machinery for this purpose  should not  be 
disregarded. 
The  results obtained in Great Britain by  the  Industrial Reorgan-
isation  Corporation  show,  on  the  other hand,  that a  public body with 
sufficient financial resources can contribute efficiently to the re-
structuring of industry if it is managed  flexibly and  dynamically and 
has the confidence  of business circles.  The  French Government,  in 
setting up  the  Institut de neveloppement  Industrial had the same 
objective in mind  - it is often asked whether the  Community  should 
not be  provided with  such a  machine.  A  thorough survey, if necessary 
within the context of studies relating to the enlargement  of the 
Community  or to the merger  of the  Treaties,  should be  undertaken to 
see whether similar machinery could not be set up at Community level. 
The  Commission  considers it essential at least that the  competent 
national authorities should,  by means  or organised co-operation,  help 
to extend industrial restructuring to the  Community  as a  whole. 
Although,  in certain sectors,  in particular the advanced tech-
nology  industries,  direct action is  justifi~d by  the  part played by 
public authorities in financing industrial  development  the Commission 
considers that,  as  a.  general rule,  action with regard to European 
- 181-industrial concentration should be left to the  firms  themselves which 
should, however,  be  encouraged  in that direction by the removal  of the 
difficulties which  now  exist.  The  European  Investment  Bank  could 
very well support  such action a.s  was  recognised to  be  of l!;uropean 
interest. 
Already the European Investment  Bank  and  the  Commission  indirectly 
thanks  to ~  funds,  have  intervened in restructuring operations  by 
granting loans for operations  involvir.g direct capital investment. 
Such  action should be  supported (1). 
The  E.I.B.,  within the  framework  of Article  130  of the Treaty of 
Rome,  could no  doubt multiply its activities and  relax its rules  in 
the light of  the  real financial  problems  which,  at different  stages, 
restructuring operations  and industrial co-operation could present. 
The  action of the European  Investment  Bank  would be  made  consid-
erably more  effective if it were  possible for the Community  to grant 
certain facilities for those restructuring operations  deemed  to be 
the most  essential and  urcent.  Such  facilities would,  moreover,  be 
warranted by the particular difficulties which  multi-national mergers 
generally have  to meet  as compared  to national mergers.  They  might 
take the form,  once  the necessary legal basis had been established, 
of guarantees which  would  be  financed from  the ordinary budget  of 
the  Community  and would  back up  the Bank's  policy of loans for re-
structuring purposes. 
(1)  The  foregoing considerations are developed without  prejudice to 
any  proposals which the  Commission  might later wish to make  with 
respect to the various Community  credit facilities  offered to 
industry. 
- 182-The  possible extension of the role of the Bank  to operations 
other than loans  in order to facilitate certain restructuring 
operations without weighing too heavily on  the financial structure 
of undertakings should also be  the subject of a  thorough survey, 
in particular with regard to the legal forms  to be  adopted. 
0 
0  0 
- 183-CHAPI'ER  TII 
COMPANY  Fm.ANCING 
The  very general  conclusions  to which  this Chapter will lead 
make  it unnecessary to state here a  large  number  of reservations 
regarding the  lack of uniformity of the  information available and 
the multiplicity and  peculiarities of the  situations  covered both 
of which greatly diminish the  accuracy or-any analyses  that can be 
attempted on the basis of the data given (1). 
The  analysis, which  is only an overall analysis of firms'  sources 
of finance  {self-financing and external financing)  and  of their finan-
cial structure,  has made  it possible to bring out certain problems 
concerning at the  sama  time all firms  and certain categories of firms 
(small and medium-sized firms,  firms with a  high rate of  innovation, 
public enterprises).  Studies in  de~th are still necessary to reach 
more  specific conclusions  on  these various points. 
(1)  These  defects have  led to the use  of two  sets of firms: 
- th.ose  drawn  from  national accounts, which  cover all firms. 
Their drawback  is that they reflect an average  of widely 
differing situations; 
- those  based on the  balance sheets of as representative a 
sample  of companies  as possible;  the criteria for selection 
a.nd  the accompanying methods  vary however from  country to 
country. 
The  two sets of data drawn  up  independently become  significant 
when  they show  the ; ame  trends. 
- 185-I. FIRJ4S 1  SOURCES  OF  FINANCE 
A first method of analysis  of finns'  sources of finance  is to 
separate  internal sources  (self-financing) from  external sources 
(shares,  bonds,  debts).  In  view of the  variety of circumstances, 
the  incidence  of short-term economic factors  and  the fact that the 
two  forms  of financing are  complementary,  it does  not  seem  appro-
priate to go  here  into the advantages  or disadvantages of the two 
modes  of financing or the most  desirable  proportions on  which recourse 
should be  had to them.  This method  of analysis  does,  however,  need 
to be  accom~.nied by an examination of the distribution in company 
balance-sheets  of undertakings  of their own  funds  (capita1 a.nd  re-
serves)  and  debts.  The  relationship between  these  two  factors makes 
it possible to rea.ch certain conclusions more  useful  than  those which 
emerge  from  a  com?Brison between self-financing and external financing. 
1.  Self-financing 
Brief definitions describe self-financing as  "the  surplus  of 
operating income  over operating expenditure actually paid out".  A 
more  specific definition which  is generally accepted is that it 
corresponds to  "the  growth  of assets,  or the reduction of debts, 
achieved by  a  firm  durir~ one  financial year by means  of financial 
resources drawn  during that year which  do  not derive from  new  capital 
or loans or from the realization of other assets"  (1). 
Table  12  gives the break-down of sources  of  company  finance and 
of the uses to which  they are  put.  According to this Table,  the 
proportions  in which  financing requirements are  met  from  internal 
sources a.re  as follows,  in decreasing order: 
- United States and Germany  65% 
- Netherlands,  United Kingdom,  Belgium  and  France:  between  55%  and  6(J1/c 
- Italy  45% 
- Japan  between 25%  and  30% 
(1) Marcel Malissen 
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-In  the first  place it should be  noted that the rate is low  in 
Italy and Japan which  are the two  countries that  enjoyed the  highest 
industrial  growth during the  period under consideration.  If it be 
agreed that self-financing must first and foremost  cover gross fixed 
capital formtion, it can be  seen 'that this has been achieved up to 
a  level  of: 
100% approocimately in the United States, the United Kingd~ and 
the Netherlands 
- 70  - 80'fo  in Germany,  France and Belgium 
- 60 - 7o%  in Italy and Japan. 
The  same  percentage may  reflect very different situations:  poor 
growth  combined with  low profitability or strong growth  with a 
satisfactory return.  One  should therefo:re  a.void  drawing negative 
conclusions here from  the financing methods  or the yield of Italian 
and Japanese  industries.  To  self-finance to the extent of 70%  doublecl 
and  even trebled production,  as is the  case with  Italy and Japan durizJg 
the  period under consideration,  is a  distinctly better perfo:rma.nce  thnn 
that of the United States which  self-financed to 100%  a  growth of  only 
~  in its production during the  same  period. 
On  tba  other ham,  the  80Jfo  self-financing of a  production growth 
similar to that of the United States indicates the relative weakness 
of Germany,  Belgium and France,  whilst the  1~  self-financing of the 
United Kingdom  is of little significance since it coincides with a 
very moderate rate  of  production growth. 
No  analysis of  trends in the rates at which  gross  fixed capital 
fozmation was  covered by s.elf-financing during the  last ten years is 
given here,  since the figures available give  a  clear picture only of 
the short-term economic trend which  is deliberately left out of this 
report. 
The  fact  remains however  that, for various  reasons,  firms  in 
member  countries,  in ~articular Italy,  need to have  recourse  to 
external financing to a  greater extent than United States firms. 
- 188-2. l!Jcternal  financing 
The  external financing sources shown  in Table  12  are  shown 
S{Jlin  in Table 13,  but expressed this time a.s  a  percentage of 
total external financing.  In spite of the different systems 
re5orted to,  certejn striking facts may  be  noted. 
In the first place,  there is much  less recourse to financing 
by means  of share  issues, relatively speaking,  in the United States 
than in European countries.  The  rea.son for this is mainly that the 
yield of American firms  enables  them  to face  up  to their present rate 
of development  without having recourse  to share  issues to increase 
their capital.  However,  it should be  noted that American  companies 
had  in the  past made  sure  of sufficient capital since the total market 
capital value of companies  in the  CODIIlunity  in 1966  was  only 11%  of 
that of American companies 
Germany  18  thousand million dollars 
France  18 
II  II 
Italy  9 
II  II 
Netherlands  8  II  II 
Belgium  4 
II  II 
EEC  57  "  " 
USA  515  "  " 
United Kingdom  161  "  " 
Japan  29 
II  " 
On  the  other hand,  American  and British firms  issue bonds  on  a 
much  larger scale than  companies  in other European countries or in 
Japan,  where  the  bond market  is only a  secondary means  of financing 
industrial firms.  That market is in fact taken up  to a  great extent 
in the  Community  by State  loans,  loans  from  public organisations, 
public enterprises or public  or semi-public bodies specialising in 
long or medium-term  industrial credit which  usually act as  inter-
mediaries between  the finance market and firms,  in particular small 
and medium-sized  ones. 
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 Another  reason behind this is the  cost  of  issuing bonds.  These  costs 
as a  percentage  af the amount  received by  the  issuer,  recorded in 
September 1966,  were  as follows: 
Germany 
Belgium 
France 
Italy 
Netherlands 
USA 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
Source:  OECD 
Recurring costs  (1) 
(excluding interest) 
1.10 
0.46 
0.47 
2.92  (3) 
0.31 
0.16 
0.39 
0.48 
Non-recurring (2) 
charges 
0.46 
0.4-3 
1.66 
0.57 
0.42 
0.09 
0.20 
0.56 
Total 
1.56 
0.89 
2.13 
3·49 
0.79 
0.25 
0.59 
1.09 
Similarly,  European  finns  only avail themselves  to a  limited 
extent  of the possibility of convertible bond  issues and recourse 
to the Euro-bond market, although there  is progress  in that sphere. 
In fact European  firms  generally compensate  for such  limited 
financing by means  of  bond  issues by having recourse  to the above 
mentioned public or semi-public  intermediaries or to special private 
loan systems resembling bond  issues  (Schuldscheindarlehen,  onderhandse 
leningen)  or again to  the  usual  forms  of bank  financing. 
Short, medium- and long-term credits do  indeed usually represent 
the  major external sources of finance  for firms.  The  increasing 
inclination of the  public for liquidity tends to bring about  a  rela-
tively generous  apply of  short-term credit by comparison with the 
medium-term  or  long-term credit available, a  sta.te of affairs which 
is not always  compatible with the  orthodox financing of industrial 
expansion. 
(1)  Banker's  conmission and  tax payable by the  issuer. 
(2)  Issue  costs  proper,  stamp duty,  issue  premiums  and  redemption 
premiums. 
(3) It should be  noted that  in Italy these charges  include  the  tax 
on  "ricchezza mobile"  (movable  assets). 
- 191-This situation reaches its peak  in Japan where  financing of 
undertakings is  based mainly  on  bank credit,  in particular on  short-
term credit whiCh  is often granted with  an automatic renewal agreement. 
And  so the President of a  major Japanese  bank finds  himself able  to 
say: 
"If Japan had kept to monetary  orthodoxy,  the country's economic 
growth would have  remained unremarkable  and  its astonishing rise to a 
place among  the  industrial nations  leading the  world  economy  would 
have  been  impossible."  In Japan,  in order to combat  this situation 
several public establishments and  three private  banks are authorised 
to  collect capital principally by issuing one-year and five-year 
debenture  bonds  and to  grant firms  medium-term  and long-term loans 
for amounts  which  may  be as much  as  twenty times their capital and 
reserves. 
For  the  ~C countries,  the following  Ta.ble  shows  the  loans which 
it has been  possible  to transform from  short-term to medium  or long-
term in recent years. 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Belgium 
Medium  and long-term  loans  to the econany 
financed by liquid and  short-term sa.vings 
(annual variations) 
.!i§2  1966  12§.1 
(1)  (2)  ( 1)  (2)  (1)  (2) 
5·54  78.9  5·57  88&8  4·75  82.7 
2.76  78.6  2.96  75.1  4-78  84.2 
1.33  56.3  1.33  49.1  2.06  56.6 
1.31  86.2  1.62  87.6  1.72  87.3 
0.47  73·4  0.76  82.6  0.60  64.5 
Source:  EIB  1968  Annual  Report 
(1)  In thousands  of millions of dollars 
~ 
(1)  (2) 
5.15  78.3 
5.52  85.7 
2.15  53.1 
2.05  89.5 
0.62  60.2 
(2)  as a  percentage of total medium  and  long-term  loans to the econany. 
- 192-Italy1s  percentage which is distinctly lower than that of the 
other countries,  is accounted for by the fact  that banks  are  not 
legally entitled to grant medium  or  long-term credit.  In that 
country,  financing must  be  effected as  in Japan either by specialised 
medium-term  or  lon~term credit institutions which  issue bonds  or by 
means  or short-term loans automatically renewed,  a  procedure  which  is 
not without risk. 
3· The  financial structure of firms 
Tablesl4 and  15  show  the main assets and liabilities by the end 
of a  financial  year,  the f onner  in terms  of percentage,  the latter in 
terms  of financial ratios for six countries in respect  of which  such 
could be  calculated. 
From  the  point  of view  of the soundness of financial structure, 
American and English finns are  in a.  select position with: 
- the highest  percentage  of their own  sources  of finance; 
- the  highest ratios for financing from  their own  sources and from 
permanent  funds; 
- the most  favourable relation between their own  funds  and their 
medium  and  long-term liabilities. 
On  the other hand,  the relationship between medium  and long-term 
liabilities and cash-flow  (which  unfortunately could not  be  worked 
out  in any  coo:.parable  way  for the United States) far British firms 
comes  between the figures for German  and French firms,  such liabil-
ities representing about two-and-a-half years  of cash-flow.  This 
confirms  the  fact that the United Kingdom's  superiority over the  .l:!a!!C 
in :respect  of financing  is the consequence  of the  lower rate of growth 
of its economy  during the  period under consideration. 
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 In tb3  light of these figures,  the situation of French firms 
would  seem  to be  slightly better than that of German  firms:  the 
margin of investment  covered by firms  1  own  funds  and long-term assets 
is higher,  the comparison between the former and medium and long-term 
liabilities more  favourable.  The  level at which  short-term lia.bilities 
are covered by  Short-term assets and stocks by working capital is how-
ever approximately the same  in both countries.  On  the  other hand, 
German  firms have a.  better long-term liabilities cash flow rate  {2.5 
years cash-flow as against nearly 3 years for French firms).  This 
would  point to  the  sl~ht superiority of certain French ratios being 
attributable on the  one  hand to differences in rate  of growth  by 
canparison with Germany  during the same  period,  a.nd  on the  other hand 
to the special arrangements whereby a  number of German  finns  finance 
themselves by borrowing from  banks with which  they are associated. 
In every case,  Italian and Japanese  firms  show  the least favour-
able ratios.  Italy is the  only country where  tle ratio for investment 
financing by means  of perms.nent  assets is less than 1,  which  results 
in a  negative working capital. 
Taking the above  data as a  whole,  a  main  fact becomes apparent. 
Certain compa.nies  have fragile financial structures because  they a.re 
facing extremely rapid growth  {Japan and Italy).  Certain have sound 
structures for opposite  reasons  {United Kingdom).  Only United States 
firms,  thanks to their high rate  of profit,  have succeeded in combining 
a  rate  of self-financing equal to or exceeding  10~  with a  rate of 
growth which  in recent years  was  close to  that of the Netherlands, 
Germany  and Belgium,  and greater tha.n  that  of France. 
- 196-:I.  IMPROVEMENT  IN  THE  CONDITIONS  OF  FINANCING  OF  UNDERTAKINGS  IN  THE 
COMMUNITY 
No  act  ion  aiming at improving companies'  financing condi tiona 
can bear fruit unless the management  has the necessary inclination to 
invest.  There  is no  automatic  correlation between capital available 
and  investments,  a.s  previous experience  has  shown,  where,  for example, 
improvement in self-financing led firms  to take  over other companies 
rather than set up new  production units. 
In the  Community,  the inclination to invest seems  to be  still 
situated at a  relatively modest  level in certa.in sectors and certain 
countries.  Reasons for this are varied.  From  the structural angle, 
in certain countries the very large number  of family businesses whose 
own  resources are quickly exhausted but whose  management  dislike~ 
sharing cont:rol is certainly an unfavorable factor.  The  lack of long-
term prograuming in most  firms  and sometimes also certain negative 
aspects  of  government  economic  policy ~  be  behind many  a  missed 
opportunity. 
In addition,  psychologically,  the  desire to hold on  to what 
one  has generally overrides  the desire  to expand.  That  is why  a 
refo~ of finn structures and better management must  accompany any 
Sts.te  action in this field. 
1. Financing of firms  in seneral 
(a} Self-financing 
Among  the  moves  aimed at improving financing condi  tiona, 
those generally first thought of concern self-financing. 
The  fact  that  self-financing is the first method to be 
discussed must not be understood,  in the view of the  Commis-
sion,  as giv;ng  ~riorjty to it;  indeed,  beyond a  given  per-
centage it may  sometimes  be  replaced advantageously by other 
methods  or  financing. 
- 197-It is very difficult to  pin-point  the  factors  on which  action 
to es.courage self-financing should concentrate.  It is  in fa.ct the 
degree  of profitability and  the  profit margin of firms  which  support 
self-financing and determine to a  great extent the  level it will reach. 
Accordingly,  action to increase firms'  self-financing capacity 
coincides to a  large extent with action to  improve  their general 
envirollll8nt.  It is unnecessary to  stress that  the standard of 
managem~nt also  pl~s a  major part in this respect. 
Since the  problem of environment is discussed thoroughly else-
where  in this document,  it seems  preferable to draw attention here  to 
tb:t  improvement  in the  conditions  of access to the  capital market and 
its enlargement to COIJIJlunity  dimensions. 
(b)  Improvement  of the conditions of access to the  capital market 
In recent years,  European fi  nns  do  not  seem,  in general,  to 
have  met  insuperable difficulties in financing their investments 
from external sources.  The major part of that fina.ncing has been 
done  by banks and  other credit institutions.  The  reason for this 
mode  of financing is to be found not  only in the way  in which the 
European finance market operates but also in the fact  that very many 
European firms  are  too small to have  direct access to  the capital 
market.  Available  i~ormation on financing by banks  or similar 
institutions and on  the relations existing betw~en bankq  and indus-
trJ is too fragmentary at the  present stage to allow any overs.ll 
judgments  to be  made  or any suggestions  to be offered.  It would 
seem,  however,  that in most  of the  Community  countries substantial 
progress still needs  be  made  to achieve  the  most  modern forms  of 
co-operation between banks  and industry. 
In the report  of  a  specialist group on  "the development  of 
a  European capital market",  the need for a  development  of direct 
interna.tional  credit and for interpenetration of banking networks 
was  stressed and suggestions were  ma.de.  The  study of these  problems 
- 198-should be  pursued and  solutions  sought with regard to guarantees and 
·;he  setting up of financing syndicates so as to accelerate  the current 
modernisation of the Community  banking system. 
With  regard to direct recourse  to  the stock and share markets 
which  is equally  important  to industry,  it must  be  admitted that this 
is often made difficult by the  regulations  in force  a.nd  the trend is 
more  towards  bond  issues than  increases  in registered capital.  The 
a.dvantages which  firms  may  find in financing by  means  of share  issues 
as  compared with bonds  or loans should nevertheless be stressed.  They 
reside mainly  in the fact  that the  burden is lesser in the event of 
liquidity difficulties in times of economic regression and  in the 
ereater freedom  of action in taking certain risks when  the firm's 
production is markedly directed towards  innovation. 
It must  moreover be  admitted that,  in  .~neral, firms  are  not 
particularly favourable to issuing new  shares,  and only have  recourse 
to this method  in most  cases in order to restore a  proper balance 
~etween their resources and their liabilities,  or for reasons  of 
prestige vis-8.-vis rival  firms  or again to meet  the requirements of 
a  credit institution.  In more  cases than one  might tend to  think 
an  increase  in capital is ruled out  owing  to the  family cha.ra.cter 
of the company  or the  fea.r of a  group gaining control of part of 
its capital.  Furthermore,  weakness  of  stock exchanges  in some  coun-
tries in recent years has led to  financing rather by  means  of capital 
loans than by new  share  issues.  During the  period 1953-68  the  prices 
of  industrial  shares,  expressed in terms  of constant purchasing power, 
i.e. brought  into line with ccnsum.er  price indices,  showed  a.n  avera.ge 
annual  increase  (composite  rates) as follows: 
11  %  in Germany 
8  %  in the  United States 
7  %  in the  United Kingdom 
6  %  i!'l  Japan 
5.5~ in Netherlands 
4  %  in France 
3.5%  in Italy 
0.2% in Belgium  (excluding colonial shares) 
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countries have  been aggravated by  sudden sharp upward and downward 
fluctuations which  nave  discouraged people  from  investing their 
savings  in shares. 
One  way  to  correct the  imbalance  between risk capital and loan 
capital would have  been to have recourse to the  intermediate method 
of convertible bonds.  That method is however far from having been 
sufficiently developed in the  Community.  It nevertheless  presents 
advantages both to savers,  who  take more  limited risks than when 
buying shares while  preserving the  chance  of appreciation,  and to 
firms  which  can thus issue shares indirectly at a  price close to 
that of their shares on the stock: exchange at the  time  of issue, 
which is not the case with new  share  issues in the  Community. 
On  these  grounds,  one  may  ask whether  the  issue o£  convertible 
bonds  should not  be  encouraged by the  State  in all member  Countries 
by placing them  under the same  taxation regime as  ordinary bonds until 
they are converted into shares. 
Taxaticn  regimes do indeed have a  great  influence on the choice 
of a  financing method by firms and also on investors'  decisions. 
Thus,  as regards the  increase  of capital by means  of bond and 
share  issues,  the  tax rules of certain member  States acted as a  brake 
in so  far as such  operations were  substantially taxed,  proportionately 
to the  new  capital brought  into the firm. 
Such a  system does  not  incliiie  companies to have recourse  to 
the stock and  mare market. 
On  17  July 1969,  the Council adopted a  Directive abolishing 
capital  duty and stamp duty  on  bonds  and a  reduction of such charges 
on shares  in certain member  States. 
Various  methods  of deduction at source  on  share dividends  and 
interest on bonds,  as well as the fact  that in certain countries sharee1 
are  mostly registered,  also lead firms to favour  bonds rather than  shaJ~s. 
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whether  or not  deducted at  source.  Whilst the payment  of interest  on 
bonds  is  ded~ble from  the taxation profits of the  company  paying 
the  interest,  dividends are liable on  the  one hand to profit tax 
payable  by the distributing canpany and on  the  other to incane tax 
payable  by  the  shareholders.  Thus,  at  present, after deduction at 
source, with a  profit of 100,  firms  can pay approximately: 
To  the resident  to the resident 
shareholder (1)  bondholder  (2~ 
in Germany  57  100 
In France  50  75 
In Italy  47-5  69 
In the  Netherlands  42.5  100 
In Belgium  56  80 
In lllxembourg  51  95 
This Table must  of course  be  treated with all due  caution in 
view of the  personal  income  tax payable  subsequt>nt ly and the abate-
ments  or refunds  o:."  tax  or tax credit which may  apply.  Ho] ders  of 
securities tend,  however,  to regard the net  payment  made  to  them  as 
the  yield of their investment. 
(1)  Deductions  Profit tax  Deducted at source 
Germany  23.5  +  19.1 
France  50  + 
Italy  50  +  2.5 
Netherlands  46  +  11.5 
Belgium  30  +  14 
Luxembourg  40  +  9 
(2)  Deducted at source: 
Italy:  38%;  Belgium:  20%;  Luxembourg:  5%;  France:  25%  with full 
discharge,  or 12%  on account for  loans  issued before 1.1.65 and 
lojo for  those  issued after that date. 
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ltmits the  spreading of  risks,  profits and control and is  not adjusted 
to the requirements of  rap: d] y  expanding firms  which need to make 
substantial investments.  The  present  operation does  not therefore 
seem  to be  the best from  the  point  of view of economic  develo}JJlent. 
It seems  consequently necessary to redress the  balance between 
the  two  methods  of financing. 
In respect  of interest on  bonds,  the Commission  in its ~emorandum 
to the Council  dated 5 March  1969  proposed the abolition of deduction at 
source.  This  proposal was  prompted  by  the following considerations& 
- in so far as deduction at source  on  interest on  bonds  is reflected 
in the rate of interest paid,  its abolition would help to check the 
rise in interest rates and  reduce  the cost to Europea.n  firms  of_ 
financing their investments,  an aim  which  is coumon  to a.ll member 
States; 
- abolition would restore equality between national money  markets and 
the huro-bond market  where  there  is no  deduction at source,  since 
issues are  made  on  ma.rkets  where  non-residents are  exempt  from  such 
tax; 
- the  introduction of deduction at source  in countries which  do  not 
a.pply it might encourage  a  drain of  international capital,  not  to 
say Community  capital,  towards third countries. 
It is therefore  inadvisable to maintain the  prin~iple of ded-
uction at  source  in respect  of  dividends if, far the reasons shown 
above,  it is abolished in respect  of  intere~t on  bonds.  This of 
cour.~P.  ra.ises the question of  tax evasion. 
It should be  noted that the system at present in force  in the 
various  countries encourage  abnormal movements  of capi  ta.l, effected 
for the purpose  of evading taxation,  and  do  not  really ensure fair 
taxation.  Indeed it is genera.lly the  biggest holders  of securities who  can most  easily transfer their portfolio abroad,  whilst sma.ll  savers 
have  their tax deducted at source. 
And  so there  does  not seem  to be  anything insuperable  in the 
conflicting desires to ensure fair taxa.tion and to improve  the  operation 
of the Community  capital market  by abolishing tax deduction at source. 
Dealing more  severely with tax evasion by other means,  which  would 
include  internationa.l co-opera.tion  by  the tax authorities in all the 
countries concerned,  seems  much  more  likely to achieve  the aims  pursued. 
Although  its situation from the  tax point of view is more 
favourable,  the  bond market  is subject to constraints in the Community 
which weigh  heavily on the money  market as a  whole:  investors•  prefer-
ence  far greater liquidity,  money  markets which  are confined and lack 
buoyancy,  distortions  in fa.vour  of the Euro-bond market. 
Furthermore on this rather limited bond market  private firms 
are  in competition not  only with the  State and local authorities 
but also with  public companies,  which  are  obliged  to have  recourse 
to bonds  to a  considerable extent since it is difficult for  them to 
obtain increases in capital from  the  public authorities  or to have 
recourse  to self-financing,  having regard to the  prices a.nd  ra.tes 
imposed  on  them  for  reasons  of social  or public  policy.  For instance, 
during the years 1962/1965,  public companies  drew  from  the  capital 
market,  in the form  of bonds  and increases  of capital,  7•7%  in Germany, 
18.~% in France  and  22.3%  in Italy of the funds  available  (1). 
Table 16  gives details of the  sourcES of financing and  the  use 
made  of the capital by  public companies  in those  three  countries. 
(1) The  data given here,  gathered by  the  Centre  ~uropeen de  1 1entre-
prise publique,  do  not  include banks,  insurance companies  or 
local government  undertakings.  The  Italian and French figures 
are  accounted for chiefly by  the  investments made  by  public 
companies  in the competitive  sector. 
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T A B L E  No.  16 
Total financing by  public companies 
(for the years  1960/1965) 
Sources  Germa.ey  I 
France  Italy 
- State  contribution,  ~ndowment 
capital and  share holdings  10.6  2.9  7.6 
- Gross  self-financing  34-7  56.9  28.5 
- Gross  issue  of bonds and medium-
and  long-term credit  16.5  39-4  50.6 
- Short-term credit  38.2  o.8  13.3 
Total  100.- 100.- 100.-
Uses 
- Technical  investments  85.8  (1)  81.4  (1)  67.3 
- Financial  investments  10.0 (1)  7.0 (1)  27.-
- Redemption  of bonds  and  of  long-
and medium-term  loans  4.2  11.6  5-7 
Total  100.- 100.- 100.-
Sources:  CEEP:  Records  of the  IVth Congress  of April 1968:  Public 
companies  and  economic  development  in Europe. 
(1)  approximate figures. 
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---New  capital in the  form  of  increases in the  endowment  or of share 
issues,  is limited,  as also is self-financing.  Borrowing at tenn 
and bond  issues are  the  principal sources  of finance for companies 
of this kind. 
In short,  the regulations  or conditions  in force hswe  tended·to 
make  companies  turn rather towards  bank financing than towards  the 
stock and share market  and when  they have recourse  to the  latter, 
bond issues rather than to share  issues.  While  certa.in steps ha,re 
already been taken at national level to correct this trend, it seems 
appropriate that the  Community,  in so far as harmonisation is neces-
sary,  in particular for the creation of a.  Community  money  market, 
should encourage  those  forms  of financing which  ar~ most  likely to 
encourage the dynamic  and rapid growth of the Community's  industry. 
(c) Enlargement  of the capital market to Community  dimensions 
There  is a  close link between industrial growth and  the  inter-
penetration of money markets.  This  was  already stressed in 1966  in 
the report of a  group  of Ccmmunity experts  on "the development  of a 
European  capital market" where  it was  stated in particular that the 
enlargement  of the canital market  and the close coordination of 
economic  policiP.s would facilitate the financing of economic growth 
lilich,  in all member  States, was  becoming increasingly dependent  on 
the capital market: 
- a  multiplication of external sources  of financing would help 
undertakinF,s to reach the  size necessary in the  Common  Market; 
- an approximation of financing conditions  in the Community  would 
reduce the distortions which existing differences introduced into 
competition; 
- a  dive..,.~:i.fication of  investment  opportunities would  tend to in-
crease  the supply of capital; 
- 205-- an intensification af transactions in stocks and shares would 
reduce  the risks  of the disturbances characterising limited markets. 
Furthermore,  the  interpenetration of money markets would, 
I 
thanks to increased competition,  make  finance  institutions mere 
efficient and so lead them to grant  industry more  favoura.ble 
financing  conditions. 
It should be  noted that little progress has  been nade as 
regards the develop12nt  of a  ~'uropean capital market.  With  a  very 
few exceptions,  no Community  dimension exists for most  firms when 
it comes  to sources  of finance.  They still look mainly to the 
national market. 
The  reasons for this are well  known:  they derive from  the  lack 
of fixed rates of exchange as·well as  from  taxation and other regula-
tions  in member  States, the caution of investors and the attitude of 
firms. 
Monetary fluctuations  are certainly the main obstacle  to the 
interpenetration of money  markets.  Exchange  risks are  in certain 
countries behind the hesitation of European companies  to have re-
course  to the  markets  of other member  States in order to finance 
their investments.  What  has ha.poened to some  firms which contracted 
loans  A.t  advantageous rates on foreign markets and were  adversely 
affected by subsequent  exchange rate adjustments,  can scarcely en-
courage  such  operations. 
Similarly,  except for initial capital gra.nts which  they are 
doing their best  to keep to a  minimum,  parent  companies  consider that 
their subsidiaries in other Comm1xnity  countries must  develop  indepen-
dently and find all the additional resources  they need on the local 
market.  This  principle aims not  only at avoiding tapping the reserves 
of the  parent  company  but also at  avoiding any exchange risks.  And 
so there  seems  to be  very little prospection of  the various  money 
markets  on the  part of Coumuni ty compa.nies  in order to take advantage 
of differences in cost to finance  their expenditure or that  of their 
subsidiaries.  The  safety margin a.fforded by a  large percentage  of 
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companies  a  sufficient guarantee against exchange risks. 
This is why the interpenetration of money  markets  in the  Com-
~ity  seems  unlikely to develop fully without a  monetary arrangement 
to  p~clude s:ny  changes  in exchange rates within the EEC  at least for 
a  relatively long time.  Unless such a  state of affairs is achieved, 
interpenetration might well be limited to short-term credits where 
in normal circumstances exchange risks are less.  However,  should this 
not  prove  possible at  present,  then firms  borrowing should be authorised 
in other Community  countries by setting up exchange  fluctuation reserves 
which  would  be deductible  from  their taxable  income. 
The  efforts made  by the various Canmunity bodies,  in particular 
the Commission,  to coordinate economic  and monetary policies,  and the 
first  progress  which  the  Community has  just made  in that field are 
thus  contributing directly to improving condi  tiona for the expansion 
of Community industry. 
Side by side with the  coordination of economic  and monetary 
policies, it is  important to  promote  integration of money markets by 
abolishing the various  obstacles still standing in the way. 
Authorisation to  quote  securities  on foreign  stock exch~s 
would be  an  important  integrating factor.  Until now,  few firms  have 
shown  real interest in such a  possibility.  The  few  large  ~uropean 
companies which have  asked for their shares to be  quoted on  foreign 
markets  seem to have  done  so mainly for reasons  of prestige and 
publicity.  Fulfilment of the relatively strict and  complex require-
ments for quotation on other  ~uropean stock exchanges  is thought  good 
for the  company's reputation.  Multiple quotation,  however,  should it 
develop encugh to bring about  a  real .l!.'uropean  market  in securities, 
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distribution of their capital and maintenance  of their share  price. 
It would  seem  advisable accordingly to carry out  the  Community-wide 
harmonisation required to make  multiple quotation possible. 
On  the  other hand,  Government  regulations restrict the possi-
bility for institutional investors to acquire  securities from  other 
Community  countries.  These  restrictions  constitute a  particularly 
serious obstacle to the  interpenetration of money  markets, as  does 
also the restricted access to national markets allowed to  issuers 
in other member  States.  The  Commission  has been insisting for several 
years  on the  progressive adjustment  of such regulations and practices. 
Lastly,  from  the point of view of the  saving public of institu-
tional investors,  taxation of dividends and  interest on  bonds  is a 
serious  impediment  to the  interpenetration of Communit,y  markets. 
Among  the thirty possible bila.teral relations  between member  States 
(each member  State with five  others)  there are still sixteen cases of 
double  taxation on  dividends and fourteen of double  taxation on  bonds. 
This  can  be  explained by the fact  that out of the fifteen bilateral 
conventions it would  be  possible to conclude  on the elimination of 
double  taxation between the member  States,  twelve  only are  in force 
at  present and  some  of these are defective in so far as they  do  not 
settle the question of tax deduction at source. 
The  Commission  in its memorandun  on  the adjustment  of certain 
direct  taxes with a  view  to facilitating the development  and  inter-
penetration of markets  in securities in the  E~C, which  it submitted 
to the Council  on  7 March  1969,  reached the  conclusion that  the 
harmonisation of  tax deductions at source  in respect  of dividends 
could scarcely be  considered before a  first decision had been made 
at  Community  level regarding  the  system to be  adopted to alleviate 
double  taxation. 
- 208-Indeed,  dividends  should in principle  be  subject to double 
taxation, since  they are liable to profit  tax  payable  by the 
distributing company  and  to income  tax  payable  by  the  shareholder. 
Three States at  present apply systems  designed to alleviate 
double  taxation: 
- France and Belgium,  by  granting a  tax refund or tax credit to the 
shareholder; 
- Germany,  by  reducing the rate of tax on  companies  for the  share  of 
the  profits to be distributed. 
In its memorandum  the Commission  stated that before  forming 
an  opinion,  it was  waiting for the results of studies  being made  to 
ascertain the economic,  social and  fiscal consequences  of the various 
possible solutions. 
The  findings  of these  Atudies are  now  being examined  by  the 
Commission  which,  when  making  its proposals,  will  choose  the  solution 
offering the greatest simplicity in tax-collection methods  that  is 
compatible with the  elimination of distortions. 
In short,  the  integration of money  markets  can  only be  achieved 
by means  of a  number  of convergent  measures whose  governing principles 
and nature were  described by the Commission  in a  memorandum  addressed 
to the  Council  on  5 March  1969.  The  main  points  are as follows: 
- Savers  to be  given the  possibility of dea.ling freely in all securities 
in the  Community  thanks  to the  progressive abolition  of the remainirg 
restrictions on  access to the various national money  markets  by 
issuers in other member  States; 
- The  regulations applicable to institutional  investors to be  made 
more  flexible  to enable  them  to fulfil their functions freely on 
- 209-the money  markets and contribute to  their interpenetration; 
- Real  fiscal  "transparence" to be  achieved as regards movement  of 
capital, so as to eliminate  distortions which  influence the  behaviour 
of both investors and savers. 
0 
0  0 
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Small and medium-sized firms by reason precisely of their size, 
ar  of their legal structure,  do  not generally have  the  same  access  to 
sources  of finance as large firms,  whether they look to  the capital 
market  ar to medium  or long-term bank credit.  Such firms  therefore 
often meet  with serious financing problems  which  have  prompted specific 
me·aaures  on the part of the authorities.  These vary from  country to 
country in nature  and scope and their conditions of application.  They 
m~  be  classified into four categories: 
- setting up of public or semi-public bodies specialising in medium 
and long-term loans to small and medim-sized companies,  at prefer-
ential rates of interest, accompanied by a  system of guarantees 
more  flexible  than that of banks; 
- granting of credit on preferential terms  through  banks,  at subsidised 
interest rates; 
- provision of security by bodies set up for the  purpose  (cooperative 
credit institutes, etc.) to enable  small and medium-sized finns to 
avail themselves  of lank credit; 
setting up public or semi-public bodies whose  function is to take 
up shares in companies. 
These various kinds  of machinery seem generally speaking,  to 
have met  the present financing problems  of small and medium-sized 
firms.  They do not seem  to be satisfactory,  however,  when  companies 
have exceptional financial  needs  owing to  rapid development.  The 
liability ceiling of such undertakings being fairly low,  the main 
problem is that of improving the  canpany assets/external finance ratio. 
The  experience of the  Small Business Administration in the 
tTnited States shows  the  importance  of this  problem.  To  solve it 
Small Business  Investments Companies  were  set  up sa private companies 
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in small and medium-sized firms and to grant  them loans.  However,  firms 
for which these  institutions were  set up,  in spite of their low liability 
ceiling have  only availed themselves to a  limited extent of this possib:il-
ity to increase their capital.  The  main reason for  this arises it 
seems  in the difficulty these companies  have  in facing an  increase in 
tleir capital with all the  changes it involves. 
Similar ventures carried out  in France by the  "Societas de 
Developpement Regional"  have  produced comparable results. 
The  problem therefore seems  to lie as much  in the attitude of 
these firms as  in giving them  the  necessary finance.  It seems  indeed 
difficult to reconcile entirely the  characteristics of the  family 
business with the requirements of large-scale recourse to external 
finance. 
The role of small  and medium-sized firms  in an economy  that 
is developing rapidly technologically is considerable.  It has been 
noted in particular that numerous  innovations are the result of 
inventions developed by  small fims.  The  small firm seems  indeed 
to provide a  better framework for certain innovations than the  large 
firm. 
The  activity of finDs  constantly engaged in developing new 
products is of course characterised by high risks and the capital 
they require can only take  the form  of risk capital. 
Traditional financial machinery is hardly in a  position to 
provide that  type  of financing,  which  presents new  problems  and 
necessitates new  procedures.  The  Community  is still very much  under-
equipped with this type  of specialised finance  institution and therein 
must certainly be  one  of the reasons  far  the  small muber of new 
comiBnies being set up  in Europe to exploit new  technologies.  The 
success of such  canpanies  in the United States and their contribution 
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the CoiiiDunity,  one  of the first aims  should be  to close what  the 
Americans  have  called the  "appraisal gap", that is,  the difficulty 
of appraising exactly the chances and risks  inherent  in new  processes. 
This  implies a  change  of attitude  on  the  part of  thos~1 who  are called 
upon  to  supply extra finance,  Whether it be  the management  of finance 
houses  or the  public authorities.  Until now,  few  bodies  have  adopted 
a  really constructive attitude. 
Certain experiments made  in the  Community  do  however  point the 
In 1964,  a  private  body whose  function was  "to supply capital 
and active help to people wishing to• set up new  businesses  or to 
develop existing ones with a  view to exploiting a  new  product,  process, 
or service" was  set up in .l!.'urope  by external  promoters.  It interests 
itself  in innovation and  finances  production and marketing,  since that 
is the  stage at which  the greatest financial effort is necessary and 
normal finance houses  are not  in a  position to make  it.  Experience  has 
shown  that  this operation is economically viable provided that all the 
data exist for a  sound assessment  of the risks. 
In France  in 1965  the  "Credit National"  introduced a  "develop-
ment aid" financing  procedure  which  consists  in making loans  to be 
reimbursed only in the event  of success to companies engaged  on 
priority research projects.  A similar system exists in the United 
Kingdom  in the  loans granted by the "Uaticnal  Research and  Developnent 
Corporation". 
While these  few  cases are not  the  only ones  they are nevertheless 
exceptions and it is a  fact that  many  industrial investments  cannot  be 
made  in the  CoiiiDunity  for lack of an appropriate mode  of finance.  This 
new  field of action deserves to be  looked into more  systematically by 
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Certain relatively new  financL~g methods which  aim at limiting 
the  locking up  of firms'  capital  and reducing  the  need for their own 
assets are  nevertheless  a  partial palliative to this difficulty of 
obtaining risk capital,  and would  seem  to  be  more  especially suited 
to the  requirements of small and medium-sized unertakings. 
Of  these methods,  leasing is the  best known:  it appeared in 
the United States during the  501s  and  in Europe during the  601s  (in 
France and  in Gennany in 1962  and in Italy in 1965). 
It is no doubt  too early to draw final conclusions as to the 
efficacy of this method.  It should be  noted however that in only 
three years  leasing had already acquired in France the relative 
importance it reached after ten years in the United States and in 
1965 it accounted for about  1%  of gross  investments  in the French 
competitive sector.  This  system imposes  no specific conditions with 
regard to  company assets  or security.  The  agreement is drawn up in 
the  light of  commercial considerations  discussed between leasing 
companies and customers.  Leasing transactions  do not reduce  to any 
great extent other financing possibilities as  is the case with loans. 
In addition,  the  fact that a  leasing agreement  may  be  terminated at 
any moment  and  replaced by anot"'ler  to meet  a  need for more  modern 
equipment  makes  this method particularly suited to the needs  of fi1111s 
in rapidly developing technological fields,  far Which  the rapidity 
with which  plant  becomes  obsolete  presents serious depreciation 
problems. 
lsasing back,  a  variant  of leasing,  enables a  fi1111  to recover 
the amounts  invested by handing over  ownership to the  leasing company 
while  keeping them on hire.  This operation helps companies with 
financing problems to restore a  balance by building up their liquid 
assets. 
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fim handing over its trading credits to another firm,  which takes 
over the appraisal of the solvency of custaners,  assumes  the ensuing 
risks and takes charge of all  the commercial accounting relating 
thereto.  This transaction reduces  the first firm's  commercial riSks, 
ma.rBgement  costs and working capital requirements. 
The  various new  forms  of financing just described seem  likely 
to bring to small and medium-sized firms  a.  solution to many  of their 
financial  problems.  It should, however,  be stressed that it is 
possible to take  advantage  of  such  forms  of financing only where  a 
firm's management  is modern and profitability is high. 
Prospects and conclusions 
Table  17  which  shows  trends  in fixed  investments  and also the 
depreciation and savings in the  Community  countries,  as well as  in 
Japan,  the United Kingdom  and the United States in recent years,  makes 
it possible to draw certain conclusions as regards financing problems 
which the anticipated growth of investments would present. 
Surveys made  recently in the various member  States to forecast 
the financing requirements  of industry show that in the  coming years 
a  slight slowing down  in the rate of growth of  investments  is  to  be 
expected in Germany,  the Netherlands,  and to  a  lesser extent in France 
am in Belgium, with a  slight speeding up in Italy. 
Whilst  in the United States,  the rates of growth of public and 
private fixed investments respectively are fairly close,  in all other 
countries  (except for Luxembourg),  the  public  sector is developing 
faster than the private sector. 
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 With regard to financing,  there are  two clearly different trends: 
in the United States, the United Kingdan  and the Netherlands  on  one 
hand,  and in the  other countries on the  other. 
In the United states and the United Kingdom  the rate of  ~owth 
of company savings exceeds by far the rate of depreciation.  In the 
Netherlands,  while the  two  rate~ are nearly balanced as regards pri-
vate firms,  as regards  public 'banpa.nies  there is on  the contrary the 
same  discrepancy as in the other Community  countries.  For the second 
group, i.e. most  of the  CODIDUnity  countries and Japan,  the growth of 
the  savings  of private and public companies alike is substantially 
slower than that of depreciation. 
As  regards public administrations,  the situation varies enor-
mously.  In Italy and  in Germany,  the rate of dtrpreciation exceeds 
t'ta  t  of savings  {the latter showing a  decline in Italy).  In France 
and in the Netherlands,  the two  growth rates are similar.  In Japan, 
the United Kingdom  and the United States,  growth in the rate  of saving 
is greater than in the rate of depreciation. 
By  comiBTison with the growth  of the gross fixed capital for-
mation,  private  savings are developing at a  particularly high rate in 
the United Kingdom,  at  a  relatively satisfactory rate  in France, 
Japan, the Netherlands and Belgium, at a  slightly lesser rate in 
Germany,  Italy and  the  United States and at a  lower rate  in Luxembourg  .. 
Whilst in all countries  canpany depreciation,  family savings 
and public savings represent the most  important sources  of financing, 
company  savings also contribute considerably in the United States 
and the United Kingdan. 
This state  of affaires presents certain problems for the future 
firancing of the Coomunity's  industry, for owing to the  low  level of 
company  savings,  the financing of  industrial investments  depends  more 
- 218-on funds available  on the  money  market where  the public and private 
sectors are  in competition. 
While  the total amount  of available funds  seems to be  developing 
fairly satisfactorily, European fizms  are nevertheless being financed 
on a  market which  is in danger of being limited: 
- by the  increasingly large  loans raised by public authorities and 
companies; 
- by the lack of coDIIlunication between money  markets  in the  Community; 
- lastly, by the drain of capital  towards  the Euro-bond market  and by 
investment fund,  investments  which are made  largely in fims in 
third countries. 
For public companies,  to seek a  better balance  between their 
own  assets and liabilities,  on the  one  hand by reverting to the  prin-
ciple of profitability and on  the  other hand by increases  in capital, 
will certainly contribute  to financing the growth of Community  industry. 
Similarly, whilst increased taxation affects  industry as a  whole,  the 
financing of public expenditure by an  increased public debt reduces 
still further the means  for fina.ncing industry by whittling down  avail-
able funds  on the  capital market.  To  seek a  better balance between 
assets and liabilities should be  the concern ont only of public and 
private  undertakings but also of public finance. 
It is not necessary to dwell further here  on  the ill-effects of 
the  lack of integration of the  Community  money  markets  on the financing 
of  industry.  One  of these  is undoubtedly the creation of the  parallel 
Euro-bond market  (1)  which  remins inaccessible to practically all 
(1)  Euro-bond  issues in millions of dollars: 
1965  950 
1966  1429 
1967  1878 
1968  3660 
- 219-European  firms  whose  financial  backing is not  sufficient to enable 
them to have  recourse to it, so  that it drains a  substantial share  of 
the funds available  on  the  money  markets  of the Community to third 
countries. 
Any measures contributing to the  interpenetration of  the  money 
markets will also help to  improve  that situation, whether it be 
harmonised taxation,  a.ccess to the money  market  of  other member  States 
or purchases by investing institutions of securities fran all Community 
countries. 
In any case,  for borrowing institutions in the Community,  whether 
it be  the  ~Uropean Investment Bank  or the  finance authorities of ECSC  -
to have more  recourse  to the Euro-bond market  or to the various money 
markets of the Community  would be likely,  provided the rates are not 
prohibitive, to ensure at the  same  time  a  greater interpenetration of 
money markets and a  better firumcin.g of Community finns.  These 
operations should be carried out with all due regard to the objectives 
laid down  in the Treaties. 
It would in addition be  desirable for private banks which 
normally have recourse  to  the Euro-dollar market  to use  these funds 
to support European finns.  The  setting up of more  specifically 
European investment  funds  would make  it possible to avoid the risks 
far the financing of Community  industry involved in the drain of 
Coamunity savings  towards  shares  in firms  in third cou1ttries. 
- 220-CHAPI'ER  IV 
Coumuni ty firms  and  the rest of the  world 
In 1968  the  Camnunity became  the  largest trading power  in the 
world.  In that year its trade with third countries reached 65,000 
million units of account  (imports and exports  ).  This figure re-
presents almost  one-fifth of the gross Community  product while  during 
the  same  year for the United States the volume  of external trade re-
presented only ~  of the G  .N .P.  Industrial products occupy an in-
creasing share of the markets:  their share  of  the  imports was  27.  1tfo 
in 1958;  in 1968  it amounted to 40. 1%.  With regards to exports,  the 
corresponding figures  were  79.8%  in 1958  and 84.4%  in 1968. 
These figures  show  clearly that  the  Community's  prosperity 
depends  to a  great extent  on  conditions prevailing on the world 
market.  Community  industry must export more  and more  in order to 
be able to increase  the  volume  of its production and decrease its 
costs by means  of longer production runs.  More  and more,  the in-
creased needs  of  large production sectors and growing  internal 
consumption are calling for a  rapid rise in imports  of  raw materials 
and  products which are not  to  be  found  in sufficient quantities within 
the  Community.  Increasingly,  the interplay of canparative advantages 
is promoting the  international 'division of labour.  Such  interdepend-
ence  can  but  increase thanks to the  results  of the Kennedy  Round,  a 
mare  or less generalised movement  towards  the liberalisation of world 
trade and,  above all, an enlargement  of the Community. 
- 221-The  influence of this eta  te of affairs, already particularly 
noticeable  in the  Canmuni ty and more  generally in the Western 
European  countries as a  whole because  of the relation of their 
external trade  to their GNP,  is made  ~ill more  marked for European 
firms by the  influx of external  investments.  The  competitive 
pressure exerted on  Community  industry at  the  two  levels of pro-
duction and investment must  not be considered as a  handicap but  as 
one  of the essential factors making for  its dynamism.  This  opening 
up of the  Canmunity to the  outside world where  industry is concerned 
implies, however,  a  very keen sensitivity to decisions  on trade 
policy taken by the  Community authorities and by the governments  of 
third countries.  That  is why  industrial policy and trade  policy 
becane  increasingly interdependent.  A:iDEJ  must  be  harmonised and 
consequences foreseen and anticipated. 
The  Community  has clearly expressed by its earlier decisions 
its rejection of  industrial protectionism.  Rejecting a  protectionist 
trade  policy,  it has not yet,  however,  felt all the consequences  of 
this choice.  In other words,  Community undertakings must  strive to 
achieve an  increase  in their exports and in their external invest-
ments consistent with the opportunities offered to them. 
I. Trade  policy and industrial polict 
In the world of today trade policies are  becoming more  and 
more  complex;  their traditional instruments,  customs  duties and 
quotas,  are  now  only two  among many factors.  The  others,  a1  though 
they do  not always  appear in international regulations,  are  not any 
the  less effective as  instruments. 
-222-1.  Customs  duties and quotas 
Industrial policy imposes  certain limits  on  the concessions 
it is possible to make  in this field,  just as trade  policy decisions 
narrow  the  options for industrial policy.  Just  as measures  to 
improve  the structure  of the textile sector or to  guide  the  future 
of certain ad,anced technology sectors have  to be discussed with 
due  regard to the  aims  of Community  trade  pol icy,  so trade  policy 
cannot be  pursued independently of the aims  of industrial policy, 
whether overall or sectoral. 
The  Community  paid due  regard to industrial policy aspects 
during earlier negotiations and in particular at the time  of the 
Kennedy Round.  However,  the effects of the decisions taken and 
the  concessions agreed to have  not  always  been properly assessed 
by firms.  One  of  the  objectives of the  Community's  industrial policy 
must  therefore  be  to prepare  Community  undertakings to  face  constantly 
widening competition and to work  out measures to facilitate the adjust-
ments  that will be  needed in certain branches  or regions  (1).  Within 
the  Community,  the  growth  of Community  solidarity in social questions 
and the strengthening of regional operations,  both of which  are 
indispensable in any  case  and  concerning which the  Commission has 
put  forward proposals,  should facilitate this ,process  of adjustment. 
(1)  The  United States Congress,  in the  ''Trade Expansion Act" of 1962, 
gave fairly wide  powers  to the Governement  to come  to the aid of 
industries a.nd  firms  threatened by international canpetition. 
Accordingly,  provision was  made  under this legisla.tion for finan-
cial assistance to finns finding themselves  in difficulties in 
the  form  of guarantees  or loans and tax relief measures,  as well as far 
aidto workers  to facilitate their resettlement.  However,  up to the 
present  these  provisions ha.ve  had only a  very limited application, 
because the conditions that have  to be fulfilled are  very strict. 
The  trade Bill submitted to Congress by President Nixon in November 
1969  aims  at  much  greater·flexibility in these conditions. 
-223-Industries which have  to face  competition from  developing 
coWltries whose  comparative advantage lies in the low cost of labour 
have  a  special •problem.  Contrary to a  still fairly widespread opinion, 
wage  levels  in an exporting country are no  valid justification for 
specific protection measures  on the part of a  more  highly developed 
country.  On  the contrary it is indeed in the  interest of industrialised 
countries to serve more  am more  solvent partners and  thus open  up  more 
to exports from  developing countries. 
However,  this developnent,  already all Wtder  way,  especially 
within the association framework,  and which  should culminate in the 
work  of UNCTAD,  needs  to be  planned as precisely as  possible  so that 
the  sectors concerned know  in advance  how  long they have to adjust 
to a  new  situation.  Similarly, it should not  preclude an effort 
on  a  contractual basis if possible,  to eliminate offers of goods  at 
abnormally low  prices, which disorganise the markets and are  contrary 
to the  interests of the exporting developing countries since  they 
lower their receipts. 
The  prospect of the enlargement  of  the  Community  makes  it 
necessary to consider such problems  with the closest attention, since 
the  Community's  responsibilities in relation to developing countries 
would  be  considerably increased following accession, as is probable, 
of the United Kingdom. 
-224-Reciprocity in the  process of the  progressive  liberalisation 
of trs.de  is considered to be  primarily a  trade policy problem although 
its implications for industrial poljcy,  which  must aim at equality of 
conditions of competition not  only inside the  Community  but also 
between the  Community  and its main outside competitors  cannot  be 
ignored.  But,  if one  looks at the  trade  policy pursued by certain 
la.rge  industria.lised countries, it becanes evident  that adequate 
harmonisation  is far from  being achieved in tariff or quota protection. 
During the Kennedy  Round  the Community  already drew  its partners  • 
attention to the  problem  of tariff disparities.  In spite of sane 
little progress achieved,  this problem remains:  the United States 
tariff level for industrial products is 82% higher than that of the 
Canmunity and that  of Japan is 4o%  higher (1). 
Furthermore,  these tariffs, particularly those  of the United 
States,  provide for "peaks",  which are sometimes extremely high and 
therefore give especially effective protection to certain sectors 
or products. 
Distortions  of competition resulting from  tariff~sparities 
are  sometimes  increa:Jed,  in particular in the case  of Japan,  by 
severe quotas.  The  efficiency and  prime  costs of Ja.panese  industries 
often being not al all lower  than  those  to  be found  in the Community, 
the abolition of the  last quotas  in certain Community  countries is 
thereby made  more  difficult.  This situation can only be  prejudicial 
in the medium  term to international trade. 
(1)  Unweighted  average, all duties.  This average  stands at  7%  for 
the  .l!!EC,  12.8% for the  USA  and 9.8% for Jape.n. 
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negotiations  a  certain levelling of  protection on  the  part of the 
great  industrialised countries;  otherwise certain countries would 
find themselves at a  given moment  powerless and unable  to negotiate, 
while  others, having preserved a  high level of protection for certain 
products or sectors,  might  no  longer have  any interest in further 
facilitating access  to their market. 
A similar approa.ch  is required in the  case  of the concessions 
which  the  industrialised countries will be·led to make  for the benefit 
of developing countries.  The  principle  of a  "fair division of costs", 
recognised alreaQy in discussions  in OECD  concerning a  system of 
generalised preferences for the benefit of developing countries, 
must  prevent competition from  the  less-developed countries with  low 
costs  from  concentrating on the markets  of  the  Coumunity  and of 
other countries envisaging a  liberal trade  policy. 
Lastly,  the pursuit  of a  coherent  industrial policy,  above 
all where  trade  protection is greatly diminished,  cannot take  place 
without effective instruments to protect trade against "abnormal" 
situations,  and  in particular against  the quoting of export  prices 
bearing no relation to cost prices and which are  therefore  no  longer 
expressive  of a  real canparative advantage.  It may  be  a  question in 
such cases either of prices manipulated for political purposes or of 
prices resulting from  temporary surpluses or stocks,  or again dumping 
prices.  The  Community  has worked out  the main  points of a  policy in 
this matter but it still has  to fill in certain gaps  in~s regulations. 
Thus,  the Community  quotas  which might  be applied vis-a-vis state-
- 226-tra.ding countries do  not  offer an entirely satisfactory solution 
to the  problem  of the disturbances  caused on  Community  markets  by 
abno~lly low prices.  This question is not  covered by  the anti-
dumping  regulation,  since it is not  possible to compare  such  prices 
with the exporting countries•  domestic  prices, which  are "political" 
prices fixed by the State.  It therefore seems  necessary for the 
Community  as a  whole  to adopt  in its future  agreements  with the  coun-
tries concerned clauses to attenuate such disturbances like  those 
which  are  indeed already embodied  in the agreements  concluded by most 
of  the  member  States. 
Henceforth it can  be said that the  Community  has available  the 
"classical"  in~truments for pursuing a  coherent trade  policy and  par-
ticipating in the efforts to liberalise world trade1  it now  has ex-
ternal tariffs and Community  machinery for  negotiation;  in respect 
of the other aspects of trade policy, the  Treaty prescribes Community 
procedures for administration and  negotiation at the  end  of the tran-
sitional  period.  The  essential thing is thus to ensure that the  pro-
visions of the Treaty are applied while  duly bearing in mind  the 
requirements and objectives of industrial policy. 
.  •  Other factors  influencing international trade 
The  relations of the Community  with the rest of the world are 
no  longer governed solely by  the classical  instruments of trade 
- 227-policy - customs  tariffs,  quotas,  anti-dumping regulations,  etc. 
Alongside  these  instruments,  governments  apply certain measures  or 
"strategies" which  sanetimes become  more  important  than the classical 
instruments of trade policy.  Consequently,  it is clear that the Com-
munity should analyse the effects of these  and should lay down  a 
common  policy towards  them  in order to ensure acceptable conditions 
of competition for its industries, which  the  Canmunity authorities 
will thus  be able to negotiate coherently with the countries concerned. 
- Supplies of raw materials 
In respect of almost all the basic canmodities used by the 
processing industries,  the Community  balance  of trade shows  a  deficit. 
The  Community  is the largest important  world  importer of raw materials, 
with a  volume  of 7,200 million dollars  (1968).  This  shows  the vital 
interest Community  industries have  in reliable sources of supply at 
prices not less advantageous  than those  paid by their competitors in 
other countries  in the world. 
While it is easy to approve  of this aim,  it cannot be  conceded 
tba  t  there are certain factors both  in the Camnunity and in certain 
third countries,which make  its complete  achievement difficult. 
Within the Community  the canmon  agricultural  policy affects 
directly or indirectly certain products  - apart from  those necessary 
for the  food  industry - which  are raw  materials for other industries, 
e.g. fats and spirits.  The  organisation of the marketing of these 
products  often implies prices distinctly above  the world market level. 
It seems  necessary wherever  possible to enable industries affected by 
such measures  to get their supplies of such  products,  whether  inside 
or outside the Community,  at world prices,  in order to avoid justified 
claims  for increased protection and export rebates  in respect of 
finished products. 
- 228-A similar  proble~ arises for  industries working certain ores. 
For these  primary products  indeed the Community  is faced with the 
choice either of ensuring or improving the reliability of supplies 
for its processing industry by a  policy of protection for its own 
primary producing industries, which  would  almost  inevitably put up 
prices,  or of allowing its processing industries to get their supplies 
on  the  world market,  with all the risks  involved in a  more  or less 
entire dependence  on  the externa.l market.  This  choice is complicated 
by fluctuations  of the  prices of the raw materials concerned on  the 
world market and by the  protection and  stock-piling policies of cer-
tain third countries.  The  problems  resulting from  this situation 
both for C011111unity  producers of the  primary products concerned and 
for the  processing industries should be  studied as a  whole  in order 
to assess more  accurately the advantages and cost of reliability of 
supplies, the economic  interest of keeping the extractive and  primary 
processing industries in the  Community  and  the requirements  of the 
industries which  process and use  raw  materials.  It is not  impossible 
that such a  study might lead to the conclusion that,  like its strong 
competitors,  the Community  must  conduct  a  more  active policy of 
looking elsewhere for the most  advantageous  sources of the  raw 
materials its industry requires. 
A rels.ted problem  occurs  in the energy sector,  in particular 
in the  petroleum  industry,  where  the  price that muf!t  be  paid for 
reliability of supplies is the maintenance  of certain indigenous 
sources and the constitution of stocks,  combined with an adequate 
diversification of external sources. 
- 229-In any case these are fields where  industrial policy and  trade 
policy are  so closely interwoven that neither can  be  decided upon or 
pursued independently of  the  other. 
- New  provisions in trade agreements  concluded with State-trading 
countries 
The  provisions embodied  in government  agreements  concluded with 
State-trading countries have  changed consicferably in recent years. 
While  the  problem of quotas has decreased in importance with the 
independent  liberaliaation measures' decided on by member  States and 
the easing of the embargo  rules in respect of exports of strategic 
goods,  problems  of economic  and technical co-operation and of credit 
have  come  to the forefront. 
Government  co-operation agreements  often present the difficult 
problem of more  favourable  terms  of trade as regards tariffs and 
quotas for certain products.  With regard to tariffs, it should be 
investigated at  Ccxnmunity  level whether,  apart from  the rules governing 
processing traffic, speficic provisions can or  ought  to be  laid down. 
With regard to quotas,  the divergent attitudes of member· States call 
for  the definition of a  common  attitude which  takes account  of the 
principles not  only of the  common  trade  policy but also of industrial 
policy. 
The  most  serious  problems  derive  however  from  private contracts 
concluded within the  framework  of government  agreements.  A resurgence 
of barter transactions applying to the whole  or part of the operation 
should  indeed be  noted in such contra.cts.  Such barter transactions are 
a  permanent  threat to the stability of the  market.  Indeed,  in order to 
get rid of goods  which  were  more  or  less forced  on  him  and  which  he  is 
not equipped to sell, the exporter may  be  led to market  them  in abnormal 
- 230-conditions.  Hence,  it is not so much  the  State-trading country but 
the  Ccmnunity exporter who  is made  to sell in abnormal conditions. 
Perhaps for the time  being,  having regard to the  prevailing shortage 
of currency in certain State-tra.ding countries, it is not  possible 
to prevent all barter transactions.  But  it is still essential that 
the credit conditions accorded to the exporter by the  member  State 
concerned and the  goods bartered should  not  be  auch as to create 
serious disturbances for Community industry.  Strict application of 
the safeguard clauses should be resorted to in order to  discourage 
firms  which might  be tempted to enga~ in abnormal  practices. 
Furthermore,  the exporting of ca·pital goods  and ''know  h011  , 
and  in particular the  handing o•rer  of  factories  "key in hand"  on 
particularly favourable  terms  in countries where  trade is governed 
by  considerations  fundamentally different from  those  prevailing in 
countries with  a  market  econany,  may  sometimes  do  harm  in the  long 
run to Community  industry. 
Indeed,  the  products  of such factories will be  in an exception-
ally good position to canpete with Community  products  on the Community 
market  and on third country markets since they will be similar to them, 
will have had the advantage  of more  favourable  investment conditions, 
will be able to  be  sold on the  special  terms which characterise the 
exports of the State-trading cotm.tries  and will not  necessarily have 
to take account  of domestic  demand,  while  such coWltries  1  markets  are 
not,  moreover,  freely accessible to  Community  products. 
- 231-While  the development  of exports of capital goods  and in 
particular of facto~ies supplied "key in hand" fulfils a  requirement 
of Community  industry the  conditions surrounding such exports call 
no~ the less for close examination,  which  can  only be  undertaken at 
Callllunity  level.  Certain advantages must  be swght in exchange and 
certain guarantees must  be  obtained in order to avoid subsequent 
difficulties for Coamunity trade and industry. 
- Promotion of exports 
Almost all industrial countries support their industries' 
exports by means  of certain advantages,  Chiefly in the  form  of 
insurance and credits.  Within the  Community,  the  harmonisation of 
export regulations  provided for in Articles 112  and 113  of the 
Treaty has already mde substantial progress but  much  remains to be 
done  to achieve a  real common  policy. 
It is J&rticularly regrettable that the work begon almost ten 
years ago on harmonising credit-insurance conditions and  time  limits 
has so  far yielded few results,  and in particular that  the draft 
common  policy drawn  up by the  credit-insurance establishments has 
not  yet  come  into  farce.  Similarly,  the  observance  of the limits 
fixed by mutual agreement with regard to the credit terms accorded 
to third country buyers should be  embodied in formal undertakings 
subject to appropriate supervision. 
- 232-Indeed,  harmonisation is necessary because  every deviation 
risks distorting competition between member  States'  firms  on  the 
warld market  and this applies  particularly to capital goods  for 
whose  sale credit  terms  often pay  as  important  a  part as  price, 
quality and delivery dates. 
However,  a  common  policy demands  more.  It is  ~ question 
indeed of equipping the Community  with instruments of trade  pro-
motion similar to  those available to its competitors.  Such  pro-
motion which  is reflected in numerous  services to exporters such 
as encouragement  to  participate  in trade fairs and similar publicity 
operations,  usually with  the assistance of Trade  rrounsellors,  neces-
sitates a  considerable administrative effort.  Common  action in this 
field would  greatly strengthen the efficiency of such measures  and 
thus facilitate  penetration and expansion of Community  industries 
on third country markets. 
II. The  establishment of external  subsidiaries by Community  firms 
The  Commission will shortly be  making a  special communication 
to  the  Council  concerning foreign investments  in the  Community.  This 
matter has however already been raised in Chapter II of Part II of 
this memorandum  so that it will suffice here to recall certain facts. 
Foreign companies  - particularly American  - have  been buying 
up  or acquiring a  controlling interest in Community  firms  increasingly 
in recent  years and there have  also been more  subsidiaries of foreign 
firms  in Community  territory. 
- 233-These direct  investments  have  indisputably had considerable  impact 
on the structure of certain Camnunity industries.  Their inventory 
value amounted to a bout  9,000 million <k> llars in the  case  of American 
capital  in 1968.  This figure  is only a  part of the  industrial capacity 
actually ccmtrolled by American  investments.  It ooes  not  take account 
of increases of capital,  reinvestment of profits; etc.  The figure far 
the assets actually controlled seems  to be substantially higher.  It 
is thought that the share of direct investments  of United States 
origin in gross fixed capital formation in the  Community's  extractive 
and  manufacturing industries rose  from  8.6% to 12.4% between 1964  and 
1966. 
By  comparison with these figures,  the external  investments  of 
Community fims are  very small.  According to American estimates,  the 
total value  of subsidiaries established in the USA  by  Community  firms 
at  the end of 1967  anounted to about  2,500 million dollars, of which 
1,500 million was  accounted far by Betherlands firms whiCh  had already 
attained world proportions.  The  total volume  of direct investments by 
the  Community  in the United States thus  corresponds to that of Canada; 
it is lower  by about 25%  than that which Great  Britain has achieved. 
It should however  be  noted that  Community  investment-s  in the United 
States have appeared to  grow  mare  rapidly since 1965,  in particular 
in the  chemical  industry sector. 
Corresponding Canmuni ty figures are not at present available 
in respect of the rest of  the world.  The  indications are that there 
is a  tendency for Community  industries to invest in developing coun-
tries rather than in industrialised countries. 
This situation presents certain problems.  Being present  in 
third country markets  thanks  to its exports rather than to its 
foreign subsidiaries,  Cammunit.y  industry is more  vulnerable to 
every policy measure,  especially of a  protectionist nature.  Further-
more,  thi.'3 situation hinders  Community  j~rlustries from  overcor.:ing 
certain tariff and  other barriers in third countries (particularly 
- 234-high in certain sectors)  from  taking advantage  of public orders in 
sucb.  countries,  from adjusting quickly to the peculiar!  ties of  a. 
specific national environment and,  lastly, from benefiting through 
their subsidiaries from  the lessons  in marketing,  management  and 
advanced technology which  preseroe  in the markets  of the  large 
industrialised countries  of the world alone can procure. 
A main  reason far the  low  level of direct investment abroad 
undoubtedly derives from  the economic  and financial  wealmess  of many 
CCIIIIIIIUnity  firms.  Thus,  in the United States the  size of the market 
is such that a  new  undertaking must  have sufficient coverage  to take 
in rapidly a  large share  of the market,  failing which  the customer 
will go to the  better established American competitor.  A wide  dis-
tribution network must  usually be  set up by  the fiDn  itself because 
it is difficult to make  use  of a  national distribution channel. 
Finally,  few  J!.'uropean  firms  have  the managers  required for setting 
up firms  in the United States.  Such  schemes  involve high installation 
costs and a  fairly long  runnin~in period before  the threshold of 
profitability is reached. 
European firms,  not having enough capital in most  cases to 
finance  the  setting up of their subsidiaries themselves,  must  often 
have  recourse  to the local financial market.  Foreign firms usually 
have much  difficulty in procuring local capital. 
Community  fiDnB  which would like to establish themselves  in 
certain third country markets  also cane  up against  legislative and 
administrative difficulties or obstacles. 
Besides minor difficulties,  such as  problems encountered in 
obtaining the necessary visas for European  personnel sent-out to 
the  unit  establimed,  the effect of the  "interest equalisation tax" 
- 235-on the cost  of capital,  the influence of the local taxes and duties 
payable  in the American States  {which  are  not  covered by international 
agreements  on  double taxation and which may  be  quite a  hea.vy  burden, 
especially when  the  subsidiary is first set up).  Further,  it is 
impossible to obtain orders  connected with  defence  unless all the 
senior staff of the  finn are  of American nationality.  It is also 
important  to stress two  serious difficulties of an a<binistrative 
or legislative nature which  l!..'uropean  firms  desiri~ to establish 
subsidiaries encounter: 
- on the  one  hand,  restrictions which  limit or prohibit  fot~~gn 
investments  in certa.in  sectors such as aviation,  electricity·, 
mining,  coastal shipping and,  in certain states,  deposit lanka, 
insurance and the manufacture  of alcoholic drinks; 
- on the  other,  the application  of American anti-trust legislation, 
not  only to the operation of the foreign subsidiary establis~d 
within  the United States themselves,  but also to that of the 
parent company.  The  application of the  Clayton Act  sometimes 
makes  the buying up  of American firms  by .f!;uropean  companies 
difficult and  unpertai~ where it is liable to  lead to control 
of what  is deemed to be  an excessive  share of the market. 
Complex at the  problems ma.y  be  which  such legislation presents 
for companies,  its application however,  could not be reg$rded as 
an obstacle to ~uropean undertakings  unless it discriminated 
against them.  On  the  other hand,  in accordance  wi. th the principle 
of the application of American  legislation outside  the  United 
States  (~  the  parent company  of a  subsidiary abroad may,  in cer-
tain cases,  expect to have  restrictions  imposed upon  it in  so far 
as,  through  its relations with its American  subsidiary,  it ha.s  an 
impact  on United States' trade. 
(1)  This  principle also extends to  other fields,  the  most  noteworthy 
example  being that of  the legislation governing trade relations 
with Eastern countries. 
- 236-Such  interference may  have  the effect in certain cases of dis-
couraging investments  in the United States. 
In i!E!:!! difficulties are particularly great.  That country's 
legislation prohibits practicallY all foreign subsidiaries or 
controlling interests held by foreigners  in Japanese  firms.  In  the 
face  of this obstacle to which are  added the difficulties deriving 
from the very close co-operation between national  industry and  the 
Goverrment,  many  Community  finns  have  been forced to forego  any 
development  of their operations  on  a  market which  is among the most 
dynamic in the world (1). 
Various  obstacles to the establishment  of foreign  firms  in 
the Scandinavian countries similarly nrevent Community  industries 
from  se·tt  ing up establishments in the vicinity of certain so~ces 
of  raw materials and energy and thus  placing themselves on an equal 
footing with their coopeti  tors.  These  obstacles are especially 
harmful to branches  of  industry which are sensitive to Nordic  com-
petition. 
Community  industry is still far from  seeing a  satisfactory 
development  of its investments  in third countries.  To arrive at a 
more  balanced situation, restructuring is required in many  sectors 
so that  Ccxmnunity  firms  can achieve  international dimensions.  Tht:! 
elimination of the  obstacles  of all kinds  in the way  of the intra-
Communj tv integra.tion of firms  which  W€tre  analysed in Chapter II 
presents great  interest from  this  point of view.  It seems  indeed 
that to acquire a  transnational structure at Community  level  would 
be the best preparation and s anetimes a  prerequisite for the 
effective establishment  of firms  in third country markets. 
(1)  It should also be  noted  that European firms  which,  through 
inability to invest directly,  have  sought  to participa.te  in 
the  development  of the Japanese market  by granting licences 
to Ja:oanese  undertakings,  have also encountered difficulties. 
:t.'very  licensing contract must  be  approved by the l'Hnister for 
International Trade and  Industry.  He  often makes  his  approval 
depend on the  improvement  of the conditions  of the  contract to 
the advantage  of the Japanese firm  and refuses authorisation 
if the contract  conc~rned contains  clauses  prohibiting the  ex-
port  of products manufactured under the  licence,  if it is for 
more  than a  certain time  or if it provides for  royal ties above 
a  certain ceiling. 
- 237-The  legislative and  administra.tive difficulties which  a.t 
present hold back finns which  would  be  ready to establish themselves 
in a  third country market are already raising,  however,  the general 
problem of equality of access to  establishment on the markets of 
industrialised countries.  ~ternal economic  relations cannot  be 
limited to trade  policy alone.  They  concern every measure  which 
affects internationa.l trade and  in particular investments which 
enable  those  who  make  them  to site their establishments exactly 
where  they judge  the economic  conditions to be  most  favourable. 
The  Community  should seek an easing of such restrictions at 
every opportunity for bilateral and multilateral negotiations which 
presents itself. 
Finally,  the  presence of Community  firms  in the developing 
countries is a  special case.  The  industrialisation of  these  coun-
tries is  already under way  to varying degrees,  and will increase. 
It is known  that it will concern primarily and to a  great extent 
sectors whose  relative  importance  is decreasing in the developed 
countries.  It also involves the extractive industries  (with or 
without primary processing),  which  are  often among  the main world 
sources of raw materials. 
From  all these angles there  is an advantage  in fostering 
active  participation by  Community  firms  in this irreversible and 
desirable  process  of development. 
It is important  to take  this appropriately into account  in 
bilateral and Community  policies of aid to the developing countries, 
accompanied where  necessary by  the special measures  which  certain 
declining industries in the  Community  may call for. 
Conclusions 
The  intensification of all kinds  of  international economic 
relations,  made  possible  on  a  wot'l:l-wid.e  scale  by  the  prodigious 
develo,(XIlent  of mea.ns  of transoort and communications,  must  lead 
member  States to extent their solidarity beyond  the tr-aditional 
field of  trade policy in the narrow sense.  Indeed,  the  opportunity 
-238-member  States have  to defend their ·interests effectively or to win 
acceptance for their views  in international negotiations  depends 
to a  great extent, as shown  by experience,  on  their capacity to 
negotiate as a  Comunity. 
It is already time  for member  States to put  their heads 
together to prepare the  economic  negotiations  of the  coming  yea.rs, 
the most  important  of which will be  concerned neither with customs 
duties nor with quotas.  The  appearance  and development  of multi-
national companies of world dimensions,  of which  the greatest number 
today have  their decision-making centre  on  the  other side of the 
Atlantic,  and which  are tending to take  the  new  form  of conglomerate, 
give rise to a  series of  problems,  for example  in the fields of 
competition and taxation,  Which  cannot  be  dealt with in this memo-
randum.  The  Commission  has nevertheless embarked  on  the study of 
these  problems  and will report to tls Council  on  them  in due  course. 
-239-Part  three 
ADAPT ABILITY 
OF  COMMUNITY  INDUSTRY Introduction 
During  the last twelve years Community  industries have  under-
gone  important  changes and have  made  a  very great effort to adjust 
themselves.  The incentive of such effort was,  without doubt,  the 
setting up of the Community  itself, that is to  say  the  complete 
opening up of markets  between the Six. 
These  changes are not  solely, or even chiefly,  an inescapable 
and painful consequence  of Community  or international  competition. 
Above all, they fulfil requirements of social and economic  progress. 
It is these changes  in fact,  which allow the standard of living to 
be raised and living conditions  to  be  improved. 
The  adjustments which have been demanded of  Community  indus-
tries seem  insignificant,  however,  by comparison with the  changes 
which will still have  to be made  in res-ponse  to the  requirements  of 
progress and  pressure  from  social developments,  foreign competition 
and  technological advances. 
The  constant  appearance of fresh requirements both in vol\De 
and quality is always  bringing still futher pressure to  bear upon 
industry and obliging it to produce  different quantities and even 
different  products.  In addition,  this development  is constantly 
throwing open fresh opportunities for  expansion.  In this  respect 
the rapid  improvement  of  the  standard of living in the  Community 
is a  particularly favorable  circumstance for the developnent  of 
Community  industry. 
Trends  on  foreign markets  and in international competition 
are  of  no less importance.  The  rise in the  standard of living,  more 
or less rapid in different  parts  of  the  world,  produces more  needs 
and more  outlets for certain sectors of Community  industry,  while 
-243-the  appearance  in world markets of new  competitors,  more  efficient 
or favoured  by certain production factors,  may  bring about  the 
disappearance  of export outlets and even,  sanetimes,  the  loss of 
a  home  market.  The  lowering of freight  charges and the  acceler-
ation of means  of transport,  together with  the  increased foreign 
investments,  have  strengthened competition in every sector and are 
forcing a  measure  of conversion upon the  industries of every country 
in the  world in the direction of greater specialisation and of  a 
growing international distribution of industrial products. 
lastly,  increasingly rapid technological  innovation is,  little 
by little, affecting the  industrial sectors as a  whole.  The  whole 
industrial econany,  in order to survive and progress, must  hence-
forth subnit to progress am  innovation if not  instigate it.  And 
this also leads to serious upheavals  in industrial structures.  These 
different pressures will, therefore,  oblige Community  industries, 
like the other industrial economies of the world,  to develop mare 
and more  rapidly,  and to adjust themselves constantly, to new  real-
ities.  Adaptaticn  of  products,  of the  means  of production,  of the 
geographicallocation of  production,  of the  structul'f,ts  of firms  and 
of employment  is henceforth a  perman!nt necessity for Community 
industries if they are to remain competitive. 
This does not mean,  of course,  that  industry should allow 
itself to be  led into processes  of change  which  are not  in the 
interests of the world econany and would result in a  senseless 
acceleration of  the  rate at which  equipnent and products becane 
obsolete.  Such  change  would only reflect a  situation of over 
consumption resulting in a  waste  of  productive resources running 
counter to real economic  progress.  It is essential that the process 
of industrial adjustment  be achieved with  due  regard to economic  and 
social factors  peculiar to the  Community  and  should not consist in 
simply transposing the  experience  of other industrial societies. 
Geographical,  demogra:~hic, social,  cultural and human  factors differ 
widely fran one  econanic group to andther  and failure would be  in-
~vitable if such  differences were  not  taken  into consideration. 
-244-Among  these should be  emphasised the absence  of any  increase 
in the working population  in most member  States,  social solidarity, 
which is  one  of the very constructive features  of l!.'uropean  society, 
and the  importance attached to  livi'!'l~ conditions. 
And  so  econanic authorities,  trade  unions and  industria.lists 
alike,  whose  common  objective is a  dynamic  Community  economy,  should 
strive to make  possible these  adjustments  by measuring the extent of 
the  necessary changes,  by joining forces  to  fight  against the resist-
ances,  by facilitating the mobility of the means  of production 
(necessary far  adjustment  without major crises in the  economy)  and 
above all by creating the  instruments oacessary to  prepare  and 
assist those changes  or to  offset their inevitable social and 
regional consequences. 
These  different questions are  the subject of the first 
chapter of this ps.rt of the report,  in which. the adaptability of 
Community  industrial production is discussed. 
The  two  following chapters will be  devoted to the two factors 
determining the ability of an industry to adjust:  the management  of 
fil'llls  and innovation. 
It might  seem surprising to give  such  importance to  problems 
of  innovation which are not  generally considered vital by comparison 
with  the  problems  of the adaptability of production and  of  firms. 
The  Commission considers however,  that they are the key to all fur-
ther industrial developnent  in the Community  and has  therefore 
thought  it necessary to devote  a  special  chapter to  them. 
0 
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- 245-CHAPl'ER  I 
Adaptation  of  industrial  production in the Community 
----------------------------------------------------
The  inter-sectoral shifts of  production and  of  the means  of 
production which  are going to occur in the  Community  are  little known 
and certainly very· much  unter-estima.ted.  This applies not  only from 
one  branch to another of the economy,  but  a.lso from  one  industrial 
sector to another. 
Recent  trends  in the  CommWlity  economy  and in Community  industry 
alread;t  show  very  profound changes whose  exact extent it is certainly 
difficult to  af:~ess.  Fi:~n-es for turnover and the volume  of production 
in the  different sectors are very incomplete  and above all not unifo:nn 
in the  Community,  nor  do  they give more  than a  very imperfect picture 
of the extent  of structural change. 
It has been  OQnsidered  preferable to quote here  figures relating 
to trends  in employment.  These,  w'-~.ich  are  the  result and as it were 
the  ultima.te  consequence  of changes  in economic structure,  make  it 
possible to assess  the  latter from  the  point  of view of their most 
profound and significant effects  on  society. 
If we  com~.re for each of the  three large branches  of  the 
economy  - agriculture,  industry and services - the  proportion of the 
working  populs.tion which  they employed  in 1967,  the  proportion of 
their contribution to the  gross  dom~stic product  and,  by dividing 
one  by the  other,  th~ relative economic  contribution per worker,  we 
obtain the  fol~owing results: 
-247-Agriculture  Working population  Gross  domestic  Relative contri-
.a~  tion per worker 
United Kingdom  3%  3%  100 
United States  51  3~  60 
E.E.C.  16%  g{o  50 
Japan  23%  12~~  52 
Industry 
United States  34%  40%  118 
Japan  34%  38%  112 
l!!.E.C.  44%  4tt%  100 
United Kingdom  47%  47%  100 
Services 
E.E.C.  4o%  4ff'/o  120 
Japan  43%  50>/o  116 
United Kingdom  50%  50%  100 
United States  61%  57~  93 
- 248-The relative contribution figures make  plain the  way  in which 
workers are  leaving the  land,  in all countries except  the United 
Kingdom,  for  the  other mare  remunerative  branches.  From  1958  to 
191)6  nearly a  third of  the working agricultural  popula.tion  of  the 
Community,  the United States and Japan moved  to the  other two  branches, 
in nearly equal numbers  to industry and to  the services in the  EEC  and 
Japan and entirely to the  services  in the  United States. 
This  one  change  has  moved  1,607,000 jobs in the  United States, 
3,470,000  in Japan and 4,704,000  in the  Comm~nity. 
The  context  of this phenomenon  is not,  however,  ever.ywhere. 
During this  ~riod, indeed,  the  working ?Opulation in em~lcyment 
increased by 9,859,000 units  in the United States, by 5,230,000  in 
Japan and  by only 1,407,000 in the  Community.  However,  while  Italy 
recorded a  decrease  of 1,300,000,  partly due  to the migration of 
Italian workers  to other countries,  in the  other member  countries 
the  number  of workers  increased by a  total of 2.7 million. 
Although  the  change  in agriculture is certainly the  most 
important  phenomenon  in present  economic  develoJill8nt,  a  large  number 
of other changes  are  occurring in the other branches  of economy. 
An  almost  equally general  phenomenon  is  the decline of employ-
ment  in the  coal industry.  Because  of the keen competition from 
mineral oil products and  natural gas,  and also of more  efficient 
utilisation techniques,  which  reduce  the  demand,  the  coal industry 
has  l:e en  obliged to carry out  maximum  ra.tionsl isation throughout, 
to  increase  its productivity and  to  cl~se down  its less  profitable 
concerns  in a.  number  of  regions. 
- 249-This rer:ulted  in the  disappearance of 53A ,000 jobs in the 
Community  from  1?58  to  1968. 
For reAsons  due  principally to  geological  conditions and the 
lowering of transport costs  by putting high tonnage  ore carriers 
into service,  iron ore extraction encountered difficulties in the 
Community  and had to  do  away with  37,000  jobs between 1958  and  1968. 
In the  manufacturing industry,  certain sectors  have also 
been under particularly heavy pressures which have affected almost 
all the  industrialised countries,  in particular the  textile and 
leather industries and ship-building.  These  pressures are  not 
generally the result  of a  lessenjr~ demand  or a  reduction of over-
all activity in the sector,  but  of  increased competition which 
obliges firms either to carry out  maximum  rationalisation and  to 
disniss workers,  or to shut  down.  In the  textile industry dm-ing 
the last ten years 477,000 jobs disappeared in the  Community, 
against  195,000 in the  United Kingdan,  while  in the leather indus-
try the fall in the  number  of  jobs was  55,000 in the  Community  and 
5,000 in the  United Kingdan.  In the  United States during the  same 
period jcbs  increased by 38,000 units  in tls  textile and 11,000 in 
the  leather industry. 
Alongside  these extensive  mov~ent: there  are  other less 
generalised movements  - in varying directions,  moreover  - throughout 
the  manufacturing  jndustry.  They reflect the  constant adaptations 
which  all the industrial sectors have  to ma.ke.  Thus,  while  from 
1956  to 1966  156,000 jobs were  created in the  clothing and  footwear 
industries in Italy, during the  last ten years  in the same  sector 
240,000  jobs have disappeqred  in Germany,  France  and  the  Netherlands. 
-250-Similar~, in t~ last ten years  in Germany  99,000 jobs have 
disappeared in the timber and furniture  induStry and 2'),000 in various 
other  inii.Ustries,  in France  39,000 jobs have  been abolished in the 
metal engineering sector,  11,000 in the  basic metal working sector, 
7,000 in petroleum refining and 16,000 in miscellaneous  industries, 
while  in the  Netherlands 28,000 jobs  have  been abolished in miscel-
laneous  industries. 
Thus,  even the  Community manufacturing industry, whim  is 
expected to absorb more  than half  the agricultural workers  and miners 
who  lose their jobs,  more  than a  million jobs have  disappeared in the 
last ten years. 
On  the  other hand,  a  number  of  industrial sectors have  con-
tinued their expansion.  Jobs  in the mechanical  and electrical sectors 
have  increased by 1,600,000,  in the  chemical  sector  {rubber,  pla.stics 
and  mineral  oils included) by 620,000.  There  have  been overall in-
creases  in the  number  of  jobs  in the  paper and printing sector,  the 
food industry and  the  timber and furniture  sector.  In 1967 the Com-
munity  manufacturing industry was  employing 1,  911,000 more  wage-earners 
than  in 1957  (against 412,000 more  in the United Kingdan,  2,122,000 more 
in Japan  and 2,629,000 more  in the United States). 
The  overall figures  just quoted still give  only a  partial idea 
of the changes  which  have  taken  place.  They  gi. ve  only the total number 
of  wage-ear~rs per sector  and workers  deprived of their jobs by staff 
reductions  or  by closing-down of their firm but who  have  found an 
opening in the sane  sector are  not  included.  Nor  do  these figures 
include  those who,  having lost  their jobs,  have  retired early and been 
renlaced by new  generations  or by  immigrants. 
Nevertheless,  even in expa.nding sectors and in countries where 
no  one  doubts  the  vigour of industry,  the  number  of close-downs  is con-
siderable  (1).  This  factor  alone  affects probably more  than  200,000 
workers  in the  CollUilunity  each year.  In all  sectors  of  the manufacturing 
industry  {2)  the manpower  employed  by  establishments of various  sizes 
(1) cf. Table  5,  chapter 2,  Part  I 
(2) cf. Table 9,  chapter 2, Part II 
- 251-tends to concentrate on those whose  size is the most rational for  the 
sector in question.  The  result of  this is a  continual moveDEnt  of 
creation and abolition of  jobs. 
Another very  important  form of change  in employment,  which it 
is unfb rtunately no~ possible to estimate with our  present  statistical 
machinery,  is the  occupational qualification trend in t~ individual 
sector or firm.  Such  changes,  which arise fran the  ada.ptation of the 
firm to  ~w products or new  methods  of  production,  may,  however,  cause 
more  radical changes  in employment  than the  ps.sss.ge  from  one  industrial 
sector to another.  The  level  of  remuneration,  the qualifications re-
.qu ired and working condi  tiona may  be  fundamentally  changed in this way. 
None  of the  changes briefly described above  shows  the  least 
sign of abatement.  It seems,  on the contrary,  that they are bound to 
accelerate,  having regard to the relative backwardness of the industrial 
structure  r1  the  Community. 
The  first JBrt of this docl.lllent  emphasised the wide  gap which 
still separates  the  productivity of Community industry from  that of 
ADErican  industry - a  gap that can be  estimated at more  than  50%  in 
terms  of value added at factor  cost  per per  sen  employed  {  1).  This 
gap  can only be reduced by fundanental  structural changes whidl  will 
affect both the  nature  of the  products  - some  of  which  will disappear 
while  new  ones will appear - and the  productim methods  and structure 
of Community  firms,  whose  size does not,  in many sectors, appear to be 
tte  optimum  for economic  efficiency. 
In the  Coom.unity  little serious forecasting in this field has 
yet  been carried out.  In response  to a  recommendation of  the  Council 
on t~ subject  of employment,  the Commission is endeavouring to intro-
duce  the  machinery necessary to forecast  cha.nges  in jobs.  Up  to the 
present it has not  been possible to overcome  the  combined weakness  of 
existing statistical and forecasting systems.  However,  a  few  sectors 
ha.ve  been  the  subject  of pre] iminary studies.  These  lead us  to expect 
a  disappearance  of jobs  in the  Comrrnln:fty  in the  coming ten years  of the 
order of some  240,000 in the  coal industry,  200,000 in nwata.l-working 
a.nd  more  than  300,000 in textiles. 
{1) at official rates of exchange. 
- 252-These changes,  which should enable  Community  industry to catch 
up with its best competitors and  not  be  outstripped by the most  dynamic 
new-caners  in the world industr:fa.l  econany, will alone  be  able  to en-
sure a  satisfactory standard of living fer  the  whole  population.  Though 
a  fair division of  the  proceeds of a  firm for the  benefit of the workers 
is essential, the salaries and  the total remuneration of the workers 
depend above all on  t~ level  of  productivity am on  the  value added 
by the  sector or firm.  The  possibilities of variation in tle ratio of 
the total wage-bill to tl:e  operational profits of the firm are  fairly 
limited (1).  Improvement  results essentially from variations in the 
value  added,  for which,  as  is shown  by the figures far  recent years, 
tha  possibilities of growth are considerable. 
These changes,  which are essential for raising the Community 
standard of living,  do  none  the  less  pose delicate problems  of  a  social 
and regional nature.  That  is why  they can only be  encouraged if their 
consequences are  foreseen and if everything is prepared and everything 
possible done  not  only to  protect workers and  their families  but also 
to see that they give a  real chance  of progress  in living and working 
conditions. 
With this end in view,  sufficient forewarning  and  the  opening 
of negotiations between management  and labour at  the  level  of the firm, 
the sector or the region,  sooh as  exist in certain countries of  the 
Comrmmi.ty,  seem  likely to enable both workers  and firms to adjust in 
the  best coalitions. 
In these  conditions all employees  alike will agree to con-
tribute,  by their personal efforts,  to making the necessary changes, 
without  being dominated by the fear of  losing their job and  of  not 
finding another except on less favourable  terms  in unacceptable sur-
roundings. 
This realistic and dynamic  attit~de finds  its justification 
in the  prospects which are  opening up in the  different E.'uropean  coun-
tries.  Statistics and  forecasts  indicate  that in the coming  yea.rs 
Europe will probably experience an acute  shortage  of manpower  and 
1ha  t  it is already suffering from  a  lack of qualified managerial staff. 
(l) cf. lst part,  Chapter 1. 
- 253-Fear of change,  the  dread of unemployment  and the  resultant 
hesitancy have  no  legitimate foundation except in so  fa.r as the machine:qy· 
which  ought  to  promote,  make  possible and accanpany  the changes is not 
in motion. 
Of first  importance  among  the measures which  should accompany 
these changes are  those  of a  social nature.  In the f :irst  place,  better 
training of young people to meet  the new  employment  needs,  the  retraini~ 
of adults and more  generally the possibility throughout industry of 
training for new  jobs,  seem  to be  the  primary condition for rapid and 
successful change.  Without an extremely d3namic  vocational  training 
policy there  is a  danger that  a  phenomenon  that  is particularly harmful 
from the  social and economic  points  of view and which  is already observ-
able  in certain sectcrs and  areas,  namely the co-existence of a  serious 
manpower  shortage  arxi  large  pockets  of unemployment,  may  spread in the 
Community. 
Measures  to follow social solidarity are also essential.  The 
employee  who  loses his job must  have  the  necessary resotn"ces  to cover 
tte  inevitable  time  that will elapse before his resettle118nt. 
The  tendency of certain firms  to employ  only young workers 
and managerial staff and to lay off the  older ones  must  be  restrained 
by an  information canpaign to  shaw that it is in the  interest  of firms 
to maintain a  natural balance  between the  various age-groups  of their 
staff.  The  e'f'fects of such a  campaign could where  appropriate  be re-
inforced by fiscal measures.  The  resettlement of older workers will 
always  be difficult.  Specially favourable  provisions must  be made for 
them,  particularly when  the  loss of their jobs  occurs shortly befcre 
the  normal  date  of  their retirement.  Finally,  the  worker obliged to 
leave his job should not  have  to bear alone  the additional expenditure 
resulting from  the moving of his place  of work, let alone of his place 
of resideme. 
The  environmental measures  which must  accanpany these changes 
are  equally decisive.  Econcxnic  and social infra-structure,  and in 
particular housing,  are  becoming more ani more  important. 
- 254-On  the other hand,  the  advantage  given  hy  the  law  of several member 
States to holders  of long-standing leases in contra.st  to  new  lease-
holders are  a  check  on  the  geographical mobility of workers.  The 
creation of a.  proper  infrastructure is a  necessary condition for  the 
geographical mobility of firms and workers,  and  lack thereof is also 
a  direct  cause  of tle  phenomenon  just referred to,  namely  the  co-
existe  nee  of a  shortage  of manpower  and  of unemployment. 
Our  pur  nose  here is not  to deal with all the  problema  of 
growth,  change  and conversion,  nor to analyse all the  policies they 
call for.  Only  the  most  directly industrial asJScts,  namely those 
linked with the maintenance,  development  or cessation of  production, 
that is to say, with general sectoral options, will be  dealt  with  in 
this chapter. 
Social  policy,  regional policy and  industrial policy are, all 
th~ same,  inter-dependent and complementary and cannot,  on pain of 
failure,  be  pursued separately.  The  Coomission has already submitted 
to the  Council a  certain number  of proposals  on social matters and in 
particular a  plan for the  reform of the  social Fund.  It has also sub-
mitted proposals  on ways  of orgS.nising Canmunity action in regard to 
regional development.  The  industrial considerations set out in this 
chapter are thus  the  third facet  of a  coherent Community  plan of action 
in which  social policy, regional  policy and  industrial needs will be 
taken  into  account. 
Industrial development  must  be  set in the  general context  of 
economic and social  policy,  guided by forecasts,  supplemented where 
necessary by intervention  in certain sectors and  prepared by appro-
priate social and regional Jli!asures.  It is on these conditions  that 
the  public authorities can permit, assist am  indeed accelera.te  cha.nges 
in the  pattern of industry and,  where  necessary,  direct  them  for social 
ends. 
- 255-To  pursue certain of the courses of action just mentioned in 
the  na. tiona! franework alone raises  problems  which can no  longer  be 
escaped since the  inter-dependence of the economies of the  member 
countries has  becane  so close as to  be  liable to nullify the  effects 
of national action or to  produce  serious tlifficulties in the  other 
member  countries. 
!bow all it is important  to  investigate in connection with 
these different lines of action to what  extent they can be  IIBde  more 
effective in order to enable  Cammunit,y  industry to make  up for lost 
time,  that is to say,  to maintain and·even accelerate its rate of 
adjustment  and  prepare  itself to receive within the next ten years 
a  large  proportion of the  two  million agricul.tural workers and fa.rmers 
who  are too young to retire and  of  the five million people who  represen.t 
the  excess of the  new  over the retiring generations. 
0 
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- 256-I.  GENERAL  PROPOSALS  AND  ANALYSIS  OF  PROSP~TS 
The  existence of a  framework  for  overall economic  development 
which  leaves existing equilibria undisturbed is the  primary condition 
fer effective action  by the public authorities in the  matter of indus-
trial structures.  This means  that,  over and above  the  smoothing out 
of short-term economic  situations,  balanced growth  must  be  sustained 
in conditions of price  stabili~ which  present harmful  fluctuations 
in the  allocation of resources.  An  overall industrial  developnent  plan 
calls for a  systematic effort at forecasting to facilita1s  the  formu-
lation of major  options and the  fixing of growth,  employment  and external 
balance  objectives. 
It is to foreca.sting in particular that  t~ task falls of 
estiDBting the likely imbalances  in manpower  and  more  especially the 
future  demand.  In this sense forecasting is necessary for proper 
vocational training policy,  because it can bring to light tat  problems 
which will arise for workers  and for the framers  of employment  policy. 
By  means  of forecasting,  too,  the minds  of workers  and  public 
opinion can  be  prepared far changes which are much  better accepted if 
they are announced in good  time  and the need for  them  is understood. 
By  throwing light on the  dynanic aspects  of industrjal development, 
forecasting may  enable managerial staff and warkers  to make  the effort 
required to ensure that the  changes result in an  iaprovement in their 
conditions. 
The  purpose  of defining general guidelines is not  the fixing 
of quantitative objectives  constantly subject to review but  the  pursuit 
by the authorities of a  medium-te~ policy based on  d~oses derived 
from forecasts.  This  policy must  serve as a  reference  frama  for the 
measures dicussed below,  namely specific sectoral action and  the 
necessar,y  social and  regional  measures.  In particular it must  allow 
environmental adaptation to  the likely industrial developments,  to 
make  these  possible and sometimes  to accelerate them.  The  role of 
- 257-medium-term  policy is indeed to eliainate as far as possible all the 
elements  of inelasticity which  prevent an economy,  and particularly 
its industry,  from developing.  Such resistances and obstacles to 
change  and modernisa.tion are not always noticed in time.  Whether it 
be  a  matter of suitable legislation and taxation,  inadequate  infrastrut::t-
ures,  and. in particular poor housing,  or badly conceived occupational 
training,  they can none  of them  be  corrected quickly.  Often in the 
past,  environment  and  infrastructure  have  not followed economic and, 
in particular,  industrial developnents.  The  result has  been very  prej--
udicial  delays in the modernisation of economic activities, and,  worse 
still, social tensions.  To  prepare the  ground for a  more  suitable and 
more  stimulating environment  is accordingly of the most useful 
functions  of all medium-term  policy. 
lastly, medium-term  policy must not just  preo~re the  ground 
for the future,  it m'.tst  in certain cases  point  the  wt~y.  It must  in 
particular,  by a  consensus  of political and  social forces,  fix the 
priorities to  be  accorded to economic  and social developnent.  Here 
the  fuootions  and  objectives  of public services are  of great  impor-
tance:  education,  research,  medicine,  town-planning,  leisure, all 
call for very considerable  resources and an orientatioo.  of the economy 
and of  industry that cannot  be  brought  about  overnight. 
All  the  Community  countries have for  some  time  had forecastin1s 
and progranming machinery.  The  adoption by the Community  of a  medium-
term policy calling for forecasts  and programming machinery.  The 
adoption by  the  Community  of a  medium-term  policy calling for fore-
casts a.nd  programming has  led to manber countries stepping of and 
adjusting their own  work to make  it compatible  with  tha.t  of the  Com-
munity.  The  Community  thus  possesses  tre  instruments it needs  to 
guide its industrial  policy. 
- 258-Sector forecasting,  it can be  seen,  is a  necessary adjunct 
to the overall programming  referred  to  above.  Justified by  the  need 
to  give economic  agents a  basis for  their decisions,  the  forecast of 
individual sector trends  preserves a  fair degree  of autonomy  in 
relation to  overall programming,  in so  far as its role, especially 
in an open  economy,  is not so much  to direct as  to  indica."tla. 
The  Community's  forecasting  instruments are nevertheless 
still deficient in this sphere.  The  basic statistics for  industry 
in the  Community  show  serious lacunae,  as was  stressed in Part I 
above.  While  considerable progress has  been achieved in regard to 
national accounts,  compatible  sector forecasts would  be  a  very wel-
come  addition  to  the  instruments available. 
Similarly, more  systematic technological forecasting would 
greatly add,  as  is filown  in Chapter  3 below,  to the  data available. 
In formulating such requests and  s~gestions, the Commission 
in no  way  underestimates  the difficulties presented for the Community 
by  overall and sectoral forecasting.  It merely wishes  to stress the 
priority which  should be  given  to this work  on  which  the balance and 
rapid growth of Community  industry largely depends. 
II. SIDrORAL  MEASURES 
Our  purpose here  is not to analyse the  different sectoral 
problems  or  to propose  solutions for  individual industrial sectors. 
The  Commission has never hesitated in the  past to make  recommendations 
and  proposals  or to  take  action in matters within its province.  The 
remarks  which  follow a.re  intended only to show  t~ direction its fu-
ture action in this field wi 11  take. 
- 259-All governments  influence the  development  of industrial 
production and structures, whether directly be specific measures,  or 
indirectly by decisions which have  another economic  purpose.  A set 
of goverraent measures thus determines,  to  a  large extent, tls  de-
cline,  continuation or growth of certain trends  of production.  The 
Community  also  takes decisions in connection with its coomercial 
policy, its agricultural policy,  its aid policy and perhaps  soon 
its transport  policy,  which  have  a  great  impact  on  individual sectors. 
It is often mistakenly thought that sectoral action means 
subsidies and  loans  and that there is no  sectoral  policy wort~ of 
the na.ue  unless it involves pouring money  into the sector concerned. 
This if true would mean  that sectoral measures are never desirable 
except for sectors in decline  or for growth sectors which  both, for 
different reasons,  sometimes seek and obtain public funds.  On  the 
other hand,  for those who,  not without reason,  are cautious about  any 
subsidising  policy,  sectoral mea.stres  m&\r  well  seem  to be  a  deliberate 
attempt to falsify economic mechanisms,  to maintain unprofitable  indus-
tries and to prevEUtt  the  bitst allocation of the factors of production. 
It seems  wrong to pose  the  problem in such terms.  It is  true 
that in the  past the  recognition of the need for a  sectoral measure 
has often stemmed  from  the  difficulties experienced by tle  sector 
concerned.  The  absence  of manifest difficulties in certain sectors 
does  not however,  prevent the  authorities from  taking decisions which 
concern their life,  so that, without  always  enjoying a  "sectoral 
pol  i.cy",  'they are nevertheless  subject to one.  The  difference between. 
tle  two  situations lies in f'Biot  mainly in the methods  used and in the 
degree  of analysis,  forecastine,  and,  doubtless,  publicity,  which 
accompanies  the  impJe~tation of certain public decisions. 
-260-To  apply sectoral measures  to rising or  declining industries 
only is increasingly mes.ningless.  When  the  cCl'lditions  af  production 
or competition are threatening to make  the best established industries 
rapidly obsolete if efforts at modernisation or diversification are 
not made  in time,  when  innovation is creeping into all sectors ani may 
well give a  new  lease of life to industries  thought  to ha.ve  no  future, 
and to distinguish between declin.ing sectors,  sectcrs of the  future 
requiring stimulation,  and  other sectors,  is becoming increasingly 
difficult.  It is  even dangerous  in so far as it leads to  sectors 
considered as having no  problems  being neglected or even penalised. 
The  anonymous  sectors which do  not have  their own  "sectoral 
p9licy" account  nevertheless for the bulk  of industrial production and, 
consequently,  of the national  product.  Their growth  largely determines 
the growth  of the economy.  Without going so far as  to reserve all the 
public favours for them,  it must  nevertheless  be  remembered that these 
healthy sectors are the  main contributors to the funds transferred,  in 
limited amounts it is true to other sectors  af  industry,  but  in vast 
amounts to other branches  of the economy,  and that  public subsidies 
and mssive inroads have  a  diffuse but  profound effect on the conditions 
for their developnent.  To  oversupport  coalmining,  transport or agri-
culture,  is in the  long run to threaten the mechanical or chan ical 
industries with decline. 
Sectoral action by governments  takes many  foms.  We  shall 
dis cuss here  briefly tls  most  interesting,  in order  to see how  far 
their use at Ccmmunity  level is li.."lcely  to improve  their efficiency. 
The  first of these ID3asures  is undoubtedly tls  sectoral fore-
.£!!!.•  Reference was  made  earlier to overall economic  forecasting as 
giving a  picture of overall balances and  of the  place of the different 
- 261-sectcr  s  in relation to current trends.  These  forecasts  do  not 
suffice, however,  to help firms  to  plan  their investments  or tls 
public authorities to decide  on  sectoral action.  Qualitative and 
quantitative sectcral forecasts  are  also  needed.  The  Commission 
does  not  underestimate  the risks of error presented by such fore-
casts,  but  nevertheless thinks that a  more  systematic effort would 
help greatly to  reduce  them. 
Large finns and  industrial federations are already carrying 
out  such forecasting.  But  the  framework  in lilich  they are  working 
does  not  always  give  a  full  picture of the  situation.  It is not only 
at national  level but  also at  Communit,y  level  that forecasting is now 
required,  since no  part of the  internal Community market can any 
longer be  considered separately  •  Such forecasts,  which can of course 
only afford indications,  must  embody,  as is already the  case  of  OECit 
forecasting for certain sectors, all the known  future  prospects as 
regards  production and marketing in the  rest  of the  world.  They 
should,  if carried out  in strict liaison with the  industry itself 
and  the trade unions,  represent a  very useful contribution to Com-
munity administration of industry in tls  six countries.  They would 
help the  sectors concerned to anticipate  probable  trends and  time 
correctly their decisions  for growth,  diversification or, if need be, 
conversion. 
Some  attempts at sectoral forecasting have  already been ma.d.e 
a.t  Community  level.  We  my mention here,  in addition to short-term 
(one  year) forecasts for  the automobile  industry,  forecasts by the 
Commission,  in conjunction with trade  unions and employers 1  organi-
satims,  of trends  in the  textile,  ship-building,  non-ferrous metals 
and  other sectcrs, etc.  These  forecasts are not yet,  however,  being 
regularly brought  up to date. 
- 262-The  Commission  accordingly appeals to industrial federations 
in the  Community  and to the European  trade unions,  in order to support 
it in the effort to institute forecasts for all the  important sectors 
of Community  industry. 
It may  be  wondered,  lastly, whether it would  not  be  advisable 
to extend such sectoral  forec~ng to actual collaboration such as al-
ready exists, by  virtue  of the European Treaties,  in the  iron and 
steel sector and the  nuclear sector.  In both those  sectors general 
objectives or indicative  programmes  worked  out  by all the  parties 
concerned are  published at  regular intervals and the Commission  must 
receive notification of all the significant  investment  projects in 
sufficient time  to be  able to judge whether  they are  in harmony with 
Community  objectives.  The  opinions  thus given are  intended for the 
guidance  of  the fil1Jls  and  the member  Sta.tes  concerned and  are not 
binding,  nor are they published. 
The  Commission  feels it should be  investigated whether this 
procedure  could not  be  applied to other industries where  "investments 
are  slow  to mature  and particularly heavy  while  production is of a 
decidedly specific nature and  spread sufficiently throughout  the 
economy  for it to be  possible  to link up  probable  future  demand  with 
the trend foreseen  in general  wealth"  (1).  This could be  the case 
with the energy sectors other than coal and atomic energy,  where  such 
procedure already exists (2). 
(1) Policy report of the High  Authority,  ECSC,  February  1965. 
(2)  the  Council  of Ministers  of the Community  recently stressed 
"the advisability of developing medium-term  forecasts and  guide-
lines for the different forms  of energy". 
- 263-The  second type  of sectoral action often resorted to by 
governments  and,  now,  in most  cases,  by  the Community,  consists of 
trade  policy  measures.  Chapter 4 of Part II above  stressed suffi-
ciently the relation between trade decisions and  sectoral policy 
for it to be  necessary to dwell  on  the subject now.  It is enough 
to remember  that trade measures are not  confined to the manipulation 
of customs  tariffs,  the  opening of tariffs quotas,  the abolition of 
quotas or anti-dumping measures.  They  also include trade agreements, 
credit insurance and in general all the administrative and economic 
services whereby  the authorities facilitate access to third markets 
for the nation's  industry.  Similarly,  in the context  of increasingly 
intense world competition,  decisions taken by third countries  concerr~ 
ing access to the market  or control of  raw  materials may  call for 
certain sectoral measures  on the  part of the Community. 
Another kind of sectoral action is indirect.  Its primary 
objective is not  the  sector in question,  but another sector, another 
branch of the economy,  or even the restoration of an overall economic 
equilibrium.  Such measures ~  be  good  or bad for certain sectors. 
It is for a  coherent sectoral policy to measure  effects and to assess 
their merits,  in order that decisions may  be  taken in full knowledge 
of the facts.  There  is no  need to stress, for example,  the  inter-
dependence  of agricultural policy and the food  indust;y,  energy policy 
and the chemical  or metal  industry,  transport  policy and the  iron and. 
steel industry or even short-term economic  policy and the  iron and 
steel industry when  short-term economic  policy leads to price  freezi~g. 
Decisions taken without enquiry into the sectoral consequences  have 
often irremediably weakened  the  industries in question without this 
being what  was  wanted.  It is only with difficulty that compensatory 
measures manage  to restore  a  balance.  The  administrative complications 
which  they entail most  often constitute a  permanent  handicap for the 
-264-industry in  questi~n.  Because  it is indirect,  this aspect  of sectoral 
action is very often neglected.  Neve~theless,  the true  cause  may  be 
found  there for many  serious sectoral difficulties. 
Another set of sectoral measures,  more  discrete in this case, 
forms  undoubtedly the uost modern  aspect of action by  the  public 
authorities:  this is the  use  of stimulants by  the  public authorities 
to rejuvenate certain sectors and  orienta.te  them  to the future.  Such 
measures  take various  forms,  such  as small subsidies to certain pro-
fessional research bodies,  documentation and  information clearing-
houses,  productivity centres, retraining and  occupational training 
courses.  Such  action,  which  differs from  major technological pro-
motion,  is no  less likely to bring,  at a  cheaper price,  new  methods 
and a  new  breath of air into the sector concerned.  It would  seem 
advisable  to envisage certain of these measures at Canmunity  level, 
when  the  problems which have  to be  solved concern a  large  part of this 
sector in Canmuni ty countries and when  the  poOling  of means  is likely 
to lead to greater efficiency.  The  Commission  considers  these  problems 
so  important that the whole  of  Chapter III below is devoted to them. 
There  remain the better known  sectoral measures1  loans and 
subsidies in all their forms.  A  distinction must  be  made  here as 
regard loans granted an  market  terms  by  public or semi-public bodies, 
to firms  which,  because  of their size,  or by reason of the current 
econanic situation cannot  have  access to the normal  sources  of finance. 
The  motivation for such  loans must  be  sought less in the  abnormal 
situation of the firms  in question than in the  organisation,  or possibly the 
malfunctioning of the money  market.  Such  loans thus seem  to be  aimed at 
restoring equality of access to sources  of finance,  for the benefit of the 
less-favoured firms. 
- 265-In so  far as the purpose  of subsidies or subsidised interest 
loans  is mainly sectoral,  the Commission must  on the other hand  con-
sider them  with considerable  circumspection.  The  consequences which 
they may  have  on  competitive  production in other member  States led the 
authors  of the European Treaties to set up  preliminary Community 
examination procedure. 
Leaving aside research and  development  subsidies,  it must  be 
said that many  of these  subsidies in fact lead to keeping on  inade-
quate structures and production processes and lead too often to the 
deferment  of conversion,  inevitable  though  it may  be. 
The  regional aspects  of such  subsidies will be  considered 
later.  It is they which most  justify the granting of considerable 
financial advantages to firms. 
!part from  matters of a  social and regional nature,  those  of 
industrial development  proper may,  in certain circumstances and subject 
to the  necessary precautiOns to ensure that it plays a  constructive  part 
at Community  and not simply at national level,  justify certain sectoral 
subsidies.  This  is the case  in particular where: 
- the  inertia of firms  or preliminary handicaps  in relation to externaj 
competition (advanced technology)  cannot be  overcome  except  thanks  tc 
aid on  the  part of the authorities to companies  embarking on  produc-
tion; 
- The  common  interest requires public action to promote  the more  effi-
cient factors  of  production by  instigating or accelerating the effort 
of firms  to rationalise or reorganise their production; 
- The  difficulties experienced by Community  industries result in arti-
ficial distortions of competition caused by the action of third 
countries. 
- 266-Assistance to put  a  sector on a  healthy footing is one  example 
of such sectoral aid.  This  is designed to encourage and fa.cili  tate the 
closure  of production capacity in certain sectors with redundant  and,  at 
the  same  time,  outdated equipnent.  The  textile sector provided some 
recent examples  of the application of such measures.  As  the  object is to 
rehabilitate one  sector more  rapidly or in better wa.ys  tha.n  could be 
brought about  by  market  action only,  they should be  able  to contribute 
to the modernisation of  Community  industries.  The  difficulty of con-
trolling this kind of aid and the considerable and constant risk of its 
being misdirected is bound,  however,  to lead the  Commission  either to 
avoid such  intervention or to lay down  very precise conditions for 
authorising it. 
After this very brief analysis,  it would  seem  appropriate to 
recall three  principles  that are  behind all sectoral action. 
The  first is that in order to be  effective,  sectoral action 
can scarcely ever be  undertaken in isolation,  but must  generally in-
volve  other kinds  of action, which  may  range  from forecasting to the 
subsidising of research.  Above  all, it must  be  supported by  action 
in other fDlds - regional and social in particular. 
Secondly,  sectoral action must  not be  limited to catastrophic 
situations.  It must,  on  the  contrary,  endeavour to avoid negative 
solutions such as  the  partial or total closing down  of undertakings, 
always  costly from  an economic  point  of view,  and  painful from  a  human 
standpoint.  Thanks  to timely forecasts,  it should facilitate conversion 
to an activity with a  future,  wherever  the  standing of the finn concerned 
warrants it. 
Lastly,  properly thought  out sectoral action should not  be 
directed towards  a  particular type  of production but should rather 
be  concerned with the employment  of workers  and the clynamism  of the 
firms which  guarantee it.  This means  that if the future  is unpromising 
for one  line  of production the  survival of the firm must  take  prece-
dence  over  continuing it and  the  ground  must  be  prepared for diversi-
fication or conversion if necessary. 
- 267-The  Commission will need to translate the suggestions and 
proposals of a  sa-ra1  nature  contained in this memorandum  into 
action appropriate to the various sectors. 
In order to carry ita action to a  successful conclusion,  the 
Commission  proposes,  with the help of industry,  to make  a  thorough 
analysis of the situation and the anticipated developnent  in the 
various sectors. 
This analysis should make  it possible to take coherent action 
in the various industrial sectors instead of the haphazard action 
sometimes  taken both at national and at Community  level. 
III. SOCIAL  AND  RIDIONAL  MEASURES 
At  the beginning of this Chapter  we  recalled the conditions 
for achieving speedy and  important  changes.  The  first is that ade-
quate  opportunities for vocational training should be  availalle for 
young  people and adults alike.  In this respect all the member  States 
are making great efforts and  providing considerable sums  of money. 
It would  seem  necessary, however,  to intensify this action if we  are 
to eliminate the  contradictions which still exist in more  than one 
sector and more  than one  region where  relatively serious unemployement 
does  hand  in hand with a  grave  shortage  of skilled labour.  As  we  have 
already emphasized,  if the  intensified efforts to provide training are 
to be  fruitful they must  be  accompanied  by more  accurate anticipation 
of trends in employment.  But  action is also necessary to inform 
workers  who  are  interested in how  they could make  the effort to retrain 
themselves and in the advantages which  they would  derive  therefrom. 
In its opinion on  the reform  of the  Social Fund,  ._:~ul:mitted 
recently to the Council  of Ministers,  the Commission  proposes a  nt.1Dber 
of ways  in which  the Community  might  assist workers  in all categories 
to train and  retrain as necessary.  By  ensuring continuity of income 
during periods  of unemployment  or retrllil"'ing,  by fa.cilitating the re-
training of  ~rial  staff, by helping workers  to settle where 
industries can  best  be  sited,  the Social Fund  will be  able to simplify 
greatly the  necessary close-down,  concentration and modernisation 
operations.  By facilita.ting the  adjustment  of occupational skills, 
it will also enable  firms  to make  internal conversions and  adapt to 
new  conditions  of competition. 
- 268-In the past,  the .b'uropean  Ccmnunities,  thanks to E.c.s.c.  and 
t~ Social Fund  aid,  have  given financial  support in excess of 225 
million units of account  in more  than 1,500,000 cases of resettlement 
of workers. 
For economic,  social and  psychological reasons,  the Commission 
attaches prime  importance  to a  continuation of this effort on  a  broader 
basis.  It is not  without  consequence,  indeed,  that the Community,  often 
blamed by public  opinion for the changes l:Dund  up  with any increase in 
competition,  should be  making  a  contribution to the effort to avoid or 
minimise  the social repercussions of those  changes.  The  proposals for 
the reform of the  Social Fund  submitted by  the Commission  to the Council 
some  months ago  should allow the Community  to confront tnese problems 
with fresh weapc>na  .• 
Regional  measures  are equally important for the  success  of 
industrial changes,  regardless .of whether  the regions are  in expansion 
or decline.  Only  with readjusted or new  infrastructures can industry 
hold its own,  develop or establish subsidiaries elsewhere. 
Too  often regional policy is synonymous  with conversion in' 
areas  in decline.  This  narrow and insufficiently forward-looking 
view generally results in slowing down  the necessary development 
without laying any  foundation whatever for future  expansion.  A de-
cisive factor in the speedy adaptation of an  industrial economy  is 
without doubt  its geographical orga.nisation. 
Since  regional policy is not the  subject of this report, 
the Commission  merely wishes to point  out here  certain industrial 
needs which must  be taken into consideration when  deciding upon 
regional measures. 
In the first place, measures  which  have  as their objective 
the industrial development  of certain regiona must  aim  primarily at 
creating a  suitable environment,  that is to say they must  provide not 
only material things,  particularly the means  of  trs.nsport,  but also 
intellectual amenities:  universities,  educational establishments, 
cultural life and  leisure opportunities. 
-269-Too  often regional action has  been concentra.ted on direct 
aid to investment while  the  conditions for receiving such aid were 
not met. 
The  result was  often a.  scattering of new  factories which  was 
not conducive  to the building up  of an  industrial fabric  dense  enough 
to be  able to develop thereafter spontaneously.  The  concentration of 
official action on  certain areas and certain development  poles by  the 
creation of the necessary infrastructure would  seem  to be  a  guarantee 
of the  industrial efficacity of regional policy. 
Secondly,  regional considerations calling for the  creation 
of more  jobs should not lead to the  este.bl  ishment  of new  industrial 
units in sectors which are  alreaQy experiencing serious difficulties 
or are likely to experience  them  in the near future. 
This would  amount  to encouraging,  with State aid,  the  setting 
up  of activities which  would  be  threatened in the near future.  It 
would  therefore be  advisable that conversion operations  in one  coun-
try should not run counter to similar ones  elsewhere and  care  should 
be  taken in selecting the recipient sectors so that  in the  Community 
as a  whole  no  aid should be  gjven to investments  in sectors threatened 
with saturation. 
Lastly,  the  problem  of regions trying to outbid each other 
in offering direct aid to  investment  is sufficiently well  known  to 
make  it unnecessary to go  into it at  length.  Such  outbidding makes 
o·perations carried out with a  view to creating new  jobs unnecessarily 
costly and  thanks  to  exces~ive aid makes  it possible to set up 
businesses which will never  be  profitable and  could not have  been 
set up without aid even in the regions na.turally most  favourable  to 
industrial development.  It is in the  long run mainly advantageous 
to firms  which  are so well-established or so mobile  that  they are 
not  confined to the region or country concerned and can turn this 
outbidding to their advantage.  This  outbidding is reflected not 
only in the unnecessarily high level  of the aid granted but also in 
a  progressive extension of the  systems  of aid to all the Community 
territories which do  not suffer from  economic  congestion. 
-270-In seeking a  ba.lanced  developnent  of  industrial activity at 
regional level,  the Commission wishes  to re-affirm here  that disci-
pline and canmon  objectives in granting aid to regional developnent 
are  indispensable  in the  Community. 
To  achieve  this,  the Commission  is at present endeavouring 
to secure 
that the most  important aids granted in a  regional context shoula 
be  subject to prior examination,  and 
- that aid schemes  themselves  should be  directed towards  greater 
transparence and  a  certain harmonisation of intervention rates. 
0 
0  0 
The  need for a  scale of priorities for cohesion in the various 
forms  of action referred to above  complicates the working  out  of a 
coherent strategy.  It is on  this condition that it is possible to 
estimate the  social cost and the real contribution of the measures 
envisaged in the various sectors thanks  to specific policies. 
A start has been made  on  this with the elaboration and 
implementation of the  Community's  medium-term  economic  policy pro-
grammes. 
Their contribution to the  de~~lopment of the Community  is 
already a  major one.  It would  not have  been  possible to draw  up  this 
memorandum,  which  implements  as far as industrial trends are  concerned, 
the first two  medium-term  economic  policy programmes  of the Community, 
without all the work  done  in the  Committee  and its specialised groups 
and  sub-groups. 
- 271-CHAPl'ER  II 
Business management  and the training of personnel 
Efficient management  is without doubt  a  determiningfact~r in 
the adaptability of firms  as was  already emphasised  in the  second 
medium-term  economic  policy programme,  and the  importance  of this 
factor continues to increase with current economic  trends where: 
- increasingly intense competition demands  the  optimisation of all 
the factors affecting competitivity; 
the widening of markets calls for speedy adaptation to varying 
environments; 
- accelerated technological development  repeatedly calls for choices 
and strategic decisions. 
Since  the quality of management  depends  very largely on  the 
quality of the men  concerned,  training problems  must  also be  dealt 
with in this cha.pter. 
I..  BUSINESS  M.ANAGEMEm! 
The  present state of economic  research does  not  allow one  to 
measure  the  importance  of the management  factor in the  development  of 
a  country's economy  or even in the development  of  a. firm.  But  there a.re 
numerous  and convincing examples  of  innovation decisions which  have 
given rise to new  firms  or to spectacular recoveries or expansion. 
Conversely,  when  European firms  or industries earn as  they so often 
do,  lower profits than their ..blerican counterpa.rts,  even when  the 
initial resources  seem  to be  much  the same,  it is no  longer,  or only 
- 273-rarely doubted that this is to be  ascribed largely to less efficient 
management  and so the expression "management  gap"  came  into its own. 
It  is certainly wrong  to blame  the management  gap for the 
whole  difference in level between the economy  of the  Community  and 
other more  advanced ones.  Since management  means  using available 
resources  in a  particular environment,  it is evident that the end 
result will be  noticeably influenced by the distinctive features  of 
both those factors.  This is not  invalidated by  the high returns of 
businesses set up  by third countries in the Community.  Since direct 
investment abroad is usually the work  of dynamic  firms  and is gene-
ra.lly directed towards attractive markets, it is only  logical that 
its growth  and  profitability should be  above  average:  in 1967,  for 
example,  the  profits of the  branches  of foreign fir.ms  in the u.s.A. 
increased by  15%  while  the  profits of American  industry remained 
static. 
It has  been  clearly shown  that the  productivity of the  labour 
force  in any economic  area depends  to a  great extent  on  the  average 
level of education of the  population (1).  In the United States, for 
example~ it is estimated that there is a  20%  difference in productivit; 
b~tween the Pacific regions and.the  Southern region. 
Likewise,  the greater mobility of American  professional 
managers  ensures both competition in regard to ability and a  diver-
sity of experience which  is lacking in Europe  because  ownership and 
management  and hence  the business and  the manager  so frequently go 
together. 
These  general remarks  are  in no  way  a  denial of the existence 
of a  management  problem  in ~Uropean firms  or the need for constant 
effort  on  the part of all concerned to improve  the efficiency of 
managers.  In particular, efficient and up-to-date management  is not, 
as  some  would  seem  to believe,  the exclusive  preserve  of  large finns 
backed by considerable financial resources. 
(1)  See  particularly, E.  Denison,  Why  growth rates differ, Brookings 
Institution,  1967. 
- 274-Analyses  concur  in emphasising that modern  management  is 
based chiefly on an attitude,  a  state of mind,  in which  techniques 
and equipment  merely  play a  supporting role.  The  most  important 
approach will always  be  tha.t  of the  head of the various  directors 
who  foster in their firm the habit  of making rational decisions 
based on  a  quantitative assessment  of the various alternatives and 
their consequences and forming part  of  a.  systematic  pla.n. 
It is a  question of being rational ra.ther than intuitive 
and instituting communication and participation in addition to au-
thority. 
There  can  be  no  question here of breaking down  management 
into a  catalogue  of techniques.  It is however,  useful  to recall some 
of  the essential principles which  have  not  yet fully permeated Euro-
pean  management • 
1. A first fundamental aspect  of management,  not fully recognised 
in Europe,  is the  need to work  out  a.  long term  objective for the 
firm  (1). 
In a  rapidly developing world a.ny  firm must  regularly ask 
itself where  it is  ~oing.  This critical self-examination must 
start with decisions as to how  best to employ  the technical, 
commercial,  financial and human  resources at its disposal,  while 
not forgetting to take  environment  into account.  The  long term 
plan will be  expressed as quantified targets  in terms  of profit-
ability,  productivity,  rate of expansion which,  if they are  to be 
achieved,  call for definite stra.tegies  {geographical markets, 
products,  jnvestment,  personnel).  It must  be  a  question of making 
a  decision,  fixing an objective which  the firm means  to pursue 
actively and constantly as  opposed to merely extrapolating from 
the  past. 
(1)  In the U.S.A.,  in 1953,  approximately 2()7/o  of large and mediwn-
sized firms  engaged  in long-term  planning.  In 1958,  that per-
centage  had  gone  up  to 50 and at present it is put a.t  80  - 90 
(Cisdec,  Universita Bocconi,  •~Iilan).  An  enquiry carried out 
in 1968  among  Italian firms employing more  than 250  people 
shows  that  44.~~ of them  engaged  in medium-term  programming  a.nd 
17.·~ drew  up a  strategic plan  (SUCCESSO,  December  196~). 
- 275-This  long-term planning must  be  based on  forecasts  (macro-
economic,  study of markets,  technological).  It must  be noted here 
that European firms are too inclined to consider this forecasting 
procedure as not devolving upon them  and to rely entirely on  the 
public authorities to take care of it. 
2.  j  second characteristic of contemporary m~ment is its greater 
concern with the market  than with  production. 
Still fresh in the memory  of European  firms is a  long period 
of shortage  during which  the supply of raw  materials and  the  technical 
problems  of production were  all-important and ma.rketing was  a  simple 
matter.  Since  then,  the  increase in available resources,  the  growth 
in productivity,  technical progress  and  the  interpenetration of markets 
have  created intense  competition in respect  of supply;  the  increased 
purchasing power  of populations  and wider ranges  of choice have  created 
a  more  exacting demand  as regards quality and are constantly changing 
it as regards structure.  It cannot  be denied that European industry 
has adapted itself to changed  conditions and has made  considerable 
progress  in this field.  Nevertheless,  while European  fi:nns  are 
directing their efforts progressively towards  the market  and  the 
satisfaction of collective and  individual demand,  the  definition of 
market  objectives and  the  adaptation of products to the market  and to 
demand  still leave much  to be  desired.  In particular,  European manage-
ment  is furthest behind in the most  advanced and  directly significant 
operation such  as  checking the  profitability of marketing by  product, 
by  customer,  by  seller and  by region or area.  That  this  leew~ exists 
is confirmed by  the  fact that marketing problems  call for the greatest 
efforts fran European subsidiaries in adapting themselves  to conditions 
in the u.s.A. 
3.  A systematic cost/benefit analysis of alternatives leads logically to 
the adoption of quantitative methods  of management  on  a  scientific 
basis.  Once  a  particular volume  and a  particular stage  of improvement 
have  been achieved,  these quantitative management  methods  call for 
camputerisation. 
-276-The  computer  is only a  tool,  however.  The  effort of system-
atic reflection on  the  standardised factors for which  one  uses a 
computer was  and still is possible without it; but its use  speeds 
up  the  progress considerably,  increases accuracy and  brings  out  the 
cause and effect relations. 
In practice,  the introduction of a  computer  into a  firm 
has  often been a  cause  of  disappointment.  For want  of sufficient 
preparatory study,  a  number  of finns have  had to restrict work with 
the computer to purely administrative tasks.  These  unfortunate 
experiences have  caused many  directors to be  prejudiced against 
scientific management  methods. 
The  adoption of quantitative methods  supported by  the  use  of 
a  computer must  come  in gradually and  can  only succeed if certain 
requirements are  fulfilled& 
- the firm's  directors must  be  sensitive to the advantages of rational 
management,  must  know  how  to make  use  of the data available,  how  to 
estimate the gains  (this is all the more  important since they are 
not  always  immediately recognisable  in the  accounts  but take other 
forms  such as  time  saved,  better information, etc.); 
- priority must  be  given to the  organisation of data-collecting 
machinery; 
- the firm must  have  the services  of the  indispensable specialists 
and it is important  that they make  every effort to ensure that 
information is supplied in such a  way  as to be  understood by non-
specialists; 
- a  judicious choice must  be  made  among  the problems  to be  dealt with 
by  quantitative techniques.  It is superfluous to submit  minor 
problems  comprising a  small number  of variables to the computer; 
common  sense will supply the answer more  cheaply.  It is equally 
useless to expect  the  computer to supply the factors  on  which  to 
base  a  decjsion if the  available  infonnation is incomplete  or 
inconsistant:  in the  absence  of adequate  information the computer 
will simply give the wrong  answer  more  quickly. 
- 277-Here  it must  be  recalled that scientific management  systems 
are  becoming  less and  less the  privilege  of large firms.  The  develop-
ment  of smaller computers  as well as  of time-sharing and even of co-
operation in management  matters  is giving small  and medium-sized firms 
increasing access to methods  of management  which  call for electronic 
equipment. 
4. A rational attitude on  the  part of the directors,  a  market  strategy 
and the  introduction of scientific methods will became  fully effective 
if a  fourth factor is present:  participation by  personnel at all levels. 
in the life of the firm,  its options and its progress. 
This  is of course  a  qualitative problem for which  there is no 
obvious  solution.  The  aim  must  be  to achieve active and creative co-
operation at all levels. 
It would  seem  undeniable  that this factor is first and fore-
most  a  question of option in the matter  of  organisation:  communication, 
delegation,  participation and greater attention to personnel problems. 
In Europe,  responsibility for personnel matters is often 
wrongly considered to be  less important  than duties on  the  commercial 
or production side.  It is  thus  often thrust into the background. 
This  idea, when  combined with a  bureaucratic type  of organis-
ation in which  the motive  force  drives  only from  top to bottom and 
information is campartmentalised,  prevents anything more  than a  very 
slight involvement  on the  part of the  individual. 
There can be  no motivation without  some  responsibility:  a 
wide  dissemination of  information about  the  aims  andachievements  of 
- 278 -the firm,  planning of careers and  information to staff on  this subject 
and,  above  all, the  delegation of responsibility at all levels would 
appear to be  the requisite conditions for a  dynamic  modern  firm. 
0 
0  0 
Public authorities,  professional organisations, further-
training centres, will only be able  to help a  firm in this respect 
if it first undertakes a  critical examination of its own  motivation, 
organisation and  strategy and  draws  the relevant conclusions. 
Before  the  purchase  of costly equipment,  better management 
calls for other kinds of investment: 
- there  is a  certain amount  of bias against graduates  of business 
schools: it is thought  that these young executives either cost too 
much  or would  not submit  to the classic forms  of management.  This 
attitude fails  to recognise  the  need to  recruit and  pay for trained 
staff giving guarantees  of greater and  more  speedily achieved 
efficiency and  it runs the risk of aggravating existing handicaps 
(1}; 
- in many  cases firms will save  considerable  t~e and  money  by  sub-
mitting its structure and management  methods  to the keen scrutiny of 
independent.  outside experts; 
- a  firm which is convinced of the  importance  of the management  factor 
must  logically accord "training and further training" a  correspond-
ingly important  place  in its organisation. 
(1}  20%  of graduates  of h'uropean business  schools a.re  recruited by 
international firms,  nearly all of them  .American. 
- 279-II. TRAINING 
Apart  from  the  problems  of the training of workers  referred 
to in the  preceding chapter and which  will be  the  subject of proposals 
in another context,  training raises three main  problems  from  the point 
of view  of industrial policy: 
- the  training of senior management  staff; 
- the  recruitment  of engineers,  research workers  and highly qualified 
specialists; 
-the adaptation of generalieducation to the  needs  of a  rapidly  changir~ 
economy. 
There can be  no  question of discussing these  problems exhaust-
ively here and  we  shall accordingly confine  ourselves to the  factors 
whiCh  directly affect  the growth  of  industry.  The  Commission  intends 
to contribute to the definition of a  European  policy on  post-graduate 
education in its next memorandum  on  scientific and  technological 
policy. 
1. Management  training in Europe 
As  management  becomes  more  scientific and less intuitive,  the 
need for management  training becomes  more  urgent.  Whatever the  intel-
lectual abilities and  character of the individual and whatever he  has 
gained by  experience,  it is certain tha.t adequate training will bring 
him  more  surely and  above all more  rapidly to optimum  efficiency in 
his duties as a  manager. 
-280-Similarly,  the rapid development  of the scientific bases  of 
management  requires a  regular UP-dating of  knowle~ (1). 
When  we  speak about  the  training and further training of 
business executives,  we  touch upon  an extremely wide  subject which 
spans  different levels  (directors,  senior,  or junior managerial 
staff), requirements  (specialised courses,  or on  the contrary, more 
general courses)  and methods  (intra - or extra-mural training). 
All these variations correspond to definite and  specific 
needs.  However,  from  the  point  of view  of our subject,  two  levels 
and two  types  of training would  seem  to have  priority: 
- the  university or post-university level which  thanks  to one  or 
two  years of thorough training  must  provide  industry with a 
sufficient number  of young men  versed in modern  management  methods, 
from  whom  future directors will be  recruited; 
- directors at the height  of their responsibility or about  to reach 
it, who  must  be  made  aware  of  the  principles of modern  management 
in order to recruit efficient staff and  promote efficient techniques. 
These  two  forms  of traininP, are generally provided in the 
same  training centres in ~urope, although  the  problems  they present 
may  be  different. 
(1)  An  optimum  schedule for the  training and further training of 
business managers  may  be  outlined as  follows: 
~  Duration  Nature  of course 
23-25 yrs 
29  yrs 
36  yrs 
47  yrs 
2  yrs 
6  wka 
12  wks 
2  wks 
Post-graduate  in business administration 
Specialised ~training called for by a 
change  in the  firm  or in the functions 
of  the  person concerned 
Training for general management 
Familiarisation with new  techniques 
- 281-From  a  recent survey  (1)  of the  largest European business 
schools  (22  centres in 12  European countries)  (2),  it is possible  to 
extract the following  info~ation: 
- capacity in Europe  is quite insufficient:  taking all the  courses 
together,  the  22  schools  turn out  3,500  students  of whom  approxi-
matively 500  are post-graduate  students.  For the  same  countries 
it has  been estimated that  in 1980  the  an:rru.al  demand  for new 
business executives will be  85,000.  This  output  of the guropean 
schools must  be  compared  with the  45,000 graduates,  5,000  post-
graduates and  350  doctorates  in business administration  (15% 
university graduates}  produced by  the American universities. 
- the means  at the disposal  of the training centres are  quite  inad-
equate,  and this has  repercussions  on their equipnent  and  organi-
sation; 
- on  average,  there are fewer  than 15  full-time  teachers and 
assistants in each centre; 
- 63%  of schools do  not have  access to a  computer  (l!Y,fc  possess 
a  computer,  27%  are  linked up  to a  computer} 
- 7fl'/o  of business  schools have  neither a  long-term plan nor  a 
research programme.  Only  16%  have  a  research centre with a 
separate budget. 
- this results  in a  considerable dependence  on  American business 
schools:  40%  of the teaching material comes  from  America;  the 22 
European schools have  altogether 38  bilateral arrangements  with 
American  institutions. 
Steps  taken  in the last  twenty years have  not  always  met 
on  the part of industry with the  interest and support  they deserve 
and this explains to a  large extent the more  restricted development 
of this kind of training in Europe.  While  some  firms  contribute 
(1}  conducted at the request of the  Commission  by  "Buropea."l  Business". 
(2}  Germany,  France,  Italy, Belgium,  Netherlands,  Denmark,  Spain, 
Grea.t  Britain,  Ireland, Norway,  Switzerland,  Czechoslovakia. 
-282-significantly to  the  running and development  of training centres, 
this support  is not  forthc~ing as much  as  could be  wished,  since 
many  managers  are still sceptical,  as much  regarding modern manage-
ment  methods  as about  the efficacy of systematic training • 
This attitude,  which  is more  wide-spread in same  member 
countries than in others,  does  not  necessarily stem  from  a  la.ck  of 
dynamism  but  rather from  a  concept  of management  which  attaches more 
importance  to personality and experience than to training. 
Moreover,  it has been  observed that business  schools are 
outside  the  framework  of the  higher education system and  that in some 
countries  there  is even a  gulf between  the  two.  The  universities tend 
to ignore  teachers  of management,  because  it is a  recent discipline, 
whilst the latter wish to esca.pe  from  the  dogmatism  of traditional 
education. 
This situation is prejudicial to both  parties because it 
hinders  the cross-fertifisation of  ideas and methods  by  exchange  of 
teachers and  teaching material.  It is important  that post-university 
centres  should be  able to rely on  a  multi-disciplinary infrastructure, 
whilst retaining their freedom  of action. 
Lastly,  another chara.cteristic of E..'uropean  business schools 
is that  they lack  internatic·n~.l appeal.  With about three exceptions 
they have  hardly more  than  5%  non-national students.  This  no  longer 
seems  compatible with the requirements  of economic life which  is be-
coming  more  international every  day. 
Comparing experience,  exchanging teachers,  collaboration 
over research projects,  a  wider appeal to non-national  participants, 
teaching more  frankly international in outlook,  have all become  essen-
tial. 
0 
0  0 
-283-The  evolution of transnational  ~uro!)ean industrial structures, 
the  need for which is emphasized  in several chapters of this memorandum, 
requires a  qualitative a.nd  quantitative  improvement  and  an internation-
alisation of the  training of future  directors, failing which  a  growing 
m.unber  of European  students will go to tra.nsatlantic business schools, 
but with no  similar movement  in the other direction to balance this 
phenanenon. 
2.  Recruitment  of high-grade  technical staff 
With  regard to the  training of engineers, research workers  and 
specialists,  industry in the  Community  does  not suffer, apart from  same 
exceptions,  f,..om  any quantitative  or qualitative deficiencies in its 
higher education. 
Apart  from  the  problem  of the general crisis in higher educa-
tion,  which  ie outside  the scope  of this memorandum,  two  questions 
deserve to be  examined  here: 
- the  depth of higher-grade engineers and  technicians on  the  labour 
market 
- the  shortage of data-prooessers. 
a) The  depth  of higher-grade  teci',nicians and  enrineers  on  the  labO'lr 
!!!!£ill 
The  Commission  has submitted to the Council three draft 
directives concerning the right of establishment of engineers and 
technicians.  They  suggest solutions which  would facilitate,  i~ 
the  immediate  future,  the free  movement  of engineers  and  would 
allow them,  under certain conditions,  to make  use  of the qualifi-
cations gained in their country of origin. 
These  proposals do  not  however  solve  the  problem  of the 
mutual  recognition of diplomas  nor the  approximation of courses 
and  methods.  Without Waiting for such results to be  achieved, 
the  exchange  of teachers and  inter-university contacts should be 
increased. 
A study undertaken at  the request  of the  Commission  by  the 
Institut de  la Comrnunaute  guropeenne  pour les Etudes Universita.ires, 
(I.C.E.E.U.),  regarding  the  training of engineers in the European 
Community  has  already shown  a[though the final results are not yet 
available,  that there is in every member  State a  serious  lack of 
knowled;~e about  the  tra.ining given in other member  States. 
- 284-This  lack of knowledge,  added  to the social obstacles  (dif-
ferences  in social  systems),  cultural obstacles  {language  barriers  , 
children's education), functional obstacles  (posts reserved for 
nationals  in public services and  canpa.nies),  hampering regulations 
(diplomas,  possession of qua.lificati<'ns,  public services), mean  that 
firms'  opportunities to recruit technical staff are restricted to the 
national  framework. 
The  I.C.E.E.U.  study has a  three-fold purpose: 
- as soon as it is completed it will place at  the  disposal of under-
takings a  more  or less exhaustive catalogue of engineering schools 
giving detailed information of the kind of training offered; 
- it will provide  the essential basis for the free  movement  of tech-
nical staff and the achievement  of what  might  be  called a  common 
market  in technical and  scientific grey matter. 
The  importance  of this second  objective from  the  industrial 
policy point of view  cannot  be  overestimated.  The  interpenetration 
of technical staff would  in fact have  the advantage  not  only of 
offering a  wider choice  to firms  but would  also make  it easier to 
achieve European  dimensions and  perfect the  unification of the market 
from  the  commercial  point of view,  by attenuating the  traditions and 
prejudices which,  in many  fields,  in fact restrict intra-Community 
competition. 
Finally,  the  I.C.E.E.U.  report should make  it possible to 
work  out  guidelines for a  training policy.  It already seems  clear 
that it would  be  a  serious error to stop short at a  minimum  European 
course  of studies for engineering schools,  which  might  impede  efforts 
at improvement  and  innovation.  It would  be  more  profitable to atteapt 
to define the career of engineer with an eye  to future  needs:  to the 
qualifications obtained after a  basic course of training,  could be 
added  new  ones  depending  on  the  periodical in-service training neceaft 
sitated by  the accelerated development  of techniques. 
-285-b) The  shortage of data-processers 
According to a  study which  appeared in the Netherlands monthly 
journal "Maandblad voor Bestuurlijke  Infonnatieverwerking"  in February 
1968,  requirements  in specialists at different levels  in the field of 
da~a-processing will increase from  156,000  in 1968  to 291,900  in 1972 
for the six countries of the Community  (see  the  tables  on  the following 
pages). 
In view of these very rapidly increasing requirements,  the 
opportunities for training remain so very inadequate that a  real 
"bot.tle-neck" has appeared in the  development  of this sector and in 
the utilisation of data-processing in the Community's  economy,  as was 
noted by  the  PREST  study group  (specialist group  on  data-proce3sing). (1} 
According to the above  source  the  number  ot'  instructors at 
the various levels of training is 1,359 for the six countries,  and 
457  for Great Britain. 
Germany  576 
France  406 
Italy  205 
Netherlands  86 
Belgium/Luxembourg  86 
Community  1,359 
U.K.  457 
Various  steps have  been  taken at national and European level 
in order to solve this problem.  At  international level we  may  mention: 
- the European Data-Processing Institute envisaged by  the PREST  (1} 
study group 
- the  International Institute for Technology Management  envisaged by 
the  OECD  for the training of innovation management  specialists, 
(1}  PREST  - Politique de  Recherches  Scientifique et Technique  (Scien-
tific and  Technical Resea.rch  Policy" 
-286-T A B L E  No.  19 
Data-processing personnel requirements  by country and  by  category 
1968  1969  1970  1971  1972 
- !  Netherlands  ! 
I 
I 
Senior executives and  ! 
directors  1300  1  600 l  1  800  2  000  2  300 
Organisation analysis  ! 
engineers  1200  1  400 l  1 600  1900  2  100 
Systems  analysts  800  900 I 1 000  i  1  100  1300 
Programmer  analysts  1  000  1  200 i  1  400 I 1600  1  800 
i 
Programmers  2  000  2  3oo  1  2  600  3000  3  400 
Opera.t9rs,  k~y-punchers, etc.  5  500  6  4001  7  300!  8  300  9  500 
I 
11  800  13  soo I 15  100  17  900  20  400 
I 
! 
Belgium/Luxembourg  i 
I 
I  !  I 
' 
5001 
Senior executives and 
1  300  1  directors  1  1  700  2  oco  2  300 
Organisation analysis  I 
engineers  1100  1400  1600  1  800  2  100 
Systems  analysts  700  800  1  000  1  100  13CX' 
Programmer  analysts  900  1  100  1  300  1  500  1  700 
Prograumers  1  800  2 200  2  500  2  900  3  300 
Operators,  k~y-punchers, etc.  5400  6 200  7  100  8  000  8900 
11  200  13  200  15  200  17  300  19  600 
- 287-I  1968  1969  1970  1971  1972  .  I 
I 
~Federal ReEublic  of Germa~1 
I 
j Senior executives and  l 
, directors  7  600  8  900  10  500  12  300  14 200  I  Or~nisation analysis 
eng1.neers  7  000  8200  9  700  11  400  13  100 
!  Systems analysts  4  200  4  900  5  ~00  6  900  7  900 
j Programer analysts  5  aoo I  6  100  8  000  9300  10  700 
I Programmers 
I 
11  lCO  13  000  15  400  18 000  20  700 
Ope!·ators,  key-punchers,  ~tc.  31  300  36  500  43  400  50  800  58  900 
67  000  78  200  92  800  108 700  ~25 000 
1 Italy 
Senior executives and 
directors  2  500  3 000  3 600  4  200  4  900 
Organisa.tion ans.lysis 
engineers  2  300  2  800  3 300  3 BOO  4400 
Systems  analyst  1  400  1  700  2  000  2300  2  700 
Programmer  analysts  1  900  2  300  2  700  3200  3 600 
Programmers  3 600  4  400  5  200  6100  7  000 
Operators,  key-punchers,  etc.  10 300  12  300  14  700  17  100  19  700 
22  000  26  500  31  500  36  700  42  200 
---' 
1968  1969  1970  1971  1972 
France 
Senior executives and 
directors  5000  6  000  7100  8  300  9  600 
Organisation analysis 
engineers  4  600  5500 I 
6600  7  700  e 900 I 
Systems  analysts  2  8001  3 300 I 
4  000  4700  5400 
Programmer  analysts  3  800  4  500  I  5400  6  300  7  300 
Programmers  1 300  8  800  10 400  12  200  14 000 
Operators,  key-punchers,  etc.  20 500  ~4 700  29  300  34  400  39  500 
i 
44  0001  52  800  62  800  73  600  847001 
I 
United Ki!!!dom  ! 
Senior executives and  i 
I 
directors  5  600  6  700  8  000  9  400  1o,aoo 1 
Organisation analysis  i 
engineers  5200  6  200  7  400  8  700  10  000 i 
Systems  analysts  3 100  3700  4. 500  5  200  6  ooo  1 
Programmer  analysts  4200  5  100  6  000  7  100  8  2oo 1 
Prograamers  8200  9800  11  700  13  700  15  800 I 
Operators,  key-punchers,  etc.  23 100 27  700  32  900  38 500  44  300 
49  400  59  200  70  500  82  600  95  100 
- 289-TABLE  20 
Recapitulation of data.-processing personnel requirements 
196B  1969  1  t  I  i  1970  1  1971  1972 
I 
' 
I 
Netherlands  I 11  BOO  13  Boo  1  15  100  17  900  I 
20 400 
I 
Belgium/Luxembourg  I 
I 
11  200  13  200  15  200  17  300 
I  19  600  I 
I 
Federal Republic  of  i 
Germany  67  000  7B  200  92  BOO  lOB  700  i  125  000 
I 
36  700 
l 
Italy  22  000  26  500  31  500  I  42  200 
I 
France  44  000  52  BOO  62  BOO  13  600  1  B4  100 
! 
: 
'  Community  156  000  184  500  218  000  254  200  1291  900 
United Kingdom  49  400  59  200  70  500  B2  600  195  100 
- 290-::Jane  of whom  would receive training in data-processing for this special 
branch. 
Moreover,  the majority of universities are at present developing 
-~heir teaching in the field of data-processing.  It seems  however that 
·:;hey  are experiencing some  difficulty in recruiting teachers at the 
uppropriate  level  • 
•  ~~he  adaptation of general education to the  needs  of an industrial society 
The  adaptation of education to the  needs  of a  rapidly developing 
:Lndustrial society is also beyond the  scope  of this memorandum.  Never-
1iheless,  having regard to the lively discussions and the  significant 
reforms which,  in the majority of industrialised countries and in par-
ticular in the member  States,  are in progress on this subject,  it does 
not seem  out of place here to cal:l to mind briefly some  aspects of this 
question. 
At least as  important as specific training is the  inclusion 
of business management  problems  in general education curriculum.  It 
:Ls  now  scarcely conceivable  that the education offered to the  school 
nnd university population,  very many  of whom  will  turn towards manage-
Dlent  careers,  should not  include a  preparation for those careers just 
as it is beginning to prepare  people  for medicine  or engineering even 
l~fore the final choice of a  career. 
A report devoted to industrial policy should also emphasise 
how  false  is the contrast between a  utilitarian concept  of education, 
vmich  would  be  concerned exclusively with making strictly specialised 
~~oducers and consumers  available to industry and  the so-called 
"humanist"  concept,  according to which  the  sole  object  of education 
E:hould be to raise men  to the highest cultural level which their 
tnnate ability allows while  completely ignoring the needs  of the 
econany. 
- 291-The  speeding-up of change  which  is characteristic of a  modern 
industrial economy  must  in fact  lead to a  preference for ability to 
adapt more  than for any other quality.  If it be  admitted that this 
quality requires a  solid basic traj!ling rather than over-narrow or 
too early specilisation, it will be  seen that hurna.nist  and utilitarian 
objectives can quite easily be  reconciled. 
Firms will be  looking more  and more  for men  capable  of changing 
their special1.ty.  Already,  for this reason,  they tend to prefer the 
more  mobile  young mer  to the experienced men  who  are  often considered 
to be  unadaptable.  The  serious social problem raised by unemployed 
managerial staff of 50  and over will  get worse  if measures are not 
taken to make  men  more  mobile at any age,  which  presupposes  not  only 
more  retra.ining but the  inculcation from  university age  of a  prepared-
ness  for change. 
More  fundamental  and more  removed  from  immediate  industrial 
problems  is the questioning by a  section of present-day youth of the 
aims  of material progress.  By  putting the accent  foremost  on  the 
qualitative aspects  of developnent,  a.s  the  Commission has  tried, for 
its part,  to do  here,  the  Community  would contribute usefully to the 
reintegration in the  European socio-cultural fr.amework  of those 
young  people  who  today seem  to be  withdrawing fran it, while at the 
same  time  strengthening the  support  its ideals have  already won  among 
the  younger generation. 
0 
0  0 
-292-A EUROPEAN  JI.ANAGEMENT  AND  TRAINING  FOUNDATION 
The  improvement  of the management  of l!.'uropean  fizms  is 
·~ssential for the adaptation of industry to the new  conditions 
resulting fran the enlargement  of ma.rkets.  It calls for a  training 
and manpower mobility policy which oversteps the national  fr.amework. 
European industry,  in particular the large firms,  must  con-
4:::entrate  more  on  such problems:  it would  be  in their i11terests to 
4>rganise  a  study of management  at CODDDuni ty level by arranging for 
constant exchanges  of experience and establishing regular contacts 
,dth Universities and other higher education institutes. 
A European management  and training foundation which  Euro-
:~an industry would undertake to set up and to finance at least in 
:part,  could play a  decisive role in this field. 
By  bringing together within the flexible  framework  of a 
body  independent of the States and the Community,  representa  ti  vas 
t::>f  Universities, higher education schools and institutes and  indus-
·try,  such a  Foundation,  whose  structure would  be  flexible  thanks  to 
:its  independence  of States and of the  Canmunity,  would fulfil a 
·:riple function: 
1. It would serve as centre for the study of company  management. 
The  best specialists could thus  collate their experience  and 
examine  in particular theadaptation to the  special conditions 
of Western ~ope of techniques which have  been tested in the 
United States. 
2. It would forecast as accurately as possible  the requirements of 
industry in the matter of higher-grade technical and mana .  .l;f'rial 
sta.ff and match  them  with  the  output  of educational establishments. 
:s.  It would maintain regular contacts with Universities and higher 
education schools and institutes and  stimulate and encourage  them 
to  dev~lop and  improve  their courses.  It would at  the  same  time 
contribute to the  preparing and keeping up to date,  for the use 
of firms  and of students,  a  catalogue of schools  and  institutes, 
with and without university status,  public and  private,  de~cribing 
- 293-ar  precisely as  possible the specialities of each and  lastly, 
encourage  international exchanges  of teachers and  students, 
thus  facilitating the free  movement  of senior personnel  in the 
Community  and  preparing future managerial staff for transnational 
European firms. 
Far from  taking the  place  of  such organisations as already 
exist,  such as  the  "Fondation Universite-Industrie" in Belgium  or the 
recently set up  "Fondation Nationale  pour l'enseignement de  la gestion 
des  entreprises"  in France,  the British Foundation for Management 
Education,  EIRMA  {.i:!.uropean  Industrial Research M:anagement  Association), 
which was  set up  by  OECD  and  has instituted University-Industry Con-
tacts Committee,  the  EAMTC  (~uropean Association of Management  Train-
ing Centres) in Brussels,  or the  "Association Europe-Universite-
Industrie",  the  Foundation envisaged would  provide  a  meeting place 
and  be  a  criving force  in a.  field where  a  maximum  of  independent 
initiative must  be  canbined with a  maximum  of Community  or European 
joint action. 
The  advisability of government  support for such a  Foundation 
should be  weighed up subsequently in the light of the  functions  of 
general  interest it could fulf]l and having regard  to the various 
ventures which  are  even now  calling on  or which might  call on  public 
financial aid.  The  work  in progress  on  the  subject of post-graduate 
education with a  view  to  the  framing of a  European  scientific and 
technical policy will help to clarify how  a  European Management  and 
Training Foundation could successfully fit into an  institutional 
framework  whose  contours are  only beginning to emerge. 
0 
0  0 
- 294-CHAPI'ER  III 
Industrial innovation 
As  emphasised in the  la.st chapter,  the  industri~l economy  is 
being forced by  the  increasingly rapid development  of requirements, 
products and methods  of production to underg,,  constant changes  which 
companies  can no  longer avoid without endangering their existence or 
having to undergo  conversion in what  are often difficult social, 
technical and financial conditions. 
While  the  constant adaptation of products  and  methods  of 
production depends  on  the  proper management  of the firm and on  the 
existence of a  favourable  environment,  the essential driving force 
is innovation. 
The  establishment  of a  new  firm,  a  high rate  of profit,  the 
conquest  of new  markets,  lower cost prices,  even sometimes  the abil-
ity to resist competition,  will in future  almost  always  depend  on 
innovation or the capa.city to aRsimilate it, i.e. the ability of a 
firm to put  on  the  market  new  or technically superior products  or 
products manufactured using new  a.nd  more  economic  techniques. 
This  statement,  clearly valid for scientific industries, 
whose  activities depend  on  development  and the  exploitation of scien-
tific knowledge  (chemicals  or electronics for example),  can increas-
ingly be  shown  to apply equally to the more  traditional industries. 
Whether  thanks  to the  setting up  of new  firms  or the expansion 
of existing ones,  innovation is largely responsible for  the  creation 
of new  jobs and for the growth  of a.  country's  industrial economy.  In 
- 295-this sense,  it is an essential factor  of full employment,  the level 
of earnings and international competitiveness  (see  Table  21). 
At  the  level of the firm,  in the modern  competitive economy, 
only new  products can be  expected to yield high  profits, while  new 
and more  productive manufacturing processes must  be  introduced to 
offset shrinking profits from  the  sale  of old products. 
The  advantages which  the novelty of a  product  or manufacturir~ 
process confers on a  firm are usually only temporary.  Competitive or 
technically more  advanced  products appear  on  the market  and the  firm 
is obliged to innovate  once  more  in order to maintain its exP'nsion. 
It must  in fact replace its products at an ever increasing rate.  Thun, 
the average  "life" of a  mechanical  or electronic  product is no  more 
than 7 or 8 years.  For capital goods  in the  same  fields,  that life 
is no  more  than 3 or 4  years.  In respect of the agricultural and food 
industries,  the results of studies carried out  in the United States 
show  that  in less than ten years,  8ofo  of the  products used will  be  ne·u 
products.  Pharmaceutical products are  reckoned to have  a  life of about 
ten years. 
Lastly,  in addition to the  financial advantages which  owner-
ship of an invention can bestow  on a:tmn  (thanks  in particular tc the 
sale of  licences or know-how),  it also serves as an instrument  of 
industrial and commercia.l  strategy.  The  possession of a  patent and 
of know-how  may  place  a  company  temporarily in a  position of absolute 
monopoly,  or may  bring it a  considerable  competitive  advantage giving 
- 296-it a  dominant  position in a  particular sector of  production. 
Licensing and know-how  agreements  are also used as  a  means 
of bringing pressure to bear on  other firms.  Certain companies  in 
fact sometimes  impose  on firms  wishing to conclude  licensing and 
know-how  agreements with them  conditions much  to the advantage  of 
the  owner  of a  particular invention,  such as  the conclusion of a 
general agreement  for the  exchange  of  information,  an obligation 
to concede  licences for all improvements  on  the original invention, 
an obligation to sell at certain prices  or through certain commercial 
channels,  restrictions on  exports,  transfers of capital, etc.  (1). 
It is difficult to assess  the degree  of innovation in indus-
try.  The  very  thorough studies undertaken by  the  O.E.C.D.  do  not yet 
enable  precise  comparisons  between different industrial countries  to 
be  made.  Disparities between  one  sector and another and  between  one 
firm and another in the  same  sector would  seem  to exclude any compar-
ison except  between companies  producin~ 11:bilar goods. 
The  reasons  ror the difference  i ~ the  frequency  of innovation 
are also  diffjc~lt to identify:  the main  ones  would  seem  to lie in the 
amount  of research whether  public  or private,  the more  or less effi-
cient dissemination of information,  the  dynamism  of the market and the 
greater or lesser ability of firms  to  take advantage  of their own 
(1) Here  it must  be  remembered  that the abuse  of patents by creating 
technological monopolies  or by  refusing to exploit the  product or 
license  others to do  so,  is now  being examined in the Community, 
with  particular reference  to  the  proposed European  patent. 
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 technological  inventions  or those  they have  otherwise  acquired. 
A combination of these  different reasons  may  well explain the 
inferiority of the Community  which  certainly exists. today  in 
relation to  the  United States and which  ma.y  already be  apparent 
in certain sectors  in relation to Japan and the  USSR.  Certain 
signs,  such as  the  number  of patents taken out  (Table  22),  the 
structure of trade  in industrial products  (Table  23),  the intensity 
and the  nature of American  investment  in Community  industry,  leave 
little doubt  regarding that relative inferiority. 
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 This  problem  of  inPovation,  which  conditions  present competitive-· 
ness,  but  a.bove  all the future  development  of Community  industry,  is in 
fact at the  very centre  of industrial policy. 
In the first place,  the  firm's environment must  continua£ly 
stimulate  innovation.  The  possibility of makir.p,- vast  fiY:ancial 
means  available,  the  presence of competent  research workers  and 
technicians,  a  market  develO!)ed  to absorb  new  products and  bi~ 
enoup-h  to enable  costly investment  in research and development  to 
be  paid off quickly - these are the conditions  of  success  in in-
novation efforts  on  the  part of firms. 
In the aftermath of the  seco!:d  World VIa!',  -+;he  count~·in'3  of  the 
Community,  held up for many  years  in their economic  and technolo-
gical advance,  cut off during the  same  period from  the rest  of the 
world and in particular from  the  United States where  the most 
intense  innova.tion is located,  ravaged by more  than a  few  years 
of war,  had to devote  many  years  to reforming their  ~reduction 
process  and making up  for lost time  in ma.tters  of technology. 
Although this lag is not yet made  up,  the  conditions for  the 
assimilation of  innovation by  the  European economy  seem,  however, 
to be  almost to hand.  The  enlargement  of markets entailed by  the 
setting up  of the  Community  together with  the  general modernisation 
of the  economy  progressively create  the demand  which  is necessary 
to an  industry focused  on  innovation. 
The  Community  market  is certainly still far from  representing 
the  same  volume  as  the  AmericFln  market  in respect  o" new  products. 
Consumr-tion  of aircraft, electronic  compu~ers, machine  tools with 
digital control,  scientific measuring apparatus and even  of electric 
power  plants still remains  substantially lower in the  Community  than 
in the United States  (Table  24). 
- 302-T A B L E  No.  24 
(A)  Aeronautical  industry:  Number  of turbo-jet and  turbo-propellor 
a.ircraft in service in 1968 
Type  of aircraft and country of  Place where  the aircraft is in 
origin  service 
EEC  USA  U.K. 
Turbo-.jets 
Long-haul 
USA  104  692  25 
~urope  46 
Short,  medium-haul 
USA  I 
60  558  -
Europe  I  89  79  50 
~-
Total  I 
1164  USA  1,250  25 
Europe 
I  89  79  96  ! 
Turbo-propellors 
USA  14  304  -
Europe  I  68  84  166 
Other  j  23  1 
Source:  SORIS  Survey. 
-303-(B)  Electronic canputers:  Number  insta.lled at  the  end  of 1967. 
Country  ~umber of computers  Compound  average 
of growth: 
Period 1961-67 
Germany  3,800  53·4 
Belgium-Luxembourg  520  45·9 
France  2,600  48.3 
Italy  1,700  52.2 
Netherlands  600  47.2 
Total EEC  (1)  9,220  (3)  50.7 
United States  (2)  40,100  (3)  33.2 
United Kingdan  (1)  2,850  (3)  42.4 
Source:  (1) W.K.  De  Bruijn - Computer  in Europe  in 1966 
Recent Developments  in European Markets 
(2) E.O.P.  Industry Report, July 1968 
(3)  SORTS  estimates 
rate 
(a) Machine-tools with digital control:  Number  installed at the end 
of 1968 
Germany  1,100 
Belgium  50 
France  630 
Italy  400 
Netherlands  __l!l 
Total  E~  2,250 
United States  16,500 
United Kingdom  1,900 
Source:  "SOBEMAP"  survey. 
-304-(D)  Electric power  stations: Maximum  possible net  installed power 
in 103 WI 
Ra.te  of annual 
Gountry  1966  1967  1968  1969  1970  ~owth: period 
1%6-69 
--- ·-·  ----·--·-r-- ·------· 
liermany  39-9  42.3  43.8  46·4  48.8  5.1 
Belgium  5-l  5.7  6.1  6.2  6.2 
I  6.7  I 
:~ranee  27.9  29.3  32.0  33.8  36.5  I 
6.6 
Italy  24.2  26.1  27.2  27.9  30.3  4.8 
:Luxembourg  1.2  1.2  1.2  1.2  1.2  0 
l:fether  lands  8.0  8.3  8.9  9.6  10.4  6.3 
~rotal  EID  106.3  112.9  119.2  125.1  133-4  5-5 
United States  266.7  288.2  309.4  333.2  355-9  7.7 
United Kingdom  48.2  51.9  57.6  62.9  68.4  9.2 
(1) Concerns  forecasts 
-·  for the EEC:  "Statistiques de  1 •Energie Electrique" - Statistjcal 
Office  of the Community 
"Rapport  sur la.  conjoncture" - Direction Generale Energie 
- far the United States and  the United Kingdom 
"Bulletin Annuel  de  Statistiques  de  l'.t!:nergie  ~1ectrique pour 
l'Europe" 1968 - United Nations 
"L'industrie de  l'~lectricite" - 19th Survey  - OECD. 
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-Certain products which  are  already on  the market  on  the  other 
side  of the Atlantic are  not  yet  in demand  in Europe. 
Only  a  modernisation of the  Community  economy  in its entirety 
and promotion of its rapid growth will allow such disproportion in 
demand  to be  corrected.  It is, however,  possible  in certain cases 
to hasten this  development  by  crea.ting and even to a  certain extent 
anticipating demand. 
The  other essential factor  in the  development  of  innovation 
is how  the firm is managed.  The  desire to a.cquire  new  technological 
knowledge  and above  all  the  nf'cision to put it into practice is 
indeed one  of the  fundamental  factors  in compa.ny  policy.  No  inter-
vention by  the  public authorities can restrain firm mana.gers  from 
innovation.  It is for the manager  to decide  whether he  ought to 
modernise  his  production processes  or involve his undertaking in 
producing new  articles.  Such  decisions - or absence  of decisions -
also have  weighty consequences  for the future  of the  firm;  decision-
making with regard to innovation is no  different from  decision-making 
in relation to the management  of the  firm as a  whole. 
In such a  context,  what  kinds  of action can be  taken by States 
or by  the Community  in favour  of industrial innova.tion ?  Independ-
ently of the  operations set  out  in Part 4  below,  which are ma.inly 
concerned with large sectors where  intervention by  the  public au-
thorities takes  on  special forms,  any  operation lia.ble to hasten 
the acquisition,  diffusion and use  of new  technological knowledce 
in the  undertakings undoubtedly represents  the most modern  form  of 
public service that an administration can render to the economy. 
The  stake,  namely  the  very future  of the  Community's  industry, 
is toe  im~ortant for governments  and  Community  institutions not to 
give all possible assistance  in this field to Community  companies. 
That is probably the  most  effective long-term industrial action 
that the  public  authoritie~ can  take. 
---The  details of such action are nevertheless difficult to 
define and  put  into effect.  All countries have  made  experiments 
in this matter and the  Community  has  not yet been able  to deter-
mine  a  line  of action in this field  • 
.Amongst  the methods  used to encourage  innovation and to make 
it a  feature of the economy,  three  seem  to be  particularly importa.nt: 
technological forecasting,  research,  and  the djssemination of know-
ledge.  In these  the efforts of governments  and of industry must  be 
combined  and  complementary. 
Since  the dynamism  of  innovation and  the  sound  guidance  of 
the  research work  and company  investments  depend  to a  large extent 
on  hypotheses regarding technological  changes  and  the  future re-
quirements  of  the company,  a  first question arises:  to what  extent 
do  the  present methods  of forecasting meet  this need within the 
Community? 
Secondly,  are  Com~unity research policies suited to the  needs 
of industrial development? 
Lastly,  the  profitability of research being closely bound  uo 
with  the  way  in which  knowledge  filters  through to the firm,  it 
must  be  asked  in what  condjtions this t·akes  place at present. 
At  the  present stage of Community  discussions  a.nd  studies,  this 
chapter does  nos  aim at anything more  than reviewing certain serious 
shortcomings within the  Community  and  proposing some  guidance for the 
development  of subsequent Community  action. 
0 
0  0 
- 307-I. TECHNOLOG !CAL  FORECASTING 
By  multiplying considerably the  technical possibility of 
satisfying the ever-increasing range  of present or potential 
needs,  but also by  demanding mobilisa.tion of the growing human 
means  and financial resources,  technological progress is imposing 
more  and more  difficult choices. 
The  increase  in technical opportunities has  in fact complicated 
the detection and objective evaluation of the  factors in decisions 
mking.  Although  one  can to a  certain extent  invent and manufacture 
to order, it is still necessary to know  what  one  wants  to invent and 
manufacture,  at what  price and within what  time-limits.  Furthermore, 
limited resources and high costs make  the  consequences of decisions 
extremely serious because they often lead to irreversible situations. 
As  ~Jfr.  Eric Jantsch  (1}  states: "The  basic  condi tiona for 
meaningful  normative  technolot~cal forecasting - clearly defined 
constraints at the va.rious  im~ct levels  (including goals at  the 
level of broad social  impact)  and  abundance  of technological 
opportunities - have  been generally fulfilled,  for the first time 
in Western civilization,  for approximately the  past ?.5  years.  The 
growing  reco~ition of normative  forecastin underlies  the develon-
ment  of technological  forecastin~ in a  modern  sense,  i.e. as a 
management  discipline  conforming to  the  new  modes  of technological 
innovation and  closely related to  planning." 
In the  previous  chapter,  the  importa.nce  for  indu::1try  of the 
fullest and most  sophisticated economic  forecasting  possible was 
emphasised.  Such  forecasting,  whether done  by  the  firm or by the 
authorities  is however  incomplete  and subject to error if it does 
not make  sure  of including also the  already known  or foreseeable 
develonments  in technolory. 
(1}  See  the  report by Mr.  Eric  JANTSCH  on  "Technological forecasting-
OECD  - 1967". 
- 308-In fact,  as economic  scientific knowledge  increases and fore-
casting techniques take  shape,  technological forecasting and economic 
forecasting are becoming  interwoven to the  point  of blending together. 
T~is is already so in the case  of certain large American  firms  or 
administrations which have  reached the  peak of the  programming methods 
which an administration or company  can  ~pply to its own  development. 
Hitherto it does  not  appear that any government  has yet attempted 
to integrate fully technological forecasting with economic  forecasting in 
general.  l!;ffarts  have  already been made  in this direction,  however,  and 
there  is no  doubt  that national economic  programming will rely more  and 
more  on  the  two  ty~s of forecast.  This  consideration alone would  jus-
tify a  special effort in technological forecasting. 
But  technological forecasting includes  in addition certain 
specific objectives which  concern the  development  of innovation.  Whether 
this forecasting is done  by  the authorities or by industry,  the results 
will facilitate technological  choices and make  possible  or accelerate 
innovations  by  spurring on  the establishment of the necessary structures. 
The  remarkable work  the  OBCD  has  done  in this connection  (1) ha.s  so 
clearly high-lighted the  importance  of technological forecasting not 
only for a  research policy but also for the  development  of industrial 
innovation,  that there  is no  need  to dwell  on it here.  One  needsonly 
recall  the  wide  gap which exists in this field between l!!urope  and the 
United States. 
The  majority of the  la.rge  United Sta.tes companies  assign a 
not  inconsiderable  part of their research staff either full-time  or 
part-time to explorin~ technological possibilities and  probabilities. 
The  experience  thus  accumulated  over more  than ten years has  given 
many  of these  canpa.nies  a.  mastery in exploring the  l)ossibilities of 
innovation and  in implementing  the~ which  Euronean  companies  are  only 
(1) cf. Hr.  !!:rick Ja.ntsch- as quoted. 
-309-beginning to realise.  Priva.te  or university institutes of world-wide 
repute are moreover backing up  the efforts of American  firms  by  general 
prospecting studies or by  specialised consul  tat  ions at the request  of 
industry.  Thus  in the  United States  (1)  some  six hundred companies 
equipped with a  specialised service  or having recourse  to external 
institutes, are  already spending nearly 65  Million dollars a  year  on 
technological forecasting,  while  in the  whole  of Western  ~urope  simil~~ 
expenditure by  companies  appear to be  less than 1  million dollars. 
The  consequences  of this si  tua.tion cannot fail to be  serious 
for Community  industry.  In the absence  of adequate  technological and 
economic evaluation,  the  establishment of priority objectives for 
applied research is particularly difficult.  as has  been found,  for 
example,  in regard to atomic  energy.  In that field,  the  Community 
as a  whole  seems  to have  suffered,  taking account of its means,  a 
comparative  "over-development"  of  research,  which has let it to ex-
-plore  too  rn'3.ny  ways  without  being able  r<!~lly to concentrate its 
ef~orts (2).  The  result of this  abse~ce of precision in forecasting 
was  that the  Community  achieved the  industrial  breakthrough in nuclear 
power  stations only after several years delay and in more  hazardous 
conditions. 
Too  often without  "radar",  Community  industry either does  not 
dream  of innovation or does  not  dare  to make  changes,  so great are the 
uncertainties.  This  lack of means  of forecasting often contributes to 
delay in the  penetration of  innovation into  ~uropean industry. 
Without  denying the value  and  interest  of the services renderod 
to  ~uropean undertakings  both by existing ~uropean institutes and  by 
American institutes (3),  it can be  asserted that the  reinforcement  of 
technol•:>gical  forecasting machinery in the Community  would  be  a  valuable 
contribution to the modernisation of Commu'li ty firms  a.nd  the  more  rapid 
penetration of technological.innovation in ~urope.  This  reinforcement 
(1)  cf. E.  Jantsch - a.s  quoted p.  301. 
(2)  In 1967,  for example,  it is estimated that the  Community  devoted 
741  million dollars to nuclear research for  peaceful uses,  aga.inst 
937  million dollars  in the United States. 
(3)  The  work  of the American  institutes clearly tends  to  be  based  on 
experience,  environment and American  needs  a.nd,  because  of this, 
cannot  always meet  specific Buropean  problems. 
- 310-will come  essentially from  the  development  of specialised institutes 
in Europe  and  from  the multiplication of  forec~sting departments  in 
.t.<.:uropean  fi·ImS. 
Having regard to  the existing lag,  the  question must  however 
be  asked whether the Community  could not encourage  such  development 
by certain forms  of action in this field.  1vloves  in thi~ direction 
have  already been made  in certain member  States.  Joining forces  a.t 
Community  level and  comparing work  in course  of  progress,  should make 
it possible to achieve more  efficiency,  taking account  of the  limited 
means  ~t the  disposal  of the  Conununity  and  above  all of the  urgency 
of this matter for the  development  of European undertakings. 
It is certain that an analysis at Community  level of the 
development  of European soci.ety in the  next  twenty to thirty years 
and a  tentative estimate of its future  needs  in regard to collective 
equipment  and environment  would help considerably to determine  the 
broad lines that research  i!1  the  Conununi ty should follow and  to de-
fine  industrial aims.  The  Conununi ty framework  should ensure  that 
this  long-term technological forecasting effort brings  not  only mutual 
enrichment as regards knowledge  but also better co-ordination in the 
allocation of resources.  It should also allow attention to be  paid 
to the specific conditions and objectives  of hUropean  technological 
development. 
Certain preparatory work  for a  long-term technological fore-
cast of this kind is already under way  both  in the  Committee  on .11edium-
Term  .l!:conomic  Policy  (PR.t~ST  Group)  and  in the  Commission.  The  methodo-
logical difficulties which  the  organisation of such action presents 
- 311-(1) still need going into more  deeply.  The  Commission  reserves  the 
(1) The  methods  of progra.rrming associated with  technological fore-
casting have  developed considerably in the last few  years.  1/fr. 
E.  Jantsch,  in the above-mentioned work,  reviewed more  than one 
hundred distinct versions  of these methods,  which  be  breaks  down 
into four  categories: 
{i)  the exploratory methods,  which,  starting from  an existing 
basis of certa.in knowledr•:e,  objectively explore  the future 
possibilities opened  by  this  knowledge; 
{ii)  the  normative  methods,  which first determine  the objectives, 
requirements,  desiderata. and missions for the  future  and 
proceed by  working  back  towards  the  present; 
{iii) the  closed-loop systems  which  make  use  of these  two  approaches, 
and 
{iv)  finally,  those mPthods  which  nroceed from  intuitive thinking 
direct~ applied. 
Among  these methods,  three are worth  special mention: 
{i)  the  "Delphi" method,  a.  sophisticated version of the  "brain 
stormin~" method,  which endeavours  to  im!)rove  intuitive 
refleation with  a  view to making it easier to define  and 
choose  objectives at higher levels:  social, economic, 
scientific, military,  and  other objectives; 
(ii)  the  method  a~ed at  systematically exploring technological 
possibiljties and  analysing their consequences; 
{iii) the pertinency graphs,  of which  the  PATTERN  system  (Planning 
.Assistance  throUF--;~ Technjcal Eval11ation of Relev:9.nt  Nu"!lbers) 
has been the  promoter,  for normative  forecasting. 
- 312-right to subni  t  later detailed proposals  for the organisation of such 
a.ction. 
For  the  present,  ltnd more  simply,  it seems  indispensa.ble to 
have  a  better knowledge  of the  impact  of technological  innovations 
on the structure of  Community  industry and the  degree  of adaptation 
of the  Community  productive machinery  to their requirements. 
In other words,  there  is a  need to catalogue or  identify more 
systematically: 
- the technological changes  in production a.nd  the mea.ns  of production; 
- the  impact  of these  changes  on  the development  of the various  indus-
trial sectors; 
- the  consequences  for industry of the aopeara.nce  of new  needs. 
The  ob~e~t of this work would  be  twofold: 
- to facilitate the formulation  of an overall  industrial policy and 
the  choice  of sectoral measures  at national and  Community  level; 
- to assist industries to choose  between  the alternatives offered to 
them  by  improving their knowledge  of technological changes  and their 
industrial consequences. 
Jt "!lust  in fact  be  realised that at present  the amount  of 
knowledge  possessed by  the  authorities,  and  doubtless  by  a  la.rge 
proportion of industrialists, about  the  technological innovations 
which have  already occurred or are  foreseeable  in the world economy 
and  their consequences for  industry is still very inadequate.  In 
the  absence  of such  information choices are  ma.de  l)articularly diffi-
cult for firms  and  the authorities alike.  Indeed,  no  policy at 
official or company  level seems  possible  in sectors  such as  textiles, 
steel, motor-cars  or the  food  industry without  a  prec]se appraisal 
of the  changes  which a.re  now  taking place. 
-313-The  Commission  therefore proposes  to call together at regular 
intervals a  small  group of industrial technology experts  from  the  Com-
munity countries.  By  comparing their work  and  their forecasts  on  the 
basis of specific questions which would  be  submitted to them,  they 
would be able  to throw considerable light  on certain industrial  policy 
orientations and  options.  Having regard to  the  interdependence  of 
innovation in the various sectors,  the work  of this group should not 
be  limited to a  few  sectors but  should concern the  industrial economy 
as  a  whole. 
- 314-II.  RE~RCH  AND  DEVELOPMENr  IN  INDUsrRY 
Problems  of research have  been  the  subject of particularly 
difficult discussions  in the  Community  for ma.ny  years.  This memo-
randum  is not  the place  to put forward new  proposals for scientific 
policy.  It is not  possible, however,  to speak of industrial develop-
ment  without  coming  u9 against certain problems  of research which  have 
a  direct  influence  on it.  The  discussions  in progress  on  this subject 
i!l the  Corr~'TI\Ulity and  the  decisions being prepared are extremely impor-
tant  for the  future  of European industries. 
Member  States are allocating an increasingly greater part of 
their budgets to research and development;  however,  the amount  of  pu-
blic money  spent  on research in the Community  in 1967 still represented 
less than one-fifth of the money  spent on  research by  the American 
authorities  (1).  The  main cause  of the  difference between the amount 
of government  research in the United States and in Europe  remains  above 
all in the  amount  of public money  available  on  both sides.  This is 
something which  is not likely to change  in the  near future. 
(1)  In 1967,  public financing of domestic  expenditure  on  research and 
development  (State and higher education,  excluding social sciences) 
amounted  to 2,965 million dollars  in the Community  as against  some 
16,700 million dollars  in the United States,  1,250 million dollars 
in Great Britain and  550 million dollars  in Japan. 
- 315-The  comparison in the voLune  of research  financed  by  private 
funds,  i.e. mainly by  firms  themselves,  is equally unfavourable  to 
the  Community  (1). 
The  percentage  of turnover  devoted by  large  ~uropean firms 
to research is not always  lower trn.n that of American  fi:nns. 
However,  this  percentage applies in the United States prin-
cipally to much  higher turnover  fi~res, so that American  firms  derive 
much  greater profit from  a  relatively comparable  financial effort. 
(1)  ln 1967,  about  2,6;0 million dollars in the  Community  as against 
8,950 million dollars in Great  ~ritain.  These  figures  which,  like 
those  in the  note  on  the  preceding page,  are  taken from  the statis-
tical survey carrjed out  by the  OECD  in 1967,  exclude  the  social 
sciences. 
- 316-T  A  B I.  E  No.  25 
Research expenditure of various firms,  as a  percentage  of the 
consolidated  turnov€r of the group 
Figures  taken from  1968 
balance  sheets and arti-
cles in the press and in 
periodicals 
Germany 
Siemens 
Hoechst  (3) 
Ba.yer  AG  (3) 
AID 
RA~ (3) 
IGUPP 
GHH/Aktienverein AG 
BBCp,~annhe  im 
Belgium 
Solvay 
A~EC 
UCB 
France 
Rhane  Poulenc  (3) 
CGE 
Thomson  H.H.R. 
CAFL  {Entreprise,  Nov.l968) 
SFAC  (Sb.:F,  mai  1969) 
Jeumont-Schneider 
Italy 
Montedison  {3) 
Finmeccanica  (IRI)  (4) 
Carlo Erba  (3) 
Netherlands 
Shell  {Chemicals,  1130) 
Philips 
AKO  (3) 
Staatmijnen 
VMF 
Rijn/Schelde 
Turnover  {  1) 
{in dollars) 
2,187 
1,998 
1,931 
1,463 
1,820 
1,535 
1,410 
337 
655 
216 
125 
1,384 
1,11A 
1,025 
216 
208 
137 
2,324 
610 
124 
8,941 
2,685 
1,464 
300 
276 
112 
-317-
Research 
expenditure 
(in dollars) 
(2) 
155 
73 
84 
125 
66 
25 
36 
27 
16 
8 
6 
55 
50 
26 
1 
1 
3 
49 
28 
5 
109 
205 
41 
11 
6 
2 
%spent  on 
research 
7.0 
3·1 
4-3 
8.5 
3.6 
I.  I) 
2.5 
8.0 
3·9 
4·5 
2.6 
o.s 
0.5 
2.4 
1.1 
7.6 
2.8 
3-1 
2.0 
2.0 United States 
General Electric  8,382  600  7.2 
II (FD,  Oct.  69)  4,066  210  5.2 
Westinghouse  (FAZ,  Nov.69)  3,296  300  9.1 
Tinion  Carbide  (3)  2,686  83  3.1 
Monsanto  (3)  1,793  86  4.8 
Dow  (3)  1,653  84  5.1 
Celanese  1,260  42  3.4 
United King!!om 
ICI  2,970  77  2.6 
General Electric +EE  2,C,95  84  3·5 
Sources:  (1)  Taken  from  "Chiffres-cles des valeurs europeennes" 
Investment Group,  Oct.  1969 
(2)  Parent company,  without subsidiaries.  Figures taken 
from  "Enterprise" Nov.  1968  and  bala.nce  sheets. 
(3) Chemical Age,  July 1969 
(4)  Information supplied by the  firm. 
Whilst it is difficult for budgetary reasons to increase  pul,1ic 
expenditure  on research rapidly,  the  same  is often also true  of private 
research expenditure by  firms,  taking into account  the turnover and 
profits of Community  industry.  One  effective  instrument for encouraging 
the financing of researbh is taxation policy:  this  seems  to have  alrea~y 
been very widely used by  the various Governments.  For while  the various 
kinds  of research expenditure  are subject to different tax regimes  in 
one  and the  same  country,  firms  are often able  to select the most  a.dvan-
tageous method  on  the basis of their situation as regards profits.  Tax 
concessions vary from  country to country but their importance  seems  to 
remain at a  relatively comparable  level in the  Community  except for the 
Netherlands where  special  t~x privileges are not  provided for.  It is 
clear that these systems  are,  in the first place,  of benefit to big 
undertakings  carrying out  large scale research  and which  can  conse-
quently make  full use  of possibilities of tax  savings. 
- 318-In short,  although it shows  a  firm  upward  trend in Europe,  in 
1967  the whcle  of  research expenditure  (private and public)  in the 
Community  still represented only a  small  percentage of that in the 
United States (under 25%).  These  percentages must  however be  inter-
preted having regard to the much  larger share given to military a.nd 
space research in American expenditure. 
The  same  size effect is also to be  fou~d with regard to man-
power.  There  were  about 700,000 research workers,  engineers and  tech-
nicians employed  in research  in the  United States in 1963  (1)  compared 
with 268, 000  in the  European Community  ( 38%) ,  or 3.  63  per 1000  inha  b-
it  ants  in the United States against 1.49  in the Community. 
There  is no  doubt  that such disproportions have  considerable 
consequences  on  the technological development  of European economies. 
In order to limit  the  disadvantages resulting from  such a  state 
of affairs, it is therefore  important  that the resources which  the Com-
munity has available be  directed convertedly towards  aims and methods 
which will enable  the  purpose  of the research to be  attained as effi-
ciently as  possible. , 
(1)  There  is unfortuna.tely no  more  recent figure available. 
- 319-(1)  Pooling of research resources 
A. Government  Research 
This  objective was  forcefully stressed by  the Council  of 
Ministers of the Community  in its second medium-term  economic  policy 
prograume. 
"National research policies in the countries of the Community 
are  often characterised by a  fundamental  discrepancy between the 
ambitious goals and  inadequate means" 
"··· faced with that situation,  a  research policy conmon  to 
member  countries  could no  doubt be  considered as  being the only real 
solut.ion.  It would  mean  laying down  in common  the  chief guidelines 
for research and  pursuing them  partly by Community  a.ction and partly 
by national action,  with special attention to criteria of efficiency 
(dimension and convenience  of exception).  That  objective could  (how-· 
ever)  be  reached progressively, by making sure that nationa.l priori-
ties first become  compatible,  and then  complementary  or convergent 
according to needs". 
The  organisation and management  of research certainly raise 
particularly complex  problems and few  countries have  succeeded in 
mastering  th~ necessary technique:  International cooperation in-
creases the  complexity.  There  does  not  seem,  however,  to be  any 
other course  for the  countries of the  Community  than to cooperate for 
all research requiring very substantial means.  Past experience  and 
the recent developments  in the  Community  show  that this is indeed the 
intention of the  governments  of the six countries.  But  because  of 
the methods  adopted,  the  twenty-five  or so  international scientific 
cooperation organisations of which  the  Community  States are members, 
have  met  with little success.  The  European Atomic  Energy Community, 
although powerfully structured,  ha.s  also experienced serious diffi-
culties. 
-320-The  res.sons for difficulties are  numerous  and well-known:  lack 
of coordins.tion  in drawing  up  programmes,  of agreement  when  it comes  to 
the  specific allocation of work,  of  common  industrial objectives. 
In order to help to  overcome  these  difficulties,  the  Commission 
will shortly be  submitting to the  Council  a  memorandrnn  on  the  various 
problems which  a  Cooununity  research policy will raise and the various 
decisions called for as regards  the  definition of objectives and ar-
rangements  for achieving them. 
B.  Cooperation between firms  in the matter of research 
· Finns  in the  Community,  a.s  pointed out  above,  are also,  as 
regards  their own  research, in a  positfon of  considerable financial 
inferiority by  comparison with certa.in competitors,  in particular in 
the U.S.A.  This  inferiority has  been behind the  concentration move-
ment  which  has  taken place  in the  Community  industry but the movement 
is limited and  in same  cases concentration may  not be  the best solution 
from  the  point of view of  industrial structures.  Hence  the  emergence 
to  <i  Bn:a 11  extent as yet,  of cooperation between firms for the  joint 
oursuit  of certa.in kinds  of research. 
Such  cooperation hns  taken various fonns:  sharing out  the work 
and  exchanging the findings,  joint subsidiaries,  research centres for 
individus.l  sectors  of industry.  These  various methods,  particularly 
suitable where  small and medium-sized firms  are  concerned,  have  the 
Com:nission1s  support  (1).  The  question now  is to se,e  what  additjonal 
encouragement  could be  given to such  cooperation. 
In sectors whose  technology lags especially far behir.d tha.t 
of competitors  in third countries,  the  partial financing of research 
from  public funds  would  seem  to be  a  wise  measure  of sectoral policy. 
One  m~  also wonder  whether the  recourse  of action proposed in Part  IV 
(1)  See  Part II, Chapter II. 
- 321-below sh9uld not  benefit  primarily firms  in several  Community  coun-
tries which are  co-operating.  Industrial development  contracts and 
joint orders for advanced  technology  goods  should  contribute  to en-
couraging such co-operation. 
2.  Purpose  of research in relation to industry 
The  purpose  of research in relation to industry finds  two-
fold expression:  in the  objectives assigned to research and  in the 
methods  used to carry it out. 
As  regards  objectives,  any analysis  is made  particularly 
difficult by the  disparities  in data and  the different classifications 
used for the breakdown of private and  public research expenditure. 
On  the basis of available figures,  the  Community  countries 
devote  their research funds  on  the  one  hand to applied research and 
development  in combination and  on  the  other to basic research,  in a. 
proportion very similar to that found  in the United States.  But  the 
proportions vary greatly,  even from  one  Community  country to another, 
according to the  sphere  in which  the research is carried out  (cf. 
table 26).  Within the  Community  it might  prove  necessary to channel 
some  funds  towards  research  more  closely linked to industrial develop-
ment,  which  seems  to receive very little public financial  aid, at least 
in certain codntries.  This  course  could only be  decided upon,  however, 
after a  more  thoro~h analysis of research expenditure,  and an overall 
review of  research policy. 
The  channeling  of  research  funds  differs considerably from 
one  country to another.  Thus,  in 1967,  about  55%  of all ?Ublic  funds 
devoted to research in the United States went  to industry as against 
44%  in the  United Kingdom,  3  3%  in France,  27%  in Germany  and not ice-
ably smaller  percentages  in the  other countries of the  Community  (aver-
age  for  the EEC:  27%). 
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 This  method  of channelling research,  together with  the disparity 
already mentioned in Government  support to research meant  that  in 
1967  American  industry had in hand Government  funds  ford & D to an. 
amount  17  times  "SS'ea.ter  than French and  United Killf,'dom  industry and 
over  37  times  ,great~r than German  industry.  This state of affairs 
produces a  number  of consequences  prejudicial to Buropean  industry. 
In the first  place,  Community  industry,  even  though it may 
avail itself of the results of research carried out  in Government 
Centres,  does not  have  the  same  thorou~h knowledge  of technological 
discoveries and their implications as  doe~ American  industry.  It 
cannot  be  denied that  such knowledge  can  only be  acquired by actually 
carrying out  the  research. 
:'..econdly,  Government  contracts are a.n  important extra  source 
of work  and finance,  often decisive for the research laboratories of 
American firms,  which  could not keep up  research on  such  a  scale 
solely with their  own  financial resources  a.nd  for their  own  immediate 
purposes. 
And  so Government  contracts support to a  substantial extent 
the  research effort of  companies,  even though  they are for specific 
research differing from  the  research the  company  in question intended 
to finance  in any case. 
Gove!"rl..mer,t  a;lthorities  jn the  Community  have  set up  at 
national level and,  to a  lesser extent,  a.t  Community  level,  important 
Government  research centres whose  use  could be  partly affected by 
changing the  place where  certain research is carried out.  That 
problem is moreover  bound  up with the difficulties experienced py 
certain Government  research centres  owing  to their very success  and 
to the  completion of a.  number  of their prospects. 
In  the  current  process of reorganisation of Government 
research in the  Community,· the  Commission  considers,  h~wever, that 
account  should be  taken of the  handicap it would  be  for  industry 
if too few  public contracts were  offered to it. 
-324-In view  of the  constant rise of Government  research expenditure 
in the  Community,  the Commission  considers that a  solution must  be 
sought not by  reducing the  activities of Government  centres but by 
redirecting their activities towards  certain fundamental  or  P1~blic 
service research  proj~cts, without excluding at course  the possibility 
of such  centres working to some  extent for  industry. 
-325-III. DISSEMll{ATION  OF  KliCJ/fLEDJ:l!; 
Technological  development  over the last thirty years has 
produced such an explosion of knowledge  that its processing ha.s 
become  a  real science.  In the United States approxima.tely  100,000 
reports  and  over 900,000 articles are  published every year in various 
technical mB€8-zines  and professional journals,  and about  1,000 books 
dealing with technical subjects are printed.  These  publications, 
however,  represent  only 40'fo  of published ma.teria.l  in the world,  and 
at the  present rate scientific publications as  a  whole  double  every 
10  to 15 years. 
This rapid growth of the rate of publications of scientific 
information is counterbalanced by a  reduction of the  duration of 
validity of the  information gathered,  and  necessitates particularly 
strict management. 
This  development  presents difficult problems for firms which 
must  have  in good  time all the technological infonna.tion in their 
sector in order to be  able  to take rational  investment decisions, 
to avoid the  unnecessar,y  duplication of research and to channel 
investment  towards  products which  are really new  a.nd  marketable. 
Until recently,  the  traditional methods  of  recording a.nd 
classifying scientific information had enabled firms  to procure 
somehow~ a.lthough  at considerable cost,  the  informa.tion essential 
to them.  But  faced with the  present  deluge  of knowledge,  traditional 
methods  {card indexes,  abstracts, etc.) are no  longer likely to pro-
vide a  solution to all the classification and  selection problems  pre-
sented by  so much  dita.  From  now  on,  it is only by making  use  of 
electronic machines  that the  problems  of scientific documentation 
can be  solved. 
The  cost of electronic data-processing is high  (1)  and 
consequently means  that only a  small minority of firms  ca.n  have  a 
full documentation centre. 
(1)  The  present cost  of  processing and storing scientific data on 
the  basis  of an abstract is a.bont  2  dolla.rs  and  the  coPt  of 
documentary researr,h about  30  dollars. 
- 326-This  is why  the need to use  collective technical documentation services 
is being increasingly felt by  firms.  Such  services or centres can build 
up  documentation  which  is both compatible and  exchangeable,  i.e. Such  as 
ca.n  easily be  supplemented  by  information from  ~lsewhere or excha.nged 
for information gathered  in other centres,  which  leads specialists.in 
scientific information to work  out methods  of cla.ssification and anal ysie 
common  to a  sector,  to a.  number  of sectors and to a  number  of countries. 
Without  doubt,  with such an instrument  in its hands,  the 
industry of any  country is well-armed for technological and  econocic 
competition. 
1) Situation in the  Conmunity 
In the  Community,  a.  big effort has already been made  as regards 
the  dissemination of knowledge  and  the  results obtained are by  no  means 
negligible.  The  situation remains,  however,  very unequal  from  one 
sf.~ctor to another and  very little is being done  at Community  level. 
Most  centres are  nationa.l  and  limited  to one  sector or sub-sector of 
industry.  The  resources are still modest,  recourse  to electronics is 
infrequent and  there is sometimes  a  total dependence  on  external 
sources of information. 
- 327-Leaving aside the  very many  private and public documentation 
centres  poorly equipped in te,rms  of finances  and  personnel, and 
usually specialising in one  particular question,  the  number of large-
scale  documentation centres in the  Community  which  are  internationally 
known  can be assessed at about 26.  Maey such centres are private, but 
all are  supported by public funds  to a  var;ying extent.  Ten  or so or 
these centres have auto!llB.tic  or semi-autanatic equipaent.  They  gene-
rally cover one  single industrial sector, although sane,  such as the 
"CNRS"  in France,  the  "CNDSl'"  in Belgi\D and the "ZDI''  in Ge:nD&I'JIY, 
cover a  relatively wide field. 
The  total aDount  of private and '!)Ublic  funds  used to operate 
these centres seems  to be about  15  million dollars. 
At sector lnel, to mention only the most  important sectors, 
atomic energy and aerospace research are the most  fa.voured  fran the 
point of view of the dissemination of knowledge  and the mechanisation 
of  data-processine.  All member  countries have  an atomic  information 
centre.  With the"Cm"  (1),  the  CCIIIIunity has set up such a  centre, 
whose  competence and efficiency are  acknowledged.  In the aerospace 
sector,  there is in Paris the ESRO  - Aerospace  DoCUilentation Centre 
which  is linked by teleprocessing to a  data-processing system in 
Darmstadt. 
Similarly, in the field of metallurgy the dissemination ot 
knowledge at the  level or  11811lber  States would in general appear to 
be  adequate, but internatioaal cooperation could be  intensified.  In 
Italy,  the  ~perimentallletallurgical Centre is mechanised.  As  regards 
non-ferrous metals,  however,  documentation is restricted to specialised 
industries and  is not available to other possible users. 
In chemistry and the food  industry,  there are numerous  centres. 
The  IDG  (2) in Ge~  should be mentioned in particular.  These  centres 
often specialise in particular fields (foodstuffs,  pharmaceutical pro-
ducts, etc.).  However,  it is the Chemical Abstracts SerV'ice  of the 
American Chemical Society which is moat  influential.  This seiVice 
operates  on a  commercial basis but with the support of  the Federal 
Government. 
(1) Centre for Information and  Documentation 
(2)  International& Doc\Dentation Geaellschaft fUr Chemie. 
- 328-In the  Community  countries, medical information is disseminated 
fairly satisfa.ctorily.  Special mention should be  made  here  of the 
Excerpts Medica  Foundation  {Amsterdam)  and  the specialised publications 
of  the French CNRS.  But  there again,  however,  it is the American 
Medlara  system which  is most  widely used. 
In the field of electronics,  informa~ion is scarcely avail-
able at all.  The  biggest fi:nns  gather their documentation for their 
own  use.  In Great Britain, the  INSPEC  project is being developed, 
with the  nurpose  of centralising documentation in the  fields of 
physics, electronics and  automation. 
To  come  back  to the problem  as a  whole,  industry in the 
United States has far greater resources at ita disposal.  By  com-
parison ri  th the 26  leading CCIDIDUni ty centres,  there are about  70 
centres of similar or larger size in the  United States,  but with 
considerably more  substantial resources  (100 million dollars in all 
as against 15  million dollars in the Community). 
It is logical that having regard to the Americans'  advanced 
technological level, Europeans  should have  recourse  to  information 
fran the  USA.  It does  not,  however,  seem  right that they should 
more  or less wholly rely on  centres outside the Community  in certain 
particularly important fields. 
That  is why  the aim  of those handling these  problems  in 
the Community  must  be to arrange exchanges  with the most  advanced 
centres in third countries  on  a  reciprocal basis,  or for a  tee, 
while  avoiding monopoly  situations which  would  place  Community 
industry in a  position of complete  dependence. 
-329-There  is no  doubt  that it is in the interests of industry to 
obtain the  necessary access to available scientific and technical 
information.  Technical and scientific research,  education and  in-
dustry have  in that field similar interests.  All potential usnrs  of 
better-disseminated knowledge  must  collaborate to build up the 
necessary resources. 
There  are few  spheres  in which world cooperation would  be 
as profitable as in this.  At  the  present stage,  the non-fulfilment 
of certain preliminary requirements makes  it difficult to achieve 
such  cooperation.  These  requirements are  in particular: 
1. the  existence of a  sufficient number  of documentation specialists; 
2.  the  establishment of internationally applied rules which  would 
enable  data to be  processed by  computer; 
3.  efficient and rational methods  of gathering and  storing information. 
The  Commission  is endeavouring,  in collaboration with member 
countries,  to define a  common  policy for the dissemination of know-
ledge,  in particular in the sectors most  important for the Community, 
so as to ensure to all those concerned equal access to information in 
those sectors. 
-330-2) Action to be  envisaged 
There  is no  doubt  that  is is essentially on  industrialists 
that the task falls of seeking by  all means  at their disposal, and 
in particular through  co-operation at the  firm level and at Community 
level,  solutions to the  problems  they face  in gaining access to 
scientific information of all kinds. 
The  Commission  would  like to stress here  the  special part 
which  could be  played by  professional organisations established at 
Community  level. 
However,  Governments  cannot  remain aloof in this matter. 
The  scope  and  importance  of the question are such that Government 
action seems  justified to ensure  that as efficient a  dissemination 
of knowledge  as  possible,  to encourage  it in those sectors where 
it is lacking,  and to control abuses  which  might  result from  in-
equality of access to the various dissemination systems. 
Such  action might  take  the following fonns: 
(a)  ~a!i2~l!s~t!~ 2f_sls!e~s_of ~i!s~•!~t!o~ ~f-~o!l~~-
• 
The  Community  has  already begun to study the  problems  of 
co-ordination and  joint action in the dissemination of knowledge  at 
Community  level. 
In the  Committee  on Scientific and Technical Research Policy 
(PREST),  a  specialist group has been set up for  information and 
scientific and  technical documentation  (IDST),  instructed to:  "define 
the nature and  role of machinery which  would  allow the member  States 
to pursue  permanently concerted policies in the matter of  information 
and scientific documentation; 
- 331-"- adopt a  sectoral approach to the study of the 'Community  system 
for the  processing and dissemination of information' while  paying 
special attention to existing overlaps between sectors and the 
compatibility of  the  sectoral systems  likely to be  proposed,  in 
order not  to preclude  the possibility of working out an overall 
European  system if it seems  advisable to establish such a  system 
progressively; 
"- develop sectoral work,  bearing in mind  that  information structures 
are and will remain - on  the whole  - decentralised (it will there-
fore be  the  duty of the  IDSr  group to ~  particular attention to 
the question of intersectoral link-ups and to point to particular 
fields in respect  of which  centralised solutions seem  necessary); 
"- give priority to bibliographic documentation when  defining the 
system the  group will study,  seeking however  to specify the cases 
where it would  be  desirable to provide for extensions to legal, 
economic  and other data; 
"- take account in its work  of the  coexistence of public and private 
firms  and  so go  on  to study the  problems  raised or which  might  be 
raised by  the coexistence of different scales of charges; 
"- discuss  and give  the PREST  Working Party its opinion on the 
following  points1 
- the use  of one  working  language  or of several; 
- establishing of  rules to apply among  member  States; 
- harmonisation of courses of training for documentation personnel; 
- the advisability of drawing  up at Community  level an R & D 
programme  for data processing methods." 
The  work  of the Group  began with a  study of information 
problems  in agriculture, metallurgy,  medicine  and patents. 
-332-At  a  time  when  the  dissemination of knowledge  is in process 
of organisation in Europe,  such  a  rationalisation effort is particu-
larly valuable,  both  for the coordination of resources and for the 
definition of a  common  terminology.  In this respect,  the work  of 
the  InfoDB&tion  and  Documentation Centre  of Euratom  (CID  - Centre 
d1Information et de  Documentation),  is an encouraging example.  This 
body  has evolved a  nuclear documentation system based  on  data  pro-
cessing,  which  has made  it possible to store references to over one 
million documents.  Upon  request,  the CID  carries out either retro-
spective research or periodic research according to an  information 
requirement profile.  The  quality of the  work  done  by  the CID  led the 
International Atomic  .i!.'nergy  Agency  in Vienna  (UEA)  to use  to a  large 
extent the methods  of classification and  the  terminology used  in the 
Community  {INTS  project). 
It would  therefore  be  appropr]ste that the work  of the  PREST 
Group  on  analysing the  problems  relating to the  dissemination of 
knowledge  in some  sectors be  extended to other sectors in order to 
achieve a  common  terminology and even lead,  in certain cases,  to the 
creation of other Cormnuni ty infol'Ula.tion. and documentation services. 
To  bear full fruit however  this act  ion must  be  geared to industry, 
i.e. it mu3t  endeavour to render the best service  ~ossible to firms 
in the  Community. 
And  lastly, it is only in so far as it proves  possible 
either at private or at Government  level to set up  a  comprehensive 
and modern  system for the dissemination of knowledffe  by means  of 
well-organised cooperation within the Community  that balanced 
collaboration in the shape of exchanges  of information can be 
envisaged with equivalent centres  in third countries.  Because 
there is no  such concerting of effort, European  industry can  only 
have  accflss  to information stored in the  major  centres of third 
countries  on  inequal  terms  and  at a  very high  cost. 
-333-Independently of the  considerable  support  the  State gives 
by rationalising systems  of codification and dissemination of know-
ledge, it very often intervenes  to help financially in the setting 
up  or the running of documentation and  information centres. 
It would  seem  wise  to coordinate the efforts of member 
States in this field,  in order to encourage  finns to rationalise 
their activities at Community  level or at least to adopt  systems 
which  would make  it possible  to exchange  infonnation between 
Community  countries. 
A specific problem  is furthermore  posed  for small  and 
medium-sized undertakings which  do  not have  such departments  or 
belong to branches  of industry that do  not possess such document-
ation centres,  or again which  cannot  pay to have  access to them. 
lloreover,  as  these smaller finns are  somtimes  obliged to undergo 
conversion or completely change their activities, access to a 
multi-sectoral documentation  centre is of particular interest to 
them. 
In the United States,  the  Small  Business Administration, 
among  its many  activities on  beha.lf  of small and medium-sized firms, 
has  put at their disposal this type  of general  documentation centre 
to which  they have  access free  of charge. 
At  present  there are in the Community  no  such multi-sectoral 
centres.  It would  seem  that by  setting them  up useful support would 
be  given to the  development  of the activities of numerous  small and 
medium  undertakings.  Such  national or international centres should 
adopt classification a.nd  dissemination methods  that are canpatible 
at Coumuni ty level,  so that exchanges  of  information and  documentation 
can be  carried out  hy  teleprocessing. 
Suitable legislation concerning patents is likely to improve 
quite  substantially the dissemination of knowledge. 
- U4-Patents have  long fulfilled two  functions: 
- ensuring temporary exclusivity of exploitation to the  inventor so 
that he  may  draw  a  profit from  his  invention; 
- giving information on  new  processes and  products in appropriate 
terms,  limiting thereby industrial secrecy and  wasted research 
effort. 
Whilst  patents  to~  still fulfil their first function 
more  or less satisfa.ctorily,  this is certainly no  longer true as 
far as  the second is concerned,  owing  to the  particularly long 
delays in the  issue  of patents in countries which  only grant them 
after due  examination. 
In  those countries,  such as Germany  and the Netherlands, 
until quite  re~Pntly it was  not unusual  for patents not to be  granted 
until 5 to 10 years after the application was  lodged.  This  delay was 
caused by  the  increasing number  of applications,  the  technical com-
plexity of the  inventions and  the methods  of examination adopted by 
patent offices. 
To  make  up  for the  long delays in the  publication of patents 
granted,  the most  frequently suggested solution is the  obligation to 
publish  patent  app~ications after a  relatively short time,  say 18 
months.  In the  last few  years,  this solution has been  adopted in 
the Netherlands and more  recently in Germany.  It should be  noted, 
however,  that this measure,  while it makes  it possible to know  much 
sooner  than fonnerly  the degree  of innovation reached by  firms forces 
competing  firms  to make  the  kind of examination as to patentability 
previously carried out  by  the  patent offices. 
Another  improvement,  suggested in particular in the  prelim-
inary Draft Convention  on  the European  Law  on  Patents drawn  up  in 
1962  at the request of the Commission and  of the member  States of 
the Community  consists in postponing the  examination as to patent-
ability by  making  the investigation of anteriority immediate  and 
automatic.  This  solution is the  one  preferred in the draft text 
concerning the establishment of Buropean  procedure for issuing a 
European  patent  (1}  which  lays down  that a  "new  invention" certi-
ficate,  drawn  up  by  the  International Patent Institute in The  Hague 
should accompany  patent applications as soon as possible. 
(1) Now  being drawn  up  by an intergovernmental conference  in which 
the six countries of the Community  are  participating,  together 
with Austria,  Denmark,  Great Britain,  Greece,  Ireland,  lforway, 
Portupal,  Spain,  Sweden,  Switzerland and Turkey. 
-US-These  recommendations  and  this work  seek to reconcile 
speed in the granting of patents and legal guarantees for the 
patent-holder by  advocating rapid procedure for the publication, 
either of the patent application accompanied  by  anteriority re-
search,  or of the provisional patent followed more  or less rapidly 
by the issue of a  final patent after thorough examination as to 
patentability. 
0 
0  0 
Technological forecasting,  research and  the  dissemination 
of knowledge  are little known  and sometimes  unspectacular stimulants 
to industrial developnent.  Their role is nevertheless ss decisive 
as fiscal policv,  sectoral aids or commercial  policy.  They  are 
indeed an essential eleme!lt  in the environment  of a firm,  and however 
diffuse their results may  at times  be,  they open  up  for firms 
horizons without which  there can no  longer be a  competitive in-
dustrial economy. 
This general action is directed towards  the  industrial 
economy  as a  whole  and  all firms.  It is not sufficient, however, 
in certain sectors where  technological innovation necessitates a 
mobilisation of funds  such that even  the resources of even the 
biggest firms  are no  longer enough  and  public  funas  themselves, 
at the  level of a  country of fifty million people,  can no  longer 
give adequate  support.  The  action to be  pursued in these sectors 
is the  subject of the fourth part of this document. 
- 336-Part  four 
THE  PROMOTION  OF  THE 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY  INDUSTRIES 
The Community's achievements in  this respect INTROroCTION 
It is difficult to say exactly which  a.re  the  advanced 
technology or growth  industries.  As  said previously,  the distinction 
between "classical" industries and  industries relying heavily on 
technological  inncvation has  less and  less foundation.  Innovation 
is invading the most  traditional  industries,  whilst  the restructuring 
going on  in industry is combining departments  engaged in classical 
production with departments  specialising in fields characterisP.d by 
major  innovations. 
Although  the  problems dealt with  in the first three  parts 
of this document  are  common  to all industries, it would  seem  that 
there is one  type  of finn  or industrial activity which  requires a 
separate place in the analysis of industrial problems,  namely  in-
dustries whose  function is to produce  or cooperate  in the  production 
of new  materials to perfect which  necessitates the  convergence  of 
more  and  more  human,  financial and  industrial resources and enta.ils 
tc~hnological hazards and  commercial  risks far greater than those 
normally accepted and  borne  by  firms.  For those  industries,  inno-
vating capacity and industrial power  are not  only aids  to economic 
competition:  they are the  condition sine qua non for engaging in 
certain kinds  of  production.  In other words,  for the  production 
of certain technologica.lly advanced  products,  minimur.J  thre~h()lds 
of  industrial,  financial  and  t.;~chnological capacity exist, below 
which  the  production in question is doomed  to failure  or to per-
manent  unprofitability. 
-339-Among  this kind of production is found  major nuclear and 
electronic equipment and  overspace engineering.  Tomorrow,  other 
sectors may  in their turn come  to have  a  similar minimum  threshold. 
It must  be noted that,  in the  Community,  firms  engaged in 
the  type  of  production referred to above  are often small by canpariso:=1 
with their main competitors from  third countries who  have  achieved tht:t 
most  specta.cular industrial break-throughs  (cf. Table 27  a,  b  and c). 
- 340-T A B L E  No.  27  a 
List of some  of  the  firms  in the  EEC  countries, United States,  Japan 
and  the United Kingdom,  whose  main activity is the manufacture  of 
electric,  elect~omechanical and/or electronic equipment,  showing 
turnover and staff for 1968. 
Germany 
Siemens  AG  (67/68 balance  sheet) 
Am Telefunken 
France 
C.G.E.  (Group) 
Thomson-Brandt  (Group) 
Schneider S.M.  (Group) 
Italy 
Montecatini-Edison 
Olivetti 
Netherland~ 
Philips 
Belgium 
A.C.E.C. 
Total for the 9 Community  firms 
United States 
General Electric 
IB'l 
Westinghouse 
RCA 
General  Dynamics  Corp. 
North American Rockwell  Cor?. 
Total 
Japan 
Hita.chi 
Mitsubishi Heavy 
Matsushita Electrical 
Tokio  Shibura Electric 
Nippon Electric Co. 
Total 
United Kin  om 
Gen.Electric  ~nglish Electric 
Hawker  Siddeley 
Turnover 
in millions of f 
(a)  2,187 
(a)  1,463 
b)  1,016  ~
c)  1,102 
c)  1,100 
(b)  2,316 
(b)  593 
(b)  2,685 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
(d) 
(d) 
{c) 
(d) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
128 
12,590 
8,382 
6,88? 
3,296 
3,014 
2,662 
2,639 
26,882 
2,282 
1,807 
1,688 
1,598 
_£2. 
7,904 
2,155 
918 
Total staff 
(b) 256,400 
(a) 146,400 
b)  76,000  ~
c)  77,000 
c)  70,000 
(b)  142,300 
(b)  60,700 
(b)  265,000 
(c)  13,750 
(c)  306,100 
(c) 241,900 
(d)  138,000 
(d)  125,000 
(c)  100,400 
(d)  121,000 
(b)  154,200 
(b)  25,300 
(b)  ; 3,100 
(b) 128,000 
(b)  47,800 
(b)  233,000 
(b)  98,000 
Source:  {a) Annual  report 
(b) Fortune 
(c)  Societe Bditions  ~conomiques et 
FinancH~res 
(d) Moody's 
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 T A B L E  No.  27  c 
Aerospace  industry 
List of some  firms  in the  EEC  countries,  the  United States am  tbe 
United Kingdom  showing  turnover and staff - 1967 
~ 
- !f.esserschmi  tt-Bolkow-3lohm  (G) 
(merger in 1969)  (1) 
- Sud-Avjation +  Nord-Aviation 
+  Sereb  (F) 
(mereer  in  1~70) (1) 
- N.  Dassault-Breguet  (1968)  {F) 
- Aeritalia (I) 
(merger  ~iat avio +  Aerfer) 
- VE':N  +  Fokker  (G  +  N) 
(merger in 1969)  (1) 
- Other 
Total Em 
United Statee 
- McDonnel-Douglas  (2)  (3) 
- Boeing (?)  (3) 
- General  PYnamjcs  (2)  (3) 
- Other 
Total United States 
TJni ted Kingdom 
-Rolls-Royce  (aerospace) 
- B. A.C. 
- Rawker-Siddeley 
- Other 
Total United Kingdom 
Turnover  Total staff  in millions of s 
164  19,000 
500  40,500 
330  12,60C 
62  7,800 
146  15,600 
556  68,500 
1,758  1~4,000 
2,798  134,000 
2,862  141,800 
1,510  69,000 
16,008  823,200 
23,258  1,168,000 
605  73,40C 
439  36,500 
364  48,000 
202  90,100 
1,610  248,000 
(1) Figures  shown  are  the  combined  total turnover and  combined  total 
sta.ff in 1967. 
(2)  Aerospace  activity only. 
(3)  Number  of staff corresponding to the  sha.re  of aerospace enp,:ineering 
in the  turnover. 
Sour_~: SO'RIS. 
-344-These  tables call for the following remarks: 
In the vast field of electrical,  electromechanical and 
electronic engineering,  the  six leading American  firms  in 1968 
achieved a  combined  turnover of nearly 2~,occ million dollars,  i.e. 
more  than double  tha.t  of the nine  largest Community  firms  (12,600 
million dollars).  The  six leading American firms  each exceed 2,500 
million dollars,  General  Electric alone  showing a  turnover of more 
than 8,000 million dollars,  whilst only three Community  firms  pass 
the  threshold of 2,000 million and  indeed the activities of Montecatini-
Edison overstep considerably the electrical sector.  The  five leading 
Japanese  firms  alone achieved a  turnover of almost  8,000 million dollars. 
If one  considers heavy electromechanical equipment  (turbo-
alternators) alone,  the  overall disparity is less pronounced,  but  the 
unit capacity of each of the  two  American  giants,  General Electric and 
\lfestinghouse,  amounts  to thrice that  of the  biggest Canmunity firm 
(KWU)  and  six times that of the  next two  (BBC  Manheim  and  CGE  Alsthan). 
As  regards nuclear  power  stations (of 100  1~ or over),  four American 
firms  have  built or a.re  building to order 93  power  stations representing 
a  total  power  of 75,000 Mil  (of which  74  61,000  MW  power  stations built 
or to be  built to order by General Electric and Westinghouse),  whilst 
ten Community  firms must  be  content with 22  power  stations with  a.  total 
power  of a.bout  10,000 MN. 
No  very exact figures are available for the  computer industry 
data  processi~;.  It appears,  however,  that in 196A  the total  turno~er 
of Community  firms  {excluding subsidiaries of American  companies)  did 
not exceed 130  miJlion dollars,  whereas  that of the American  firms 
amounts  to 8,750 million,  or 67  times that figure,  and  25  times if 
Great Britain  1 s  turnover figure  be  added to that  of the Community. 
~~oreover, it is interesting to note that  in the United States,  the 
total turnover for the  computer  industry represents  39%  of the  total 
turnover of the electronics  industry,  whereas  in the  Commu~ity it 
represents  only 1.7%. 
Lastly,  the  situation is also very unequal  in the  aero-
apace  sector,  the total turnover  of American  firms  in 1967  representing 
more  than thirteen times that of the Community 1s  firms,  which  is barely 
greater than the  turnover of British firms  in this field. 
-345-This  underdevelo~ent of the Comm1tnity 1s  industry clearly 
results from  the limited means  available to each of the member  States 
and  the narrowness of the markets  in which  the  firms have  operated  u~ 
until now.  True,  the  governments  have  attempted  to overcome  such 
handicaps  in recent years by engaging in international co-operation. 
But  so far the  programmes  being implemented  in various  fram~works and 
using very different methods  have  not  produced entirely satisfactory 
results from  the  point  of view of industrial development.  It may  be 
useful to analyse the  causes  of this relative failure  (Chapter I), 
before suggesting in the following three chapters guidelines to pre-
pare  the way  for a  common  or concerted industrial development  policy 
for the major advanced  technology sectors. 
-~-CHAPI':E.'R  I 
International technological cooperation and  industrial development 
~fforts at technological cooperation made  in Western Europe 
:in  recent years have  been  characterised by a  total lack of cohesion. 
They  have  been  pursued  in the framework  of  inter-governmental agree-
rllents,  in specialised international organisations and even in a.  Com-
munity,  but sectoral,  framework,  viz.  EUI·atan.  Up  to now,  no  joint 
comparison  of methods  and results by the responsible authorities of 
Member  States has  been possible.  The.t  is the fun<i.emental  reason,  the 
eamnission believes,  for the disappointments exper:...dnced. 
Doubtless  the setting up  of the  PREST  Group,  following the 
•Jouncil 1s  Resolution of 31  October 1967,  enabled common  guidelines  to 
be  worked  out for several activities, certain of which  are  of great 
industrial interest,  in pa.rticular electronic data-processing.  More-
~ver,  the Group  has recently undertaken a  systematic study  of~search 
policies,  na.tional  programmes  a.nd  budgets.  This will only hA.ve  achieved 
its object if it leads  not  only to a  better use  of available research 
means,  but also to a  re3earch  str~cture more  peared to the  needs  of 
industria.! develo-pment.  Tl'la.t  is why  the  joint study of problems  by 
the  Commission  and national authorities should extend to the  conditions 
required for giving the  findings  of  resea.rch an  application in industry. 
The  remarks  which  follow are merely  designed as a  point of 
departure for this mutual  study. 
- 347-They  are  concerned with: 
- the  industrial and financial organisation of  jointly pursued 
technological development  programmes; 
- the marketing of the resulting products and  of technolocically 
advanced  products  in general; 
- rela.tj ons  with third countries. 
I. Joint technological development  programmes 
The  efforts at cooperation in recent years have  brou0rt 
to light certain facts: 
1. It has  not been possible to organise cooperation on  the most  rational 
fina.ncial  and  industrial lines.  Such  cooperation must  indeed bow  to 
short-term political and economic  considerations of national  interes-t., 
leading to compromises  which  are  incompatible with efficiency.  The 
need to keep a  strict  orop~rtion between the  national contributions 
paid and orders  placed with the  country's  industry,  leads to disper-
sion which is the  more  serious  inasmuch  e~ a.ccount  must  be taken of 
the higher or lower-grade contracts assigned to the  oarticipants. 
Also the  costs  of such  operations are generally higher than they 
would  have  been if the order had been  pla.ced with a  single finn  or 
a  well-knit  f,TOl1"'1  of fims. 
2.  The  ma.nApement  of cooperation  n·=>:Teements  is not  governed solely by 
the rules  of efficiency.  It also depends  on  political consideratione: 
which  thus weigh  on  the  successive  decisions that have  to be  taken  irL 
the  carrying out  of  the  project.  This kind of management,  which  hae 
sometimes  been termed "diplomatic" has  sometimes  led in the  past to 
a  precarious financial situation or serious hold-ups  in financing. 
The  problem  of  coverin~ the almost  inevitable unforeseen increases 
in cost is particularly difficult to solve  in such  circumstancPs • 
.l.i'i.nancia 1  -proble'Tls  have  therefore  often been a  stumhl  i~block to 
cooperation and have  sometimes  led to its suspension or pa.rtial 
-341-failure,  as was  the case with  the  ~"uropean space  project. 
3.  Lastly,  the aim  of cooperation is the  production,  and not the 
development  of  powerful  industrial firms.  It has scarcely any 
inpact  on  the restructuring of firms  for whom  such cooperation 
is considered merely a  passing phase.  ~~s  which  participate 
in such  projects  do  not always  see their potential notably 
strengthened thereby and  once  the coopera.tion is over they must 
search for a  new  project and new  partners.  Thus  the opportunity 
to foster the development  in the  Community  of trans-national 
£1xropean  firms  capable of facing competition from  the most  power-
ful firms  in third countries (cf. Part II,  Chapter II) is allowed 
to slip by. 
ii. Marketing of oroducts 
The  markets for advanced technology products,  including those 
which  are the result of international cooperation,  have  not  really 
experienced as yet the benefit of the enlargement which  should have 
resulted from  the creation of the Community.  In fact,  orders for 
technologically advanced goods  remain very. la.rgely reserved in ea.ch 
country to the national  industry,  where  this exists. 
The  reasons for such  closed markets  in Community  countries are 
many.  The  main  reason is without doubt  the tendency for governments 
to guarantee  to their industries the existing internal outlets. 
Repeated in each country where  national  production exists,  such a 
policy obviously leads  to the exclusion from  the market  of the  products 
of Community  partners.  That tendency is reinforced by the  legitimate 
desire of governments  to ensure that  the research and  development  funds 
they ha:ve  allocated to their public research  cent~es and the  contracts 
they have  financed,  show  an  industrial and  commercial  return.  Thus 
-349-the founda.tion  is la.id for future  closed industrial markets at the 
research and  development  stage. 
Where  national  industry is weak  or non-existent,  so that the 
country concerned finds itself excl  udecl  fran  a.n  international  pro-
gramme,  it is ha.rdly encoura.ged  to  ~ive preference to goods  and 
equipment  produced by its partners which  in this case  appear more 
as competitors.  Ta.ki~ into account the  low  level,  and sometimes 
absence,  of customs  protection (Table 28),  it will tend in prefer-
ence  to turn to products from  third countries and  to solicit  sub-
contracts. 
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' 
I  I  I  .lillOO  United Kingdom  United States 
.l!;quipnent  Rate  of  !Rate  of  IRate  of 
'  duty  iduty  !duty 
!  CCT  No.  anplic- CCT  No. 
1applic- CCT  No.  applic-
!  a.ble  ·able  able 
%  '  %  i 
:~  i 
...  660-851  !Fuel elements  (Euratom)  I  10  jex.84-59-B  11  7(1) 
I 
j ex.84-59-B  1 
ex.67B-50!  8(2)  l  II  I 
'""·!14-59-B 
~lectromechanical and  i  84-59-B I 
10  I 
nuclear equipment  II-c  11  ex.660-85!  7(1) 
{reactor vessels and  ex.67B-50f  8(2) 
equipaent for reactor  i  construction) 
Aeronautical  I 
I 
Aircraft  88-02-B  8(3)  BB-02  A  14  694-40!  8(13) 
II  c  (14) 
I  8!3-02-B  11  !  I 
Urcraft parts  i  AA-0}-B  8(4)  ex.88-0}  11  ex.694-30!  20~5) 
(5)  ex.694-60j  7 7) 
Electronics 
~~~g~jg~~  g:~~ines  ex.84-53  8.2(6)  84-53-A  14  ex.676-15 
able to use  punch-cards.  ex.676-20  a 10) 
Cent~aJ units of such  ex.676-23  10 11) 
machines.  ex.676-30 r  6 12) I 
(1) As  from  1  July 1970:  6% 
{2)  As  from  1 July 1970:  1% 
(.3)  As  from  1  January 1970:  7'1o- levying of this duty is provisionally suspended. 
(4)  As  from  1 January 1970:  1aJ> 
(5) This  duty is provisionally suspended  in respect of imported articles designed 
to be  fitted on  aircraft which are themselves free of duty or built in the EEC. 
This suspension is subject to compliance  with formalities and  conditions to be 
specified by the competent national authorities. 
{6)  As  from  1 July 1970:  17  'Ia 
(7) As  from  1 July 1970:  6.5% 
(a) As  f:rom  1 July 1970:  1·~ 
(9)  As  from  1 July 1970:  8  % 
{10)  As  from  1 July 197<h  1  % 
(11)  As  from  1  July 1970:  8.5% 
(12)  As  from  1  July 1970:  7  % 
( 13)  As  from  1 January 1970:  7% 
{14)  Helicopters of 2,000 kg.  or less empty  weight. 
- 351-Besides the attitude of public purchasers,  for wham  it is tra-
ditional to reserve certain kinds  of order for na.tional industry,  the 
persistence of closed markets also depends  on habits and menta.l atti-
tudes which  change  only slowly.  It is also true that financia.l  ties 
and busineEs relations, if not  persona.l rela.tions as well, helo to 
keep orders  in the home  mark~t. 
These  facts are  confirmed by the  low  level of  intra-Community 
trade  in adva.nced  technology equipnent,  although the available sta.-
tistics do  not allow us to give a  complete  table. 
The  situation is at its least favourable  in the field of elec-
tronics, where  intra-Community trade represented  &~proximately 15% 
of the  turnover of the electronics  industry in 1965.  It must  however 
be  noted that trade between the  El~ and third countries was  slightly 
higher than intra-Community trade and that there was  intra-Community 
trade in the m<'rt  ad~.ranced equip11e""t,  in particular dats-procC'ssing 
equipnent,  between the subsidiaries of large American  canpanies in 
the Community,  as  part of a  scheme  of specialisation among  the various 
faotor,ies  they control.  Apart  from  these  operations,  most  of the  intra.-
Community  trade in electronic goods  is in common  consumer  goods. 
\Vhere  the electro-nuclear field is concerned  the Commission  has 
already shown  in its "Report  on  Nuclear Policy in the Camnunity"  of 
9 October lq6e,  the extent to which  the markets  remain national.  The 
only exception which  ma.y  be  singled out  is the  order placed in Germany 
by a  Netherlands electricity producer.  Although this order wa~ coupled 
with very considera.ble sub-contracting to Netherlands  industry, it ga.ve 
rise to considerable criticism,  showi~e the  degree  of psychological 
resistance which  the achievement  of a  common  market  in the advanced 
technology sectors meets with. 
-352-It must  be  added  that the situation is no  better for conventional 
power  stations. 
lastly,  in the aeronautical industry the make-up  of coiDJlercial 
.a.ir  neets in the  Community  (regular routes)  is as follows: 
1Jamposition of commercial air fleets  in service in April 1968  showing 
countries of origin. 
-
Total value 
Country  Em 
S m  %  !  m  % 
~ermany  452.1  2.6  13.3  2.9 
Benelux  381.2  2.2  40.6  10.7 
'?ranee  544-2  3.1  191-3  35.2 
Italy  291-5  1.7  83.8  28.7 
rotal .!!!En  1669.0  9.6  329.0  19-7 
IJ.S.A.  10668.0  61.7  105.0  1.0 
~.K.  1069.0  6.2  - -
Other  3887.0  22.5  555.0  14-3 
~orld total  17293.0  lOO.C  9AS\.C  5-7 
(1)  including a  few  Canadian aircraft. 
c 
~~  smm 
Orip:in 
USA  U.K. 
tm  %  tm  % 
416.2  92.1  22.6  5-0 
339-4  89.0  1.2  0.3 
336.0  61.7  l6.9  3.1 
185.4  63.6  22.3  1·1 
1277.0  76.5  63.0  3.8 
95.6 
~1) 
10203.0  360.0  3·4 
210.0  19.6  859.0  80.4 
2656.0  68.~  676.0  17.4 
14346.0  83.0  1958.0  11.3 
Without  doubt  the  low  level of intra-Community trade is partly 
explained by the absence  of Community  production in certain fields. 
rhe  situation is nonetheless a  vicious circle, since production by 
third countries, which  has  developed thanks  to their vast internal 
markets will always  be  in a  position of technical and economic  supe-
riority on  the divided Community  markets. 
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! 
Tot  ali 
in ,C I 
100  ~ 
I 
100 
100 
100 
100  i 
100 
100 
100 
100 It is thus  no  exaggeration to say that there is no  real common 
market  - neither free  internal movement  of goods  nor protection 
against third countries - for advanced  technology products.  This 
is the more  serious since the advanced  technology  i.ndustries a.re 
precisely those whose  development  is, if not  out  of the question, 
at least very difficult without  the support  of a  large, unhampered 
and  reasonably protected internal market,  in particular during the 
first phase  of their development.  In fact  the advanced  technology 
industries suffer in Europe  from  permanent  discrimination,  compared 
with the traditional industries,  since the latter have  fully benefited 
from  tbe liberalisation of international tra.de  and  from  the establish-
ment  of a  camnon  market.  The  national support  given to growth  indus-
tries has not compensated for the effects of the  marke~remaining 
closed for which,  moreover,  it is partly to blame.  Therefore,  we 
should not  be  at all surprised when  we  see the growing gap  in compe-
tivity between Europe  and  the United States in this sector, at the 
very time  when  the .American  government  is tryinl?' to check European 
steel, textiles and chemicals  crossing the Atlantic.  If this process 
is not reversed, it will mean  that Western Europe  will  be  specialising!, 
without being aware  of it, or at least without  desirin~ it, in tradi-
tional products  and  this will  com~romise her chanc••r- of exnansion and 
her technological  independence  in the  long term. 
III. Relations with third countries 
In the  technological fields,  more  than in any other, relations 
with third countries take  on  a  two-fold aspect:  co-operation and 
canpeti  tion. 
As  regards  co-operation,  the  member  States have  a.lready recog-
nised the need  to suggest to other .t.:uropean  countries,  and  in pa.rtic-
ular to candidate countries for membership,  colla.boration in the 
political,  scientific and  technical fields.  It is a.lso  intended, 
in this context,  to or)r!!mi_ze  co-operation in the electro!liC co"llputer 
industry. 
-354-~.foreover,  the member  States are engaged  individually in various 
kinds  of intergovernmental  or institutional co-operation. 
But,  since the  Community  has not yet examined for itself the 
conditions of a.n  overall strategy for technological and  industrial 
development,  it is not  in a  position to c0nfirm whether European 
non-member  countries would  be  ready to take  part.  The  Commission 
is convinced that the  success of co-operation with other European 
co1.mtries  is largely dependent  on  a;:reement  o•TPr  the  organisation, 
financing and management  of  programmes,  the trans-national restruct-
uring of undertakings and  the  opening up  of the market  in advanced 
technology goods. 
The  definition of a  uniform attitude to the  industrial aspects 
of technological co-operation would  considerably reinforce  the 
chances,  and  therefore  the attra.ction,  of more  balancer!  cc-ooe.,..ation 
with  the  othe~ major  partners,  in  particular the United States. 
At  the  present  time,  the absence  of such an attitude,  even among 
mem·ber  States,  in regards  to scientific and  techni~Rl co-operation 
agreementR  with third countries or to patents a.nd  take-overs  ( cf. 
Part II, Chapter II), considerably weakens  the  position· of the  Com-
munity and  that of Western Europe  as a  whole. 
The  simultaneous  pursuit of rival national objectives,  even when 
moves  towards  co-operation have  been made  and the  absence  of a  Com-
munity  dimension  in the  technological development  policy leads member 
States to restrain their ambitions and  to draw  insufficient profit 
from  the  fina.nce  and  manpower  mobilised which,  in some  sectors,  es-
pecially the aeronautica.l and  nuclear industries,  are  quite consid-
erable  (1). 
(1) There  is no  room  here  for an analysis of the situation in each 
of the major advancAd  technological sectors.  The  Commission 
ha.d  already madl")  Rn  a.nalysis for the  nuclear sector. and has now 
completed one  recently for industrial  grouping ih the sector of 
heavy electro-mechanical equi pnent.  It also intends,  as regards 
tqe  other major  sectors, to rate an exhaustive a.nd  continuous 
study of the industria.! applications of research,  the evolution 
of industrial structures and the  de~ee to which  the  common 
market ha.s  really been  achieved. 
-355-The  consequences  for the Community  have  been serious.  France 
has  indeed ensured a  not  inconsiderable position for its aerona.utical 
industry and Germany  has been able,  thanks to its industrial strength 
in the field,  to enter into world co!Dpetition in the  camnercial  pro-
duction of nuclear power  stations.  Compared  to the successes of 
American industry in the  same  fields,  these  ~Uropean successes are 
small and above all their future  threatened.  The  enormous  aero-
nautical exports  by  the United States to Eurone  as well as the 
establishment of American  companies  in the Community's  electronics 
industry and  perhaps  in other sectors,  show  the  imbalance  of the 
forces  in the field;  as for spatial matters,  despite very real efforts 
Europe  has not,  up until  now,  had  any significant results. 
In order to remedy this  situation,  the  method  of dl.fferent kinds 
of co-operation with no  overall plan is not the  right  one.  It is in 
any case  incompatible with  the requirements  of  industrial development. 
Indeed,  the  more  one  comes  down  from  fundamental research to 
practical application and mass  production,  the  more  the requirements 
of col'lCentrated effort, a  large market  and a  coherent strate&r must 
be  met. 
-356-CHAPI'ER  II 
Rationalisation of technological development  and  the  introduction 
of Community  contracts for industrial development 
By  industrial development  contracts the  Commission  means  contracts 
placed by public authorities with  industry for the  production of new 
goods  or equipment  intended for marketing and whose  future  profitability 
can be  guaranteed. 
With  regard to what  precedes technological development,  the  Com-
mission reserves  the right to formulate  guidelines in another document 
relating to policy for scientific and  technological research. 
The  influence  of national technological development  policies in 
favour  of separate nationaJ  markets  is obvious.  It is at  the develop-
ment  level that technical variations  often begin and  tha.t  industry 
takes certain attitudes that it will not be  possible to justifY at 
a  future  stage and which make  further collaboration more  difficult 
and the  free movement  of goods  impossible. 
However  important this may  be,  it is not,  however,  the  only 
consideration which  militates in favour  of Community  action in this 
field.  Inasmuch as it is the development and initial production 
stage which  is by far the most  costly, it is the  industrial develop-
ment  contracts which  represent the heaviest burden for industry and 
for the  public authorities.  The  development cost of the  prototype 
JQCH  }  bombers  amounts  to more  than a  thousand million dollars,  the 
development  of fast breeder reactors  probably exceeds  2  thousand 
million dollars,  the  development  of a  large-capacity long-haul sub-
sonic aircraft or an  IBM  }60  type  computer represents approximately 
a  thousand million dollars. 
-357-No  one  woald  deny  that to assemble such funds  at national level 
is becoming more  and more  difficult for Western European  countries. 
It remains  to be  seen how  to overcome  the difficulties involved in 
international cooperation analysed in the preceding chapter,  i.e. 
how  to ensure stable financing and to foster the developnent  of com-
petitive industrial structures. 
In order to achieve these aims  Community  machinery for placing 
contracts seems  essential, as this seems  the  only solution able to 
reconcile  the  pooling of efforts by member  States and  the most  modern 
methods  of management  of industrial development  projects.  The  very 
idea of a  Community  industrial development  contract should  make  for 
a  stricter selection of projects and  for more  efficiency at all stages 
of their realisation.  The  combination of the  industrial objective, 
rational execution of the  project and  continuity in its financing 
could be  established from  the start when  the  contrs.ct was  being 
drawn  up.  The  discipline which would  be  imposed  by  these contracts 
on  the public authorities as much  as on  the industrialist, would  be 
the best guarantee  of their efficiency.  Lastly,  only they could 
ensure  the  optimum  degree  of competition that can be achieved in 
these fields,  since  they would  be  competed  for by those various 
European groups  with  the ability to fulfil them. 
At  this stage,  the Commission  thinks it preferable to mention 
the main  problems  involved  in setting up  suitable machinery without 
drawing any final conclusion as to the  choice  of solutions. 
I. The  selection of projects 
Community  contract~ must  be  reserved  for the development  of 
industrial products which  still require a  fin~ncial effort exceeding 
the capacity of a  firm  or of a  country.  This means  that the  products 
concerned must  be  new  ones,  which  require research or complicated 
technological  improvement. 
They  must  also be  of real value for the  development  of the 
industrial sector concerned in the  Community.  The  commercial 
aspect  in particular must  be  ta.ken  into consideration and  products 
for which  an analysis  of the  potential market  showed  no  fa.voura.ble 
prospects for the  Community  and  exoort f!tarkets  should be  re,;ected. 
- 358-At  the  present time, it is the  fields  of activity mentioned at 
the  beginning of this section which  seem  to have  a  prior call on 
such  contracts: electronic computors,  aeronautical or space  projects, 
possibly nuclear  prototypes,  in so far as  Community  co-operation in 
this field moves  towards  this  new  form  of management. 
It is likely however  that projects will appear in the near 
future in other fields such as biomedicine,  the  improvement  of new 
pharmaceutical and chemical  products or the development  of certain 
basic  physics  instruments.  The  Community  does  not at the  present 
time  enjoy the same  technological  stimuli as the United States, which 
devotes  a  very large part of its development  contracts to the  conquest 
of space  or to defence.  The  absence  of these  two  stimuli must  not be 
considered by the Community  as an  insuperable  obstacle to its own 
technological development  but as an opportunity for it to concentrate 
its efforts on  other goals  of an economic  and social nature,  such as 
the environment,  habitat, transport,  exploitation of the  ocean, etc. 
II. Execution of the  project and the selection of contractors 
The  coptracts should indicate very clearly the mutual  obligations 
of the  public authorities and  of industry.  There  can be  no  question 
of subsidising the research departments  of certain firms without a 
precise definition of the  aims  in view. 
It is not unlikely that the final version of the  contract will 
need to be  arrived at in several stages,  the first being a  precontract 
definition,  the second a  definition of the  mode  of execution,  and  the 
third concerning technological and  industrial development  proper. 
The  choice of contractor should be  made  on  the  basis of criteria 
of cost, efficiency and  industrial policy,  that is to sa.y  with not 
only the  production of a  prototype  in view,  but  also, as far as 
possible,  the  development  of trans-national competitive firms.  Thus 
the Community  must,  in general,  reservfl  contra.cts for firms  prepared 
- 359-to become  involved in a  orocess  of lasting reorganisation.  The  choice 
should also bear in mind  the need  to maintain sufficient competition 
in each sector. 
When  trans-na.tional firms  are resorted to,  this should not  of 
course  precludP  su1'·-contracting.  In fact  some  contracts will neces-
sitate the  collahoration of a  large number  of firms  in the same 
project.  The  important  point  is that there  should be  only one  person 
in charge,  responsible to the Community,  even if several firms have 
been  grouped for the execution of the  project.  Competition must  also 
be  ensured at sub-contracting level in order to give  the greatest 
number  of firms  in the Community  the  opportunity of taking part in 
the execution of the  projects. 
The  realisation of large-scale projects requires the  development 
of highly complex  management  methods  with which the authorities, and 
above  all industrial firms,  are still too little acquainted in the 
Community.  The  change  in the  scale of projects as well as the novelt7 
of the  framework will  involve strict mutual  discipline on the part at 
all parties to the  contract. 
A delicate problem,  linked to the  execution of all developaent 
contracts,  is the  ownership and dissemination of knowledge.  The 
solution to this problem  seems  to depend to a  large extent on  the 
mutual contribution to the  fina.ncing of the  project by  each !)arty 
to the contract.  In any case,  the  contractor should be  under an 
obHgation to expbit the results ste111ming  from  a  contract within 
a  reasonable  period. 
III. ~inancing 
Continuity of financing should be ensured throughout the lite 
of the  project,  in a  manner  which would  leave part of the risks to 
be  borne  by  industry (1).  This means  that if the  conditions are 
respected by the  contractor,  there  can be  no  suspension of financing 
during the execution of the  contract.  Suspensions of payment  or 
refusals to contribute to justified increases in coats have,  in f'act, 
in the past constituted one  of the greatest difficulties in the com-
pletion of joint projects. 
(1)  Such  riks-sharing may  take  several fonns  such as co-financing, 
subsidies to be  rP-funded  if the  project is successful,  or 
guarantees to cover certain technological hazards.  The  latter 
solution has already been  proposed by the Commission  for the 
construction of nuclear power  stations. 
-360-\Vhere  there is uncertainty,  firms  try in addition to cover them-
selves by  putting up  their costs and by  not  committing more  than a 
part of.their resources to the  operation in case  the  project is 
abandoned.  The  increased industrial efficiency which  will be  requ:~d 
of finns  should find its counterpart in the absolute  security of the 
undertakings given by the  public authority.  It does  not  look as if 
such continuity can be  guaranteed except by entering the necessary 
amounts  in the  Camnunity budget for the  duration of the  project. 
In the  interests of proper financial administration,  the  neces-
sary funds  must  appear  in the  Community  budget  under a  special head. 
Having regard to the  solidarity of Community  finance  and also the 
pro~pect of benefit to the  whole  of the CoDDDunity's  industry from 
such  contracts, it does not  seem  that a  special method  of financing 
is required·~ 
Without  doubt the inclusion in the Community  budget  of the  sums 
necessary to finance  technological development  projects of European 
interest represents an extension of Communit,y  financing of whose 
political implications  the  Commission is well aware.  Nevertheless, 
this Siep,  by lessening the  present  predominance  of expenditure  on 
agriculture,  would  contribute to the  solution of one  of the most 
difficult problems  presented by  Great Britain's  reque~t for member-
ship in a  manner  consistent with Community  interests. 
With a  view to encouraging industry to achieve  the desired re-
organisation and to put forward projects spontaneously,  it would  be 
advisable  to enter an amount  in the budget,  without waiting for the 
conclusion of the first contracts.  Subsequently,  the budget entries 
should correspond to the expenditure  foreseeable  on  the  basis of the 
rate a.t  which  contracts are  concluded and  their amount. 
- 361-IV.  Procedural and institutional aspects 
Although it is premature  to formulate specific proposals con-
cerning the  institutional machinery needed to ensure the efficient 
management  of  such  contracts,  the Commission believes some  prelim-
inary remarks may  be  useful. 
Initiative for  schemes  should rest jointly with member  States, 
the  Commission and  industry,  so that each  can  stimulate the others' 
imagination.  The  nreliminary investigation should be  carrid out by 
the  Commission with the  support of experts from  member  states, and 
decisions on  the  selection,  content and  financing  of  projects should 
be  taken  by  the council. 
Once  a  project is decided  on,  the  choice of firms  should be  made 
in a  manner  which  reconciles the requirements of industrial efficiency 
with  the national  interests of  member  States.  This  would  be facilitated 
if several projects involving different sectors could be  examined 
simulta~ously.  This would  be  a  means  of avoiding the  tendency to 
fragmentation in the definition of projects or in their execution. 
Similarly,  the management  methods  should be  the  most  modern  ones 
and involve the minimum  of administrative hindra.nces.  A form  of con-
trol which  leaves full and complete  responsibility to industrial con-
tractors should be ensured. 
Community  development  contracts would  thus  offer a  threefold 
interest.  On  the one  hand,  they would  enable the  public authorities 
in the  Community  to organise with the  greatest efficiency their 
action on  behalf of new  industrial development  projects,  thanks  to 
the  pooling of efforts a.nd  the  opening  of markets.  On  the  other, 
it would  give  Community  institutions an  a.ddi tional means  of action 
which  they now  la.ck for the  encouragement  of  the  trans-na.tional re-
structurin~ of  fir~s in sectors where  there  is the greatest need 
for it.  Lastly,  it would  enable a.  balance to be  maintained between 
nationa.l  interests in a  manner  more  in a.ccordance  with  industrial 
management  than  can be  the  case with  ad hoc  co-operation in individual 
projects. 
- 362-The  connection between these  three objec:ives should be stressed. 
It is through the  integration of their firms  in European  groups and 
the  opening up  of their markets  that member  States must  seek their 
industrial future  in sectors of advanced technology.  The  institution 
of Comm\Dlity  developnent contracts would foster this trend and guide 
it so that it contributes to  the  harmonious  development  of the  various 
regions  of the Community. 
Pending the Council's decision  on the above  suggestions,  the  study 
of the  projects  alrea~ presented or shortly to  be  presented to the 
Community  authorities should not  be  held up.  It would be  advisable 
subsequently to consider the possibility of allowing certain projects 
already under way  to benefit by Community  financing,  in order to ensure 
a  proper overall balance  between the  industrial interests of member 
States. '  In any case,  the  success  of the schemes  at present under 
consideration requires that the firmest  guarantees be given to firms 
with regard to continuity of financing. 
-363-CHAPl'ER  lll 
Achievement  of a  common  market  in the advanced  technology sectors 
The  achievement  of a  real  common  market  is hindered in the  case  of 
advanced  technology goods  by  the tendency of  public or semi-public pur-
chasers or even  certain major private  purchasers  to  purchase  solely from 
national  industry.  Where  such measures  come  within the scope  of Articles 
30  et seq.  of the EEC  Treaty prohibiting uea.sures with an effect equiv-
alent to quotas,  or  of the  provision prohibiting discrimination on  the 
basis of  na. tionali  ty, it is the  Coumiss:ion's duty to ensure  their a.boli  tion. 
In this field,  the  CoDIIlission  adopted in 1966  a.nd  1969  several Directives 
designed to help ensure  compliance  with the Treaty obligations which  be-
came  immediately applicable with effect from  1  January 1970. 
The  Commission is, however,  aware  that a  change  of mental attitude 
is as essential among  public purchasers as it is among  certain private 
purchasers,  in order to ensure  complete  transparence  of  the  markets  in 
fields where  comparison of  prices is difficult and  national interests 
and  prestige are also deeply involved.  This is  particularly evident 
in cases where  t~ fact  of  the market  being closed is not  due  to the 
purchaser's status but to influences,  habits,  business relations and 
financial  ties.  For example,  where  there  is a  limited number  of major 
purchasers  in a  country,  they cannot,  when  choosing their suppliers, 
entirely neglect all considerations  of national,  social or regional 
solidarity. 
That  is why  the Commission considers it essential  to back  up  the 
expected effects of  the  application of the  provisions  of the Treaty 
by concerted purchasing policies  on  the  part of purchasers  of advanced 
technology  goods  for such  time  as  the  transparence  of the market  does 
not  seem  assured and  regardless  of the  reasons therefor. 
-365-Indeed it seems likely that if an effort is not made  with  support 
fran governments  to persuade  purchasers,  the  colllllon  market  is likely 
to remain theoretical in certain sectors, and in particular in those 
of advanced technology. 
Thus,  noting that national markets  in advanced technology goods 
are almost  completely closed,  the Commission  considers that at least 
during an  initial stage a  concerted purcha.sixrg policy for such goods 
is essential to ensure the achievement  of a  real  canmon market. 
The  aim  of this concerting of policies would  be  consultation at 
Community  level by purchasers and  users  concerning prospects and 
orders and the  joint workin~ out  of  P,Uideli~es safeguarding the 
interests  of Community  industry. 
The  advantage  to industry of concerted policies would  be  obvious, 
namely 
- possibilities for firms  to  programme  their investments and production; 
- encouragement  to rationalise industrial structures; 
- longer production runs and standardisation. 
An  improvement  in the conditions of competition could moreover 
bring significant advantages to customers:  concerted purc'tlasing 
policies  should indeed stimulate competition between a  few mare 
efficient and  stronger industrial' groups  in the  Community  which are 
more  likely to innovate and to produce  at competitive  prices in a 
transparent market  such as  does  not exist at present.  Thus,  the 
large American agencies  do  not confine  themselves to encouraging 
the  continued existence of  several firms  canpeting in the  production 
of an identical kind of  product.  The  standards they impose are  so 
-366-strict that for a  firm,  the fact  of obtaining a  contract to supply 
advanced  technology equipnent  is  an  importa.nt  mark  of its  techni~al 
and economic  superiorit,v.  T!l  such  circumst~nces, firms  concentrate 
their efforts very largely on  obtaining such  orders.  In this sense, 
on  the artificial market  thus  created,  the  laws  of competition come 
into  play even more  rigourously than on  private markets. 
Obviously,  to work  out  a  system for concerting  purchasin~ 
policies at Community  level presents a  number  of difficult problems. 
These revolve around  the following points: 
1. In which sectors  should policies  be  concerted ? 
2.  How  ca.n  this be  organised ? 
3.  Which  firms would  benefit by  such a  measure  ? 
[.  Sectors in which  policies might  be  concerted 
Purchasing policies might  be  concerted in those  sectors of 
advanced technology where  for sane  reason it appears  that the 
operation  of a  common  market is not  ensured in  the  normal  way. 
In such sectors orders are sometimes  placed by  the  State itself 
or by local authorities.  More  frequent~ they come  from  decentral-
ised public authorities,  semi-public bodies,  public companies  or 
even private  firms. 
For the  reasons  stated at the beginning of  this  chapter,  the 
concerting of purchasing policies should concern not  only public 
purchasers but  also purchasers  of  intermediate status and,  in 
certain cases,  private  purchasers,  in pa.rticular those which  supply 
a  public service and account for a  large  proportion of the outlets, 
such as, for example,  airli!le companies  or  producers  of electricity. 
Marked  imbalances  in the  participation of  purchasers  in the  various 
countries in the  concerting of  purchasing policies would  thus  he 
avoided. 
-367-With regard to  products,  the concerting of  purchasing policies 
might concern both existing goods  and  new  goods  (or goods ma.nufac-
tured hitherto solely in third countries)  to be developed if appro-
pr  ia  te in the  Community. 
To  yield economic  and  industrial results,  the concerting of 
policies should concentrate  on  sectors where  there is a  potential 
or an  immediate  demand  sufficient to fulfil  the  requirement  of 
rational  production by gr-oups  of l:!.'uropean  proportions,  in the  best 
conditions as regards efficiency and  competition. 
II. Means  of  concerting policies 
The  first  instance step should be  to a.ssess foreseeable  orders 
in the sector concerned and to compare  the  technical  data  in all the 
Communi. tv countries.  Where  technical incompatibilities making  the 
developnent  of a.  real common  market  impos~ible come  to light, action 
in regard to technical  standards and a  harmonisation of  programmes 
would  beccme  necessary inmediately. 
In all sectors where  both  the  economic  conditions - i.e. a 
sufficient quantity of  orders to justify concerted action - and the 
technical conditions are fulfilled,  the  concerting of  policies  should 
allow: 
- purchasers  and  users  to be  informed accurately of the  conditions 
(quality and price)  of  the  potential supply in each member  State; 
- the  producer firms  to be  better informed about  the  possibilities 
of meeting existing demand  in other member  States; 
public authorities to  be  encouraged to abandon  the  various  infl  u-
ences  they exert  on users and  purchasers at a  variety of  levels 
to guide  them  preferably towards  national  products; 
- the feeling of Community solidarity to gradually take  precedence 
over that of national  solidarity. 
-361-In certain cases  this  conc-::rtin~ af purchasing policies could 
lead to a  concertin~ of orders as regards formula.ting and  placing 
them  and  selecting the  contractor(s).  The  bodies responsible for 
concerting policy would  specify the rules for call  j ng for tenders 
and for placing contracts and accept  the tender or tenders.  Tech-
niques  and  procedure  might  vary from  one  sector to another.  The 
authorities in the  Coumunit•.r  countries would decide  to  place a 
certain n1wber of orders and to  conform,  in respect  of the  choice 
of goods  and  of the  contractor.  to the decisions reached when their 
policies were  being  concerted.  It would  be  for the users to place 
the  order and to see  that it was  correctly fulfilled: 
As  regards  the  procedure  far  placing orders,  the  open call for 
tenders  seems  often to be  a  method  ill-suited to the nature  of the 
orders  in question.  Government  deJ:S.rtments,  a.P,emies  or firms  do 
not  generally have recourse  to them  in such cases.  The  placing of 
orders  by mutual agreement,  often resorted to in the  national  frame-
work  on account of the  small number  of  possible  tenderers,  does  not 
always appear  desirable at  the  Community  level.  The  larger number 
of 9ossible tenderers,  the  imperative need for efficient competition, 
the desire  to achieve the restructuring and reorganisation of Com-
munity industry call, generally speaking,  for a  more  open procedure. 
A limited call for  tenders could be  the  answer  to these various re-
quirements.  The  concerting of policies could,  if need be,  lead to the 
harmonisation· of administrative and  technical costs. 
-369-The  diversity of advanced technologr  goods  and the multiplicity 
of  government  departments,  agencies and firms  placing orders neces-
sitate flexible ma.chirvary.  Different joint bodies  composed  of re-
presentatives of the  appropriate  agencies  should be  set up for each 
sector. 
The  definition of common  guidelines for all the  policy concerting 
bodies  in each sector,  the  investigation a.t  regular intervals  of how 
the  machinery is functioning and  the evaluation of the results obtained 
would  be  matters for deliberation by the  Council  on the basis of peri-
odic  proposals and  reports by the  Commission. 
III. The  firms  to benefit from  the  concerting of purchasing  ~olicies 
The  choice of firms  to  be  consulted and to benefit from  the 
placing of orders raises a  certain number  of  problems  concerning 
the  firms  themselves  and also the  bala.nced allocation of orders  to 
the firms in all the  member  States. 
As  reeards  the firms  themselves it does  not  seem  possible  to 
lay down  any line of conduct  in advance.  'llllere  are  indeed many 
possibilities according to  the sector:  firms  with their own  capital, 
Community  decision centres developing products according to their 
own  technology,  firms  working under external licence,  subsidiaries 
of foreign companies established and  producillf' in the  Communi.ty, 
foreign companies wishing to  ex~ort in the Community,  etc. 
It is  only as  each case  presents itself that it will be  ?OSsible, 
in the  light  of the  possibilities of Community  industry and  of any 
co-operation agreements  concluded with third countries,  to decide 
which  coarpanies  may  be  called upon.  The  need to restructure and 
strengthen Community  industry and to back  up research efforts will 
to a.  large extent have  to determine  this choice. 
-171-Orders should be  placed with  due regard to  cons  ide  ra. ti  ons  of 
price, quality and  industrial policy (developnent of l!.'uropean  firms 
of competitive size, without  destroying competition).  They should 
not  be  allocated in the  various  sectors  on  the principle of "fair 
exchange",  between the  industries of member  States.  It would  not, 
however,  be  realistic, at  our  present stage in the  building of 
Europe,  to ignore the  need for the  time  being to preserve a  certain 
geographical balance  in overall distribution. 
The  following means  might  be  used to a.chieve  such  a  balance: 
- purchasing policies should be concerted in a  sufficient number 
of sectors for all the  States or  industries concerned to be  able 
to  expect orders; 
- for  industries unable to receive direct orders,  sub-contracting 
would  be  likely to increase  the number  sharing the  benefit; 
- orders should be  plac~ .as far as  possible, with multi-national 
European consortia rather than with uni-na.tional firms;  this  would 
have the additional advantage of  promoting the  restructuring of 
industry. 
Regular examinations of trends  in trade in advanced  technology 
goods  might,  moreover,  be  a.rranged,  on the understanding that appro-
priate steps would be  taken if it appeared that a  member  State was 
in very unfavourable  position or if a  marked  imbalance  came  about 
to its detriment. 
-371-The  Commission  hopes  that at a  later stage the  preuautions 
suggesten will  becom~ superfluous.  At  present,  however,  concerted 
purchasing polici6s would  contribute  decisive~ to achieving a  com-
mon  market  in advanced technology goods  and would  foster the pro-
gressive developnent  of competition between the industries of the 
various member  States, which  in this  fiel~ has been very limited 
hitherto. 
0 
0  0 
The  various problems  raised and the  suggestions  put  forward in 
this  chapter merit closer study. 
While  it seemed  desirable in the first place to  take an overall 
view  of the  problems  raised in the  Canmunity  by the  market  and  orders 
for advanced  technology goods,  the  measures  for concerting purchasing 
policies will need to be  gone  into sector by  sector.  They may  differ 
fairly considerably from  one  sector to another and will·have to  be 
decided  on  step by step as sectoral problems  and the possibility of 
co-operation in research and  development  in each  sector at Community 
level are  examined. 
To  be  effective and  practicable  these  policy-concerting measures 
will need to  cover a  sufficient number  of sectors and a  sufficiently 
large  volume  of orders.  Unless  taken  on  a fairly large  scale the 
action envisaged would  have little technological  or econamic  impact 
and  might  lead to  the difficulties encountered by  the  Community  where 
co-operation extended to one  sector only. 
-372-In formulating these  suggestions the  Col'Jli!lission  is following 
the  guidelines laid down  by the Council  of Ministers of  the  Com-
munity in its second medium-term  economic  policy programme: 
"In various  industrial sectors public or quasi-public  orders have 
"an appreciable significance for all member  countries.  A  concerted 
"ordering policy for goods  incorpora.ting a  large proportion of R and 
"D might be  envisaged for some,  at  least,  of thes·~ fields of acti  vi  t.1 
"(here we  co~- ba-ck,  for another angle,  to transport,  canputers, 
"telecommunications, aeronautics, etc.).  With  the  prospect  of  the 
"com ti  tution of highly competitive European undertakines in ea.ch  of 
"these sectors,  common  criteria and rules for the acceptance  of 
"tenders need to be  worked  out  (the formation of European  ccmiBnies 
"could facilitate such an undertaking but  is not a  prerequisite for 
"it)." 
-373-CHAPI'ER  IV 
Common  policy in respect of third countries 
The  need  for co-operation with third countries makes  itself felt 
not  only in the field of research  but also  in thet  of the development 
of the ma.jor  new  technologies.  Member  Sta.tes have  already entered into 
such co-operation in the  three main  sectors.  However  for the reasons 
set  out in Chapter I,  this co-operation ha.s  not  led to  a~y really sa-
tisfactar,y industrial or commercial  results. 
Although much  the  same  can  be  said of co-operation in the research 
area, we-shall confine ourselves here to discussi~~ the  different types 
of co-operation in the fjeld or technolQgical and  industrial development 
i.e. co-operation whose  aim  is the  manufacture  of new  eoods  for '!lass-
marketing. 
There  are  a  number  of  prqgrammes  or projects for co-operation with 
third countries in which  not  only the  Community  does  not  participate as 
such,  but  on  which  there  is no  Community  policy. 
They  include  the following: 
- The  Anr,1o-French  Concarde  project,  in the field of civil aviation; 
- the  MRCA  75  "multirange" device,  in the field of military s.viation; 
- in the nuclear field,  the  projected agreement  between Germany,  the 
Netherlands and t1reat  Britain for producing enriched uranium  by 
ultracentrifugation; 
- in the  space field,  the  EI~ and  ESRO  programmes  which  the 6 and 
the  12  Western European  countries and  the world organisation Intelsat 
pa.rtici,IBte; 
- in the  field of electronics,  the Franco-Sovie-t  agreement  on  colour 
television. 
- 375-Whatever  judgment  these  projects or programnes  may  call tar 
individually,  it can hardly be disputed that their negotiation and 
implementation in the absence  of any concerted Co!!ID!unity  policy has 
a  double  disadvantage. 
On  tl'lt  one  hand,  the chances of arriving at a  coumon  industrial 
developaent policy on a  Community  scale are  considerably weakened;  on 
tbl other hand,  member  States negotiating separately cannot  protect 
their interest as efficiently as if they were  backed by Co11111unity 
solidarity; in certain cases,  they may  even appear  to be  competing 
with eaCh  other in relation to third countries. 
Tbe  possibility of working out a  clear  policy appears already 
to have been compromised  thanks  to separate negotiations of this kind 
in sectors as basic to the future  of Co11111uni ty industry as  the  pro-
duction of enriChed uranium,  putting satellites into orbit and  colour 
television. 
The  consequences to Community  industry are those already mentioned 
in Chapter II of Part II above  in regard to  take-overs by major  firms 
of outside the  Community  and,  above all, to the  absence  of a  concerted 
Community attitude in this field. 
The setting up of the PllliST  Grou:>  has enabled the  Six to reach 
agreement  in certain fieldswhere wide-ranging industrial co-operation 
with third countries in Europe  (plan for a  vast  data-processing system) 
is envisaged.  As  a  method  it marks  undeniable  progress.  However,  the 
mere  concerting of policies at  Community  level is not enough if it is 
not  an integral  part of the  overall  policy whose  main lines have  been 
defined in the  two  foregoing  Chapters and without which  co-operation 
with third countries would have little chance  of achieving satisfactory 
results. 
The  Commission accordingly regards the definition of a  common 
technological and industrial co-operation policy as a  matter of in-
creasing urgency.  The  Council having  alrea~ recognised  the  existence 
of a  European solidarity overstepping the  limits of  the  Six by pro-
posing co-operation with several European countries, in particular 
those which are applicants for membership,  it is appropriate  to look 
in the first place at the  problems  of  technological and  industrial 
co-operation inside Western Europe. 
-376-It may  be  asked whether it would  not ha.ve  been preferable for the 
Six to have  agreed  on  the  main  lines of an  ef~icient  technolo~ical and 
industrial  dev~lopment policy before engaging in talks with other 
countries.  At all events,  it is becoming  extremely pressing to  debate 
the ma.tter  among  the Six first  of all, and  then with  the  third countries 
concerned. 
The  Commission  believes it is important for the  problems discussed 
·in this and the  three  foregoing chapters,  to  be  minutely studied,  both 
as a  whole  and sector by  sector, as soon as  possible. 
This study,  by  the  PRES!'  Group,  should cover the mode  of  imple-
mentation of the  projects a.nd  the  coherence of the action envisaged. 
The  Committee  for Medium-Term  Economic  Policy, which  has already begun 
a  study of the  question of  orders for advanced  technology goods,  should 
see  to it that all the  conditions are  nresent for efficient technological 
co-operation in an enlarged European  frarnewo:rk. 
That  procedure  should enable  the  Council to examine  simultaneously 
and at an early date the  proposals  contained in the  two  foregoing 
chapters,  which  retai~ their value  independently of co-operation with 
third countries,  and the  conditions far  efficient  industrial co-operation 
with those  countries. 
Having  regard to the  progress  of the  work  of the  PREST  Group, 
priority should be  given  to  the data-processing sector  (development 
contracts,  i""dnf'trial structures,  public  orders).  However,  the 
Commission  is  of the opinion that  the  study should extend to  other 
sectors of advanced technology in which  co-operation is,  or might  be, 
envisaged.  In resrect of  ea~h of such sectors,  the conditions should 
be  examined  on  which  third States could  participate in the financtr:.g 
- 377-of development  contracts and,  where  appropriate,  the concerting of 
orders.  Similar_?.y,  the  place which  certain firms  in third countries 
inside Europe might  occupy  in the necessary industrial restructuring 
should be  investigated.  The  representatives of industry should of 
course  be  consulted on  these different questions  (1). 
Such  a  study of the  whole  could also have  the  aim  of  improving 
the  efficiency of actions  undertaken in another institutional frame-
work  (ELDO  - ESRO  - Intelsat) and  to register them  in one  clear 
strategy. 
The  practical  possibilities for arriving at satisfactory agree-
ments  largely depend  on  the negotiating methods  used.  When  the  Six 
recogni.se  the need  for using a  single spokesman for entry negotiations, 
it would  be  very  re~ettable if they do  not adopt the  same  method  in 
the  technological and  industrial  ~ield. 
0 
0  0 
Full co-operation with other European  countries,  in particular 
with countries applying for membership,  should logically lead to 
developing sufficient solidarity with the  latter to enable a  common 
policy to be  worked  out with respect to the  other major  non-European 
partners. 
Relations with the major  partners outside Europe  pose  different 
problems,  either because the  latter possess a  far greater potential 
(United States,  USSR  in certain fields)  or because  their economic 
(1)  The  Confederation of British Industries recently expressed an 
opinion close to that reflected in the  proposals made  here: 
11  ••• Studies and  subsequent action are urgently required on 
government  Support  for technology through R & D contracts,  through 
coordinated government  purchasing,  the removal of obstacles to 
collaboration and  the  encouragement  of cross-frontier mergers  ••• 
11 
(Memorandum  by the CBI  Croup  on  Europ!an Technolog;r  - 7 November 
1969). 
- 378-system  is very different from that of the CoDIIlunity  (USSR,  China), 
or again because  of their isolation (Japan, China).  With  each  one 
of them,  nevertheless,  it would  be  in the  interest of the  CODIIlunity 
and of Western EuroJS  to organise their solidarity and even,  where 
it seems  possible, enter into co-operation at Community  or multd-
lateral level. 
The  main  problems  concern relations with the United States, 
owing to that country's ties with Western Europe  and its enormous 
technological  potential.  Now,  it is with  the  United States that it 
is at the  same  time  easiest and  most  urgent to substitute collective 
co-operation for individual relations;  easiest because  the  United 
States is well-disposed in that direction; most  urgent because  se-
plrate negotiating by Western European countries with the United 
States accentuates the disparity of strength and rules out all 
relations on  an equal footing.  One  fails to  see why  what  has been 
successfully achieved in respect of tariff negotiations should not 
be achieved in respect of technological  and industrial negotiations 
(cr. Part II, Chapter v). 
Whether it be  a  question of enriched uranium,  supersonic or 
large-capacity aircraft, satellites or data-processing,  the  United 
States always  emerges as the most formidable competitor and the  most 
valua.ble  partner.  It is essential, from the point  of view of unity 
and  in the  interests of the  Community  and  of Europe,  that in those 
fields  the  part to be  played by competition and by co-operation 
respectively should at least  be  discussed collectively among  Europeans 
and that then, if possible, collective negotiations  and relations 
should be  organised. 
The  Commission  is not  unaware  of the difficulties in the way  of 
achieving this end and  feels it advisable to  propose any measures 
until a.n  exchange  of views  has taken  ~la.ce in the Council on the 
subject.  It wishes,  however,  to call the  ~ttention of member  States 
to  the  special urgency of harmonising European view-points  with a 
view to possible negotiations  between Europe  and  the United States 
on the vital question of supplies of enriched uranium. 
-379-Similar reasons militate in favour  of closer relations with 
the  other major partners  - the  USSR  and Japan today,  tanorrow 
China,  India,  Brazil, etc.  The  reluctance shown  by the USSR  to 
recognise the  existence  of  the Commun]ty  leads the Commission  to 
recommend  a  preliminary concerting of  policies in regard to re-
lations with that country,  on  the  lines of the temporary provisions 
adopted  in the commercial field.  On  the  other hand,  it would  be 
well if a  Community  agreement  could serve as a  framework  for indus-
trial and technological  co-operation with Jatan. 
CONCLUSION 
In presenting these  new  guidelines for industrial policy in the 
major sectors of advanced  technology,  the Commission  is aware  that 
it is presenting the  government  of member  States with choices which 
are  sometimes  new  and in all cases difficult. 
They are,  however,  inescapable,  for  on  the solutions found  to 
the  problems  of access  to markets  and the  grouping  of technological 
development efforts depend not  only the future  of a  whole  section 
of the Community's  industry,  but  also the  a.bility of the  Community 
and of member  States to remain among  the nations which  enjoy the 
economic,  social and more  generally human  advantages  of  the  most 
advanced industrial progress.  In the  absence  of action in this 
direction,  the  l!."Uro~an Cooununity  is  likely tanorrow to find itself 
no  more  than a  communit,y  of  declining activities.  True,  technolo-
gical successes  could still be  achieved in certain member  States. 
But  the fields  an~ action in which  the Community  had  placed most 
hope  and which  alone were  capable  of providing a.  lasting solution 
would  be  found  to have  been removed  from  the  Community  Pphere. 
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